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Abstract
Recently, a number of critical studies have focused on the ways in which New
Woman fiction reconfigured nineteenth-century concepts of woman and modernity. The
fictional New Woman was a complex and intriguing character, one who defined herself
in opposition to the image of the traditional domestic heroine. However, to be a woman
and to reject normative womanly behavior was to assert an identity whose nature and
value were ambiguous at best, and which had no defined space within traditional social
structures. In consequence, the fictional New Woman, despite her claims of independence
and isolation, could not escape narratives of marriage and romance. Whether she chose to
participate in them or to renounce them, authors continually attempted to work out the
ways in which the woman of the future would function within the social structures that
commonly defined the course of woman's life in the present. Specifically, in this
dissertation, I will examine how nineteenth-century authors imagined the New Woman in
relation to her romantic and sexual desires, and juxtapose this with the fictional New
Woman's frequent inability to participate in marriage, the social structure that
traditionally regulated and circumscribed women's desires.
Although many authors wrote about New Women characters falling in love, these
authors often were unable to imagine these same New Women characters in domestic
spaces� playing traditional roles of wife and mother. Additionally, despite the occasional
narrative of romantic and sexual fantasy, a majority ofjin-de-siecle authors chose not to
promote a society that allowed women to participate in sexual relationships outside of
marriage. Thus, I would argue that the romance plots in New Woman novels generally
conclude in one of two ways. Authors either show New Women changing and losing
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their ideas and ideals in response to their desire to participate in romantic relationships
(and consequently in the domestic sphere), or else they show New Women who cannot
change, destroyed by or destroying men as a result of being bound within the social and
legal constraints of marriage.
A number of modem-day critics dedicate chapters to the New Woman and
marriage or to the different ways New Woman fiction approaches issues of love and/or
sexuality; however, no writer has done an in-depth analysis of the ways in which issues
of love, marriage, and desire are investigated and reconfigured in works about characters
who are New Women. My study will illuminate the multifaceted concerns faced by the
.fin-de-siecle author struggling to write about women who promoted non-traditional ideas
about the ways in which marriage could constrain, change, or destroy women.
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Introduction:
The Marriage Question
Sarah Grand's 1894 "The New Aspect of the Woman Question" is now famous
for having been the document that originated the term "New Woman." 1 However, the
specific c.ontent of this frequently footnoted text is as important to the modem scholar as
the terminology it fashioned (and put into fashion). In this work, Grand forcefully
concludes her discussion of women's roles in.fin de siecle society with the bold
announcement that "The Woman Question is the Marriage Question, as shall be shown
hereafter." She leaves her literary and historical female descendants to provide conclusive
proof of this and to "set the human household in order"; nevertheless, within this seminal
article, Grand vigorously establishes her opinion that it is the corrupt nature of the sexual
and romantic relationships between men and women that results in a history of male
depravity and women's suffering, and in the current state of political and social unrest. 2
· Interpretations of the ways in which New Woman writers reconceptualized the
nature of women's sexual and romantic relationships with men structure my work on the
New Woman. Although my study is limited by its focus on two decades, a single country,
1

Sarah Grand, "The New Aspect of the Woman Question," North American Review 158 (1894): 270-76.
Although Ann Ardis in New Women, New Novels: Feminism and Early Modernism (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1990), 10-11, and David Rubinstein in Before the Suffragettes: Women's
Emancipation in the 1890s (Brighton: Harvester, 1986), 16-23, argue that this expression had been
circulating within London culture before Grand's use of it in her article, most scholars acknowledge Sarah
Grand to be the originator of the tenn "New Woman." Ellen Jordan, in "The Christening of the New
Woman: May 1894" (Victorian Newsletter 48 [Spring 1983]: 19-21) argues that Grand and Ouida (Marie
Louise de la Ramee) should be credited with bringing the tenn into public awareness; Grand used the tenn
in her article "The New Aspect of the Woman Question," and Ouida penned a denunciation of Grand and
so-called "New Women" in a subsequent issue of the North American Review ("The New Woman," North
American Review 158 [May 1894]: 610-19). Grand herself claimed that she came up with the tenn and
originated the concept of the New Woman. Teresa Mangum writes, "In an interview with Athol Forbes, in
1900, Grand brashly claimed to have invented the New Woman in an 1894 North American Review article"

2

a single class, and a single race, it attempts to confront a crucial moment in both the
women's movement and in the history of the novel. It addresses the efforts made by fin
de siecle writers to redefine, deconstruct, or critique the ideological formulation of

woman and of woman's social and biological destiny. By presenting the ways in which
typical narratives of romance and marriage prohibited women from achieving their
personal potential (to be more than wives and mothers), and by writing about women
who possessed "improper" desires3 - for sex, for power, for personal autonomy- authors
reconfigured the plot structure and the content of the typical Victorian novel.4
Additionally, they participated in a rewriting of the cultural formulation of "woman."
My work is "feminist" in that it addresses the production and deconstruction of
gender roles during a specific historical moment. The study also addresses feminist
concerns in its investigation of the ways in which various authors examined or critiqued
the performativity of gender in an effort to intensify, displace, reorient, or transform
traditional formulations of the female self. It observes how texts, through their
modification of traditional narratives of womanhood, attempted to subvert essentialist
discourses that oversimplified or reified images of women. This work might also be
considered a "cultural study" of a limited period of time. Although this work does not
specifically explore historic material conditions and the ways in which texts illuminate

(Married, Middlebrow, and Militant: Sarah Grand and the New Woman Novel [Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press, 1998], 2).
2
Grand, "The New Aspect of the Woman Question," 276, my italics.
3
See Lyn Pykett, The "Improper" Feminine: The Women's Sensation Novel and the New Woman Writing
(New York: Routledge, 1992) for additional interpretations of what constituted "the improper feminine" in
mid- and late nineteenth-century society.
4
See Ardis for a discussion of the ways in which the New Woman novel influenced literary developments
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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the relationships between social and economic circumstances in art and in life, it does
examine the literary artifacts of a period in an effort to understand more fully a specific
culture and society, assuming that this art reacted to and interacted with a national
audience in an effort to participate in a critical discourse about the nature of humanity
within that culture and society. It assumes that this written art both reflected and helped
to construct public concepts of individual subjectivity. This study also recognizes how
literature reproduces national assumptions, fears, and dreams about social relationships at
the same time that it positions the readers of this literature as consumers of a particular
writer's ideological bent.
The specifically "feminist" aspect of the work is, then, its attempt to explore the
particular nature of textual representations of a "new" woman; its participation in
narratives of "cultural study" results from its effort to understand how a reconfiguration
of a gendered character affected literary (and social) narratives of heterosexual romance
within a certain nation and during an identifiable historical moment.
Issues of marriage, as well as issues of romance and of sexual license, permeate
texts that address the New Woman's character and destiny. It is my argument that the
decision to accept or to reject, to respond traditionally to or to transfigure, the adventures
of heterosexual (romantic and contractual) relationships constitutes the core and nadir of
the New Woman's bildungsroman. Therefore, in this work, I outline what I see to be the
various means by which this crisis was resolved within narratives of New Woman fiction.
Marriage, the social institution that organized "acceptable" romantic and sexual
relationships,_ was repeatedly evaluated after the passing of the Divorce Act in 18 57 .

4

Writers, as well as ordinary citizens, contributed to numerous discussions within the
periodical press that debated its success within "modem" culture. Indeed, many literary
works that critiqued or condemned modem marriage were written and published during
the last two decades of the nineteenth century. 5 Concurrently, a substantial percentage of
individuals were struggling to eradicate social structures that emphasized and enforced
gender inequality. It is interesting to note that again and again in texts that feature New
Woman heroines, the marriage plot comes under scrutiny - and is frequently viewed as
an instrument of female oppression. New Woman writers openly claimed that marriage
confined women to a limited sphere of education and experience, forced them to abandon
their identities as individuals, and required them to participate in monotonous and
demoralizing domestic activities. 6
Of course, critiquing the institute of marriage within their works had numerous
and complex consequences for writers. Questions arose concerning women's potential to
succeed as independent participants in the workplace, of the likely behavioral (and
sexual) activities of women who chose to eschew the position of wife, and of the "future
of the race." Nevertheless, despite strenuous conservative claims being made within the
periodical press of the day that disrupting the social order would bring about a cultural
crisis resulting in the dissolution of the British Empire, many texts that address the figure
of the New Woman present her efforts to avoid the consequences, both physical and
emotional, of participating in traditional narratives of domesticity, prompted by and
5

For examples of this, see my discussion in Chapter 3.
See, for example, Hadria's nightmare that she will be forced to spend her life playing a never-ending
game of lawn tennis. (Mona Caird, The Daughters ofDanaus [New York: The Feminist Press, 1989], 4647. Hereafter cited as Daughters.)

6
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reflected in traditional narratives of romance. They often urged that a woman be
classified as an autonomous agent rather than as a member of a domestic unit (a daughter,
a wife, a mother). Additionally, many New Woman texts struggle with issues of female
desire and of women's right to understand and to exert control over their own bodies.
Throughout the latter years of the nineteenth century, artists, scholars, and
ordinary citizens debated the nature of woman's social and biological destiny. Could the
woman of the future look forward to more in life than marriage and childbirth? Many
writers of New Woman fiction felt that she could and illustrated the ways in which
marriage and motherhood depressed, or even destroyed, the New Woman. Nevertheless,
the concerns faced by the fin de siecle author who struggled to write about women who
promoted non-traditional ideas about love and marriage were multiple. Female characters
who rejected normative womanly behavior asserted an identity whose nature and value
were ambiguous at best and which had no defined space within traditional social
structures. New Woman fiction, in its recognition of the sexual impulses of bourgeois,
educated, unmarried women, was required to reformulate cultural ideas about all women
because texts that celebrated unmarried women's participation in sexually charged
encounters called traditional methods of social categorization into question. 7 In addition,

7

In many texts (for instance, George Egerton's "A Cross Line," Victoria Cross's "Theodora: A Fragment,"
in Daughters ofDecadence: Women Writers of the Fin-de-Siecle, Elaine Showalter, ed. [New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1993], 47-68, 6-37, Grant Allen's The Woman Who Did[Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1995], Kate Chopin's "The Storm," in The Awakening and Selected Stories ofKate
Chopin [New York: Signet, 1976], 244-249), the unmarried New Woman who took part in intimate
physical relationships resembled neither the tragic, shame-faced figure of the fallen woman nor the wicked
femme fatale - two stereotypes that generally were applied to Victorian women characters who loved
outside the bounds of matrimony.
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writers often struggled with an inability to imagine happiness for heroines who
abandoned traditional ways of living and thinking.
In his book, Adultery in the Novel: Contract and Transgression, Tony Tanner
documents the breakdown of the novelistic marriage plot during the course of the
nineteenth century. In the introduction to his text, Tanner writes,
Nature has her own patterns of seasonal and cyclical growth and decay, of mating
impulses and fertilization processes; the family is a more stable and narrower
pattern imposed on nature, while society is another pattern relating all the families
according to intrafamilial and transfamilial rules .. .. The most important mediation
procedure that attempts to harmonize the natural, the familial, the social, and even
the transcendental is, of course, marriage . . . . If the mediation of marriage works,
then everything is, as it were, at rest, all the patterns moving harmoniously
together. It is the bourgeois ideal (an ideal that precludes the envisaging of
possible patterns of historical and political change). But if something happens to
disturb this mediation, or rather all the mediations that center on marriage, or to
make them unacceptable or impossible, then a person involved may experience
that anxiety or "unhappy consciousness" that is a result of feeling he or she is
participating in two or more irreconcilable patterns, with no means of mediating
them any longer . . .. [The breakdown of marriage also] portends the possible
breakdown of all the mediations on which society itself depends, and
demonstrates the latent im�ossibility of participating in the interrelated patterns
that comprise its structure.
In this text, Tanner's focus is on adulterous women in the novels of male canonical
authors. However, his interpretation of the reasons why the disintegration of the marriage
ideal provoked social alarm and private anxiety is useful in a discussion about New
Woman fiction. Certainly his theory helps to reveal the nature of the public panic that
was inspired by writing that critiqued or rejected heterosexual love and the institution of
marriage. Real and fictional New Women were not only questioning the Victorian social
order (by claiming that women should be allowed higher education and opportunities for

7
work); they were questioning thefamilial order through their written criticisms of
marriage.9 And, through their critique of marriage, and their questioning of woman's
desire to participate in it, they undermined what Victorian individuals considered the
natural order: the biological destiny of woman to become a mother. To participate in the
defacement of all three of these key discourses was revolutionary. As Ann Heilmann
points out, "The truly Other woman was therefore not the prostitute or the
nymphomaniac, for they could be contained within male institutions: the prison or the
asylum, institutions whose power structures reflected those in place in marriage and the
family. The truly deviant woman was the woman who rejected heterosexual contact." 1 0
This resulted in complex texts. My study is designed to map out the ways in which
literary works about the New Woman attempt to address, celebrate, or contain this
disruptive vision of the feminine.
In my work, I will argue that popular authors at the end of the nineteenth century
responded to the "Marriage Question" (and consequent questions of female sexual and
intellectual potential) in one of three ways. Authors either1 ) created radical, often self
destructive female characters who rejected the institution of marriage and instead
embraced a life of solitary independence (occasionally marked by interludes of transient,
8

Tony Tanner, Adultery in the Novel: Contract and Transgression (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1979), 1 6- 1 7.
9
The familial order was also critiqued by the claims of the "revolting daughters." The debate over how
daughters should be treated within middle-class households was begun by Blanche Alethea Crackanthorpe
in the article "The Revolt of the Daughters" (Nineteenth Century 35 [January 1 894]: 23-3 1). Crackanthorpe
argued that young women should be allowed the same freedoms and intellectual opportunities as their
brothers; she also claimed that young women should receive professional training, since many of them
might not marry. This "shocking" article (and others that address the freedoms of daughters) is reprinted in
Carolyn Christensen Nelson's A New Woman Reader: Fiction, Articles, Drama ofthe 1890s (Ontario,
Canada: Broadview Press, 200 1 ), 26 1-68.

8
unstable "free love"),2 ) wrote about New Women forced into unfulfilling marriages and
the suffering brought about as a result, or3) "recuperated" atypical or dangerous New
Woman characters by causing them to fall in love with their husbands and by
consequently illustrating their transformation into domestic women.
Rarely, if ever, does a New Woman text end with a depiction of the heroine's
personal and romantic fulfillment. Although some celebratory, utopian-like works of
fiction were written during this period, many of these narratives exist in short story
format and often end before the culmination of the narrative action. Works such as
Victoria Cross's "Theodora: A Fragment" are just that- brief fragments of life and
experience, short texts that resist inclusiveness and do not provide readers with any
substantial denouement. Even the most seemingly celebratory works often contain
elements of omission, retraction, or renunciation. Correspondingly, within longer, more
extensive texts on the subject of the New Woman, authors appear unable to imagine how
a woman who rejects a traditional feminine identity might find long-term happiness.
Many texts demonstrate the nineteenth-century author's inability to reconcile
assumptions about the historically lived conditions of women's existence with female
characters who wish to reject those conditions. Thus, in most texts, the New Woman
either forfeits forms of meaningful intimacy in order to retain sovereignty over her
circumstances, isolating herself from social groups (or transgressing the systems of value
established by those groups), or else she suffers within the confines of a contractual
marital relationship, destroyed by or destroying men. Happy endings are generally
10

Ann Heilmann, New Woman Fiction: Women Writing First Wave Feminism (New York: St. Martin's

9
available only to. heroines who choose to return to the subject position of the domestic
woman.
Why was the literary figure of the New Woman shown to be unable to participate
simultaneously within narratives of romance and narratives of self-fulfillment? In many
ways, this study attempts to map out the reasons why textual alternatives to self-denial or
social compromise are uncertain and tenuous. Thus, this work explores specific authors'
characterizations of the New Woman, examining their presentations of the modem
woman's subjectivity. It explores manifestations of Otherness - the ways in which the
New Woman's difference is described, the ways in which it is simultaneously granted
authority and designated as destructive. Ultimately, I argue that it is the fractured,
"conflicted" subjectivity associated with the New Woman's character, her concurrent
celebration and renunciation of hei: "new" identity, that makes these three endings the
dominant ones of the genre.
The authors featured in this work were read widely during their time, although a
number of them have fallen out of print and popularity over the course of the twentieth
century. Nevertheless, there has been a recent movement to put a number of New Woman
novels and short stories back into print, as well as a movement to collate and publish
anthologies that feature non-fiction articles and essays about the New Woman of the fin
de siecle. In this work, I have chosen to look at works written between the period of18 78

and1900 . Although my work focuses on British authors, I also investigate texts by both

Press, 2000), 9 1 .
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Olive Schreiner and Henry James, neither of whom can properly be labeled "British" but
both of whom lived in and formed deep ties with British culture and society.
The majority of my work focuses on texts by women writers who commonly were
and are labeled "New Woman Writers": Mona Caird, Sarah Grand, Victoria Cross, Olive
Schreiner, and George Egerton.1 1 In addition, I have included works by the male authors
Thomas Hardy, Grant Allen, and George Gissing, who write about the New Woman. I
also address texts by Henry James and Bram Stoker in this study - authors who do not
specifically label their female characters as "New Women." 12 My goal here is not to offer
in-depth analyses of all the works of these particular authors but to map out a conflict that
continually appears within texts about modern ("new") women in thefin de siecle: the
conflict between 1 ) retaining sovereignty over self (through the avoidance of intimacy)
and2 ) placing the self in a position of powerlessness by yielding to societal (and
personal) desires to form intimate (and legally regulated) heterosexual attachments.
Although this struggle is an element of numerous legends and literary works throughout
history, it is only near the end of the nineteenth century that a multitude of texts that
illustrate women experiencing this struggle begin to appear. Additionally, the

11

In "'New Woman' Fiction and Fin-de-siecle Feminism," Ann Heilmann attempts to establish the genre
of New Woman fiction as a particular category, as "feminist fiction written by women . . . [dealing] with
middle-class heroines who in some way re-enact autobiographical dilemmas faced by the writers
themselves," and to distinguish it from fin de siecle fiction merely abo ut New Women, often written by
men (Women 's Writing 3 [ 1 996]: 1 97-2 16, 205). Although I feel that it is important to recognize
differences between fiction by men about women and fiction by women about women, I am more interested
in looking at the variety of discourses that construct or address the figure of the New Woman than in
establishing or denying the "legitimacy" of any of those discourses. Thus, in this work, I use the term "New
Woman Fiction" to designate texts by both genders.
12
I argue that one can see deliberations about women in both The Portrait ofa Lady and Dracula that
reflect and reenact fin de siecle public debates over the modem woman - as do others; a number of
references have been made, specifically in the case of Stoker's Dracula, to the ways in which the image of
the New Woman comes into play in the text. .
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consequences of woman's rejection of social attachments were considered much more
serious and severe as women were envisioned not only as wives and lovers but as the
mothers of the next generation of the human race.
Although a book-length study on the ways in whichfzn de siecle 'Miters struggle
with the consequences of love, marriage, and desire (in conjunction with the New
Woman's quest for autonomy) has yet to be composed, a number of modem critics have
addressed aspects of these issues within larger works on the New Woman. Sally Ledger
in The New Woman: Fiction and Feminism at the Fin-de-siecle provides a useful
discussion of what she calls "the perceived challenge to traditional marriage" in the
introductory chapter to her book, where she disc�ses the historical circumstances
surrounding the rise of the New Woman. Ledger ultimately concludes that "[t]he inability
to think beyond heterosexual marriage a.s the only available route to happiness and
fulfillment for women . . . explains the pessimism of most New Woman novels which
reach an impasse on the marriage question." 1 3 Although Ledger acknowledges the fact
that the "Marriage Question" was a central issue for New Women 'Miters and audiences,
she dismisses the question as an impossible one. Nevertheless, she does address issues of
desire within texts that feature New Woman characters, exploring ways in which female
writers posited male desire as diseased (as in Grand's The Heavenly Twins) and male
writers posited unchecked female desire as monstrous (as in Stoker's Dracula).
Other authors also have spent time examining the ways in which heterosexual
relationships function within novels about the New Woman. Ann Ardis devotes to it a

12

chapter entitled "The Romance Plot: New Women, New Plausibilities" in her book New
Women, New Novels: Feminism and Early Modernism. In this chapter, Ardis utilizes the
theories proposed by Leslie Rabine in her book Reading the Romantic Heroine: Text,
History, Ideology to analyze four New Woman texts. In Reading the Romantic Heroine,
Rabine illustrates the "intense contradiction" of romantic love; she argues that "[a]s a
heterosexual, private, total, exalted love, [romantic love] is supposed to give meaning to
an otherwise drab existence, and allow us to transcend daily life to a higher plane." It also
"provides one of the few accepted outlets through which women can express their anger
and revolt against their situation in a patriarchal order." Nevertheless, at the same time it
does this, romantic love "idealizes and eroticizes women's powerlessness and lack of
freedom." 1 4 Ardis goes on to argue that a number of New Woman novelists "expose the
contradiction of romantic love" in their texts; New Woman writers illustrate the power of
love at the same time they acknowledge the ways in which it places women in positions
of powerlessness. 1 5 Ardis's analyses are useful and interesting; nevertheless, her focus on
individual heroines' frustration and disillusionment with romantic love fails to explore
fully the complex reasons why traditional love and marriage plots continually fail within
novels about the New Woman. Her work does, however, inspire the future critic to
explore the ways in which New Woman fiction writers expounded on the consequences
of these failed love and marriage plots, and to analyze the ways in which New Woman

Sally Ledger, The New Woman: Fiction and Feminism at the Fin-de-siecle (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1 997), 9.
14
Leslie Rabine, Reading the Romantic Heroine: Text, History, Ideology (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1 987), viii.
15
Ardis, 6 I .
13
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heroines are shown to respond to the opportunities (and dangers) that arise from a life
lived outside of romantic devotion.
One of the most useful works on this topic is Ann Heilmann's chapter "Marriage
and its Discontents" in her New Woman Fiction: Women Writing First- Wave Feminism.
In this chapter, Heilmann explores how New Woman fiction that critiques the institution
of marriage can be read as "a response to medical, legal and social practices which
withheld from women the exclusive right to determine what happened to their bodies."
Heilmann argues that "Three demands were at the forefront of the feminist vision of
social and marital reconstruction: sex education for all, an end to the sexual double
standard, and the civic duty of (male) chastity." 1 6 Heilmann provides an informed
discussion of the scientific and medical rhetoric used by and against New Woman who
rejected traditional womanly roles. She also points out that "while few nov�lists came
anywhere near to contesting the validity of heterosexuality as such, most texts were
constructed around the collapse of heterosexual relationships." 1 7 It is the nature of this
collapse that will be explored in my study. Certainly Heilmann has identified some of the
motivations that inspired New Woman authors' disillusionment with the institution of
marriage; I am interested in discussing these and others, as well as the social
consequences of the New Woman's rejection of this cornerstone of social organization.
My discussion of love, marriage, and desire in the era of the New Woman will be
influenced heavily by the arguments made in my first chapter - that the New Woman
was, by general definition, a solitary figure. Again and again,fin de siec/e fiction authors
16

Heilmann, 78.

14

present her as an isolated self. A number of modern critics discuss the New Woman's
conflicted relationships with the culture that surrounds her, yet, none observes the ways
in which the New Woman's subject position was specifically constructed by authors and
critics as a foil to the domestic woman. In this chapter, I claim that what makes the
fictional New Woman "new" is her perceived difference - her particular interpretation as
Other. Even though some New Woman characters are shown to have ties with friends or
family, their intelligence, their superior abilities, and their liberal, modern opinions
distinguish and distance them from all of their associates and relations. In this chapter I
will discuss Olive Schreiner's The Story ofan African Farm and George Gissing's The
Odd Women in order to put forward my argument that the New Woman is always an

"Odd Woman." Both Schreiner and Gissing illustrate how unique abilities and unusual
ideas, as well as a rejection of the identity of the domestic woman, often destroy the New
Woman heroine's chances for traditional participation in the culture in which she exists.
Despite her uniqueness, the fictional New Woman cannot escape narratives of
romance. Whether she chooses to participate in them or to renounce them, authors
continually attempt to work out the ways in which the woman of the future will function
within the social structures that commonly define the course of woman's life in the
present. Thus, issues of love, marriage, and desire permeate texts about the New Woman.
A myriad of complications will arise because the definition of the New Woman as single
and independent is incompatible with traditional concepts of what it means to be human
and woman. Consequently, authors attempt to write the ways in which the New Woman
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either embraces, eschews, or co-exists with the society surrounding her. I would argue
that, often, this interchange is dramatized through the New Woman heroine's
relationships with men. The New Woman's decision to participate in (or to reject) a
traditional romantic relationship with a man often mirrors her decision to participate in
(or to reject) the traditional cultural role assigned to her by bourgeois society.
The next three chapters of my study focus on descriptions of desire. Because the
New Woman is drawn as a non-domestic, non-traditional, often highly educated and
highly passionate Other, questions arise concerning her potential to threaten or destroy
the Victorian social order. Particularly, the possibility and consequences of non-married
women's sexuality come into focus. Throughout the nineteenth century, individuals,
professional and otherwise, speculated on the "nature of woman." Was woman a vessel
containing dangerous passions or a being of passionlessness? Speculation increased as
the century wore on, specifically in response to scientific and medical discourses that
attempted to explain and quantify humanity. Certainly the figure of the New Woman did
not escape scrutiny. In my second chapter, I investigate Victoria Cross's "Theodora: A
Fragment," George Egerton's "A Cross Line," Sarah Grand's The Heavenly Twins, and
Bram Stoker's Dracula. All four of these texts show New Woman figures who possess
and act on amorous desires - outside of marriage. These authors illustrated New Woman
characters who when faced with "irreconcilable patterns" of social expectation and
personal desire chose to act on their desires. Often these women are depicted as both
captivating and unnatural; images of monsters that must be caged and women who must
be contained within the safe confines of marriage appear in each of these four texts.
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Nevertheless, the erotic potential of the New Woman is also celebrated here - the ways in
which difference can be figured as powerful and exciting as well as dangerous. This
duality - the beauty and monstrosity of the New Woman's sexuality - results in narrative
subversions of closure or the claustrophobic containment and/or recuperation of the
fictional heroine.
In my third chapter, I discuss Victoria Cross's The Woman Who Didn 't, Mona
Caird's The Daughters ofDanaus, Henry James's Portrait ofa Lady, and George
Gissing's The Odd Women. Each of these texts presents New Woman characters who
control or subvert their responses to their romantic desires. Additionally, each of these
authors explores the behavior of an untraditional New Woman who is destined to live
within a culture that expects traditional responses to ideas of marriage and sex. As
fictional New Women often face the possibility of romantic attachments with men pther
than their husbands, or with men they do not want t? marry, or with men who are, for
some reason or other, unavailable to them, they often experience the complementary
desire to control or reject their romantic feelings. Such rejection, in particular, preserves
their sense of independence and frees them from the risks associated with romantic
intimacy. However, in these texts, the New Woman is drawn as suffering from the need
to achieve or retain personal autonomy and an emotional or sexual appetite that urges her
to participate in romantic narratives. Thus, the New Woman heroine is shown to vacillate
between her desire for intimacy and her need to police that desire. In consequence,
textual narratives present either the ways in which New Women can become trapped
within destructive and claustrophobic marriages or the ways in which the New Woman
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must continually deny her emotional impulses in order to live a life of independence and,
accordingly, social isolation.
I then focus on Mona Caird's The Wing ofAzrae/, Sarah Grand's The Heavenly
Twins, and George Egerton's Discords, all texts which struggle with the idea that desire
itself is flawed and unnatural. Many professionals and scientists of this period viewed
excess sexual desire as a product of disease or mental affliction. Additionally, authors
frequently document the New Woman's struggle to survive in a culture that denies them
the ability to voice the nature, the object, or their lack of desire, pushing women into
contractual marriages, regardless of their desires to remain single or to find a compatible
mate whom they can love. In my work, I would like to discuss both the political
motivations behind female authors' rejection of male desire as well as the ways writers
used narratives of suffering to justify their call for new modes of living for women. In
this chapter, I explore the conflicts that arise between heroines' need to exist within
cultural spheres that dictate social position and possibility and their desires to achieve
sexual self-determination. In each of these three texts, husbands are depicted as
dangerous or vicious, and the New Woman heroine is faced with the seemingly
impossible task of teaching others how properly to read and recognize the deceitful
characters of these and other men. All of these narratives illustrate how traditional
courtship plots that force her into marriage damage the New Woman; nevertheless, these
three works also exalt ideas of elective affinity, maintaining a belief in the possibility of
love and pleasure. Heroines look forward to a future where female desire is not subject to
parental control.
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Many New Woman texts, then, attempt to explore the role of the New Woman in
the construction of a new society in a new century. They investigate and analyze the
effect her struggles have on humanity, on her society, and, more directly, on her children.
In my last chapter, I focus on the ways in which, despite the fact that many New Women
writers show heroines who ultimately resign themselves to participation in the social
institution of marriage, the critique of this institution led to cultural fears about women
who would refuse to participate in the processes of reproduction and motherhood. Here I
discuss Grant Allen's The Woman Who Did and Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure.
These texts are interesting in that they seem to support the recuperation or isolation of the
New Woman heroine. Here, as in the other texts that are discussed throughout this study,
the New Woman is depicted as a tragic heroine; nevertheless, while adhering to the
traditional endings of the genre, these authors · argue that these limited endings are
necessary for the continuance of social stability. While other authors celebrate the New
Woman's difference and lament their inability to imagine different narrative endings for
her character, Hardy and Allen determine that there is no place for the New Woman
within modem culture because she is defective, not because she is betrayed by a
restricted national and social ideology or by specific men.
As my study will argue, issues of love, marriage, and desire were central concerns
for authors working to carve out new identities for women in the early twentieth century.
Writing by and about the New Woman would lead to the restructuring of fictional
representations of women. In turn, celebrating women who led more complex, less
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traditional lives would seriously call into question traditional formulations of femininity
and provide new possibilities for the women of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
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Chapter1
Sitting Apart in Silent Contemplation
"As the novel heroine . . . we have already been made extremely familiar with her.
She has been flashed upon us in a rapid succession of such startling and vivid pictures, as
to have thrown the dull, sober-tinted presentations of the old sort entirely into the shade.
And to the modem mind, thirsting for whatever is novel and sensational, how sordid, how
prosaic that other poor dead-level creature appears when, in the last chapter, she is left
clinging fatuously to the male prop she has by dint of many pretty, old-fashioned
feminine dodges, succeeded in securing, or washing the baby in a nursing apron,
compared with the flashing, dashing, ripping, tripping creation, yclept the New Woman.
Let us hasten to put the antiquated specimin [sic] on the shelf, with her insipid
face to the wall, and forget her whilst we lose ourselves in the bewildering contemplation
of the wierdly bewitching, the soulful, the mysterious, the tricksy, the tragic, the
electrifying, the intensely-intense, and utterly unfathomable new one."
-- Mrs. Eastwood
"The New Woman in Fiction and in Fact" 1
Who was this "flashing, dashing, ripping, tripping" creature, the New Woman?
Although a number of late nineteenth-century individuals attempted to define her "in
Fiction and in Fact," she continually resisted classification.2 Much in the way of the
modem term.feminist, the phrase New Woman became a label that was applied, both
positively and negatively, to a variety of real and fictional women. It came to designate
women who were actively involved in the late nineteenth-century's women's movement
as well as women - often writers and artists - who were concerned with less overtly
political images of "modem" women. Women participating in particular fashion trends or
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Mrs. Margaret Eastwood, "The New Woman in Fiction and in Fact," Humanitarian 5 ( 1894): 375.
Eastwood herself argues that neither the "old sort" of woman nor the fictional New Woman adequately
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argues the following: "None the less is the New Woman a positive and tangible fact" (376). The real New
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riding bicycles often claimed to be New Women, while popular "New Woman Fiction"
writers (particularly George Egerton) rejected the term. As Ann Heilmann observes,
"(e)ven the factual writers who defined and were defined as New Women were apt to
shift and contest the parameters of the category."3
Almost every current critical text on the New Woman begins with a chapter that
attempts to answer the question "Who was she?" A number of modem critics argue that
the volatility of the term "New Woman" developed in response to the voluminous and
varied examples of writing that promoted or condemned the figure; as Ann Heilmann
remarks, throughout the later years of the nineteenth century, there was a "multiplicity of
agents who had an ideological stake in constructing her.',4
The New Woman was, in many ways, a product of the discourse constructing and
deconstructing images of women at the end of the nineteenth century. Lyn Pykett argues
that texts by and about New Women "participated in a rewriting of [the] script of the
feminine,"5 instructing individuals on how they were supposed to think and feel as
women or about women in general. Certainly the instability of the term New Woman
reflects the instability offin de siecle concepts of woman, morality, and modernity.
Dozens of articles (critical and celebratory) about the "New Woman," the "revolting
daughters," and "The Woman Question" appeared in the periodical press during the last
decades of the century; in addition to these written works on the subject, Angelique

Heilmann,, 2.
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Richardson and Chris Willis claim that over a hundred novels were written about the
New Woman in the years between188 3 and1900 . 6
It is easy to see from the amount of literature addressing this topic that a variety of
different individuals ( coming from a variety of cultural and ideological backgrounds) had
much to gain or lose during the process of reformulating cultural ideas about women. 7 As
Lyn Pykett observes, "The New Woman (and the moral panic which surrounded her) was
yet another example of the way in which, in the latter half of the nineteenth century,
femininity became a spectacle. "8
Despite the instability of the term "New Woman," some claims may be made
about her general identity. Texts that deal with the New Woman often present her as an
individual concerned with the cultural ideas and practices of the1880 s and 1890 s; often,
she is presented as a suffragette, as an artist, or as a social reformer. Many self
proclaimed New Women, writing to journals and newspapers of the day, associated
themselves with the nineteenth-century women's movement. In her1896 article "Is the
New Woman a Myth?" C. Morgan Dockrell writes, "The genuine new woman is she
who, with some of the ablest men of the century, has awakened to the fact that the time
has come when the work of the world in all departments has need of woman, that one sex
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· cannot effectually and efficiently cope with the business and affairs of humanity."9
Similarly, Olive Schreiner, in her1899 article "The Woman Question," writes, "We
demand, that, in that strange new world that is arising alike upon the man and woman,
where nothing is as it was, and all things are assuming new shapes and relations- we
demand that in this new world we also shall have our share of honored and socially useful
human toil, our full half of the labor of the children of woman [sic]. " 1 0
However, despite Schreiner's stirring use of the phrase "We demand" in this non
fiction piece, Schreiner's fictional heroine Lyndall, in The Story of an African Farm
(1883), is not able to join with other women in rousing marches for social change. Of
course, The Story ofan African Farm was written near the beginning of the eighties and
the article penned at the close of the nineties; however, I would argue that the differences
in tone are not only results of time and change but of divergence in the ways New
Women were represented in fictional and in non-fictional writings. Lyndall suffers, like
many fictional New Women, not specifically from an inability to perform meaningful
work but from an entire host of social relations and expectations that she perceives as
restrictive. Lyndall sees herself as a victim- prey to traditional cultural attitudes that
confine women to lives of futility and superficiality. In a conversation with her childhood
friend Waldo, Lyndall asserts
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It is not what is done to us, but what is made of us . . . that wrongs women.... We all
enter the world little plastic beings, with so much natural force, perhaps, but for
the rest - blank; and the world tells us what we are to be, and shapes us by the
ends it sets before us. To you it says - Work; and to us it says - Seem! To you it
says - As you approximate to man's highest ideal of God, as your arm is strong
and your knowledge great, and the power to labor is with you, so you shall gain
all that human heart desires. To us it says - Strength shall not help you, nor
knowledge, nor labor. You shall gain what men gain, but by other means. And so
the world makes men and women. I I
Other authors writing about women in the fin de siecle echoed the complaint that women
were brought up to deny their talents and intellect, thus rendering the world "full of
abortive, ambiguous beings, fit for nothing" (Daughters,37 ). Ultimately, in the opinion
of many authors writing fictional texts about the New Woman, it was not the political but
the domestic sphere that was unjust and destructive, that forced women into identities that
did not suit them - that even destroyed the best parts of them. Hadria, in Mona Caird's
The Daughters ofDanaus, argues "Don't you know - oh, don't you see - how many

women secretly hate, and shrink from this brutal domestic idea that fashions their fate for
them?" (Daughters, 68 ). Schreiner points out not only the painful but the unnatural nature
of Victorian cultural classifications of women in The Story of an African Farm; Lyndall
asserts, "We fit our sphere as a Chinese woman's foot fits her shoe, exactly, as though
God had made both - and yet he knows nothing of either" (African Farm,1 50 ).
Like Caird and Schreiner, many writers of New Woman fiction addressed the
political by addressing the social. In contrast to the specific claims of economic and legal
injustice that were the focus of many articles about women in the periodical press,
literary works that addressed woman's place in the world of the.fin de siecle investigated
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the ways in which society proscribed women's day-to-day existence. 1 2 New Woman
fiction often explored how cultural behavioral norms limited women's spectrum of
activity and experience rather than the ways in which civil law denied them rights to
suffrage, property, or to legal custody of their children.
Ann Heilmann, in her discussion of the ways in which New Woman writers
worked to achieve popularity, points out that "While moving into allegorical, utopian and
non-realist, sensationalist, mythical, even dream-like and surrealist sequences of writing,
New Woman fiction retained its links with realism in that it always located the conditions
of women's oppression in contemporary social reality." 13 In many ways it was a focused,
individualist, realist brand of narrative - a catalogue of a single woman's suffering - that
resulted in widespread readership and in the voluminous public display of readers'
responses to New Woman fiction that appeared in the newspapers and periqdicals of the
period. Additionally, and unfortunately, these same fictional elements often
overshadowed the specific political demands that were being promoted by the nineteenthcentury women's movement.
Fictional works that focus on the New Woman center on the particular sorrows
and circumstances of the individual and often revolve around her efforts to cope with the
"tragedy" of her life. I would claim that, in almost every case, heroines suffer from
feelings of intense alienation and isolation, a result of their "odd" frustration with their
social identity as "woman." Indeed, in New Woman fiction, the heroine's detachment
from the world around her is emphasized and even idealized. Although individual authors
12
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of New Woman fiction (and real women involved in the nineteenth-century's women's
movement) called for sisterhood and solidarity, the New Woman's identity (and
popularity) hinges on her status as isolated Other. Certainly Eastwood emphasizes her
Otherness in the quotation that opens this chapter; despite the plethora of celebratory
adjectives used to describe the New Woman (she is "flashing, dashing, ripping,
tripping[,] . . . the weirdly bewitching, the soulful, the mysterious, the tricksy, the tragic,
the electrifying"), she remains "utterly unfathomable." 14 She is, by definition, alien.
However, this identity of "Other" often endows the figure of the New Woman
with unique strengths. In The History o/Sexuality, Michel Foucault illustrates why
prohibition will foster fascination and how silence can create new sites of power. The
figure of the New Woman gained popularity (and notoriety) in part because of her
transgressive image. Foucault argues that repressive acts cultivate unique opportunities
for imagining difference, and certainly the modem scholar may observe the ways in
which the nineteenth century's celebration of the domestic eventually gave birth to a
vision of woman who rebelled against the sphere of home and the tender duties of wife
and mother. According to Foucauldian theories, it follows that because the images of the
angel in the house, the gentle wife and the devoted mama were so celebrated in
nineteenth-century poetic and public discourses, the figure of the non-domestic,
independent, and intellectual woman would appear in the cultural imagination as a foil to
her. Additionally, I argue that because the discourse surrounding the New Woman
developed in response, and in opposition, to the image of the domestic woman, the
chose to avoid" (Sexual Anarchy: Gender and Culture at the Fin de Siecle [London: Viking, 1990], 64).
13
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character of the New Woman is unable to participate in traditional novelistic narratives of
romance, which traditionally end in a vision of domestic bliss. Thus, the fictional New
Woman stands apart and against traditional domestic and social spheres that beckon
women actively to take their places in them. The character of the New Woman must
avoid those spheres; ultimately, to participate in them would result in the destruction of
her identity as a New Woman - an identity that has been constructed as the converse of
the feminine, domestic heroine.
Although a number of novelists in this study do write about New Woman
heroines who eventually embrace marriage and motherhood, these heroines evolve from
one type of literary character to another over the course of the narrative. Many writers
celebrate the New Woman heroine who turns herself into the domestic heroine; however,
within these novels the character does not (and cannot) become a "domestic New
Woman." Rather, she gives up her status as one and becomes the other. 1 5
Despite her "oddness," the literary character of the New Woman was one that
fascinated readers and inspired an energetic public response. Ordinary citizens, as well as
authors and literary critics of the day, took up the discussion of her odd nature, her "new"
morals, and her foreseeable influence on the society of the future, with vigor and feeling.

In volume one of The History ofSexuality, Foucault writes,
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If sex is repressed, that is, condemned to prohibition, nonexistence, and silence,
then the mere fact that one is speaking about it has the appearance of a deliberate
transgression. A person who holds forth in such language places himself to a
certain extent outside the reach of power; he upsets established law; he somehow
anticipates the coming freedom. . . . Because this repression is affirmed, one can
discreetly bring into coexistence concepts which the fear of ridicule or the
bitterness of history prevents most of us from putting side by side: revolution and
happiness; or revolution and a different body, one that is newer and more
beautiful; or indeed, revolution and pleasure . ... This is perhaps what also explains
the market value attributed not only to what is said about sexual repression, but
also to the mere fact of lending an ear to those who would eliminate the effects of
repression. 1 6
In this passage Foucault is, of course, talking about sexuality. But, it would be very easy
to replace the term "sex" here with the term "female sex," to equate the silencing of the
potentials of the physical body with the silencing of woman's potential. Woman is
frequently associated with the pleasures of the flesh and the disruptive influences of the
passions; however, woman's sexuality and emotional volatility were not the only aspects
of personhood that were condemned and/or regulated by nineteenth-century social
ideology. The image of woman as a figure of intelligence and character, a figure of self
sufficiency and power, was commonly rejected in Victorian literature and culture. In
Darwin's 1 87 1 work The Descent ofMan, he writes "The chief distinction in the
intellectual powers of the two sexes is shewn [sic] by man's attaining to a higher
eminence in whatever he talces up, than can woman- whether requiring deep thought,
reason or imagination, or merely the use of the senses and hands . . . . Thus man has

one of the most notorious of the New Woman novels, but also one of the most conservative" ([Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1 995], 1 - 1 8, 1 8).
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ultimately become superior to woman." 1 7 However, the widely accepted (and widely
applauded) concept of masculine superiority ultimately lent a particular strain of power to
authors who struggled to claim and recuperate the image of the capable and independent
woman.
By presenting the image of the New Woman as isolated, condemned, or
repressed, fiction writers effectively promoted concepts of "revolution and happiness"
and of "revolution and a different body" - a different female body, regulated and valued
in new ways. To show the New Woman as unfettered and accepted, safe within a liberal
community, would be to erase her specifically subversive strain of power - the power of
the repressed concept. And authors of New Woman fiction, most of whom had specific
political agendas, took advantage of the power readers assigned to the suffering
individual by using their "oppressed" New Woman characters as mouthpieces for their
social critique. 1 8 Additionally, aligning the character with repression and suffering also
seems to have increased the "market value" of the New Woman novel.
For many fictional New Women, suffering comes about as a result of the
heroine's belief in her own moral and emotional superiority. This belief in herself incites
her to quest for greatness and also to distinguish and distance herself from the people
who surround her. In Schreiner's short story "Three Dreams in a Desert," the heroine
17
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dreams of her metaphorical journey to the "Land of Preedom." Nevertheless, at a crucial
point along the way, she asks herself, "For what do I go to this far land which no one has
ever reached? Oh, I am alone! I am utterly alonef' 1 9 Like Evadne in Sarah Grand's The
Heavenly Twins or Hadria in Mona Caird's The Daughters of Danaus, heroines suffer as
a result of their desire for the freedom to choose their own paths. For Evadne and Hadria,
feelings of isolation and alienation result in physical illness and morbidity. Both novels
end disturbingly, as neither heroine dies but instead is left to live out an inadequate (yet
thoroughly respectable) life.
Isolation is often an indicator of superiority in these texts. Notably, Sarah Grand's
"The New Aspect of the Woman Question" posits the New Woman as an elevated figure,
sitting above the men and women of the everyday world, observing and analyzing the
machinations of the society spinning along below her. According to Grand, the New
Woman had been "sitting apart in silent contemplation all these years, thinking and
thinking, until at last she solved the problem and proclaimed for herself what was wrong
with Home-is-the-Woman's-Sphere, and prescribed the remedy."20 Grand repeatedly
posits the New Woman as an observer - as a definer of culture rather than a participant
within it. Additionally, in this description, the New Woman is shown as superior to man;
Grand writes, "the new woman is a little above him, and he never even thought of
looking up."2 1 However, a reader of this article will soon realize that, in consequence of
her elevated position, the New Woman sits alone. By Grand's definition, the New
marriage, famously suggested, we should trust the tale rather than the teller, but here the teller does not
often allow the tale much room" (1 5).
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Woman is she who "[sits] apart in silent contemplation"; she is separate and silent.
Unfortunately, in Grand's depiction, moral and intellectual ascendancy will destroy what
chances the modem woman might have for participating in the culture in which she
exists. To participate in her culture requires denial or abandonment of her status as
isolated superior, and thus of her status as a New Woman.
In "The New Aspect of the Woman Question," Grand begins her discus�ion of the
modem age by describing men who belong to what she scathingly terms the "Bawling
Brotherhood." In Grand's construction, these men serve as contrasts to the quiet and
thoughtful image of the New Woman. She writes,
The latter consists of two sorts of men. First of all is he who is satisfied with the
cow-kind of woman as being most convenient; it is the threat of any strike among
his domestic cattle for more consideration that irritates him into loud and angry
protests. The other sort of Bawling Brother is he who is under the influence of the
scum of our sex, who knows nothing better than women of that class in and out of
society... and judges us all by them. Both the cow-woman and the scum-woman
are well within range of the comprehension of the Bawling Brotherhood, but the
new woman is a little above him. ... 22
In this section of her article, Grand segregates women into three categories: the cow
woman, the scum-woman, and the New Woman.23 This compartmentalization further
emphasizes the New Women's separation from society: not only does she sit above men,
she is defined away and apart from the women who associate themselves with them.
Ultimately, it is not only men from whom the New Woman is isolated; it is from other
women. This separatist attitude appears frequently in New Woman fiction as well; for
21
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example, Mona Caird's Hadria laments: "The more I see of life, the more bitter a thing it
· seems to be a woman! And one of the discouraging features of it is, that women are so
ready to oppress each other! " (Daughters,4 50 ).
The movement to segregate women into types persists within fictional and non
fictional works. Again and again, writers define the New Woman through difference. In
Schreiner's The Story of an African Farm, Em, with her simple dreams of marriage and
motherhood, stands as a foil to Lyndall, who outranks her in intelligence, beauty, and
appeal. Additionally, writers often described the New Woman in large part by describing
what she was not. This is evident in Eastwood's referral to the "old sort" of womanhood
in her opening to "The New Woman in Fiction and Fact" (excerpted at the beginning of
this chapter) and in multiple fictional texts that contrast New Women with "antiquated
specimens" or "cow-women."
Certainly the New Woman is not the meek heroine of the Victorian novel. In fact,
the traditional domestic woman is demonized by a number of New Woman authors. Ann
Heilmann writes,
In their fiction feminists . . . responded to the conservative challenge by turning the
dual fronts of the (female versus male, and younger versus older female) war of
the sexes into a "sexy war" in which clever and determined women conquered
male opposition with the combined forces of deft logic and supple flesh. . .. the
aim [of which was to make] them conceive the inconceivable, that suffering made
a lady, and that the only true lady was a feminist.24
In contrast, the domestic, or "old" woman, was often presented as shallow and
manipulative, choosing a life of ignorance and indolence over one of meaningful

24 Heilmann, 32.
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endeavor. In "A Defense of the So-Called 'Wild Women "' (1892 ), Mona Caird argues as
follows:
there is no more finished tyrant in the world than the meek sweet creature who
cares nothing for her "rights," because she knows she can get all she wants by
artifice; who makes a weapon of her womanhood, a sword of strength of her
weakness, and does not disdain to tyrannise over men to her heart's content by an
ungenerous appeal to their chivalry. She is a woman- poor, weak, helpless, and
her husband may not call his soul his own! 25
Indeed, many New Women writers specifically make an effort to distance their New
Woman heroines from the Victorian heroine- the angel in the house, the sweet, weak,
feminine ideal of the past. As Lyn Pykett notes, "Certainly, most of the feminist writers
of the 1880 s and 1890 s openly rejected the concept of womanliness. Their fiction is full
of restless, searching women who have either deliberately rejected this socially
constructed womanliness, or who have been imperfectly socialized. "26
However, New Woman writers frequently explored the complex emotional
consequences of this isolationist attitude. Rejecting traditional women's roles often meant
rejecting the warmth and comfort of family. Evadne in Sarah Grand's The Heavenly
Twins (1893) and Hadria in Mona Caird's The Daughters ofDanaus (1894 ) are cruelly
rejected by their parents because of their inability to identify with the values of the
society around them. Nevertheless, despite the feelings of loneliness multiple New
Woman characters express, participation in family and community circles proves to be
just as emotionally distressing to many of them. Early on in Caird's The Daughters of
Danaus Hadria laments, "Good Heavens! Did no other woman realize the insult of it all?
Hadria knew so few women intimately; none intimately enough to be convinced that such
25
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revolt lay smouldering beneath their smiles. She had a lonely assurance that she had
never met the sister-soul (for such there must be, by the score, as silent as she), who
shared her rage and her detestations" (Daughters, 1 68 ). In this text, Hadria is surrounded
by women who do not understand her, who urge her to abandon her liberal ideas and her
dreams of a musical career in favor of marriage and domestic life. Even the character of
Valeria Du Prel, a woman who never marries and who supports herself through writing
novels about New Women, laments her lonely existence and chastises Hadria for envying
her independence and professional success. Ultimately, she, too, is an "antiquated
specimen," claiming that romantic love is the only thing that truly gives meaning to a
woman's life and that the domestic sphere is the proper place for women. For Hadria, and
for many other fictional New Women, living within a community is described as
dangerous. In many texts that address conflicts faced by the New Woman, authors
continually illustrate how family and friends pose a threat to her ability to carve out a
new way of living for herself. They pressure and criticize; they strenuously urge the New
Woman to give up her efforts at making a career for herself or for seeking an identity
other than that of the wife of a respectable man and the mother to a brood of children.
Often, participating in marriage and community requires sacrificing integrity and work.
In consequence, in many texts, women who crave a life beyond the domestic are
compelled to choose between a profession and family. In The Daughters ofDanaus,
Hadria ultimately forfeits her opportunity to become a composer because her conduct
upsets her mother - to the point where her mother becomes mortally ill. On account of
this decision, Hadria's potential to become a musician is corrupted and wasted. Instead of
26
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studying and practicing her music, she is forced to spend all her time and creative energy
worrying over what she perceives to be trivial household and family matters. Near the
end of the novel, Hadria realizes that
The neglected gift was beginning to show signs of decay and enfeeblement. It had
given fair warning for many a year, by the persistent appeal that it made, the
persistent pain that it caused; but the famine had told upon it at last. It was dying.
As this fact insinuated itself into the consciousness, in the teeth of a wild effort to
deny it, despair flamed up, fierce and violent. She regretted that she had not
thrown up everything long ago, rather than endure this lingering death; she cursed
her hesitation, she cursed her fate, her training, her circumstances, she cursed
herself. (Daughters,477 )
In The Daughters ofDanaus, it is Caird's argument that women's talents are starved
through disuse; their energies are sapped and corrupted by the well-meaning interference
of friends and family. Some New Woman heroines, as Schreiner's Lyndall, die young.
Here the reader is left to suppose Caird's Hadria lives a long life; nevertheless, the
question is raised whether or not it is better that a New Woman choose to be isolated and
distanced from those who love her, like Lyndall, rather than to endure the long and
painful "lingering death" of the talented spirit that is frustrated and blocked.
In turn, rejecting the role of the traditional feminine often meant that the fictional
New Woman was compelled to reject the traditional manly hero, who loved, admired,
and dominated the figure of the "womanly woman." Many New Woman novels deal with
women determined to disavow traditional men with whom they are expected to form
romantic attachments. Often New Women view men as "impure." Men with sexually
transmitted diseases (contracted after years of wicked debauchery), men who abuse
women (physically or- emotionally), men who do not care about the physical and moral
future of the race, prove repellent to fictional New Women, in spite of their impressive
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pedigrees and rakish good looks. 27 Or, if they do not, the consequences of marriage with
such a one can be gruesome or tragic. 28 Many texts focus on the ways in which marriage
to a typical Victorian man destroys or depresses the New Woman; the ultimate didactic
aim of these texts is to illustrate the impossibility of the New Woman's participation in
traditional marriages that operate on patriarchal principles.
A number of female figures, such as Angelica Hamilton-Wells in Sarah Grand's
The Heavenly Twins or Lyndall in Schreiner' s The Story of an African Farm, simply feel
no sympathy or affection for their husbands. They feel instead that they are superior to
the simple and unimaginative men they have been compelled to marry. Like Lyndall,
many fictional New Women refuse to allow themselves to experience any sort of
emotional intimacy with characters who fail to live up to their standards of liberality and
morality. In "The New Woman in Fiction and Fact" (1894 ), Eastwood announces that
"(t)here are those who believe that the extreme remedy she [the New Woman] is prepared
to apply - that of refusing to unite herself in wedlock to the man whose morals are not as
pure as her own - cannot fail in its salutary results."29 However, such a refusal to
compromise helped create an image of a New Woman who was isolated in her idealism
and, ultimately, left without a means to participate in traditional Victorian society.
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Certainly Schreiner's Lyndall is a shining example of the ways in which New
Women were described as solitary and suffering.30 The Story of an African Farm follows
the fates of three children (Lyndall, Em, and Waldo) who grow up together on a farm in
Southern Africa. Em is a simple girl, who grows up wanting a husband and children,
wanting to live the life rural society expects her to live. However, Lyndall is different.
Both contemporary and historical audiences have perceived Lyndall to be the heroine of
this narrative and to serve as a representative voice for Schreiner' s views on modem
culture. Her religious and political views differ greatly from those held by the people
among whom she lives; additionally, her progressive ideas about women prove distinctly
foreign to the principles of conduct taught at the finishing school that she attends.
Additionally, because Lyndall is seemingly repressed, her political and philosophical
speeches acquire authority. Interestingly, they have historically commanded the attention
of readers in ways that the concerns and feelings of the sweet and happy Em never do.
As is the case with most New Woman heroines, Lyndall's griefs stem from her
feelings of seclusion and her unwillingness to participate in the society that surrounds
her. In this text, Lyndall's social isolation leads to pathetic, almost perverse,
performances of self-absorption; during the course of the novel, Lyndall withdraws
further and further into herself, her companion of choice eventually becoming her eyes in
a mirror. Schreiner writes,
The glass reflected the little brown head with its even parting, and the tiny
hands on which it rested. "One day I will love something utterly, and then I will
be better," she said once. Presently she looked up. The large dark eyes from the
glass looked back at her. She looked deep into them.
30
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"We are all alone, you and I," she whispered; "no one helps us, no one
understands us; but we will help ourselves." The eyes looked back at her. There
was a world of assurance in their still depths. So they had looked at her ever since
she could remember, when it was but a small child' s face above a blue pinafore.
"We shall never be quite alone, you and I," she said; "we shall always be together,
as we were when we were little."
The beautiful eyes looked into the depths of her soul.
"We are not afraid; we will help ourselves!" she said. She stretched out
her hand and pressed it over them on the glass. "Dear eyes! we will never be quite
alone till they part us; - till then!" (African Farm,201 -02 )
Lyndall seems to believe that loving will make her "better," that giving herself "utterly"
to something will cure her depression and morbidity. Nevertheless, throughout the novel,
Lyndall appears to be incapable of doing this. She writes a few plays while at school, but
she is not driven to create art; although three different men in the novel offer her love,
passion, or friendship, she rejects them all; she feels little affinity or affection for Em, the
childhood companion who worships her; she is unable to love her child, even though she
feels some sympathy and affection for it. Despite the fact that Em and Gregory Rose
make numerous sacrifices for her, the love others offer is undesired because of their
inability to match her in intelligence or sensitivity. Lyndall says to her unnamed lover,
"You call into activity one part of my nature; there is a higher part that you know nothing
of, that you never touch. If I married you, afterward it would arise and assert itself, and I
should hate you always, as I do now sometimes" (African Farm,196).
Despite the "world of assurance" Lyndall finds within her own eyes, Schreiner's
heroine leads a life of frustration and dies young, generally disillusioned by the humanity
around her and by her inability to change the world or her place within it. Lyndall's New
Woman narrative is one of frustration- she is only partially successful in her attempt to
create a new, independent life for herself. Lyndall rebels against her world by going off
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to attend school, by having a sexual affair, by vociferously voicing unusual and radical
arguments concerning the nature of men and women, but she ultimately cannot escape
society, even in the wilds of Africa; she marries to provide a father for her unborn child,
and she suffers.
Ann Ardis claims that Lyndall strikes a blow through her impassioned speeches to
her companions; she writes, "Lyndall's voice defies traditional narrative strategies of
containment. She asserts an agency that is not enclosed or controlled by narrative
omniscience."3 1 This is certainly an accurate observation, as Lyndall's expressive and
moving monologues certainly affected readers. As one working woman from Lancashire
who had read the novel said, "I think there is hundreds of women what feels like that but
can't speak, but she could speak what we feel."32 However, despite readers' expressions
of empathy and identity, within the novel Lyndall continuously is figured � alone,
helpless, and doomed. As Heilmann exclaims after citing parts of the "eyes passage,"
"The point is that Lyndall can so manifestly not help herself."33 Her "retreat into herself,"
although emphasizing her purity and superiority to her surroundings, ultimately leads to
the mental and physical deterioration that destroys her. 34
Lyndall chooses to die while gazing at her eyes in the mirror, completing her
descent into absolute self-absorption. Despite her husband's anxious care and devotion,
in the end, Lyndall has eyes only for herself:
The dying eyes on the pillow looked into the dying eyes in the glass; they knew
that their hour had come. She raised one hand and pressed the stiff fingers against
31
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the glass . . . . She tried to speak to it, but she would never speak again. . .. The body
was dead now, but the soul, clear and unclouded, looked forth. . . . Then slowly,
without a sound, the beautiful eyes closed. The dead face that the glass reflected
was a thing of marvelous beauty and tranquility. (African Farm,242 )
In death, Lyndall escapes the confines of her woman's body. Disturbingly, Schreiner
emphasizes the power and purity of the dead woman - she becomes "a thing of
marvelous beauty and tranquility." Having escaped the confines of her body, she seems
to achieve the ultimate, and the long-desired, separation from her unsatisfactory world.
Strangely, Schreiner has described a moment many readers might find disturbing or
tragic as one of beauty. Heilmann writes, "In the absence of a clearly-defined objective,
death becomes the ultimate destination, the celebration of a self-reflexivity which posits
the author as the only surviving participant in a triad of mirror images. Her gaze alone
remains unchanged, taking in, and reflecting in her writing, the dead images of both her
heroine and her heroine's alter ego."35 The death of Lyndall's body represents her
ultimate isolation; here she is manifestly separated from the physical and social world in
which she existed.
Near the close of the text, Lyndall insists that her husband Gregory Rose drive her
into the wilderness to die; additionally, her final gaze is not for the world or for her
companion but is absorbed, completely, into herself. The soul (which Heilmann
designates the "alter ego") becomes "clear and unclouded" in its complete separation
from corporal womanhood and from the rest of humanity. I would argue that this
particular moment represents one extreme ending to the New Woman narrative. Having
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been forced to suffer in a world that discourages her from thinking and acting as she
would, this New Woman achieves self-fulfillment and freedom only through death. 36
Despite the extreme implications of this ending for the reader, the significance of
Schreiner's focus on Lyndall's escape from her woman's body - the way in which death
finally allowed "the soul, clear and unclouded" to "look forth" - poses crucial questions
about the ways in which the female body, as much as traditional social groups and
communities, was seen to doom the New Woman to a tragic fate.
Interestingly, in some ways the passage describing Lyndall's dying moments
recalls the opening to Schreiner's short story "The Buddhist Priest's Wife."37 Here the
text begins with a passage about a woman's dead body; the reader presumes it belongs to
the heroine, who, during the course of the story, leaves England in order to seek a
"complex, interesting life" (Buddhist Priest, 88 ). A segment of the opening passage
reads,
Cover her up! How still it lies! You can see the outline under the white. You
would think she was asleep. . . . Cover her up! I do not think she would have liked
us to look at her. In one way she was alone all her life; she would have liked to be
alone now! . . .. Life must have been very beautiful to her, or she would not look
so young now. Cover her up! Let us go! (Buddhist Priest, 84 )
In "The Buddhist Priest's Wife," the nameless heroine plans to travel to India to seek new
experiences. However, it is apparent to the reader that her quest to escape the shallowness
of London society will eventually end in her death. And yet, to observe the description of
36
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her body, a reader might assume that, for the woman, death brings peace: "You would
think she was asleep." Additionally, this passage draws the reader's gaze to the female
body and then pushes it away, insinuating somehow that to see the body would have
displeased the woman, and also indicating that something is written on the body that the
reader (and narrator) want to see.
In both of these texts, Schreiner emphasizes the existence ofNew Woman's soul
positioned within the woman's body. In The Story ofAn African Farm, Lyndall often
remarks on the ironic truth that beauty, rather than strength or intellect, is the source of
women's power. 38 In this and other texts focused on the New Woman, the existence of
the physical, desirable and desiring, body will continually serve as a hindrance to the
heroine's expression of her mental facilities and creative impulses. The heroine's spirit is
isolated and supposedly "superior," but in texts about the New Woman, the body is seen
to betray her by designating her as woman (and thus as political inferior and the object of
the male sexual gaze). Additionally, bodies experience desire; often the consequences of
attraction can lead the fictional New Woman to give up her dreams of an independent,
intellectually productive life or, in Lyndall's case, to the illness and despair that can
follow childbirth. For the New Woman, the female body can, then, serve as a source of
containment and contamination. It determines her fate by labeling her as "inferior" in the
eyes of the world, and it has the power to propel her into sexual/romantic relationships
that may either confine her to the domestic sphere or lead her to ruin and banishment.

Near the middle of the text, Lyndall remarks to Waldo, "Look at this little chin of mine, Waldo, with the
dimple in it. It is but a small part of my person ; but though I had a knowledge of all things under the sun,
and the wisdom to use it, and the deep loving heart of an angel, it would not stead me through life like this
little chin. I can win money with it, I can win love ; I can win power with it, I can win fame" ( 149).
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Of course, complexities arise in response to this new articulation of the female
body. No self (and, specifically, no feminine self which has been historically associated
with passion and emotion) is likely to be imagined free of natural impulses, both sexual
and otherwise. Philip M. Weinstein, in The Semantics ofDesire, argues as follows:
To be in a body is to experience desire and to be inscribed in a natural world of
space and time. To have a mind is to inherit attitudes toward desire because one is
inscribed in the cultural world of sanctions and prohibitions. Since no one creates
either his body or his mind, all embodied thinking subjects - all protagonists achieve their freedom in the measure that they come to terms with these metrical
systems of nature and culture. 39
Authors must continually deal with this issue of desire as most New Woman novels are
constructed around the conflicts that arise between the New Woman heroine's desires for
love, sex, or companionship and her need to reject the cultural attitudes and practices that
traditionally define these needs. Schreiner's text, which responds to this conflict by
illustrating the "marvelous beauty and tranquility" that is achieved by the death of the
heroine's body, is unique.
Olive Schreiner is herself a victim of the male gaze. Perhaps one of the most
talented writers of this period, she drew on her childhood experiences in Cape Colony,
South Africa, to write this highly regarded novel under the male pseudonym Ralph Iron.
After its success, she was enticed into (and exhibited within) the intellectual circles ofjin
,
de siec/e London as "an exotic piece of Africa cast up on English shores.' 4o In 188 4 she
became involved with London's Men and Women's Club, an elite assemblage that
gathered weekly to talk about the "Woman Question." Carol Barash, in her discussion of
Schreiner and the Men and Women's Club, claims "[i]n an intellectual circle like the
39
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Men and Women's Club, while women were the focus of discussion, they were often
silenced or exploited by male members of the group." It seems that Schreiner, untike
Lyndall, who continually asserts her ideas and feelings, suffered from a desire to please
the society surrounding her. Barash writes, "Schreiner made herself an object of scientific
observation, carving up her life for the pleasure and approval of her male friends and
,
allowing Havlock Ellis, in particular, to play the male scientist to her female patient.' 4 1
At one point Schreiner was writing Ellis several letters a day, often requesting him to
explore or to explain her thoughts and sensations. Just as often, the result was an attempt
,
(on her part) to "redefin[e] herself in response to his definitions of her.' 42
Much like her dead heroines, Schreiner's body continues to be the subject of
observation and conjecture. For example, in his1973 introduction to her works, Howard
Thurman writes
She was a pioneer in the women's movement, but she was not unwomanly. I have
found no evidence in my research which indicated even by inference that she was
not utterly feminine. The earliest photographs show her to be not only an
attractive but also an authentic woman, with a gentle beauty and a gathered
winsomeness. Her essential dynamism appealed to and enveloped men in its spell.
An independence about her manifested itself not only in the bold, audacious
working of her mind but also in matters of more intimate and personal choices.
She did not believe in women binding their bodies in stays, and she smoked
cigarettes.43
Thurman, like many nineteenth-century individuals who wrote about the New Woman, is
eager to create an image of Schreiner that simultaneously can be both "utterly feminine"
and feminist. Like Eastwood, he sees the living image of the New Woman as full of
40
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emotional energy and intellectual life- as magical. She enraptures the imagination. And,
like Schreiner, Thurman recognizes and rigorously observes the living, female body that
is attached to the New Woman's spirit and intellect. He describes her appearance as
portrayed in photographs, speculates on the status of her undergarments, and,
immediately afterwards, provides the reader with the image of Schreiner smoking
cigarettes. She becomes a woman sans stays, situated with a phallic object in her mouth.
Even though this image seems to be a frightening one for Thurman and despite the fact
that he seems to enjoy listing her physical characteristics, he takes pains to assure the
reader that Schreiner "was not unwomanly." As Schreiner's text illustrates, in many ways
it is the woman's body, desirable and desiring, that poses a threat to the (living and
fictional) New Woman's goal to live a spiritual, intellectual, independent life. It seems
that Thurman, in this introduction to the collection of Schreiner's works, struggles with
the same dilemma faced by fin de siecle audiences and writers: how does one establish
the image of a moral and honorable heroine, who inhabits a desirable and desiring body,
and who asserts a desire to remain independent and to participate in positions of society
traditionally reserved for men?
These issues are investigated throughout George Gissing's The Odd Women
(1893). In essence, Gissing's novel is an exploration of the hopes and fears individuals
face while exploring the possibilities of love and marriage. The text centers upon the
fates of five "odd" women, all who must acknowledge the probability that they will never
marry. By the end of the novel, Rhoda Nunn, Mary Barfoot, and Alice Madden are
shown successfully embracing the possibilities of a life rendered meaningful from paid
labor rather than from love and marriage. Even Virginia Madden, despite her descent into
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alcoholism during the course of the plot, is safely tucked away in a recovery facility, soon
to return home "cured." Only Monica Madden, who chose to be married, ends in despair;
her character dies in childbirth, estranged from her husband and from her would-be lover.
In conjunction with its focus on these female characters, The Odd Women follows
the fates of four men who do marry. For Edmund Widdowson, married life drives him to
violence and to feelings of hatred toward his wife; equally, Gissing insinuates that
Thomas Barfoot, who devotes himself to his spouse, dies as a result of her selfishness and
neglect. Only the Micklethwaite couple seems happy; however, they are compelled to
endure a grueling seventeen-year engagement before their marriage - on account of
poverty.
Like other works about New Women, this novel celebrates the independent
heroine's ability to perform meaningful work and to find self-fulfillment in a solitary life.
Unlike Schreiner's heroine, who seems to find peace only in death, Gissing's five New
Woman characters give readers complex, realistic portraits of fulfilling lifestyles and
satisfying life choices for "Odd Women." Gissing's New Woman narrative is one which
argues that the New Woman, if she is strong enough to stick to her principles of self
respect and to hold onto her desire to do something significant within her single life, can
carve out a professional and a social place for herself in the modem world.
In this novel, neither love nor marriage provides closure for characters' quests for
happiness. In fact, the insufficiencies of marriage and romance provide the basis for
lengthy discussions between characters in the book. The topic arises early on as Rhoda
Nunn, the female character who is often considered the heroine of the novel, actively
champions women's right to live independently and to work. She announces, "I would
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have girls taught that marriage is a thing to be avoided rather than hoped for. I would
teach them that for the majority of women marriage means disgrace . . .. Because the
majority of men are without sense of honor. To be bound to them in wedlock is shame
and misery. ,,44 Rhoda Nunn embraces the persona of the social reformer, arguing that
worthy employment provides purpose and fulfillment, and that one can find happiness
without romantic love, marriage, and family.
Of course, despite her principles, Rhoda is unlucky enough to develop a passion
for a man and to have her philosophies put to the test. Throughout the course of the novel
- and the course of their relationship - Rhoda Nunn and Everard Barfoot debate the
possibilities of a life of love without marriage and conclude that the ideal union would be
one in which there exists "perfect freedom on both sides" (Odd Women, 104 ). This ideal
looks foiward to the relationship explored in Grant Allen's The Woman Who Did ( 1895 ),
where the heroine. attempts to retain her identity as an independent agent by loving and
bearing children outside of marriage. However, when faced with their desire to be with
one another, the need to assure themselves of the other's affection pushes Rhoda to
demand a marriage proposal and Everard to refuse to offer one. Thus, the idea that two
people might love and trust one another enough to live together outside of formal and
legal matrimonial ties proves itself to be an impossible ideal in Gissing's novel.
Thus, the single life is celebrated, especially for intelligent and capable women.
For Gissing's characters, romantic relationships that exist outside of marriage are
ultimately viewed as temporary or degrading, and relationships within marriages are
44
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viewed as constricting and destructive.45 At the close of the novel, Everard chooses the
traditional path of marrying a young innocent, a situation that allows him to remain in a
position of control; Rhoda chooses to reject Everard's offer of marriage for a life of
useful work, training intelligent and capable young women for profitable employment in
business. This is a "happy ending," perhaps the happiest of the works in this study. When
Rhoda decides that she is never to be with the man she loves, she finds comfort in herself:
"Wherever destiny might lead, she would still be the same proud and independent
woman, responsible only to herself, fulfilling the nobler laws of existence" ( Odd Women,
291 ).
Certainly this was an attitude that shocked and disturbed many readers. Eighty
years later, Marcia R. Fox, in her discussion of the text, argues that
Gissing allows his heroine a choice rare in literature. The scene in which Rhoda
makes her decision whether or not to marry Barfoot is an extraordinary passage
for a Victorian male to have written. It suggests how deeply Gissing was able to
envision the allure of a satisfying career to a professional woman, in an era when
few authors could conceive of women as anything but wives and mothers.46
This text is progressive and "feminist" in that it explores realistic possibilities for New
Women who wish to live a life outside of the domestic sphere. Unlike Schreiner's
Lyndall, Gissing's Rhoda has, in the city, the opportunity to .carve out a life of
independence for herself.
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of the child is looked on as an act of supreme cruelty and indecency by others.
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Nevertheless, the decision to embrace a solitary life is not made by all of the
female characters within the text. Monica, an upper middle class girl who is faced with
the choice of working for a living in an office or marrying a boring older man, opts for
marriage. However, this decision results in her virtual imprisonment within her new
home. At one point in the novel, her insanely jealous husband, Edmund Widdowson,
wonders to himself, "Monica's independence of thought is a perpetual irritation to me. I
don't know what her thoughts really are, what her intellectual life signifies. And yet I
hold her to me with the sternest grasp. If she endeavored to release herself I should feel
capable of killing her. ls this not a strange, a brutal thing?" (Odd Women,239). Monica is
eventually driven to leave her husband and ultimately dies in childbirth. Yet, positively
imagining independent ways of living are, at first, impossible for her. Late in the novel,
she says to Rhoda
'�Oh, if you could only give me some ofyour strength! I have never been
able to look at life as you do. I should never have married him if I hadn't been
tempted by the thoughts of living easily- and I feared so- that I might always be
alone- My sisters are so miserable; it terrified me to think of struggling on
through life as they do-"
"Your mistake was in looking only at the weak women. You had other
examples before you- girls . . . who live bravely and work hard and are proud of
their place in the world." ( Odd Women,3 1 6)
To be a New Woman often requires strength- the strength to accept a life devoid of
romantic love, the strength to embrace a life of independence and isolation. In Gissing's
novel, romantic love, which characters often admit to have confused with transient sexual
desire, is shown to be inadequate compensation for the loss of social position and
individual freedom that result from making sacrifices for love. For Rhoda, the
opportunity to "live bravely and work hard and [be] proud of [her] place in the world" is
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worth more than what she terms "fantastic idealism" (Odd Women,327 ). In contrast, this
idea terrifies Monica. She sees the way her sisters have been destroyed by single living;
Virginia has become an alcoholic, and Alice is overworked and ill.
And yet, despite her voiced fears, Monica is as much a New Woman as the
characters of Rhoda Nunn or Mary Barfoot. Sally Ledger points out the ways in which,
despite their proclamation of feminist ideals, Rhoda and Mary are constantly illustrated
within domestic spaces or out in the countryside. In contrast (to Rhoda and Mary, and to
her two sisters, who repeatedly appear in cramped, stifling suites of rented rooms),
Monica, originally employed as a "shopgirl," is pictured traveling about the city with
ease and confidence. Ledger notes,
Monica is described as going on steam-boat trips up the river Thames with her
friend and fellow shop-assistant, Miss Eade, and she confidently traverses London
by rail. The presence of the railway as a means of locomotion for women is quite
striking in this novel . . . . Spatial liberation for women was a crucial part of their
new freedom in the second half of the nineteenth century, and Monica is shown
confidently traveling from York Road to Walworth Road by rail, from Walworth
Road to Hampstead Road, and in one instance even moving lodgings with all her
boxes, using trains and a cab to cross the city.47
Monica moves to the city because of her desire to experience new things; additionally,
she argues with her husband that "A woman ought to go about just as freely as a man"
( Odd Women,1 64 ). Ultimately, it is she who poses the real threat to the institution of
marriage - by wishing to experience life on her own, by rebelling against her husband's
requests that she be submissive to his wishes, and by attempting to commit adultery.
Ledger concludes, "Far from constructing, dissecting, and containing the New Woman, I
would claim that by introducing Monica Madden into the novel's frame Gissing
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consciously or unconsciously poses the question as to who the New Woman in the
modem city really is.',48 As I argue earlier in this chapter, the New Woman is not just the
woman who purposely isolates herself but all women who feel isolated within their
households and communities, women whose intellectual life or emotional need for
autonomy destroy their potential to participate in traditional nineteenth-century narratives
of womanhood.
One thing that Rhoda, Mary, and Monica all have in common is their drive to
maintain lives of freedom and independence. Monica, despite her desire to marry, is
driven wild by her husband's desire to confine her to the house. Mary tells Rhoda, "I am
proud of your magnificent independence, proud of your pride, dear, and of your stainless
heart. Thank heaven we are women!" (Odd Women,87 , my italics). This novel, like
many others, illustrates the ways in which New Women are best able to discover
happiness and take on meaningful employment when living single lives. And yet - in this
text, as in ones that will be discussed in later chapters, desire gets in the way of the New
Woman's quest for freedom. The desire for companionship, the desire to love and be
loved, the impulses of sexual desire threaten to draw the New Woman into the confining
strictures of the domestic sphere where she will frequently discover despair or wreak
havoc.
In her introduction to An Olive Schreiner Reader, Carol Barash makes the
observation that "[Schreiner's] three novels . . . cluster around the web of emotions - loss
and betrayal in love, women's alienation, and guilt - to which she returned time and time
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again."49 Ultimately, these three themes haunt texts that portray the fin de siecle's
fictional New Woman. Consistently, fictional New Women are imagined as different and,
thus, as isolated. Consequently, authors frequently figure her romantic relationships as
failures, describing the complex inner contradictions that drive her both to crave intimacy
and to eschew the confines of life within the culture that surrounds her. Indeed, the
fictional New Woman is often shown wracked with guilt and confusion, destined either to
live out her dreams alone or to suffer in the unfulfilling positions of wife and mother. The
only other option for her is to abandon her identity as a New Woman and to embrace the
sentiments of the domestic woman.
Overall, authors seem to agree that because the New Woman is "new," modem, or
different, she must face new, modem, and different moral dilemmas. That is, the New
Woman must determine anew what it means to be virtuous or noble. A New Woman
must decide, often, whether she should remain faithful to her ideals (whatever they may
be) or to a social order that dictates her position as a domestic figure. She must devise
new strategies for living that help her to overcome the conflicts that arise between these
two forces, and which allow her to participate in a culture where she has no defined
space.
New Woman fictional texts are radical in that they openly critique gender
expectations. By presenting a woman who rejected domesticity, who defied easy
classification and resisted the boundaries set by Victorian culture on her sex, these works
upset the social fabric of a culture that depended on sexual roles and distinctions to
maintain traditional patterns of property and to sustain the growth of an Empire. The
49
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consequences would be far-reaching. By establishing an image of woman who thrived on
and embraced isolation, despite consequences of loneliness and social alienation, New
Woman fiction undermined late Victorian culture's view of proper gender relations.
These gender relations, and the ways in which the independent New Woman disturbed or
reconfigured them, will be discussed in the next chapter, along with the ways in which
the New Woman's sexualized body and desire to participate in narratives of romance 
outside of marriage- threatened to revolutionize British society.
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Chapter2
Devouring Desire: the Lady and the Monster
This study began with a discussion of how fin de siecle authors worked to change
popular perceptions of women's capacities for thinking and feeling. It is my argument
that authors attempted to affect this change by showing the fictional character of the New
Woman as a self-directed subject, actively rejecting traditional feminine roles. To create a
fiction about a woman who was not a woman - in the sense that she was not that which
men and women traditionally imagined a woman to be - was to struggle to define a
person who simultaneously existed within and without a fixed identity. In the moment of
the.fin de siecle, this identity, that of "the feminine," was assigned by biology, interpreted
by nineteenth-century science, and performed within late Victorian society. Additionally,
withiri the British literary tradition, a host of female characters had already been drawn as
possessors of the specific goals and subjectivities associated with traditional definitions
of woman. Complexities arose as authors explored the narrative possibilities for a female
character who challenged both social conventions and traditional literary
characterizations of gender.
In this chapter I explore how authors frequently constructed the fictional New
Woman's Otherness by imagining her as the possessor of a dual nature. While she
appeared assertive and vigorous in action and thought, authors often displaced or
modified her identity as a woman, drawing her as a character who was simultaneously
masculine and feminine. In their attempt to define the woman of the modem age, many
writers postulated the theory that the New Woman was more than a woman. She
exhibited both masculine and feminine impulses and abilities and thus was imagined as
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double-sexed. Ultimately, like the hermaphrodites investigated by scientists, exhibited in
sideshows, and present in both myth and nineteenth-century art, the New Woman could
be interpreted as a sort of intersexual phenomena. 1 Here I claim that, for many authors,
such imagined duality heightened her erotic potential and infused her character with
elements of mystery. However, this duality also had the potential to designate her a
monster.
As Michel Foucault argues, during the nineteenth century, "the techniques of
power exercised over sex [did] not [obey] a principle of rigorous selection, but rather one
of dissemination and implantation of polymorphous sexualities."2 Certainly in the case of
the New Woman, notions of sex and sexuality became more complicated as formulations
of desire were translated into discourse. Narratives concerned with the New Woman's
sexuality often were compelled to address the cultural assumption that New Women were
"unwomanly" because they rejected feminine roles� The politically and professionally
active New Woman was frequently imagined as "mannish" by critics and cartoonists of
the period; additionally, some authors described her body and her behavior as containing
elements traditionally associated with male bodies and masculine custom. Within
Michel Foucault argues that the nineteenth century was "powerfully haunted by the theme of the
hermaphrodite" and points out that the years of the mid- and late century were "precisely one of those
periods when investigations of sexual identity were carried out with the most intensity, in an attempt not
only to establish the true sex of hermaphrodites but also to identify, classify, and characterize the different
types of perversions" (see the introduction to Herculine Barbin: Being the Recently Discovered Memoirs of
a Nineteenth-Century French Hermaphrodite, trans. Richard McDougall[New York: Pantheon, 1 980],
xvii, xi-xii). It was known that Charles Darwin's Origin ofthe Species ( 1 859) was inspired by his eight
year study of hermaphroditic barnacles (see William Irvine, Apes, Angels, and Victorians: The Story of
Darwin, Huxley, and Evolution[New York: McGraw Hill, 1 955]); additionally, throughout the 1 850s and
in the following decades P.T. Barnum exhibited bearded ladies and hermaphrodites, as well as a myriad of
individuals described by Barnum as racial or sexual "nondescripts," for public viewing (see Rosemarie
Garland Thompson, Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body[New York: New York
University Press, 1 996]). The figure of the hermaphrodite also appears within the works of Pre-Raphaelite
poets and painters.
1
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narrative sequences about New Women, this brand of Otherness was shown to be highly
disruptive. However, in many cases the disruptive potential of the New Woman's
masculine leanings often was equaled - or even excelled - by the erotic potential
associated with the figure. For many authors, this double-sexed figure was described as
doubly desirable to men.
Specifically, this chapter studies the ways in which George Egerton, Victoria
Cross, and Sarah Grand both celebrate and subdue the figure of the "masculine" New
Woman in their texts. Judith R. Walkowitz, in her City ofDreadful Delight: Narratives of
Sexual Danger in Late-Victorian London, points out the ways in which "London in the
1880 s was a historic moment when middle-class women were enabled to speak publicly
about sexual passion and sexual danger"; however, she also asserts that women who
spoke out about sex were "bound imaginatively by a limited cultural repertoire, forced to
reshape cultural meanings within certain parameters. "3 So, in some sense, was it the case
for the author who addressed the figure of the New Woman. It is my observation that, in
order to contain transgressive narratives of desire, often seemingly utopian descriptions
of the masculine New Woman's romantic experience share elements with "recuperative"
textual configurations. Cross and Egerton celebrate the New Woman who is unafraid to
act or even to imagine herself as a man throughout their works; however, at the end of
each text examined here the heroine is shown, albeit briefly, in a traditionally feminine 
posture of feeling and behavior. Nevertheless, narratives that exist as short tributes to the
liberated New Woman's "free" lifestyle and texts that show the New Woman ultimately
2
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embracing the domestic sphere provide fascinating discussions of the ways in which the
mannish New Woman both titillated and disturbed the individuals around her.
Both the celebration and the containment of the "New Woman as man" also serve
as elements within a larger social discourse on the nature of human sexuality. Authors
who presented readers with heroines who displayed a tendency to resemble physically, to
dress as, or to imagine themselves as men argued that individuals must negotiate identity
and desire. These authors indicate that to be in possession of a body is not necessarily to
be inscribed within the cultural formulations of subjectivity associated with that body. As
Marjorie Garber argues in Vice Versa: Bisexuality and the Eroticism ofEveryday Life, the
"nature of sexuality. . .is fluid not fixed, a narrative that changes over time rather than a
fixed identity, however complex. The erotic discovery of bisexuality is the fact that it
reveals sexuality to be a process of growth, transformation, and surprise, not a stable and
knowable state of being.',4,New Women writers, in their attempt to imagine the woman of
the future in possession of an identity more intricate than that traditionally associated
with the woman of the past, consequently worked to deconstruct nineteenth-century
heteronormative discourses. By reconfiguring their literary presentations of woman's
capabilities for erudition and feeling, authors created an image of woman, and an image
of female sexuality, that was multifaceted and complicated; and, through their
exploration of "bisexual" behavior and bodies, authors constructed new, discursive
systems for the organization of the sexes and their pleasures.

3
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The three major texts explored in this section of my study - "Theodora: A
Fragment" by Victoria Cross, "A Cross Line" by George Egerton, and The Heavenly
Twins by Sarah Grand - all promote images of female characters enthusiastically

embracing their identities as "new" and as "woman" and thus as characters who have the
confidence within themselves to act on their impulses, regardless of circumstances or
consequences. The major difference between these texts comes about, in many ways, as a
result of narrative length. In "A Cross Line" and "Theodora," narratives end before the
interesting circumstances brought on by the New Woman's "fast" lifestyle can be
resolved. Thus, these texts exist as short, vivid celebrations of the New Woman's
philosophy and habits, frequently depicting crucial moments of passion and the ways in
which the modern woman embraces opportunities for pleasurable experience.5 In these
texts, Cross and Egerton terminate the narrative action with a vision of the New
Woman's feelings of fulfillment. However, neither text provides a conclusive
denouement; the narrative structures of these short stories resist stability, inclusiveness,
and closure. In contrast, Sarah Grand, who worked to write a comprehensive narrative
about different sorts of women (and their fates in the modern world), is compelled to
resolve the complications brought on by the novel's most active and vocal New Woman
heroine, Angelica Hamilton-Wells (later Mrs. Kilroy). In this text, the actively rebellious
New Woman, although celebrated early on in the novel, is ultimately shown to be a

5

Elaine Showalter writes, "For late-nineteenth-century women writers in particular, the short story offered
flexibility and freedom from the traditional plots of the three-decker Victorian novel. . . . In contrast to the
sprawling three-decker, the short story emphasized psychological intensity and formal innovation"
(Introduction to Dau ghters of Decadence, ix).
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danger to the society around her and to the people in it. 6 In consequence, Grand' s
Angelica is ultimately chastised and changed, and the ending of the story shows her
generally recuperated into the domestic sphere, "grateful for the blessing of a good man's
love" (The Heavenly Twins, 55 1 ). Nevertheless, I think it is interesting to look at the three
of these texts together. Each of them addresses the nature of the New Woman's desire for
sensual experience, and all three works explore the New Woman's potential to act or to
appear as a man.
Additionally in this chapter I discuss the text of Dracula, by Bram Stoker. This
work also explores the consequences of the modem woman's exploration into and
expression of sexual desire; however, Stoker writes about this theme in symbolic terms,
under the cover of a sensational fantasy narrative of otherworldly wickedness. Certainly
not all.fin de siecle authors addressing the topic of the modem woman and sexuality
approached the issue with an open mind to the possibilities therein; nevertheless, Stoker's
description of the sexualized female vampire and the textual spectacle of her dramatic
demise is unique and significant in its construction of the modern woman as a possible
predator.
Egerton, Cross, Grand, and Stoker are particularly interesting to observe in
conjunction with one another. Egerton and Cross both write about women's sexual
encounters by utilizing an affirmative, investigative approach; Grand depicts both the
joys and the consequences of radical female behavior; Stoker describes sexually
aggressive females as alarming and perilous. However, one theme that specifically ties
6
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these four texts together is the illustration of the New Woman as unwomanly and the
interpretation of the unwomanly New Woman as "half a monster" (The Heavenly Twins,
504 ). Each of these texts depicts potentially aggressive and desirable heroines; each of
these texts, at some point, also associates that heroine with a serpent, a grotesque, a
changeling, or an animalistic predator.
In her work, Walkowitz discusses "the special privileging of sexuality as the core
of a private identity, which was dangerous when made public."7 Walkowitz is, in this
instance, referring to the spectacles of violence that were the "Jack the Ripper" murders
of1888 and which form the crux of her work on the ways in which "the terrible secrets of
marital life and gender antagonism suppressed in the marriage debate" were voiced in the
examination of Jack the Ripper's public violence against women. 8 However, her
observations on the ways in which the sexualized female body invited social chaos and
danger, as well as sympathy, illustrate to the modem critic the ways in which late-century
individuals viewed the sexual woman as an object of melodrama and horror. This dual
response, to pity and to fear, frequently is evident in authors' portrayals of male
characters' responses to masculine or "monstrous" New Women.
In addition to the authors who placed heroines in narrative positions of sexual or
moral danger, many nineteenth-century literary critics linked novels about New Women
with sexual promiscuity and thus with corruption. Few fiction writers fostered this
association; nevertheless, the concept of the sexualized New Woman was generally
Heavenly Twins (London: W. Heinemann, 1 893), 354-462, 463-55 1 . Hereafter cited as The Heavenly
Twins.
7
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recognized by literary critics of the day and by a large percentage of the British reading
public. In her book The "Improper " Feminine, Lyn Pykett argues, "[t]he 'New' in New
Woman signified not only the supposed novelty of the type, but also (and more
ominously for her critics) the type's alleged obsession with novelty."9 The New
Woman's independence was often associated, both positively and negatively, with sexual
liberation. Critics of the genre claimed that New Woman fiction "was supposedly
saturated with sex." 1 ° For example, in his 1 895 article "The Fiction of Sexuality," James
Ashcroft Noble addresses "that fiction of sexual sensualism which has lately made itself
such a nuisance to ordinarily decent and wholesome readers" and the ways in which "the
past two or three years have witnessed the publication of several much-talked of books,"
seemingly written by "a person whose intellectual, moral, or emotional sanity was
unhinged." 1 1 Additionally, H.M. Stutfield, in his article '"Tommyrotics "' (1 895), writes,
Emancipated woman in particular loves to show her independence by dealing
freely with the relations of the sexes. Hence all the prating of passion, animalism,
"the natural workings of sex," and .so forth, with which we are nauseated. Most of
the characters in these books seem to be erotomaniacs. 1 2
A great deal of popular periodical literature that addressed the figure of the New Woman
condemned this fiction, claiming it was "dirty," unwholesome, and dangerously obsessed
with sexuality.
However, the popular Victorian critical perception that the New Woman novel
was "saturated with sex" does not stem from authors' descriptive presentations ofNew
Women participating -in steamy sexual acts as much as it results from their sexualization
9
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of the New Woman's bodyfor the reader. As I argued in my first chapter, the New
Woman was continually figured as Other. Here, I promote the theory that, frequently, this
Otherness was eroticized. The broader focus of this dissertation addresses the ways in
which the New Woman's unsuccessful relationships with men were frequently depicted
in New Woman novels. However, in many texts that address the figure of the New
Woman, a different kind of romantic relationship is constructed - one between the New
Woman character and the reader. In Chapter One I noted the ways in which Schreiner
focused again and again on the New Woman's body, concentrating on it as a site of
containment and of power. In many fictional texts, the fetishized New Woman's body
becomes a site of mystery and a source of erotic potential. The reader's gaze is directed
towards it, as the reader, too, is encouraged to desire the political feminine character.
In her analysis of Freud and his theories on "pleasure in looking," Laura Mulvey
points out the ways in which "[i]n their traditional exhibitionist role women are
simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for strong visual
and erotic impact." Specifically, in her discussion of the female body in cinema, Mulvey
argues that "curiosity and the wish to look intermingle with a fascination with likeness
and recognition: the human face, the human body, the relationship between the human
form and its surroundings, the visible presence of the person in the world." 1 3 Although
Mulvey focuses on the disruptive presence of beautiful women in her text, it may be
argued that to be drawn to the beauty of a body is to be potentially drawn to the lived
circumstances of that being. Beauty often may lead a viewer (or reader) to develop
12
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sympathy for a character's position in his/her world despite the fact that, as Mulvey
points out, intense and repeated scrutiny of the female body has the potential to disrupt
the flow of a storyline. Such seems to be the technique within some works on the New
Woman. Focus on the eroticism of the feminine body is meant to motivate readers to feel
curiosity about and empathy for the figure. By pushing readers to project sexualized
fantasies onto the idealized female body, writers encouraged identification and emotional
attraction. Ultimately, through stimulating the reader' s physical interest in the New
Woman' s body, authors might advance the reader's recognition of the heroine's political
stance on woman's place within society.
As discussed previously, one key aspect of the four texts discussed here is the
way in which the sexually desirable and desiring woman is marked as the possessor of a
complex, "intersexual" identity. This disorganized identity resisted easy classification
and defied modes of traditional characterization. Elaine Showalter, in her work Sexual
Anarchy, explores the ways in which "Toe 1880s and 1890s, in the words of the novelist

George Gissing, were decades of ' sexual anarchy,' when all the laws that governed
sexual identity and behavior seemed to be breaking down." 1 4 This contrary depiction has
been noted by other critics in their analysis of the genre as a whole; nevertheless, no
modern scholars mark the ways in which individual New Woman characters are
described as possessors of a dual nature. In her study on the nature of femininity at the
turn of the century, Lyn Pykett observes the ways in which this complex aspect of the
genre 's depiction of female sexuality affected readers:
Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," reprinted in Feminisms: An Anthology of
Literary Theory and Criticism, eds. Robyn R. Warhol and Diane Price Hemdl (New Brunswick: Rutgers
13
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The New Woman challenged traditional gender boundaries in paradoxical ways.
The mannish New Woman threatened such boundaries from one direction by
quitting the sphere of the proper feminine, aping masculinity and becoming a new
intermediate sex. On the other hand, these boundaries were also eroded by the
New Woman's hyperfemininity. The New Woman as hysteric threatened to
invade and infect the whole of society with a degenerative femininity. 1 5
Throughout her text The "Improper " Feminine, Pykett describes how disruptive and
dangerous the New Woman's paradoxical persona appeared to individuals within the
period. 1 6 However, in this critical work, Pykett is limited by her intense focus on the
binary categories of "womanliness" and "unwomanliness"; she does not evaluate the
ways in which, by using an "unwomanly" heroine, an author might explore an
individual's potential to invoke alternate epistemologies of sexual identity. 1 7
Additionally, in this work Pykett curiously neglects to discuss how numerous authors
figured the chaotic potential of New Woman fiction as intensely erotic. In her discussion
of the genre as a whole, Pykett argues that "since, in the nineteenth century, cultural
health was defined in terms of the regulation of the proper feminine, the spectacle of
improper femininity represented by the New Woman as hysteric also served as the
spectacle of a culture in crisis." 1 8 Although the spectacle of the odd, Other New Woman
was, in a sense, an emblem of "a culture in crisis," the New Woman also was a spectacle
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in the sense that she was spectacular - dramatic, attractive, arousing, fascinating, and
freakish.
Egerton's Keynotes, first published in 1 893, is a collection of stories that explores
women's sexual feelings and the consequences that come when these feelings are either
repressed or acted upon. The short stories evaluate and often critique "woman's place" in
English and Irish society: "A Shadow' s Slant" explores the relationship between a brutal,
dominating husband and his faithful wife; "Now Spring Has Come" depicts the ways in
which a woman's love and longing for a man affect her health and thus make her
unattractive to him; "The Spell of the White Elf' imagines the reversal of the typical
responsibilities of husband and wife; "A Little Grey Glove" explores the legal and social
penalties a woman faces after her husband has discovered her adulterous affair. Keynotes
was an enormous, immediate success in both Britain and America, and the book
established Egerton as a key personage among New Woman authors. 1 9 In this chapter, I
focus on what is perhaps the most popular subject for modem writings on Egerton - the
first and most frequently reprinted story from Keynotes, "A Cross Line."
From the opening of the text, Egerton uses erotically charged descriptive language
to introduce the heroine. This woman is not given a name (perhaps in an attempt to
underscore her status as representative of the essential nature of all women); however, her
husband playfully calls her "Gypsy." Sitting alone in the wilderness when the man who
will become her lover comes upon her, she is shown to possess an expert's knowledge of
fishing and an ability to lure most men into desiring her. Yet, like the fictional New

19
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Women discussed in my first chapter, this character repeatedly voices her feelings of
isolation, despite the affection her husband, and the understanding her lover, offers her.
She perceives herself as existing spiritually above and apart from other people. She
announces,
I am a creature of moments .... People have needed me more than I them. I have
given freely whatever they craved from me in the way of understanding or love. I
have touched sore places they showed me and healed them, but they never got at
me. I have been for myself, and helped myself, and borne the burden of my own
mistakes. Some have chafed at my self-sufficiency and have called me fickle not understanding that they gave me nothing, and that when I had served them,
their moment was ended, and I was to pass on. 20
In the tradition I outlined earlier, this New Woman fictional heroine perceives herself as
isolated and superior. However, despite this demonstration of her remoteness from others,
Egerton's text addresses both the sexual impulses of the New Woman and the details of
her emotional needs and sensual fantasies. That is, "Gypsy" voices an awareness of her
spiritual seclusion while simultaneously involving herself in two romantic, physically
intimate relationships.
"A Cross Line" is specifically interesting in that it attempts to voice, throughout
the text, the complex nature of "woman's" desire, both in the modem and in the ancient
world.2 1 According to Egerton, woman, despite her enigmatic nature and independent
spirit, continues to crave the physical fulfillment that comes from sex and the emotional
security that comes from a man's devotion. During the interview later published as "A
20
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Keynote to Keynotes," Egerton remarked, "I recognized that in the main, woman was the
ever-untamed, unchanged, adapting herself as far as it suited her ends to· male
expectations."22 Accordingly, in this work and others, Egerton illustrates the "essential"
nature of woman as a force of need and desire set in the physical body; however, Egerton
also recognizes the ways in which woman is compelled to "perform" a specific feminine
identity in an effort to please the men in her life.
Like many authors of New Woman fiction, Egerton presents an illustration of the
ways in which married life is unfulfilling for the modem woman. As Kate McCullough
points out, at its heart, Keynotes is concerned with "female desire and social constraints
upon it"; she argues, "As for so many New Woman writers, marriage represented for
Egerton the institution which most forcefully repressed and reshaped female desire, the
locale where legal, economic, religious, and social forces intersected to determine
woman's position. "23 This attitude makes itself particularly apparent in the text of "A
Cross Line." The scene that depicts the heroine and her husband "at home" shows a
husband's failure to meet his wife's emotional desires and the ways in which a wife's
needs and person baffle her spouse. The scene reads as follows:
"Are you fond of me?" She is rubbing her chin up and down his face.
"Of course I am, don't you know it?"
"Yes, perhaps I do," impatiently; "but I want to be told it. A woman
doesn't care a fig for a love as deep as the death-sea and as silent, she wants
something that tells her it in little waves all the time. It isn't the love, you know,
it's the being loved; it isn't really the man, it's his loving!"
"By Jove, you're a rum un!" ("A Cross Line," 1 5-16)
Contemporaries: Notes toward Their Definitive Biography, ed. John Gawsworthy [London: Ernest Benn,
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This less than brilliant response to her assertion of her need to be told of his affections is
typical of the husband's speech throughout the text. Also, throughout this scene, and
despite the steamy sexual encounter that closes it, the heroine's husband does not respond
to his wife's aggressive requests to be told of his love. This scene illustrates, then, some
of the ways in which married life proved to be unfulfilling for the New Woman; in
addition, the heroine's statement "it isn't really the man, it's his loving" echoes the voices
of other literary New Women. For example, in The Odd Women, Rhoda Nunn finds
herself attracted to Everard, but her real impetus to enter into a relationship with him
stems from a desire to know what it is like to love and, more importantly, to be loved in
return. 24 Often independent females demonstrate the need to be desired but feel no
particular attachment to a single man. This is made quite evident in this story, as "Gypsy"
takes a lover when her husband fails to act like a man intensely devoted.
This scene continues as the heroine's husband attempts to understand the
enigmatic New Woman. Egerton describes the conversation thus:
"I wish I could understand you, dear!"
"I wish to God you could. Perhaps if you were badder and I were gooder
we'd meet halfway. You are an awfully good old chap; it's just men like you send
women like me to the devil!"
"But you are good (kissing her), a real good chum! You understand a
fellow's weak points . . . . Why (enthusiastically), being married to you is like
chumming with a chap! . . . You are a great little woman!"

24

Rhoda thinks, "No man had ever made love to her; no man, to her knowledge, had ever been tempted to
do so. In certain moods she derived satisfaction from this thought, using it to strengthen her life's
purpose . . . she might take it as a settled thing that she would never be sought in marriage, and so could shut
down the doors on every instinct tending to trouble her intellectual decisions. But these instincts sometimes
refused to be thus treated . . . . If only she had once been loved� like other women - if she had listened to an
offer of devotion, and rej ected it - her heart would be more securely at peace. So she thought. Secretly she
deemed it a hard thing never to have known that common triumph of her sex" (Odd Women, 147).

"Don't see it! (she is biting his ear). Perhaps I was a man last time, and
some hereditary memories are cropping up in this incarnation!"
He looks so utterly at s-ea that she has to laugh again, and, kneeling up,
shuts his eyes with kisses, and bites his chin and shakes it like a terrier in her
strong little teeth. ("A Cross Line," 16- 1 7)
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The "masculine" nature of the New Woman is specifically voiced in this moment of the
text; additionally, one might refer to Lyn Pykett's description of the ways in which the
heroine's decidedly "unwomanly" attributes are described throughout this narrative. 25
This passage also addresses conceptions of "good" and "bad" women; here it is the
heroine's argument that good men "send" women "to the devil." This New Woman
indicates that she needs more than "chumming with a chap," but her husband, unable to
read her feelings or to follow her argument, is unable to participate meaningfully in her
life. As Showalter points out in her brief discussion of the text, "[a]s the title hints, they
speak in crossed lines, at crossed purposes, because female identity transcends male
knowing."26 I would refine Showalter's statement by proposing that Egerton here is
arguing that an individual 's subjectivity transcends traditional categorization: in this
moment Egerton is illustrating how, despite her sexualized woman's body, despite her
"masculine" competence, intellect, and aggressiveness, the New Woman wishes to be
seeri as a complex self, rather than simply as a "chap" or as a wife.

25

Pykett writes, "Her unwomanliness is signaled- by her brown hands, her skill in the 'masculine' pursuit of
fishing, and the fact that she roams the countryside freely, has a frank mode of address[,] . . . is sexually
tolerant, and tends to take the sexual initiative. Most unwomanly of all is her apparent lack of maternal
feeling, which is signaled by her disgust at small things (in sharp contrast to her: husband's 'maternal'
delight in the ducklings on their smallholding)" ( 1 69). Pykett's observations greatly contribute to my
argument that this character is the possessor of transsexual potential; however, Pykett herself does not note
this as her discussion is limited by her focus on the ways in which Egerton's heroine is or is not "womanly"
and on the specific social consequences of this character's unwomanliness. In her discussion of "A Cross
Line," Pykett makes no move to conclude that, by using an "unwomanly" heroine, Egerton evaluates the
individual's potential to invoke or explore alternate epistemologies of sexual identity.
26
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As the text progresses, the nature of the heroine's sexual and romantic desires are

further revealed, as the reader is rendered a participant in her voyeuristic sexual fantasies.
For example, the heroine
thinks of Cleopatra sailing down to meet Antony, and a great longing fills her soul
to sail off somewhere too - away from the daily need of dinner-getting and the
recurring Monday with its washing; life with its tame duties and virtuous
monotony. She fancies herself in Arabia on the back of a swift steed. Flashing
eyes set in dark faces surround her, and she can see the clouds of sand swirl, and
feel the swing under her of his rushing stride. Her thoughts shape themselves into
a wild song, a song to her steed of flowing mane and satin skin; an uncouth
rhythmical jingle with a feverish beat; a song to the untamed spirit that dwells in
her. ("A Cross Line," 18 -19)
For this character, and for many New Women, the "virtuous" duties of the homemaker
are monotonous. However, the theme that proves to be particularly interesting within this
moment of the text is not just the heroine's need to be somewhere else, to play a
different, more sexual role, but her need to be observed and recognized in this role - by
men. In her dream, there is a large audience ("flashing eyes set in dark faces surround
her") for her sexualized act of riding a horse. Further, the fact that the eyes observing her
are not those of her white countrymen is a significant indicator of the heroine's defiance
of the cultural restraints placed on women's sexuality; the intense transgressive potential
of the heroine's desire to be viewed by "dark faces" would have been immediately
evident to late-century individuals familiar with the work of scientists and sociologists
who vigorously condemned racial mingling. The heroine's fetishistic awareness of
audience (linked with erotic performance) increases as her dream progresses:
Then she fancies she is on the stage of an ancient theater out in the open air, with
hundreds of faces upturned towards her. She is gauze-clad in a cobweb garment of
wondrous tissue. Her arms are clasped by jeweled snakes, and one with quivering
diamond fangs coils round her hips. . . . She bounds forward and dances, bends her
lissome waist, and curves her slender arms, and gives to the soul of each man
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what he craves, be it good or evil. And she can feel now, lying here . . . the grand
intoxicating power of swaying all these human souls to wonder and applause. She
can see herself with parted lips and panting, rounded breasts, and a dancing devil
in each glowing eye, sway voluptuously to the wild music that rises, now slow,
now fast, now deliriously wild, seductive, intoxicating, with a human note of
passion in its strain. She can feel the answering shiver of feeling that quivers up to
her from the dense audience, spellbound by the motion of her glancing feet, and
she flies swifter and swifter, and lighter and lighter, till the very serpents seem
alive with jeweled scintillations. ("A Cross Line,"19-20 )
There is danger and power in the phallic and historically significant image of the snake
that wraps around the woman's hips. Cleopatra was killed by an asp; Eve's alliance with
the serpent led to the loss of paradise, for man and woman. Here the heroine embraces
this symbol of danger and disruption, imagining herself with a fanged phallus, taking on
the role of the femme fatale. The woman with heaving breasts and the snake around her
hips also recalls the image of the hermaphrodite, the double-sexed being of art and myth.
In this textual moment, the unrealized sexual potential of the heroine is illustrated
through an intricate weave of images and signs that indicates the merging of the
masculine and the feminine within a single individual. Accordingly, it is made clear that,
in Egerton's work, the "keynote," or key, to the epistemological puzzle of woman is her
potential to overcome the boundaries of her gender.
In this passage, power is associated with the transgressive possibilities inherent
within female sexuality. Additionally, Egerton repeatedly illustrates the ancient nature of
this power. As "Gypsy" imagines herself ruling an audience of men in the archaic theater,
"swaying all these human souls to wonder and applause," Egerton writes that "[s]he can
hear yet that last grand shout, and the strain of that old-time music that she has never
heard in this life of hers, save as an inner accompaniment to the memory of hidden
things, born with her, not of this time" ("A Cross Line,"20 -21 ). Here Egerton seems to
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be addressing directly the claims of late-century critics. These individuals often argued
that modern women's.sexuality was a corrupt product of a corrupt age. In this scene
Egerton illustrates her own, opposing theory; she argues that abundant sexuality is an
element of eternal womanhood, not a social aberration linked to the end of the nineteenth
century. At the same time, Egerton posits this historically inscribed vision of female
sexuality as an amalgamation of sexual feeling rather than a product of gynandrous
excess. Earlier in the text the heroine wonders if she might have been a man in a former
life; here she recalls a past life as a sexually desiring woman. Also, the undeniable erotic
charge of the heroine's dream seems to be heightened rather than lessened by the merging
of physical sexual characteristics indicated by the heaving breasts and scintillating
serpent - thus, the "shiver of feeling" elicited from her crowd of watchers. This merging
·of genders is fulfilling for the. individual at the same time that it titillates others.
Nevertheless, the dream phallus here is a snake, complete with fangs. This desire
is, then, dangerous. Often in fictional and non-fictional texts of the period, the desiring
female was described as a disruptive force. Further, within modern-day discussions of
nineteenth-century literary depictions of desire, the specific nature of such disruption has
become a critical issue. For example, Elaine Showalter, in her chapter on Oscar Wilde
and "The Veiled Woman" in Sexual Anarchy, discusses late-century images of Salome
and of the sexual, mysterious woman, "dangerous to look upon," who signifies "the quest
for the mystery of origins, the truths of birth and death."27 According to Showalter, in.fin
de siecle art and culture, female desire is equated with a hidden Medusa, associated with

the vagina dentata, and is therefore marked undoubtedly as hazardous. In her discussion
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of images of the veiled woman in late-century literature, Showalter cursorily notes that
Egerton's heroine, with her hidden fantasies of sexual excess, might be described as a
kind of veiled woman. However, in this textual instance, Showalter uses Cixous's
analysis of the Medusa to analyze Egerton's heroine: "You only have to look at the
Medusa straight on to see her. And she's not deadly. She's beautiful and she's
laughing."28 Certainly, as Showalter briefly notes, Egerton's image of the sexually
desiring female exhibits both such positive and such disruptive elements. Nevertheless, it
· is ironic that, in this chapter on veiled desires, Showalter fails to note the complex sexual
imagery in Egerton's writing. Egerton's text is not simply a refiguring of the devouring
Medusa, a response to male decadents' fascination with "female corrosive desire and
male homosexual love," but rather an exploration of the erotic potentials associated with
the hermaphrodite, a figure both masculine and feminine, equipped with both a woman's
body and a phallus.29
The image of the hermaphrodite may be interpreted as representative of the
empowered woman, in possession of the authority indicated by the phallus and evident in
her control over imagined male audiences and over the men in her life; it might also
illustrate a vision of the possibility of a new being, encompassing the best features of
both sexes, a symbol of balance, beauty, and intense desire. However, interpretation of
this image is limited by the fact that Egerton focuses largely on the containment, rather
than on the expression, of this figure during the remainder of the narrative. The body of
the hermaphroditic dancer will be suppressed as the heroine enters a period of what an
27
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historic reader may have termed "confinement," a nineteenth-century expression that
alludes both to pregnancy and to entrapment. At the close of the story, Egerton's heroine,
thrilled to learn of her new physical condition, abruptly ends her extra-marital affair and
begins to talk of sewing gowns for the baby. Despite Egerton's celebration of symbolic
costume and dance, this woman ultimately will be placed within a sphere of traditional
female behavior and feeling as she accepts a distinctly feminine (pregnant) body at the
end of the text. This action allows Egerton to restrain what would otherwise be a radical
and disruptive illustration of intersexual possibility.
However, before she works to connect her heroine with traditional female
functions and interests, Egerton makes the argument that all women possess unknown
wells of desire, associating them with the vibrant sexuality the heroine feels within
herself. As she concludes her heroine's fantasy of performance, Egerton writes,
her thoughts go to other women she has known, women good and bad, school
friends, casual acquaintances, women workers - joyless machines for grinding
daily corn, unwilling maids grown old in the endeavor to get settled, patient wives
who bear little ones to indifferent husbands until they wear out - a long array ....
Have they, too, this thirst for excitement, for change, this restless craving for sun
and love and motion? Stray words, half confidences, glimpses through soul
chinks of suppressed fires, actual outbreaks, domestic catastrophes, how the
ghosts dance in the cells of her memory! ("A Cross Line," 21)
In Egerton's text, the nature of woman is linked with the essence of her sexuality.
However, in this passage, Egerton also comments on the material and cultural structures
that encourage women to deny "this restless craving" in an effort to prevent "domestic
catastrophes." Kate McCullough, in her discussion of Egerton's writing as a whole, notes
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that "The tension between the essentialized, passionate woman and her cultural
constraints suggests the outsider's critique of dominant British gender codes and a
concurrent desire to reclaim essentialism as a space from which she (and all women) can
speak. "30 While this is an accurate observation, in this particular text, Egerton's
"essentialized, passionate woman" appears to do more than protest "dominant gender
codes." Especially as she associates this passion, this "thirst" for "change," with all the
women the heroine has known, Egerton creates a subversive aesthetic of pleasure. The
figure of the desiring woman is used to transgress rather than merely to invert or to
protest against gender boundaries. Egerton's vision of the "essential" nature of woman as
a desiring being does more than establish an image of womanhood that is founded in the
female body, as virtually all modem critics postulate. Egerton's specific description of
her heroine as a sexualized figure incorporates images of the male and the female into it.
It is the figure of heterosexual pleasure, man and woman conjoined, that serves as the
basis for Egerton's construction of the essential feminine, which she then associates with
all women.
At the same time, Egerton voices the theory that such desires are necessarily
denied in an effort to please men. She describes the heroine's ponderings thus:
And she laughs, laughs softly to herself because the denseness of man, his
chivalrous conservative devotion to the female idea he has created blinds him,
perhaps happily, to the problems of her complex nature. Ay, she mutters
musingly, the wisest of them can only say we are enigmas . . . and well it is that the
workings of our hearts are closed to them, that we are cunning enough or great
enough to seem to be what they would have us, rather than be what we are . . .. The
why [sic] a refined, physically fragile woman will mate with a brute, a mere male
animal with primitive passions- and love him- the why strength and beauty
appeal more often than the more subtly fine qualities of mind or heart . . . . They
30
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have all overlooked the eternal wildness, the untamed primitive savage
. temperament that lurks in the mildest, best woman. Deep in through ages of
convention this primeval trait bums, an untameable quality that may be concealed
but is never eradicated by culture - the keynote of woman's witchcraft and
woman's strength. ("A Cross Line," 21 -22)
Here Egerton reveals what she believes to be woman's darkest secret. Showalter, in her
chapter on the nineteenth-century myth of the veiled woman, writes, "Female self
unveiling can be a shocking act, for female unveiling substitutes power for castration.
From the feminist point of view, the woman behind the veil might not only be splendid
but perhaps norma/."3 1 By illuminating what she sees to be "the keynote of woman's
witchcraft and woman's strength," Egerton attempts to empower the average modem
woman. Although she associates all women with "eternal wildness," thus perhaps
labeling them as evolutionary inferiors to men, Egerton also designates "woman" as
essentially powerful in her defiance of Victorian notions of sexual identity. Such
resistance has the potential to invalidate traditional concepts of the power positions
inherent within the sexual relationships (and consequent social relationships) between
men and women. Additionally, by illustrating woman's complicity in man's delusion,
Egerton indicates that it is woman who actually holds the power of command in relation
to intimacy, physical pleasure, and reproduction.
The "great secret" of woman is disguised within social structures designed to
protect society from just such an "untamed primitive savage temperament." In this text, it
is argued that all women have dangerous sexual potential that they hide from men. Of
course, in designating woman as an essentially sexual creature, Egerton
compartmentalizes women just as forcefully as social constructs that labeled women as
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"unsexed" did. Egerton's text is nevertheless significant in that it reveals the ways in
which femininity exists as a performance. Additionally, it is important to note the ways in
which Egerton here argues that women are not only complicit but also in control of the
repression and masking of their "true" selves.
It is Egerton's idea that the "truth" of the female self is hidden in order to keep
men loving women. Egerton writes,
each woman in God's wide world will deny it, and each woman will help another
to conceal it- for the woman who tells the truth and is not a liar about these
things is untrue to her sex and abhorrent to man, for he has fashioned a model on
imaginary lines, and he has said, "so I would have you," and every woman is an
unconscious liar, for so man loves her. And when a Strindberg or a Nietzsche
arises and peers into the recesses of her nature and dissects her ruthlessly, the men
shriek out louder than the women, because the truth is at all times unpalatable,
and the gods they have set up are dear to them .... ("A Cross Line,"22 -2 3)
Although Egerton also argues that men compel women to disguise themselves, she
assigns women agency in this process, as well as the power of "secret-keeper." This
fascinating articulation of the mystery and knowledge that are linked to the suppression
of the self reflects the sexual ambiguity of the hermaphroditic figure, who was imagined
as the possessor of polymorphous sexual features and who was also interpreted as sterile.
Just as "each woman in God's wide world" assumes the mask of the feminine,
Egerton's heroine will assume and embrace a decidedly female body when she celebrates
her pregnancy, giving up her sexual fantasies in order to focus on her new, changing
body and the baby that is to come. In "A Keynote to Keynotes," Egerton makes the casual
comment that "Unless one is androgynous, one is bound to look at life through the eyes
of one's sex, to toe the limitations imposed on one by its individual physiological
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functions. "32 In this text, the possibilities of androgyny are imagined and then put aside as
the heroine decides to "toe the limitations" that are imposed by the child growing within
her.
Despite her attempt to illustrate the "real" nature of woman in this story, Egerton
also demonstrates the ways in which all expressions of sexuality (those described as
"natural" and those contrived as "feminine") are associated with performance. According
to the heroine of "A Cross Line," these performances seem to be acted out by women, as
a group, specifically for men. It is my argument that the New Woman's radical otherness
- her intense sexuality and desirability, was also a performance of sorts, written out for
male and female readers in an effort to illustrate the author's rejection of the image of the
domestic woman. Egerton's "Gypsy" is not merely dancing for her imagined fictional
audience but for Egerton's audience of male and female readers who are similarly
"spellbound" by the jeweled scintillations of the masculine New Woman.
Certainly this text is, at its heart, concerned with issues of women and of the
performance of gender. However, the following question arises: for whom is the erotic
performance of the text itself? Egerton's assumption of a man's name seems to indicate a
desire to appeal to a masculine reading public as a (manly) voice of authority. However,
it is entirely possible that a masculine name was assumed simply in an effort to become
published; at the time Egerton (nee Mary Chavelita Dunne) wrote Keynotes, she was
married to a spendthrift husband, Egerton Clairmont, and desperate for money.
Whatever her motivation, the popularity of her work soon led to the revelation of
her identity as a female writer. Notably, during this time of popularity Egerton denied any
32
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association with popular New Woman writers such as Sarah Grand or Mona Caird.
Egerton herself continually argued for sexual, not political, rights for women. Thus, in an
1 894 interview with a gentleman's magazine she claimed, "Surely the fact of my having
written a little book, for the love of writing it, not with a view to usher in a revolt or
preach a propaganda, merely to strike a few notes on the phases of the female character I
knew to exist, hardly qualifies me to have an opinion, or present it to the average young
man. "33 In addition, it should be noted that many nineteenth-century critics deemed the
subject matter of Egerton's writing to be of interest only to women. In 1 897 H.M.
Stutfield argued, "Like all introspective work . . . Egerton appeals to women far more than
to men, for her instinct enables her to perceive the fundamental traits of woman' s
nature."34 Modem critics of Egerton's writing, although they may find fault with the
language of this sentiment, tend to agree; Lynn Pykett responds to this particular
quotation of Stutfield's with the following disparaging comment: "In other words,
Egerton's writings were read as the discourse of the hysteric." Yet she herself goes on to
celebrate the distinctly feminine qualities of the work, describing the ways in which
Egerton's fiction attempted to "reverse the negative associations of feeling and the
feminine, and instead analyze and celebrate the vitality and complexity of a specifically
feminine feeling."35
However, despite her claim that she was "hardly" qualified to "have an opinion,"
much less "present it to the average young man," Egerton was interviewed by men's
magazines, published by John Lane, and designated a contributor to The Yellow Book, a
33
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literary quarterly associated with the decadents. Purportedly, many men read her works.
Elaine Showalter points out the ways in which some readers of Egerton's writings saw
her texts as directed towards men and as "scandalously pornographic." Showalter quotes
the journalist T.P Gill who wrote to Egerton to protest her work on the grounds that
reading it would put a male youth in "such a state that he either goes off and has a woman
or it is bad for his health (and possibly worse for his morals) if he doesn't."36
Despite this passionate declaration concerning the moral state of young male
readers, I would argue that Egerton designed this "performance" of subjectivity and
desire for readers of both sexes. The transgressive action of this text extends from its
interpretation of one character as the possessor of traits both masculine and feminine to
its assumption of the complex nature of its audiences' desires. Of course, notwithstanding
its allure, this polymorphous sexuality bears no fruit. Despite the radical potential of
Egerton's text, it concludes with a sort of containment of the hermaphroditic figure
within a specific gendered identity. This action brings about the continuance of
traditional social formulations of living and being that, despite their artificiality,
encourage male and female readers to embrace pro_ductive forms of desire which will
provide for the continuance of the species.
As we see from other contemporary texts, even the idea of the infinitely desirable
and voraciously desiring woman could easily be designated as dangerously disruptive. In
Bram Stoker's Dracula, for instance, Lucy - like the other female vampires in the text becomes repulsive to male characters as she takes on the role of a sexual woman. Lucy's
35
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corruption by Dracula is, in some sense, drawn as a consequence of her desire to be with
more than one man. Glennis Byron argues that "Lucy is, of course, suspect from the start,
flirting outrageously with her three suitors and wistfully regretful when she has to make
her choice."3 7 After receiving three proposals in one day, Lucy complains, "Why can't
they let a girl marry three men, or as many as want her, and save all this trouble? But this
is heresy, and I must not say it."3 8 In many ways, Dracula's nocturnal appearances in her
chamber simply encourage the emergence of a concealed sensuality. Additionally, the
fact that Lucy exchanges fluids with each of her three suitors during the course of her
blood transfusions serves as a symbol of her inappropriate intimacy with more than one
man. Stoker himself makes the association between exchanging blood and participating
in sexual intercourse; as Mina writes of Lucy's funeral, she notes
When it was all over, we were standing beside Arthur, who, poor fellow, was
speaking of his part in the operation where his blood had been transfused to his
Lucy's veins; I could see Van Helsing's face grow white and purple by turns.
Arthur was saying that he felt since then as if they two had been really married,
and that she was his wife in the sight of God. None of us said a word of the other
operations, and none of us ever shall. (Dracula,211 )
This quotation seems specifically to inform readers that Lucy's intimacy with four men 
Count Dracula and her three suitors - is meant to be disturbing. Additionally, what is
shown to be particularly gruesome to the self-effacing and modest Mina is Lucy's
developing sexual aggressiveness- the last few moments of her life when she attempts to
seduce (the reader assumes, in order to bite) Arthur and her repeat of this effort days later
as a member of the "undead." Mina shudders at seeing Lucy in her coffin: "the pointed
36
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teeth, the bloodstained, voluptuous mouth . . . [,] the whole carnal and unspiritual
appearance, seeming like a devilish mockery of Lucy's sweet purity" (Dracula,2 52 ). To
Stoker, "non-normative" female desire (defined as aggressive/"masculine" or seen to be
directed toward more than one object) is grotesque and destructive, despite the erotic
potential and intriguing character of the woman possessed. 39 Here the sexual woman is
not merely imagined with a toothed serpent coiled around her hips; she is imagined as the
possessor of actual fangs.
Although Stoker does not describe Lucy, Mina, or the female vampires in the text
specifically as New Women, the term "New Woman" appears at least twice in Mina's
journal. Mina also acts as a woman of the modem world, learning typing and
stenography, memorizing train schedules, and acting as an industrious secretary, keeping
diligent records of the bizarre events of the novel (in triplicate) in an effort to defeat the
Count.40 A number of modem-day critics have noted the influence the discourse
39
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terminating even in nymphomania, a form of insanity which those accustomed to visit lunatic
asylums must be fully conversant with; but, with these sad exceptions, there can be no doubt that
sexual feeling in the female is in the majority of cases in abeyance.
(William Acton, The Functions and Disorders ofthe Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth, Adult Age
and Advanced Life Considered in Their Psychological, Social and Moral Relations [London: John
Churchill, 1 857], 1 33). Of course, ideas about women's sexuality were complex and varied; Lynda Nead
writes that
[b]eliefs concerning the nature of female sexual desire were extremely fractured, but these
differences could be displaced and consensus could be reached by invoking a generalized notion
of female respectability and opposing it to the imagined excess passion and sexual deviancy of the
women of the undeserving poor.
(Myths ofSexuality: Representing Women in Victorian Britain [ Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1 988], 7).
40
As many other New Woman characters, Mina is shown to be highly intelligent and competent;
additionally, she speaks of supporting herself by working as an assistant schoolmistress before her
marriage.
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surrounding the New Woman had on this text. Glennis Byron, in his introduction to the
1 998 Broadview critical edition of the text, writes, "The New Woman . . . was
characterized by her demands for sexual and social autonomy, and the anxiety caused by
her desire to reject traditional roles is one of the most pervasive anxieties in Dracula."
Additionally, Byron points out the ways in which female vampires "clearly represent a
rejection of maternity in their preference not for feeding but rather feeding on the child;
they savagely reject the woman's central role as mother and caregiver." 41 Of course, not
all of today's critics read the novel as a denunciation of the character and principles of the
New Woman; Alan P. Johnson, for one, argues that "both Lucy and Mina are led by the
conflict between their personal wishes and their social surroundings to develop a . . .
rebelliousness whose crisis coincides with, and is symbolized by, Dracula's attacks upon
each character. ,,42 According to Johnson, the real villain in the novel is the specter of
male chivalry and egoism, forces that result in prejudices that compel women to live a
dual life.
Nevertheless, it is my argument that while Stoker does seem to champion some
aspects of the New Woman in his positive portrayal of Mina's character, he ultimately
illustrates how all types of modem women are susceptible to a specific type of
corruption. They are prey to forces that incite them to deviate from their proper passive
place not only in social but in sexual spheres.
One of the most vivid scenes in the novel is the one in which Mina is visited by
Dracula. In this episode it becomes apparent that even Mina, despite her goodness and
41

Byron, 1 7.
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loyalty to her husband, is subject to the force of Dracula's influence; when he first enters
the chamber and announces "You may as well be quiet; it is not the first time, or the
second, that your veins have appeased my thirst!" (Dracula,327 ), Mina's response is to
submit. Afterwards she admits, "I was bewildered, and, strangely enough, I did not want
to hinder him. I suppose it is part of the horrible curse that such is, when his touch is on
his victim. And oh, my God, my God, pity me! He placed his reeking lips upon my
throat!" (Dracula,327 ). Mina's submission, her desire not to "hinder" her attacker, is
evidence of her potential to be corrupted by sexual forces. Additionally, in this scene,
Mina is forced to drink Dracula's blood. This gesture is read by Christopher Bentley as "a
symbolic act of enforced fellatio."43 Mina's participation in this sexual act, although
forced, renders her, in her own words, "unclean."44 She describes the moment thus:
"When the blood began to spurt out, he took my hands in one of his, holding them tight,
and with the other seized my neck and pressed my mouth to the wound, so that I must
either suffocate or swallow some of the - Oh my God! my God! what have I done?"
(Dracula,328 ). Here the horror is doubled, for not only has Mina participated in a
sexually charged act with a man other than her husband, she has been forced to take over
the aggressive role of the "drinker" rather than the "victim." Although the language here
clearly contains rape imagery, Stoker illustrates Mina as doubly contaminated because
she took on an assertive role during the act, whether she chose to or not. Like Lucy,
Stoker argues that Mina has the potential to be a vampire - a sexually dominant female.
Alan P. Johnson, "'Dual Life': The Status of Women in Stoker's Dracula," in Sexuality and Victorian
Literature: Tennessee Studies in Literature, Volume 27, edited by Don Richard Cox (Knoxville: The
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Christopher Bentley, "The Monster in the Bedroom," Literature and Psychology 22 (1 972): 27-34, 30.
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Like other New Woman texts that envision a conflation of masculinity and
femininity, Dracula addresses the flowing together of the male and the female within the
fabric of the novel. In his discussion of the symbolic significance of the all-pervasive
image of the vampire mouth, Christopher Craft argues,
As the primary site of erotic experience in Dracula, this mouth equivocates,
giving the lie to the easy separation of the masculine and the feminine. Luring at
first with an inviting orifice, a promise of red softness, but delivering instead a
piercing bone, the vampire mouth fuses and confuses what Dracula's civilized
nemesis, Van Helsing and his Crew of Light, works so hard to separate - the
gender-based categories of the penetrating and the receptive.45
Ultimately, this duality is what is feared, what must be destroyed. In this text there is
either a dramatic destruction or an intense recuperation of transgressive figures; in
consequence of her participation in Count Dracula's sexually symbolic rituals of
bloodletting, Mina must be branded on the forehead with a piece of the host.
Additionally, within the novel it is the female vampires who are most gruesomely and
dramatically punished for their attempts to penetrate the bodies of others. Not only must
they have a sharpened stake driven through their hearts, they must also, as was the
Medusa, be violently beheaded. 46 Although Stoker supports the image of the capable,
modern New Woman in the figure of Mina, he also warns against her potential to become
something other than feminine - a monstrous merging of male and female, symbolized by
44

Mina moans, "Unclean, unclean! I must touch him or kiss him no more. Oh, that it should be that it is I
who am now his worst enemy, and whom he may have most cause to fear" (Dracula, 324).
45
Christopher Craft, "'Kiss Me With Those Red Lips' : Gender and Inversion in Bram Stoker's Dracula,"
Representations 8 ( 1984): 1 07-33, 1 09.
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Lucy's death is particularly graphic and particularly shocking, abounding with images of rape and ruin.
Mina describes the scene: "The Thing in the coffin writhed; and a hideous, blood-curdling screech came
from the opened red lips. The body shook and quivered and twisted in wild contortions; the sharp white
teeth champed together till the lips were cut, and the mouth was smeared with a crimson foam. But Arthur
never faltered. He looked like a figure of Thor as his untrembling arm rose and fell, driving deeper and
deeper the mercy-bearing stake, whilst the blood from the pierced heart welled and spurted up around it"
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the vampire's kiss, acted out by the nightly maneuverings of sexually aggressive women
who feed on children.
Of course, Stoker's text is an extreme example of the possible dangers inherent in
the blurring of gender boundaries. Other writers imagined the masculine New Woman as
possessor of "monstrous" qualities but desired to explore, rather than to destroy, her
erotic and compelling character. Victoria Cross's short story "Theodora: A Fragment"
( 1895 ), originally published in The Yellow Book, addresses the issue of the masculine
New Woman with a complex merging of male and female narrative voices, a discussion
of cross-dressing, and a philosophical debate on the true nature - and power - of human
sexuality. This fascinating and multifaceted text has been generally neglected by modem
critics; this is unfortunate, for in this work the complex nature of the New Woman's
sexuality - and men's responses to it - are specifically explored.
The claim for man and woman's intellectual similitude was an important issue for
many writers of New Woman fiction. Cross herself often wrote with a male narrative
voice. In some sense this action, one which required a woman to imitate a man's thoughts
and feelings, can be read as an attempt to illustrate how male and female minds could
work in similar ways. In addition, Cross consistently writes of men who are driven by
passion and emotion, and of their analytical, reasoned conversations with women who are
their intellectual equals. This move seems to be one directed at exploding the stereotypes
that designated woman as "feeling" and man as "thinking." In this text, Cross also writes
of women dressing in men's clothing and of men with long hair who may be mistaken for

(254). As noted by Byron, "Dracula's own destruction is unritualized and anticlimactic - he is simply
stabbed (as benefits his masculine status) as if in a normal fight" ( 1 8).
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women. Thus, the essential similarity of the two sexes is illustrated by means ofthe body,
a highly political move. As Ann Heilmann observes,
A cultural phenomenon and vibrant metaphor long before the fin de siecle,
women's cross-dressing was reinvigorated by the Victorian women's movement
because, by demonstrating the essential performativity of gender, it enabled
feminists to challenge biological notions of sexual difference deployed to
rationalize women's political disempowennent as the product of "nature. ,,4 7
In the minds of many nineteenth-century individuals, the biological and
psychological differences of men and women were linked. Thus, the rationalization
followed that if psychology could be overcome, perhaps biology could be overcome as
well. 48 Heilmann makes the argument that "New Woman writers, arguing for women's
rights on the grounds of their essential sameness, suggested in their cross-dressing
narratives that women could, in fact, become men."49 Marjorie Garber, in turn, points out
the ways in which cross-dressing, rather than just deconstructing the binary pairs that
organize and define culture (such as man/woman), can cause "not just a category
crisis . . . but the crisis of category itself."50 This idea caused both excitement and anxiety
within late nineteenth-century culture as artists celebrated and condemned the
consequences of "crossing over."
Women acting out the lives of men, then, however briefly, constituted a public
debacle for many fin-de-siecle authors. Authors like Grand felt the need to explore and
then control this possibility by labeling it as destructive. However, Victoria Cross seems
Heilmann, 1 1 8. Heilmann explains, "Feminists were keen to celebrate activist forebears and military
heroines whose cross-dressing exploits showed that it was costume, not the body, which inscribed gender
and assigned social power to the wearer'' ( 1 1 8).
48
For a discussion of these ideas, see Heilmann, 1 1 7- 1 8, and Showalter, Sexual Anarchy. In this text,
Showalter argues, "What was most alarming to the fin de siecle was that sexuality and sex roles might no
longer be contained within the neat and pennanent borderlines of gender categories" (9).
49
Heilmann, 1 1 7.
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to have been intrigued by the possibilities it brought about for women who wanted to
imagine their sexuality and their sexual choices in new ways. During the last two decades
of the nineteenth century, both popular artists and everyday individuals within late
Victorian culture investigated the idea of escaping one's biological designation as man or
as woman through cross-dressing. 5 1 "Theodora: A Fragment" is one text that contains
textual illustrations of the romantic and sexual consequences of these explorations in
transcending not only gender roles but gender itself. As noted earlier, "Theodora: A
Fragment" contains multiple examples of women (including the author, who writes using
a male narrative voice) who pose as men. The text presents as its heroine an infinitely
attractive yet manifestly masculine New Woman. Here, beautiful men and women from
the narrator's life, captured in photographs and displayed in his journal, are
unrecognizable in terms of gender. During the course of this narration, the heroine dons
male garb and correspondingly conquers the male narrator's determination to resist her
intense sexual appeal. 52
The text of "Theodora" begins as Ray, the male narrator, explores a map of
Mesopotamia. As in many other texts about the New Woman, the heroine in this story is
tantalizingly mysterious, isolated, and decidedly unusual. Like Mesopotamia, she seems
an uncharted wilderness, full of curious charms. The narrator himself is an imperialist
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Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests: Cross Dressing and Cultural Anxiety (London: Penguin, 1 993), 1 7.
In New Woman Fiction, Heilmann documents numerous letters sent in to popular periodicals by men who
dressed in corsets and women's clothing and by women who dressed in men's attire, both for pleasure and
in an effort to "pass" as a member of the opposite sex ( 1 18-29).
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It is immediately after she assumes the masculine costume that the narrator exclaims, "an involuntary,
unrecognized voice within me said, 'It is no good; whatever happens I must have you "' (Victoria Cross,
"Theodora: A Fragment," in Daughters ofDecadence, 33.) Hereafter cited as "Theodora."
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collector; as the story continues, the reader finds out that he collects different sorts of
treasures - foreign artifacts as well as exotic women. 53
Theodora' s Otherness is continually emphasized throughout the course of Cross's
narrative. Furthermore, it is made quite clear by Cross that Theodora's unusual charms
are precisely what attract the male narrator. These two themes - her strangeness and her
corresponding appeal, are illustrated early on in the text as the narrator, Ray, discusses
the "peculiar" Theodora with his friend Digby, who observes, "you like everything
extraordinary. I should have thought her very peculiarity was just what would have
attracted you" ("Theodora," 6-7). This theme is continued throughout the course of the
story, and the narrator repeatedly makes comments such as "Theodora differed so much
from the ordinary feminine type" or "Theodora was so different from girls generally"
("Theodora," 1 7, 25).
Additionally, Theodora, like many other literary New Women, is presented as
contentedly independent and unmarried. Marriage is not a likely option for her character,
as her continued access to her immense fortune depends on her status as a single woman.
Concurrently, the narrator argues that he could not marry a woman who would, in a
sense, be "paying" for him; he announces, "I could never love a decent woman
unselfishly enough, even if she gave up nothing for me . . . . I should be sorry to value
myself at . . . six thousand a year'' ("Theodora," 9). Ironically, in comparison to the classic
plots of many romance narratives, there is an obvious role reversal in this text; here it is
the woman who is moneyed and who finds romance outside of her class boundaries. As a
53

Throughout the text, the narrator discusses his desire to "possess" Theodora; there is also a picture of a
"Persian girl" in his journal, who presumably has died, whom he seems to have once loved and fiercely
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New Woman character, Theodora risks losing other things besides her fortune in
consequence of her relationship with Ray - specifically in this case the freedom to think
and to do as she pleases. Ray is often surprised or angered at her boldness, and he
repeatedly voices a desire to possess and control her. It is likely his position as her
husband or lover would subdue or constrain Theodora. 54
Interestingly, within Cross's work all references to matrimony are made on the
part of the male narrator during moments of intense desire. Often, when a craving to
possess Theodora comes over him, he finds himself thinking along these lines.
Nevertheless, Ray himself realizes the danger inherent in these thoughts- not only to
their respective social statuses but also to Theodora as an individual. The following
excerpt is a lengthy one but interesting in the way it reveals both Ray's possessive nature
and voices Cross's position on the nature of healthy romantic relationships. Here Ray
claims,
Unconsciously a certainty of possession of Theodora to-day, to-morrow, or next
year, filled me for the moment as completely as ifI hadjust made her my wife.
The instinct that demanded her was immediately answered by a mechanical
process of the brain, not with doubt or fear, but simple confidence. "This is a
pleasant and delightful object to you - as others have been. Later it will be a
source of enjoyment to you - as others have been." And the lulling of this painful
instinct is what we know as pleasure. And this instinct and its answer are exactly
that which we should not feel within us for any beloved object. It is this that tends
inevitably to degrade the loved one, and to debase our own passion. If the object
is worthy and lovely in any sense, we should be ready to love it as being such, for
itself, as moralists preach to us of Virtue, as theologians preach to us of the Deity.
To love or at least to strive to love an object for the object's sake, and not our own
sake, to love it in relation to its pleasure and not in its relation to our own
desired ("Theodora," 27-28).
54
This seems evident by the kissing scene at the end of the text, where Theodora, who has been outspoken
and dominant throughout, is mastered by the narrator's kiss. Cross writes, "I heard her moan, but for that
instant I was beyond the reach of pity or reason, I only leant harder on her lips in a wild, unheeding,
unsparing frenzy" (36). This description, although intense and erotic, is one of forceful masculine
domination and (willing?) feminine submission.
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pleasure, is to feel the only love which is worthy of offering to a fellow human
being, the one which elevates - and the only one - both giver and receiver. If we
ever learn this lesson, we learn it late. I had not learnt it yet. ("Theodora," 1 4, my
italics)
The desire to possess the love object is figured here as wrong - as "exactly that which we
should not feel within us for any beloved object." Additionally, this unhealthy desire is
associated with marriage. Ray conflates the idea of possessing Theodora with the feeling
of having made her his wife. In this text, the author thus argues that it is essential that the
New Woman remain isolated, not from desire or from responding to that desire but from
intimate relationships that are binding and confining.
While Cross repeatedly illustrates the ways in which marriage to Ray would prove
disastrous for Theodora, she simultaneously focuses on the heightened sexual tension and
intellectual curiosity that draws these two characters together. Cross repeatedly describes
the lushness and the appeal of Theodora's body. The reader is presented with detailed
depictions of her figure and its desirability as, again and again, "Ray" mentions "her
magnificent shoulders," "the long easy slope of her figure to the small waist," "the black
glossy masses of her hair," "the handsome painted eyes," and "the naturally scarlet lips"
("Theodora," 23). Although many of the descriptions of her features are standard and
unremarkable, it is interesting to note that Cross's focus frequently celebrates parts of the
body associated with speech. At one point Ray recalls how "[t]he plain, small collar of
the dress opened at the neck, and a delicious, solid, white throat rose from the dull stuff
like an almond bursting from its husk" ("Theodora," 10). Here Cross emphasizes the way
in which the sexual female body escapes the confines of the modest dress. Additionally, it
is significant that the throat - Theodora's instrument of speech - is eroticized to this
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degree early on in the narrative and that the author chooses to foreground it over other
parts of the body. Later other body parts that are associated with speech come into focus
under the narrator's desiring eyes, such as Theodora's "soft scarlet lips" ("Theodora,"
1 1).

Of course, it is interesting to note the ways in which this focus is instigated by a
female author posing as a male narrator. It is a woman who writes the intense erotic
passages presented as the impressions of a man. This posture is less risque, in some
sense, than the one assumed by Egerton; here authorial descriptions of a woman 's
feelings of desire are limited by the use of a male narrator. However, this move is also
quite radical if one is cognizant of the fact that all textual representations of desire here male and female - are being constructed by a female writer.
This textual portrait of desire is penned in a confidential, intimate tone, as though
Cross imagines Ray addressing a single reader. The question of audience is a complex
one, as Cross handles subject matter considered to be of interest to women and writes as a
man. Ray uses the pronoun "we" at one point in the text to describe his feelings of
possessiveness and pleasure - "that instinctive, involuntary, momentary and delightful
sense of ownership"- that comes upon an individual when "a woman we love" comes
into "our" home ("Theodora,"24 ). At this point in the text the imagined audience seems
to be male readers who can identify with the masculine voice of the narrator. However,
much of this text centers on Theodora - her person, her manners, her views. Certainly
Cross places female readers in a position to identify with this attractive and assertive
female character. As I argued was the case with Egerton's "A Cross Line," here I would
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promote the theory that this New Woman text also is designed to encourage both men
and women to desire and to admire the heroine.
In this work, then, Cross shows her audience the ways in which men objectify
women at the same time that her male character admits that his desire to possess this
"object" of his desire is wrong. Her portrayal of the female heroine as an object to be
desired reflects a literary tradition of imagining women as such; however, her intense
erotic scrutiny of the body, as well as her efforts to show the male narrator as an object
that Theodora wishes to possess, is both transgressive and compelling.
The male narrator is not the only desiring character in this text. It seems apparent
that Theodora, too, is attracted by the mysteries of the body. "She's mad upon looks - I
know she is; she let it out to me once," Digby says, and he even hints to Ray that she
would discard her fortune in exchange for physical desirability in her mate. The narrator
scoffs at this, but his friend Digby quips, "Leave the woman who falls in love with the
cut of your nose to do the valuation. You'll be surprised at the figure!" ("Theodora," 9).
Theodora herself is thus shown to be a sexual creature - without restraint and
without shame. Early in the text, as Ray contemplates "this girl. . .in whom there was a
dash of virility, a hint at dissipation, a suggestion of a certain decorous looseness of
morals and fastness of manners," Theodora shares with Ray her views on "the ethics of
the couch and the floor." She explains the fact that her study floor is covered with
luxuriant pillows by declaring, "I avoid the restricted and uncertain couch, recognizing
that if I fall to sleep on that raised level, and the desire to stretch myself should come, I
shall awake with pain and shock to feel the ground, and see above me the couch from
which I fell - do you see?" Theodora here is elaborating on her disdain for "higher"
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places (and social circles) that do not allow for the physical pleasure of "stretching." In
case the reader fails to grasp the obvious significance here, Cross then has her narrator
assert, "these ethics of the couch and floor covered the ethics of life" ("Theodora," 1 5 1 6). Theodora prefers "lower" pleasures, and, despite her opportunity and ability to rise
to higher places, she denounces these more traditional and respected positions as
physically restrictive.
Cross also frequently describes the attraction that exists between these two
characters as mutual. For instance, as they shake hands to say goodbye, Ray describes
how "my fingers laced themselves tightly round this morsel of velvet-covered fire ....
That which we were both saying to each other, though our lips did not open, was, ' So I
should like to hold and embrace you'; and she, ' So I should like to be held and
embraced'" ("Theodora," 19).
However, in addition to her attractiveness, the narrator continually observes and
responds to Theodora's masculine looks and ways. Theodora jokes with Ray in her
chambers as she makes tea for herself and a "peg" for him, aware of how unusual it is
that a woman knows how to mix a drink. She teasingly labels him "conventional" for
being surprised at her knowledge of alcohol. However, what is most interesting about this
textual moment is Ray's response. He remarks, "She looked so like a young fellow of
nineteen as she spoke that half the sense of informality between us was lost, and there
was a keen, subtle pleasure in this superficial familiarity with her that I had never felt
with far prettier women" ("Theodora,"17 ). Later, in his chambers, Ray compares her
face to that of the feminized Sikh in his photo album. It is at this moment of comparison
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that he notes Theodora's moustache - "that curious masculine shade upon the upper lip"
("Theodora," 26).
Theodora's beauty is thus dual. She possesses a moustache, reminds Ray of a
young man, and simultaneously radiates a distinctively feminine sexual appeal. Within a
lengthy paragraph that describes her breasts and the way in which her clothing fits over
them, the narrator comments,
There was no excessive development, quite the contrary, but in the very slightness
there was an indescribably sensuous curve, and a depression, rising and falling,
that seemed as if it might be the very home itself of passion. It was a breast with
little suggestion of the duties or powers of Nature, but with infinite seduction for a
lover. ("Theodora," 24)
She is feminine but not maternal. Here Theodora's attractiveness appears transgressive
because it is not associated with systems of sexual utility; her body suggests "seduction"
rather than "the duties or powers of Nature." Not surprisingly, Ray appears confused by
his attraction to Theodora's bosom, disturbed by his awareness that this physical feature
should designate her potential to become a mother, not a lover. He is perplexed by his
desire and eager to subdue it.
Ultimately, Ray is inclined to deny his attraction to this woman both because
marriage to her would be economically unfeasible for both of them and because he does
not see her as a suitable mother for his progeny. In this story, the New Woman is not
deemed a "fit" mother or wife. However, despite this, Theodora remains infinitely
attractive. The narrator asserts
My inclination towards Theodora could hardly be the simple, natural instinct,
guided by natural selection, for then surely I should have been swayed towards
some more womanly individual, some more vigorous and at the same time more
feminine physique. In me, it was the mind that had first suggested to the senses,
and the senses that had answered in a dizzy pleasure, that this passionate,
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sensitive frame, with its tensely-strung nerves and excitable pulses, promised the
height of satisfaction to a lover. Surely to Nature it promised a poor if possible
mother, and a still poorer nurse. ("Theodora,"21 )
This diatribe may have been disturbing to a number of nineteenth-century individuals
who valued sexuality as an instrument of procreation rather than of pleasure, who labeled
unproductive sexual activity as debased and dangerous. However, in many ways this kind
of description is empowering to women and could reflect how a number of New Woman
authors hoped that women might come to be viewed by men. Here, the woman is
intensely desired, and yet, this sort of desire is imagined as free from corresponding
obligations to tie oneself to another person and to begin the exhausting and tedious
process of child bearing and rearing. The narrator does not see Theodora as a potential
wife or mother; he sees her merely as a lover.
These issues are specifically addressed during Theodora and Ray's game of
"crowning." In- this scene. Theodora visits Ray's home in order to view his collection of
exotic and foreign artifacts. During this visit, Theodora places her ring - a circle of
diamonds - on the head of a small idol, a Hindu equivalent of Aphrodite which the
narrator describes as "a small, unutterably hideous, squat female figure, with the face of a
monkey, and two closed wings of a dragon on its shoulders" ("Theodora,"28 ).
Throughout their continuing discussion of this relic, Ray continues to use adjectives such
as "repulsive," "deformed," and "stunted" to describe this representative image of female
sexuality. And yet, Theodora is not swayed in her respect for this miniature
representation of the goddess, despite the fact that the carved figure is not beautiful. She
crowns her with her diamond ring.
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The ring is a traditional symbol of commitment. Through this act, Theodora
pledges her allegiance to this goddess of female sexuality, despite this figure's repulsive
appearance to men. In consequence, Ray is consumed by anger, horrified by her
celebration of this "unutterably hideous" image of female sexuality. He remarks,
At the same instant the laughter and irresponsible gaiety and light pleasure on the
face before me, the contrast between the delicate hand and the repellant
monstrosity it had crowned - the sinister, allegorical significance - struck me like
a blow. An unexplained feeling of rage filled me. Was it against her, myself, her
action, or my own desires? It seemed for the moment to burn against them all.
("Theodora," 29)
The male narrator is unable to respond positively to a woman who embraces and respects
an aspect of female sexuality he considers hideous. It is interesting to note, however, that
in this passage Cross describes the multiple sources which generate his feelings of anger.
On one level, these feelings appear to be directed toward Theodora and her actions;
however, Ray wonders also if these feelings might be a product of his frustration with his
own conservative sensibilities. As the story progresses, it becomes apparent that he too
wishes to worship at the shrine of Venus, to consummate his sexual desire for Theodora.
Nevertheless, Ray is constrained by his scientific education and by a limited vision of
women and what constitutes acceptable female sexuality.
In another strange reversal of traditional Victorian sexual roles, Ray responds to
Theodora's gesture by crowning a figure of Shiva, the "god of self-denial" with his own
ring. After doing this, he lays the figure of Shiva face down and prostrate at the feet of
the "leering Venus." However, Theodora will not stand for this. In an assertive move,
with a face the narrator interprets as "virile and mocking," she removes his ring from the
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head of this idol and places it on top of her ring, which has remained atop the head of the
monkey-goddess ("Theodora,"29-31 ). Of Shiva, Theodora says,
"A false, absurd, and unnatural god; it is the greatest error to strive after the
impossible; it merely prevents you accomplishing the possible. Gods like these,"
and she indicated the abominable squint-eyed Venus, "are merely natural instincts
personified, and one may well call them gods since they are invincible. Don't you
remember the fearful punishments that the Greeks represented as overtaking
mortals who dared to resist nature's laws, that they chose to individualise [sic] as
their gods? You remember the fate of Hippolytus who tried to disdain Venus, of
Pentheus who tried to subdue Bacchus? These two plays teach the immortal
lesson that if you have the presumption to try to be greater than nature she will in
the end take a terrible revenge." ("Theodora,"30 )
Like Stoker, Cross recognizes the image of the sexual female as hideous and monstrous.
However, in Cross's text, this image is crowned rather than beheaded. Here, the
consequences of denial are envisioned as far worse than the consequences of giving in to
the passions. Theodora's argument that it is foolish and impossible to fight against
"nature's laws" echoes the claims of the decadents, who were, at the time of this text's
production, creating an aesthetic based on embracing the pleasures of the senses.
In this story, female sexuality wins over man's crowning of the god of selfabnegation. The narrator, despite his powers of self-restraint and his decision to reject

Theodora ("this woman must be nothing to me"), is driven to grab her in a darkened
hallway and to kiss her passionately ("Theodora,"30 ). She acquiesces; afterwards, in
Theodora's eyes, he reads "no confusion, no embarrassment . . . no need to crave
forgiveness" ("Theodora,"36). However, in this textual moment, the triumph of
Theodora's allure leads to a corresponding male physical dominance over her. As he
kisses her, Ray falls victim to "the eddying torrent of an overwhelming desire to take her
in my arms and hold her, control her, assert my will over hers, this exasperating object
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who had been pleasing and seducing every sense for the last three hours, and now was
leaving them all unsatisfied" {"Theodora," 35-36). In turn, the saucy, independent
heroine is physically overpowered by the passionate kisses of the virile male narrator. As
she begins to form a physical attachment, she places herself in a position of
submissiveness, despite her earlier, aggressive speeches and assertive manner. Ray's
characterization in this text serves as an interesting example of the ways in which a
female writer of this period was reading and interpreting male desire. Theodora remains
an object Ray wants to control. It seems a good thing, then, that there is little possibility
of marriage between Ray and Theodora because he wants finally to "control her, to assert
[his] will over hers."
After the torrid kiss and Theodora's calm exit, the continuation of the story is
denied to the reader. Elaine Showalter, in her introduction to the reprinting of the text,
argues that "Building to an instant of 'hot, clear, blinding' passion between the
protagonists, the story is a fragment both because Cross has taken her imagination to its
limits, and because she hints that women's sexual narratives are unfinished."55 This is an
interesting move. There is pleasure for the reader in imagining an ending. Additionally,
Cross is able to envision intriguing erotic circumstances involving the New Woman
without having to explain or explore the physical or emotional consequences of
Theodora's involvement with this domineering man.
In some sense, Theodora takes on the status of an idol, an object for the narrator
that he longs to possess, along with his other curiosities and anomalies. Theodora, too,
demands sacrifices - the photo album that documents Ray's travels, adventures, and past
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romances. Thus, this text remains a celebration of the independent New Woman and her
conquests - over a potential lover and perhaps over a readership that, like Ray,
designated images of female desire as grotesque or unnatural. This New Woman,
"masculine" in impulse and in appearance, contributes mightily to Cross's efforts to
disrupt physical, intellectual, and moral categories based on sex. Although Cross
illustrates the way in which romantic interest in the New Woman threatens her status as a
self-actualizing subject, the text ends before this possibility is addressed.
The consequences associated with women who encourage "inappropriate"
relationships with men, overtly sexual or not, are explored in Sarah Grand's The
Heavenly Twins. In this text the woman who dresses in male clothing again serves as a

danger to men, despite her attractiveness and likeability. One might draw a parallel
between Cross's decision to show Theodora in masculine clothing, with a moustache,
equipped with "masculine" assertiveness and intellectual authority and Grand's choices
for Angelica in this text. Theresa Mangum writes,
Grand's narrator uses the Romantic poets' concept of androgyny to explore the
potential for cross-dressing and gender switching. The relationship Angelica-as
boy forms with a musician, on the basis of his fantasies about Angelica-as-girl,
challenges conventional representations of heterosexuality and homosexuality.
This self-division dramatizes the alienation of women who can imagine
themselves only as objects of the male gaze; through her cross-dressing Angelica
appropriates that gaze, and with sight comes speech. 56
While "A Cross Line" and "Theodora: A Fragment" are both examples of
narratives that are cut off before they are imagined in-depth, in The Heavenly Twins,
Sarah Grand takes six hundred and eighty pages to explore the complexity of this issue of
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dual sexual potential. She presents characters that possess non-normative desires, and the
consequences for New Women characters that feel differently about love and desire from
the culture around them are serious and complicated. There is a great deal of suffering
that these characters, and specifically Angelica, experience because of this different
desire. In this novel, Angelica is inspired to change in response to the suffering she
experiences as a result of participating in an "inappropriate" romantic liaison (in which
she poses as a man). Unlike Egerton, who shows her heroine willingly reconciled to
traditional positions of feminine feeling and behavior in response to her pregnancy,
Grand focuses on Angelica's lack of "natural" feminine feeling or maternal instinct.
Angelica's recognition of this lack and of the "incurable malady of the mind which would
make life a burden to her for evermore" first drive her to contemplate suicide and then
inspire her to reconcile herself with the domestic sphere in her effort to embrace safe
romantic relationships (The Heavenly Twins, 5 19). Although this reconciliation talces
away from the initial uniqueness and vitality of her character, Angelica finds a version of
love (and of a happy ending) when she finds a way to transform her "inappropriate"
desire into a socially acceptable one.
Sarah Grand was a key figure in the literature and culture of the fin de siecle.
Although her works are less accessible and less recognized within academic circles
today, during her lifetime she held a position of power and influence. Teresa Mangum
writes,
While sales of The Heavenly Twins leave no doubt that it was a tremendous
popular success, Grand's work was taken far more seriously, at least for several
decades, than shilling shockers or formulaic fiction. I first became interested in
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Grand' s work because Victorian reviewers repeatedly characterized other writers'
works by comparing th.em to The Heavenly Twins. 57
Grand's novel was rejected by various publishers for a period of three years; how�ver,
once William Heinemann finally decided to print it in1893, he reprinted the novel six
times in one year and sold almost twenty thousand copies in Great Britain alone. Many
more copies were sold by Cassell's in the United States, and the novel was eventually
translated into Dutch and German. 58
Within this work, the second in her New Woman trilogy (which includes Idea/a,
The Heavenly Twins, and The Beth Book), Grand explores the lives, attitudes, and

circumstances of women with different personalities but faced with similar, limited life
choices. In her analysis of this work, Mangum writes,
The character Edith seems to exorcise Grand's affection for the conventional
heroine; Evadne functions as a study of female psychology when an exceptional
woman tries to accommodate her "new" ideas to archaic forms of femininity; and
Angelica points the way to the "androgynous" life of action, transformation, and
subversion of the more optimistic New Women. 59
This novel follows Angelica's evolution from a mischievous and ill-behaved child to a
devoted and self-denying wife. Angelica is wicked as a child because she is bored and
because her intellect and artistic talents are not put to use. She wishes to learn Latin,
Greek, and mathematics, and when she first is denied the opportunity to study under a
tutor with her twin brother Diavolo, she exclaims, "there must have been some mistake.
Diavolo and I find that we were mixed somehow wrong, and I got his mind and he got
mine. I can do his lessons quite easily, but I can't do my own.... I can't learn from a lady,
57
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and he can't learn from a man" (The Heavenly Twins, 124). Her persistence and
intelligence amuse her father, so he eventually allows her to take lessons from the tutor
with her brother. However, as a young woman, Angelica becomes frustrated and resentful
because she will not be allowed the opportunity to train for a musical career, despite her
extensive education. She asserts, "I was not supposed to have any bent, I found a big
groove ready waiting for me when I grew up, and in that I was expected to live whether it
suited me or not. It did not suit me. It was deep and narrow, and gave me no room to
move" (The Heavenly Twins, 450).
As the above quotations suggest, The Heavenly Twins is full of examples of the
ways in which gender is imagined as a performance. Ann Heilmann points out,
By juxtaposing different-sexed twins whose sex roles clash with their "natural"
inclination, Grand explicitly challenges the social construction of gender.
Diavolo's gender and name reflect Angelica's nature to a much greater extent
than they do his . . . .It is she who wants to have a career, he who would be content
with a "feminine" lifestyle; in stark opposition to their "natural" leanings, he is
trained for an active public life, whereas she is consigned to domesticity. 60
Further, through the use of the two "twin" characters, Grand explores the ambiguity of
sexuality and the potential of single individuals to possess the personality traits and, more
radically, to assume the bodies of both genders.
Angelica and Diavolo's unhappiness with their relative gender positions becomes
evident early on in the novel as they secretly plan and execute a shocking switch,
exchanging their formal costumes for their performance in Evadne' s wedding. The twins
are thrilled as most members of the congregation are fooled by their impersonation of one
another, openly referring to Angelica as that "sweet little boy." However, the action itself
59
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is ultimately branded as strange and unnatural, and it becomes a portent of the future
misery and "wrongness" that characterize Evadne's marriage to Major Colquhoun. Grand
describes the consequences of the action thus:
Angelica obtained the coveted pleasure of acting as page to Evadne, and Diavolo
escaped the trouble of having to hold up her train, and managed besides to have
some fun with a small but amorous boy who was to have been Angelica's pair,
and who, knowing nothing of the fraud which had been perpetrated, insisted on
kissing the fair Diavolo, to that young gentleman's lasting delight . . .. Mrs.
Fray ling was not a bit superstitious . . . . [S]he felt no shadow of a foreboding until
the twins appeared. Then, however, there arose in her heart a horrified
exclamation: "It is unnatural! It will bring bad luck." (The Heavenly Twins, 6 1 )
Although the well-executed trick at first appears humorous and the confused desire of the
"small but amorous boy" entertaining, such an action is quickly branded "unnatural."
More importantly, such an action does "bring bad luck": there is danger and unhappiness
in store for Evadne and, later in the text, when the cross-dressing "fraud" is repeated, for
Angelica.
For many years, Angelica induces her brother to participate with her in various
mischievous pranks such as the one described above, willfully resisting the roles of "good
child" or of"nice young lady" that are urged on her by members of her family. In Book
III of the novel, "Development and Arrest of Development," Grand writes, "Although she
was over fifteen, she had ·no coquettish or womanly ways, insisted on wearing her dresses
up to her knees, expressed the strongest objection to being grown-up and considered a
young lady, and had never been known to look at herself in the glass" (The Heavenly
Twins, 245). For a large part of the novel Angelica ignores or openly denies her identity
as a woman, choosing instead to see herself merely as a human creature or, at times, as a
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masculine being like her brother. She acts as careless as a young boy might, heedless of
polite manners or of appropriate behavior.
Angelica and Diavolo generally comport themselves in an effort to perplex or
shock everyone with whom they have contact: they destroy property, speak rudely, and
cause general chaos wherever they go. In addition, throughout the first half of the novel
the "Heavenly Twins" are described as powerfully devoted to one another. They appear
inseparable and acutely aware of everything that the other is thinking or feeling. At one
point Angelica exclaims, "You don't understand twins, I expect. It's always awkward
about them; there's so often something wrong. With us, you know, the fact of the matter
is that I am Diavolo and he is me" (The Heavenly Twins, 1 24). Although this intense
identification is special and cherished, over time Grand seems to argue that it does
become "wrong" for Angelica to disregard her womanly identity in favor of her brother' s
masculine one. Despite her resistance, Angelica will be compelled, by others and by her
own conscience, to perform an identity that places her in a social sphere away from her
brother.
Indeed, regardless of her defiance of time and change, Angelica becomes less
happy as she matures. She grieves bitterly that, as a result of her sex, her place in the
world cannot be the same as that of her twin. Grand writes:
the twins . . . were not as they had been. Angelica was rapidly outstripping Diavolo,
as was inevitable at that age. He was still a boy, but she was verging on
womanhood, and already had thoughts which did not appeal to him, and moods
which he could not comprehend, the consequence being continual quarrels
between them, - those quarrels in which people are hottest and bitterest, not
because of their hate, but because of their love for each other . . . . The shadow of
approaching maturity, which would separate them inevitably . . . already touched
Angelica perceptibly; and, although to the onlookers they seemed to treat each
other as usual, both children felt that there was something wrong, and their
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discomfort was all the greater because neither of them could account for the
change. (The Heavenly Twins,2 43)
In Grand's text, this tension is shown to escalate until one day on impulse Angelica
decides to begin wearing long dresses. Thus, "accordingly, in less than a week from that
day, Angelica, the tom-boy, was to all appearance no more, and Miss Hamilton-Wells
astonished the neighborhood" (The Heavenly Twins,27 4). This act drives her brother to
escape to the old schoolroom in order to cry "as if his heart would break" (The Heavenly
Twins,27 4). Although Angelica immediately discards her new long dress and runs to him
in her old short one, telling him that her long dress "shall only be a disguise" and
promising "I'll be just as bad as ever in it," Diavolo replies that it is inevitable that they
will eventually be separated from one another (The Heavenly Twins,27 5-7 6). Despite the
fact that the long dress is, in truth, a disguise, Angelica will not be able to put it on and
off as easily as she pleases. Her position in the family and in local society has been
changed forever by her assumption, however brief, of a grown woman's costume and
hairstyle; tellingly, after her quick change into her old clothes, her brother is "struck by a
sense of impropriety in her short skirt after the grown-up appearance she had presented in
the long one" (The Heavenly Twins, 27 5). Following this incident, she can no more
openly deny her gender or the social expectations that come with it. In addition, her
relationship with her brother will be forever altered.
Soon after this episode, Angelica's unhappiness increases as she goes to visit her
friend Edith who has, in consequence of marrying a man with syphilis, contracted the
disease, given birth to a dangerously ill and deformed child, and subsequently gone mad.
In her intense frustration with the thwarted and unhappy lives of women like Edith,
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facing the threat of being presented at Court, Angelica, in a moment of pique,
spontaneously proposes to Mr. Kilroy, a patient and gentle family friend who is many
years her senior. Grand describes Angelica as she comes upon Mr. Kilroy and his horse
in the family gardens, illustrating the moment as one in which "Angelica snatched the
whip from his hand, and clenching her teeth gave the horse a vicious slash with it."
Turning to her "fast friend of many years' standing," she stomps her foot and shouts,
"Marry me, and let me do as I like" (The Heavenly Twins,321 ).
Mr. Kilroy grants Angelica's request, to his disadvantage. For a time Angelica
teases her husband mercilessly. She jokingly calls him "Daddy," deliberately attempts to
annoy or disturb him, exhorts large sums of money from him for fun, and drives him to
leave her alone in the house whenever he travels to London. It is during this time while
she is alone and her husband is in London, after her marriage and before her acceptance
of her prescribed role as wife, that Angelica most noticeably transgresses the behavioral
restrictions placed on her sex. In response to her dissatisfaction with domestic life,
Angelica takes to roaming the streets at night, disguised as Diavolo. While doing this, she
experiences a profound change within her consciousness. She claims, "I was a genuine
boy, I moved like boy, I felt like a boy; I was my own brother in very truth" (The
Heavenly Twins,4 5 6).

It is at this point in the novel that, dressed as Diavolo, Angelica forms an intimate
friendship with the reclusive tenor of Morningquest's cathedral choir, a man whom she
respectfully dubs "Israfil." Although they initially meet casually in the street, over time
she comes to spend long hours at this man's home late at night, dining on his food,
talking with him, and playing the violin for his enjoyment. The Tenor quickly develops
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an intense fascination with and affection for Angelica, whom he thinks of as "the Boy,"
never having been told his/her name.
In this section of the novel, Grand spends a great deal of time exploring the
Tenor's fascination with the character he knows as "the Boy" as well as his interest in
Angelica herself, whom he sees in church and knows only from afar. After his initial
meeting with Angelica-in-disguise, Grand describes the Tenor's feelings thus:
the Tenor often thought of the Boy with curiosity and interest. There was
something unusual in his manner and appearance which would have attracted
attention even if his conversation had not been significant, and that it was
significant the Tenor discovered by the continual recurrence to his mind of some
one or other of the Boy's observations . . .. [H]e looked for him continually both by
day and night, his thoughts being pretty equally divided between him and the lady
whose brilliant glance had had such a magical effect upon him the first time he
encountered it. (The Heavenly Twins, 380)
It is important to note that it is the Boy's "unusual" appearance and manner that first
attract the Tenor and that this curious appearance is paralleled with the "magical effect"
of the lady's "brilliant glance." It soon becomes apparent that here Grand is working to
explore both the Tenor's heterosexual desire for the woman he knows from afar as
Angelica and his homosexual desire for the person he thinks of as "the Boy." Outwardly,
while talking with "the Boy," he frequently celebrates his desire for Angelica, a remote
and beautiful woman whom he believes he has never met, having seen her only in church
and from a distance. However, as Ann Heilmann has noted in her extensive discussion of
this relationship, the Tenor while voicing his admiration for Angelica is "at the same time
feeding his forbidden desire through the physical proximity of her brothet, even
articulating this desire through the discourse of chivalrous romantic love."61 Heilmann
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convincingly argues that Grand's extensive descriptions of the Tenor's intense affection
for the odd and unruly young man who visits his chambers at night serve as evidence of
his homosexual desires, as does his "secret" past as student and companion to an older
man.62
However, within Grand's novel this drama of forbidden desire is ultimately ended
by a boating accident. As Angelica and the Tenor spend a night floating down the river,
Angelica playing her violin in the moonlight, Angelica is suddenly made nervous by an
abrupt physical (possibly romantic) movement made by the Tenor. Startled, she falls into
the water and almost drowns. The Tenor dives in and rescues her; however, in doing so
he removes her wig and sees her in wet clothing. Her real gender becomes immediately
obvious, and the Boy's true identity as Angelica is quickly revealed. The Tenor is
devastated by the indecent behavior of a woman whom he formerly idealized,
overwhelmed by the loss of the person he knew (and desired) as "the Boy," and tortured
by his new, unhappily intimate relationship with a married woman. Consequences are
fatal; unable to celebrate these developments, he dies, praying for Angelica in the hopes
that the Lord "might make her a good woman yet" (The Heavenly Twins, 509).
The aspect of this textual drama that I wish to explore here involves the nature of
Angelica's performance of gender. Within this drama of chivalrous and forbidden desire,
Angelica successfully executes the various roles ascribed to her. Although she plays at
62
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being "Boy" and "Lady," the two roles are similar in that Angelica is consistently
positioned as the object of another's desire. However, whereas Egerton and Cross depict
the desirable and potentially masculine New Woman as a celebrated figure, moving
audiences "to wonder and applause," Grand .illustrates how Angelica's casual and
careless performances of masculinity and femininity corrupt her chances for experiencing
any kind of meaningful intimacy, sexual or otherwise. In addition, the revelation of her
deceit literally destroys the man who desires her. The Tenor analyzes the situation by
reasoning thus:
He had been enchanted, like Reymond of Lusignan in olden times, by a creature
that was half a monster. The Boy had been a reality to him, but the lady had never
been more than a lovely dream, and the monster - well, the monster had not yet
appeared, for that dark haired girl in the unwomanly clothes, with pride on her
lips and pain in her eyes, was no monster after all, but an erring mortal like
himself, a poor weak creature to be pitied and prayed for. (The Heavenly Twins,
504)
The Tenor's instinctual response to the "dark haired girl in the unwomanly clothes" is to
imagine her as a monster. It is important here to note Grand' s choice of a monster: the
Lady of Lusignan was a woman with a serpent's tale, a figure that was seen to symbolize
flawed or crippled genius. 63 Surprisingly, no current critical work -has explored this
historical reference and its significance. Jean d' Arras tells the story of the Lady of
Lusignan in his 1387 work Chronique de Melusine in Le Noble Hystoire de Lusignan.
The Lady is a changeling daughter of the fairy Pressina and an ancient Scottish King,
cursed to transform into a creature with a monster's body (often illustrated as winged)
and a serpent's tail on every Saturday of her life. Interestingly, this curse has been set
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upon her as a punishment for having once attacked her father. Coming upon the Lady in
- the forest, Count Raymond de Lusignan falls in love with her. She agrees to marry him,
but stipulates that she be left alone every Saturday, warning him that he must never try to
see her on that day or to ask why she must be left alone. However, driven to a suspicion
of infidelity by the members of his Court, Raymond spies on his wife. Consequently, he
sees her not with a lover but with a silvery tail. The Lady runs away from him, never to
return.
A highly appropriate symbol for Angelica and her thwarted musical talent, this
reference puts the Tenor in the position of her husband, as Reymond was the man who
married the Lady of the woods, discovering her changeling nature and her silvery
serpent's tail years later. His placement of himself in the position of the betrayed husband
certainly intensifies the homoerotic nature of the Tenor's friendship with the Boy.
Additionally, the reference to the woman who was compelled to hide her "changeling"
body for fear of being hated or condemned reemphasizes the performative and complex
nature of Angelica's person. Like the Lady of Lusignan, Angelica is obligated to hide her
physical, her intellectual, and her artistic potential.
Imagining the "real" Angelica as a monster gives the image of the mannish New
Woman an enormous disruptive power, a power certainly substantiated in Angelica's
stunning effect on the Tenor. She brings about his death in the tradition of the
mythological fairies and sirens that threatened the chivalrous knights of Great Britain.
However, ultimately the Tenor prefers to see Angelica as "a poor weak creature to be
pitied," an "erring mortal like himself." It is easier to imagine the creature that is the New
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Woman as corrupted or diseased, as erring, poor, or weak rather than as the wielder of an
ability to inspire new, frightening desires.
In consequence of the Tenor's untimely demise, Angelica is consumed with guilt
and self-hatred. Grand's heroine cannot escape the feeling that her deception was, in
some sense, responsible for this man's death. Finally, after observing a child grieving at
his grave, she experiences an epiphany of sorts: "All that was womanly in Angelica went
out to the poor little fellow. She would liked to have comforted him, but what could she
say or do? Alas ! alas! a woman who cannot comfort a child, what sort of a woman is
she?" (The Heavenly Twins, 5 1 9). This is a significant moment; it is here that Angelica
realizes that she has become "unnatural" by emphasizing the masculine side of her nature
and by neglecting her feminine impulses and responsibilities. In Grand's text, the "kind
of woman" who cannot attend to the feelings of a child is not a "real" woman. This
realization leads Angelica to contemplate suicide; remembering her previous brush with
death, she determines in an instant to throw herself off the bridge on which she is
standing and to drown.
However, before she can take this extreme measure, Angelica is halted by her
aunt, Lady Fulda, who knows of Angelica's deception with the Tenor and who wishes to
help Angelica recognize her calling to "the Higher Life" (The Heavenly Twins, 537).
Grand shows Angelica brushing off her aunt's influence at first, but, in a later meeting,
Angelica will be moved by Lady Fulda's ominous tone and serious warnings. In this
subsequent textual moment, Lady Fulda announces her belief that Angelica is facing the
greatest moment in her life - "an hour when we are called upon to choose between good
and evil" (The Heavenly Twins, 537). Angelica at first rebels against this extreme
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language, announcing "what have I done after all that you should take me to task so
seriously? Wrong, certainly; but still I have not broken a single commandment" (The
Heavenly Twins, 536). However, within Grand' s novel, Angelica' s crime is serious. By
enjoying the freedoms granted to men (living as "Diavolo") and by denying the functions
assigned to women (hiding her identity as "Angelica"), she has "sinned against the whole
spirit of uprightness" (The Heavenly Twins, 537) and, in turn, made herself profoundly
unhappy. Lady Fulda, in a frenzy of feeling, exclaims,
You are asked to choose now, you are called to the Higher Life; you must know
that you are being called - specially - this moment. And what if it should be for
the last time? What if, after this, you are deprived of the power to choose, and
forced by that which is evil in you to wander away from all that is good and pure
and pleasant into the turmoil and trouble, the falseness, the illusion, and the
maddening unrest of the other life? . . . You can imagine what it would be when
that last loophole of escape . . . was closed, when you knew you never could
return . . . a prey to remorse, a tired victim compelled to pursue excitement, and
always to pursue it, descending all the time, and finding it escape you more and
more till at least even that hateful resource was lost to you, and you found
yourself at the end ofthe road to perdition, a worn out woman, face to face with
despair! (The Heavenly Twins, 337-38)
Throughout the course of the text, Grand (who acknowledges the narrative voice as her
own) appears to sympathize with Angelica's frustration, often elaborating on the internal
motivations that drive this young heroine to rebel against the individuals and social
structures that would place her in a sphere for which she is not suited. Here however,
through the voice of Lady Fulda, the tendency in Angelica to deny her sex and to neglect
her responsibilities as a woman (and as a wife) is designated as "evil." Additionally, in
this passage Grand elaborates on how the "call" to live in a "womanly" and in a "pure"
way is tinged with the fervor and weight of a religious calling. Despite its limitations, the
sacrifices of faithful domesticity claim superiority to the freedoms associated with the
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denial of feminine undertakings. Within this scene, Grand' s novel takes on the texture of
a spiritual conversion narrative. Angelica is compelled either to fall into a life of
"perdition" or else to embrace God and her husband by giving up her independent (and
insolent) ways.
In this chapter and the next, Angelica suffers a great deal. She looks for an
alternative way of living and feeling, but apparently there is none. Lady Fulda's
simplistic and extreme argument, that Angelica either must accept her responsibilities and
live the "right" way or else fall into sin and despair, seems accurate. Grand describes
Angelica' s thoughts thus:
Was there any way of escape from herself? Her conscience whispered one. But
was there only one? The struggle of the last few days had recommenced; was it to
go on like this for ever and ever, over and over again? What a prospect! And, oh!
to be able to end it! somehow! anyhow! Oh, for the courage to choose! but she
must choose, she knew that; Aunt Fulda was right, her hour had come. The
momentous question had been asked, and it must be answered once for all. If she
should refuse to take the hand held out to help her now, where would she drift to
eventually? Should she end by consorting with people like - and she thought of an
odious woman; or come to be talked of at clubs, .named lightly by low men - and
she thought of some specimens of that class. But why should she arrive at any
decision? Why should she feel compelled to adopt a settled plan of action? Why
could she not go on as she had done hitherto? Was there really no standing still?
Were people really rising or sinking always, doing good or evil? Why, no, for
what harm had she done? Quick, answering to the question with a pang, the rush
of recollection caught her, and again the vow, made, and forgotten for the
moment, as soon as made, burned in her heart: "Israfil! Israfil! only forgive me,
and I will be true!" (The Heavenly Twins, 539)
In this passage, Grand argues that Angelica's intense desire to "escape from herself' - a
self which is unsatisfied, ambitious, unhappy - may be achieved in "only one" way. This
way seems to involve the abandonment of that self. Angelica must leave behind her
personal aspirations and instead live for and through others. The consequences of not
doing so (to be fated to consort with "odious" women and to be talked of by "low men"
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in clubs) seem infinitely degrading and disturbing to Grand's heroine. Although Angelica
questions the necessity of her extreme adherence to one way of living or the other, she is
soon forced to realize that stasis is impossible.
It may be assumed that, in the above passage, Angelica is, on the one hand,
choosing between a spiritual "rising or sinking." However, additionally, and more
specifically, Angelica here is choosing whether to embrace a "feminine" or a "masculine"
lifestyle. At first she is frustrated that the opportunity to "go on as she had done" is
denied to her by her Aunt Fulda' s binary rhetoric; nevertheless, Angelica soon
remembers the physical and emotional wounds that she inflicted on the Tenor, a gentle
man for whom she deeply cared. Such harm appears a direct consequence of Angelica's
living the sort of"in between" gendered lifestyle that she has assumed throughout her
life. This lifestyle, a reflection of her desire to discard her own identity and to usurp her
brother's, has caused chaos and destruction. Consideration of this finally compels her to
repent her ways.
Angelica goes home from her visit with Lady Fulda only to experience
nightmares; in her dreams, her desire to express herself and to employ her musical talents
suddenly appears wicked - not the natural expression of her impulse to do something
significant with her life. Grand describes Angelica's dream and her new insight:
She fancied that she had wavered in her new resolutions, and gone back to her old
idea. If the conditions of life were different, she would be different, in spirit and
in truth, instead of only in outward seeming as now appeared to be the case. She
was doing no good in the world; her days were steeped in idleness; her life was
being wasted. Surely it would be a creditable thing for her to take her violin, and
make it what it was intended to be, a delight to thousands. Such genius as hers
was never meant for the benefit of a little circle only, but for the world at large,
and all she wanted was to fulfil [sic] the end and object of her being by going to
work. She said so to Mr. Kilroy, and he made no objection, which surprised her,
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for always hitherto he had expressed himself strongly on the subject even to the
extent of losing his temper on one occasion. Now, however, he heard her in
silence . . . rose from his seat with a deep sigh - almost a groan - and a look of
weariness and perplexity in his eyes that smote her to the heart, and slowly left the
room.
"I make his life a burden to him," she said to herself. "I can do nothing
right. I wish I was dead. I do." (The Heavenly Twins, 541 )
Grand presents the reader with the idea that Angelica must change, "in spirit and in
truth," despite the fact that "the conditions of life" will not change to accommodate her
desires to be more and to do more. Within this dream she is made to recognize the pain
she has inflicted on not just the Tenor but also on her husband by her refusal to play a
woman's part. It is after this vision that Angelica goes to Mr. Kilroy in London. In this
scene she tells him of all that has transpired, receives his forgiveness, and experiences a
seemingly genuine change of heart, rather than merely a change in her way of thinking
about her behavior and her life.
Within this highly emotional textual moment, as Angelica confesses her
transgressive activities to her husband, his feelings of shock are quickly replaced with
those of guilt and self-condemnation. In fact, Mr. Kilroy denies Angelica any agency in
the whole affair, crediting her choices and actions to his own neglect. Grand writes,
he never thought of blaming her. What occurred to him was that this young half
educated girl had been committed to his care, and left by him pretty much to her
own devices. He had not done his duty by her; he had not influenced her in any
way; he had expected too much from her. It was the old story. Had he not himself
seen fifty households wrecked because the husband, when he took a girl, little
more than a child in years, and quite a child in mind and experience, from her
own family . . . [,] left her to go unguided, to form her character as best she could,
putting that grave responsibility in her own weak hands as if the mere making a
wife of her must make her a mature and sensible woman also? This was what he
had done himself, and if Angelica had got into bad hands, and come to grief
irreparable, there would have been nobody to blame but himself for it, especially
as he knew she was headstrong, excitable, wild, original, fearless, and with an
intellect large out of all proportion for the requirements of the life to which
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society condemned her; a force which was liable, if otherwise unemployed, to
expend itself in outbursts of mischievous energy, although there was not a scrap
of vice in her - no, not a scrap, he loyally insisted. (The Heavenly Twins, 5 50 -51 )
Thus Angelica becomes officially designated a wife rather than an independent creature;
she is released from all responsibility for any decisions she may have made and even for
the formulation of her character. The scene, and this segment of the novel, ends as
Angelica sobs and clings to her husband, pleading with him to "keep [her] close"--(The
Heavenly Twins, 5 51 ). Grand here seems to be illustrating Angelica's new sensibilities;
she is moved to kiss her husband passionately and to cry out "I am - I am grateful for the
blessing of a good man's love" (The Heavenly Twins, 5 51 ). Angelica, dangerously close
to serious transgression, rejecting her duties as wife, participating in a homoerotic
relationship with a man while dressed as a boy, has been rescued from disgrace and
despair and, in addition, forgiven for her dangerous and immodest behavior.
After this complex and divergent segment of the text, Grand gives up her use of
an omniscient narrator. Accordingly, the novel finishes without any "objective" scrutiny
of the feelings of the women in the novel. Grand's rather disturbing concluding chapter is
penned as though from the point of view of Dr. Galbraith, a male physician. This man,
although deeply in love with Evadne, interprets the behavior of the female characters in
the text through the discourses of science and medicine. Much focus is placed on Evadne
and her strange, sudden desire to kill herself and her male child, whom she has falsely
assumed to be a female infant; however, Angelica, the reformed wife, escapes scientific
scrutiny. Only a brief reference to her is made in a letter to Lady Adeline, her mother. It
is said of Angelica, "[h]er devotion to her husband continues to be exemplary, and he has
been good-natured enough to oblige her by delivering some of her speeches in parliament
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lately, with excellent effect" (The Heavenly Twins, 567). After her disastrous experience
with the Tenor, Angelica will struggle to achieve influence through a man rather than as
one. In turn, despite its vivid imaginative depiction of the intersexual possibilities latent
within a woman who has been raised with (and as) a man, Grand' s novel refrains from
discarding essentialist notions of feminine impulse and domestic responsibility.
Despite the intense focus her character receives throughout the text, after the
scene describing her emotional reunion with her husband, Angelica does not appear again
within the novel. This is an interesting move on Grand's part. Although she attempts to
illustrate Angelica' s "true" happiness in her new appreciation of her husband and in her
(vividly sentimental and dramatic) acceptance of her place as his comforter and as his
moral influence, Grand does not elaborate on the ways in which this happiness is felt or
expressed. The reader assumes that Angelica has finally taken up the burden of her name,
despite her reported behind-the-scenes involvement in her husband's political affairs;
nevertheless, there is no definitive image of Angelica acting as an "angel in the house"
within the novel. Thus, although Grand insists on renouncing the transgressiveness of
Angelica's forays into masculinity, she appears unable to imagine how such a woman
might function on a day-to-day basis within a domestic, feminine sphere. In consequence,
it is the image of Angelica-as-boy, not that of Angelica-as wife, which haunts the text.
Authors responded to the woman - like Angelica - who acted on her desires for
romantic experience in varied and complex ways. It may be argued that because Egerton,
Cross, and Grand recognized the New Woman as different (even as grotesque or
monstrous) all four authors worked to reposition heroines in traditional positions of
"feminine" feeling or action at the conclusions of their texts. This attempt may very well
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be attributed to the pervasiveness of essentialist notions of femininity during this time
period. Although new modes of living and feeling might be conceived, the lifestyle
associated with such an individual was difficult to imagine, particularly for an extended
period of time. Furthermore, such a lifestyle might easily be found frightening or
destructive. In particular, Grand and Stoker seem unwilling to embrace the potential
promiscuity, homosexuality, or transsexuality that appear within some New Woman
narratives. All four of the texts discussed here associate their heroine's fulfillment with
her acceptance of a traditionally feminine position rather than with the extraordinary and
chaotic lifestyles described within the body of the narrative.
Nevertheless, the recuperation of the New Woman into some semblance of
traditional spheres of habit and feeling may easily be interpreted as an additional
transgressive move on the part of these authors rather than as a capitulation to an
imagined authority or to a larger conservative force. Rather than merely creating female
characters who promote "non-womanly" attributes, these authors explore female
characters who are simultaneously acting out personalities that encode the feminine and
the non-feminine. Heroines are both demanding and sensitive, embodying what is best
from stereotypes of man and of woman. This is a new vision of woman' s potential for
achieving a complex subjectivity, of female characters who live and feel both outside and
inside of the boundaries prescribed for women by traditional Victorian society.
The literary figure of the New Woman is often designated an epistemological
puzzle. Certainly Egerton, Cross, and Grand illustrate her multifaceted and contradictory
nature, describing both her independence and her need for affection, her limited position
as a woman in society and her desire to participate in it as freely as a man might, her
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body's potential to become pregnant and its ability to be misinterpreted as masculine.
Additionally, these writers explore the complex responses the New Woman might evoke
in others, acknowledging her disruptive as well as her erotic potential within their
narratives. Ultimately, through the creation of these intense, complicated depictions of
unusual romantic relationships, these authors worked to construct a vision of woman and
of women's narratives that broke away from the traditional plots that celebrated
chivalrous love and the institution of Christian marriage. Additionally, despite the
repositioning of female characters in roles advocating "feminine" feeling and action at
the conclusions of these works, Egerton, Cross, and Grand radically experimented with
traditional modes of characterization and storytelling.
All four of these texts have also presented female characters actively responding
to their desires - characters who embrace the opportunities given them to choose their
own paths. Almost all New Woman texts are, to a great extent, designed specifically to
serve as politically charged works of art. In this chapter I have explored texts by authors
who allowed their female characters the opportunity to speak openly about their
distinctive personal beliefs and their progressive notions of gender equality. These New
Woman characters of "Gypsy," Mina, Theodora, and Angelica stand in sharp contrast to
the images of disempowered or tragic New Women that will be explored in the next
chapter.

12 1
Chapter3
Desire and Control
Midway through the novel The Daughters of Danaus, Mona Caird's heroine
remarks, "What a magn,ificent hideous thing the marriage-service is! and how exactly it
expresses the extraordinary mixture of the noble and the brutal that is characteristic of
our notions about these things!"(Daughters,249). This ominous idea- that the social
reality of this "sacred mission," "tenderest joy," and "highest vocation" was intense
misery and personal distress for the individuals involved- appears within Caird's novel
and in other works on the New Woman (Daughters,2 54 ). Although the previous chapter
addressed authors who wrote experimentally about New Women experiencing passion
outside of marriage, a number of New Woman fiction writers rejected the image of the
adulteress and of the "fast" girl. Nevertheless, despite this rejection, the inadequacy of
married life continued to exist as a central focus for these authors. In consequence, in
many examples of New Woman fiction, alternative narratives of living and feeling are
not promoted as authors imagine female characters experiencing them. Instead, authors
call for change by illustrating how the "noble" New Woman heroines in their works
suffer, "helpless - handcuffed, manacled!" by the traditional lives they are forced to lead
(Daughters,2 52 ).

Consequently, this chapter exposes both the despair and the satisfaction that some
fin de siecle authors directly associated with their characters' acts of martyrdom. Often,

as heroines choose to place concepts of social responsibility over their personal quests for
self-fulfillment, they are shown to experience sensations of both despondency and
triumph, discovering "magnificent hideous" pleasure in submissive self-sacrifice.
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Interestingly, in these works pleasure is often associated with feelings of pride and of
self-love. Indeed, the source of pleasure is the individual; satisfaction does not result
from meaningful relationships with other characters in the texts but from private
acknowledgement (and celebration) of personal performance.
In the works addressed here, heroines often deny their romantic or personal
desires in order to stay true to their marriage vows or in order to avoid a non-traditional
romantic relationship that includes intimacy but not the official qualifications of legal
marriage. Love, often depicted as an "extraordinary mixture of the noble and the brutal,"
is something to be denied in favor of surrender to a moral ideal. Thus, these texts work to
destabilize traditional narratives of feeling. Authors who associate pleasure with romantic
self-denial and triumph with submission do indeed reconfigure concepts of emotion and
of heroism. However, despite their remarkable descriptions of female sensibility, these
novels fail to offer any constructive alternatives to the social systems they condemn as
the source of suffering.
In his work on masochism and the individual, Roy F. Baumeister postulates that
"Masochism does not only take the self apart but also, to some extent, puts together a
new set of meanings in place of the deconstructed one. The construction of new meanings
may hold the major appeal for some masochists, whereas for others the removal of
meaning is the primary attraction." 1 In the New Woman texts explored here, authors
describe female characters willingly enacting self-destructive behavior (often with
noticeable physical consequences) in order to deconstruct the identity of "victim" and to
replace that persona with a conceptualization of a tragic heroine. Indeed, such disturbing
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methodology appears to haunt many fin de siecle texts that address themes of female selfdiscovery. Differing in quality from the celebrations of resignation and duty that
characterize many classic Victorian texts, the willing suffering of New Woman heroines
is frequently depicted as excessive and empowering rather than as passive and altruistic.
Often, authors argue that deviant heroines embrace positions of distress and confinement
not only to subsist within their culture but also to exert some small measure of control
over their limited circumstances. By choosing to show the willing suffering of their
characters, authors claim that these characters do have the potential to reinterpret their
identity, despite their powerlessness to escape their life circumstances.
This chapter focuses on four texts: Henry James's The Portrait of a Lady, Mona
Caird's The Daughters ofDanaus, Victoria Cross's The Woman Who Didn 't, and George
Gissing's The Odd Women. In these four works, severe emotional trials are imposed on
fictional characters as a result of the conditions of marriage, as a result of the social
expectations of modem society, and as a result of love. Interestingly, within all four of
these works, feelings of tenderness or emotional intensity frequently result in frustration
and unhappiness. Unlike the heroes and heroines in British literary tradition who sacrifice
all for the rewards of "love," female characters in New Woman novels find that "love"
often leads them to assume a social position that they find to be degrading or torturous.
As is proved within each of these texts, the celebrated idea of love consistently draws
New Woman heroines into culturally coded relationships with "real" men that prove to be
painful and confining. Although a number of nineteenth-century novels depict similar
situations of misplaced affection, New Woman texts generally do not illustrate the ways
1
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in which heroines fortuitously overcome or escape such circumstances. Rather, these
novels often focus on the inseparability of marital responsibility and emotional pain. In
addition, authors appear to argue that it is not friendships with men that these heroines
must forcefully reject but their need for romantic involvement and emotional intimacy needs that might lead them to assume dangerous, transgressive, or untenable social
positions, such as the adulteress or the fallen woman.
The accuracy of the high Victorian ideal of wedded bliss had been questioned
within a number of the popular novels of the mid-nineteenth century, notably in Jane
Eyre, Wuthering Heights, Middlemarch, Lady Audley 's Secret, and in one of Wilkie
Collins' s first novels, Basil. However, it was in the last twenty years of the century that
the institution of marriage came under serious attack by both fiction and non-fiction
writers. As noted in the introduction to this work, Sarah Grand' s notorious 1 894 article
"The New Aspect of the Woman Question" boldly asserted the idea that "The Woman
Question is the Marriage Question."2 In this article Grand claimed that the problematic
relationships between men and women was solely responsible for the social unrest in
Britain. In fact, Sarah Grand was neither the first nor the only New Woman writer who
attacked marriage as the source of the "feminist ferment" that worried fin de siecle
society. 3 In 1 888, five years prior to Grand's 1 894 article, Mona Caird, whom Sally
Ledger designates "the most significant foremother of modern feminism at the fin de
siecle," had instigated a highly popular, highly controversial debate on the subject when

2 Sarah Grand, "The New Aspect of the Woman Question," 276.
3
Christine Bolt, Feminist Ferment: "The Woman Question " in the USA and England, 1870-1940 (London:
UCL Press, 1 995).
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she published her essay "Marriage" in John Chapman's Westminster Revi�w.4 Caird's
article, which presented marriage as a European, historically instituted practice - rather
than an essential element within human society - decisively attacked the system of
Victorian values that claimed marriage as the cornerstone of civilized culture. Caird even
went so far as to define marriage as a "vexatious failure."5
Caird' s article inspired an intense and prolonged reaction that was chronicled in
the Daily Telegraph. Following the original publication of Caird's piece in the
Westminster Review, the Daily Telegraph picked up the topic and invited readers to
respond to the letters column "Is Marriage a Failure?" Responses were passionate, varied,
and overwhelming in number; overall, 27,000 replies were sent in to the paper from the
public. 6 Ledger writes, "Mona Caird was a virtually unknown thirty-four-year-old when
she wrote 'Marriage,' an-article which for a· short period catapulted her to some eminence
as the most notorious feminist in England."7 In 1 897 Caird published The Morality of
Ledger, 22; Mona Caird, "Marriage," Westminster Review 1 30:2 (August 1 888).
Caird, "Marriage," 1 97. Here Caird argued that "the man who marries finds that his liberty has gone, and
the woman exchanges one set of restrictions for another." She also claimed that the social system in
England was equal to "legalized injustice" ("Marriage," 1 97, 200).
6
The Daily Telegraph's response to Caird's article was a significant event. While the Westminster Review
was an acknowledged liberal and radical quarterly, the Daily Telegraph brought the issue to the attention of
a much broader reading public. Margaret Morganroth Gullette states
this fierce interrogation of the "respectable institution" was being enabled by the
Daily Telegraph, which could not cut off the deep chords it struck merely by
pulling the column. Women who didn't go to see Ibsen's plays or buy the literary
journals or George Gissing's Odd Women, who didn't think of themselves as
culturally advanced, could be caught up in this debate. Feminism, which had been
the province of intellectuals and activists . . . suddenly became a body of opinions
about what women felt and suffered and wanted - opinions to which every
woman could personally and emotionally contribute, whatever her age or class or
marital status. Caird, who thought strategically about disseminating her feminist
discontent to women who held traditional opinions, must have been exhilarated to
see self-described "barmaids" and "shop-girls" and older women at home
involved in the debate.
(Afterword to The Daughters ofDanaus [New York: The Feminist Press, 1989], 495) See Ledger for a
well-researched discussion of the aftereffects of Caird' s article, 20-24.
7
Ledger, 22.
4
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Marriage and Other Essays on the Status and Destiny of Woman, a collection of her

articles on this theme. This certainly was not the only book published on the subject - not
even the only book turning up on the subject that year. 8
Newspapers and magazines published in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century abound with articles that expose myriad cultural fears about women who were
supposedly renouncing marriage and motherhood. In one of the most virulent attacks,
entitled "The Anti-Marriage League" and authored by "Mrs. Margaret Oliphant," the
author, after denouncing works by Thomas Hardy and Grant Allen, pleads with her
readers to reject literature that addresses the New Woman on account of its denunciation
of "that faithful union of Two upon which pure and progressive society is built."9
Oliphant argues that the "Anti-Marriage League," as well as open communication about
sex - a subject "which even the savage keeps more or less private to himself," has been
instigated by New Women: "The way has been prepared by that wild preaching of the
wrongs of women which makes out every husband to be a tyrant." 1 0
The periodical press was not the only place where the institute of marriage was
being interrogated. Arthur Morrison's 1 894 collection of short stories, entitled Tales of
Mean Streets, as well as George Moore's works, specifically his 1 885 novel A Mummer 's
Wife, presented stark, unromanticized illustrations of the selfishness and brutality that

8
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existed between many married couples. 1 1 Additionally, almost all authors ofNew
Woman fiction address the marriage question. In an1894 review, W.T. Stead announced
his feeling that "In almost every case, the novels of the modem woman are preoccupied
with questions of sex, questions of marriage, questions of maternity." 1 2 Furthermore,
unlike previous writers who presented marriage as a source of happiness and closure for
their heroines, manyfin de siecle authors made the prospect or the condition of marriage
the prime source of conflict for women within their novels. 1 3
However, many New Woman writers were not setting up an "Anti-Marriage
League" per se, as Mrs. Oliphant so strenuously claimed. The issue was a complex one.
Writers of New Woman fiction saw that traditional Victorian domestic ideology, which
forced women into the roles of dutiful wife and mother, was highly problematic.
However, as Sally Ledger points out, "The establishment's desire to defend marriage as
an institution was underpinned by a belief that, without conventional marriage and
domestic arrangements, the social fabric upon which Victorian society was based would
begin to crumble." 1 4 Many New Woman writers also recognized that marriage organized
both individual women's lives and the larger structures of British economics and culture.
They too acknowledged its dominant influence, despite their dissatisfaction with the
institution. Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, most writers still believed in
love, passion, and romance. For example, although she denounced the confining
strictures of marriage in many of her fictional and non-fictional works, Mona Caird
11
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believed in love: "So long as love and trust and friendship remain, no bonds are necessary
to bind two people together; life apart will be empty and colorless." 1 5 Consequently, in
Caird's novels and in novels by other.fin de siecle authors writing about fictional New
Women, conflicts arise between characters' desires for love, sex, or companionship and
the cultural attitudes and practices that delimit these needs by inscribing them within
institutions of religious and social morality.
Thus, the debate over marriage.
In this chapter, focus is placed on authors who depict heroines controlling and
subverting their desires to experience intimacy outside of socially sanctioned marriages.
In their works, Henry James, Mona Caird, Victoria Cross, and George Gissing describe
the behavior of untraditional New Women who recognize their place in a culture that
expects traditional responses to ideas of marriage and sex. Different forms of
"enforcement" appear within their novels. Women police other women, men police
women, and, most frequently, women police themselves.
Reasons for this intense policing are multiple. In The History ofSexuality,
Foucault points out the ways in which the nineteenth century was "governed by the
endeavor to expel from reality the forms of sexuality that were not amenable to the strict
economy of reproduction: to say no to unproductive activities, to banish casual pleasures,
to reduce or exclude practices whose object was not procreation."1 6 As fictional New
Women often formulate romantic attachments with men other than their husbands, they
often experience the desire to control or to reject these romantic feelings. Additionally,
14
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the social consequences of acting on such desires could be dire; middle-class women
experiencing sex outside of marriage forever abandoned the sphere of the proper
feminine. This meant they could be labeled mistresses, adulteresses, or whores. Needless
to say, this sort of labeling had serious negative consequences. 1 7
The authors illustrated here draw characters who choose not to grasp available
opportunities for experience and sensation that exist outside of the "economy of
reproduction." Nevertheless, it is their depiction of the wasteful and unproductive nature
of self-denial that conveys to readers the idea that some sort of social change is wanted.
Authors claim that fruitless self-negation should not be necessary for the New Woman's
continuance within modem culture. James, Caird, Cross, and Gissing promote their
political agendas by presenting disempowered or tragic images of New Women, women
seriously hindered by the people and by the customs of their worlds - bound by parents,
husbands, and children, criticized or ostracized by social and religious groups. Despite
their self-discipline, secondary characters often critique New Woman characters because
of their frequently voiced desires to do and to experience more.
These four authors emphasize the New Woman heroine's potential to achieve
personal happiness and public success. Nevertheless, all four of the heroines examined in
this chapter are drawn as destined (or determined) to embrace confinement and/or self
destruction. Poised precariously between positions of submission and self-assertion for
the major parts of the text, heroines in these four novels ultimately embrace bleak
positions of solitude and alienation in order to achieve spiritual or moral fulfillment. The
16
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suffering of heroines often appears both needless and tragic; still, their suffering is
continually celebrated as a means of illustrating personal integrity. In consequence of
these two contrasting thematic elements, these texts argue both for and against the
reformation of the legal and moral systems that regulate romantic relationships.
In some cases, self-denial can be viewed as a source of pride or as a form of
power, even as an individual suffers from heartbreak or unhappiness because of it. John
R. Reed, in his discussion of the Victorians' beliefs in moral and evolutionary progress,
argues that
Man's progress is related to his strength of will, itself a consequence of free
will . . . , yet this strength of will takes the primary form of self-suppression in favor
of a larger community or an ideal (political, social, or religious). Character
becomes a denial of self, free will the suppression of the individual will. 1 8
New Women heroines often are shown to participate in narratives of romantic self-denial
because their culture tells them that it will bring about an undefined "greater good."
Some authors, such as George Gissing, seem to argue that this is what New Women are
often compelled to do and that it is something they should do. It is a means of heroism, a
way in which New Women can continue to be elevated above the society in which they
live. Comparatively, in Victoria Cross's novella The Woman Who Didn 't, the narrator at
one point announces, "I think pain and suffering on a beautiful face accentuate its beauty,
and it gives opportunity to soothe and console. I think a perfectly independent person is
always irritating and unattractive." 1 9 However, Mona Caird more directly denounces such
self-denial. Although she too ennobles the New Woman who is thwarted in her attempts
17
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at self-actualization, Caird openly informs readers that suffering is both ineffectual and
destructive.
Nevertheless, the ways in which nineteenth-century women were culturally
expected to perform actions of self-sacrifice complicate this issue. For some authors, self
denial seems less of a choice and more of a woman's way ofliving and being. Lynda
Nead argues that, in the nineteenth century, "the concepts of 'nature' and 'duty: become
conflated and woman's nature itself takes on a strangely ambiguous character, requiring
control and regulation to enable woman to fulfill her domestic mission."20 Henry James's
1879 text The Portrait of a Lady, the earliest novel discussed here, presents some
indication that self-denial is not so much a choice as a way of life which women fall into
and are unable to escape. For James's Isabel, a nature disposed to self-denial and the
compulsive performance of socially constructed duties negates her ability to explore her
potential. She is unable to become or to remain a "new woman" because of this aspect of
her character. At the same time, James's text exists as a celebration of responsibility;
Isabel supposedly discovers freedom in her acceptance of her socially designated role as
wife.
Each of these novels communicates a similar moral theme: despite the specific
forces within culture that unfairly constrain and fetter women, women must reside in the
world and acknowledge the limited potential of their lived reality. Characters in The
Portrait of a Lady, The Daughters ofDanaus, The Woman Who Didn 't, and The Odd
Women imagine dramatic romantic rebellions, some heroines envisioning the practical
Cross, Victoria [Vivian Cory]. The Woman Who Didn 't. London: John Lane, 1895, 27. Hereafter cited as
The Woman Who Didn 't.
19
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details of mutinous action more concretely than others. All four novels problematize the
conflicts that exist between public pressures and private desires, exploring the balancing
act women perform as they work to conform to traditional notions of feminine morality
while feeling inspired to act out narratives of transgressiveness, selfishness, and self
affirmation. However, characters in each of these texts are quickly made aware of the
price associated with individual revolt. The New Woman heroines discussed here all
eventually resign themselves to accepting the limited social positions allowed them by
the cultures in which they exist. They even take a sort of pride and pleasure in the work
of self-denial, finding satisfaction in suppression and emotional isolation. Consequently,
these four texts uphold the social systems that they condemn. Their heroines' noble
sacrifices - sacrifices designated by these authors as meaningful - illustrate the
indispensability of the cultural formulations of behavior that these authors critique for
their tendency to trap and inhibit men and women. Thus, ironically, all four of these
works can be seen to simultaneously support and denounce the social worlds that they
reproduce in their novels.
The Portrait ofa Lady by Henry James is a leading example of a late-century

novel that explores the topics of opportunity and self-denial. Additionally, it should be
apparent to the modern critic that this important literary achievement had a significant
impact on a number of later, more formalized New Woman novels. Although it is
difficult to determine whether or not the other writers discussed here actually read
James's book, it certainly seems as though his work foreshadowed (and entered into) the
cultural debates over marriage and over women which were to take place in the twenty
20
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years after its publication. Indeed, as illustrated here, later novels appear to reproduce
many of the themes and respond to many of the sentiments expressed by James in this
early fin- de siecle text.
James's work was, of course, a response to the literature that was being produced
during his lifetime. Alfred Habegger, among others, has cited the ways in which The
Portrait of a Lady is a distinct reply to the popular romance plots found within books

produced during the mid-nineteenth century. In particular, Habegger discusses how
James's work is a response to the "contradictions and dilemmas" of popular Victorian
women's fiction - novels which often disturbingly portrayed "the tormented relationship
between a remarkably original and self-reliant girl and a strong older man" and which
"aroused James's youthful ire."21 Habegger argues, "James worked out his most
ambitious novel. .. precisely by developing- not eliminating- the falsities in the genre it
belonged to. He refused to take at face value either the benevolent distinction of the
middle-aged lover or the heroine's proclaimed love of liberty."22 Although James was, as
he acknowledged in the Preface to the New York edition of the novel, directly inspired by
George Eliot's Middlemarch, he took as his plot the fashionable story of the promising
young heroine who chooses to marry a dark, older suitor. Like Eliot, and unlike many
other late Victorian authors, James attempted to explore the potentially wretched
consequences of such a marriage.
The immense critical success and general popularity of this "response" to one of
the celebrated romance plots of the day had an effect on late-century literature about
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"modern" women and love. Isabel Archer, the heroine of The Portrait ofa Lady,
distinctly looks forward to later, more formalized literary depictions of the New Woman.
She is charming, vivacious, and brimming with potential; as Lord Warburton announces
after first meeting Isabel, she is the epitome of "an interesting woman. "23 In many ways,
James's complex and contradictory descriptions of Isabel Archer resemble those of the
"weirdly bewitching, the soulful, the mysterious, the tricksy, the tragic, the electrifying,
the intensely-intense, and utterly unfathomable" New Woman of later-century fiction.24
In addition, as did later heroines, Isabel values her "liberty" to an immense degree. She
enthusiastically asserts her wish to encounter different places and diverse people. She is
also very self aware, "always planning out her own development, desiring her own
perfection, observing her own progress" (Portrait, 61-62). As the narrator of the text
explains, "she had an immense curiosity about life, and was constantly staring and
wondering. She carried within herself a great fund of life, and her deepest enjoyment was
to feel the continuity between the movement of her own heart and the agitations of the
world" (Portrait, 47).
However, in The Portrait ofa Lady James's heroine is intended for a life of
unhappiness. Indeed, she chooses this life for herself. Some modern-day critics argue that
21
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within the text of The Portrait James makes a distinct effort to deny the idea that a
vibrant woman might avoid entrapment in marriage. Certainly one might claim that, in
this work, James repeatedly illustrates the ways in which women are compelled to obey
men, in spite of their claims for liberty. In turn, those females who confront tradition
appear foolish and fated to suffer. Interestingly, it is this attitude - that vibrant women of
potential are destined to despair - that will continue within nineteenth-century cultural
and literary debates over women's potential.
Of course, James's attitude toward his heroine's personal potential is neither
entirely supportive nor entirely consistent. Many modern critics postulate that James as
an author wished to discredit Isabel's dream of self-fashioning; some go so far as to argue
that James presents Isabel's love of liberty as an empty claim, based on idealistic,
theatrical theories. 25 Others suggest that "Isabel remains ambivalent (at best) in her
attitude to independence, self-reliance, and freedom. It is almost as though her
fundamental desire is to hold herself suspended, uncommitted, unobligated by choice and thus ignorant of the fact that the refusal to choose is itself a choice. "26
Despite this, James's heroine is most attractive to other characters when poised in
positions of opportunity; in tum, she appears to be most happy while living
independently, "suspended" from responsibility and obligation to others. Isabel often
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announces her feelings on this subject to other characters. She is quick to tell Ralph and
her uncle, on the occasion of their first meeting, "I am very fond of my liberty" (Portrait,
36). Later the narrator claims, "It was one of her theories that Isabel Archer was very
fortunate in being independent, and that she ought to make some very enlightened use of
her independence. She never called it loneliness; she thought that weak" (Portrait, 60). In
addition, James repeatedly illustrates other characters (notably Ralph) encouraging and
celebrating Isabel's potential as a single woman of charm and fortune. Such confidence in
her independence serves as evidence of their belief in her character as a complex and
worthy one, deserving of expansion and development. Isabel herself believes "that a
woman ought to be able to make up her life in singleness, and that it was perfectly
possible to be happy without the society of a more or less coarse-minded person of the
another sex" (Portrait, 61).
Additionally, James's heroine seeks to avoid the system of married life that she
sees in England. As she considers her rejection of Lord Warburton's marriage proposal,
the narrator announces, "What she felt was that a territorial, a political, a social magnate
had conceived the design of drawing her into the system in which he lived and moved. A
certain instinct, not imperious, but persuasive, told her to resist - it murmured to her that
virtually she had a system and an orbit of her own" (Portrait, 1 0 1 ). Ultimately, Isabel
determines that to be the wife of such a man would feel as "an encumbrance" and that "in
the whole there was something heavy and rigid which would make it unacceptable"
(Portrait, 1 0 1). The title that for many, including Isabel's future husband, seems a great

honor, alienates Isabel. However, there are other factors that move Isabel to avoid
matrimony. Although James illustrates Isabel's realization that Caspar Goodwood, her
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suitor from America, has "no system at all" to act as a burden on her, he too fails to tempt
her away from her decision to live her life independently. Despite her vague sense that
this man has managed to "range himself on the side of her destiny," he makes her
uncomfortable and unhappy, despite his manly energy and flattering devotion (Portrait,
111 ). Ultimately, Isabel concludes, "it was part of the influence he had upon her that he
seemed to take from her the sense of freedom" (Portrait,110 ). It is possible for the reader
to interpret the union of Caspar and Isabel as both desirable and inevitable, as the
characters of Henrietta and Caspar continue to do. Nevertheless, James distinctly
illustrates how Isabel herself is not so sure of this seemingly exemplary match. On the
whole, Caspar repeatedly angers and frustrates Isabel in his obsessive quest to make her
his own; James argues, "There was something too forcible, something oppressive and
restrictive, in the manner in which he presented himself. She had been haunted at
moments by the image of his disapproval, and she had wondered- a consideration she
had never paid in one equal degree to any one else - whether he would like what she did"
(Portrait,110 -11 ). Although the fact that Isabel seems to care about his approval
indicates a depth of respect and feeling for Caspar, it is a similar concern for approval
from her husband Osmond that later makes Isabel's life a difficult and confining one. Of
course, unlike Osmond, Caspar genuinely seems to love Isabel; nevertheless, she finds
him "oppressive" and "restrictive," and continually evidences a desire to escape from
him.
As she rejects Caspar's second offer of marriage Isabel announces, "I don't want
to marry. I shall probably never marry. I have a perfect right to feel that way, and it is no
kindness to a woman to urge her - to persuade her against her will . . . . It is not my fault; I
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can't marry you simply to please you" (Portrait, 145). However, despite this fervent
assertion of her right to live singly, Isabel does experience moments of confusion and
guilt as a result of her longing for an independent life. After her rejection of Lord
Warburton, she wonders over the fact that
Lord Warburton had offered her a great opportunity; the situation might have
discomforts, might contain elements that would displease her, but she did her sex
no injustice in believing that nineteen women out of twenty would accommodate
themselves to it with extreme zeal. Why then upon her also should it not impose
itself? Who was she, what was she, that she should hold herself superior? What
view of life, what design upon fate, what conception of happiness, had she that
pretended to be larger than this large occasion? If she would not do this, then she
must do great things, she must do something greater. (Portrait, 1 07-08)
Thus, James illustrates the pressures put upon women to marry, and to marry well.
Interestingly, later in this moment Isabel claims that she is "really frightened at herself'
(Portrait, 1 08). Similarly, after her refusal of Caspar Goodwood, she feels guilty about
the "exhilarating" feelings that swamp her after she realizes she has "got rid of him"
(Portrait, 1 5 1 ). James illustrates that, in truth, Isabel herself is not consistently capable of
accepting her desire for an independent life. She is, for instance, consumed by the idea
that she must "do great things ...do something greater" as a penance for claiming her
independence. Here James seems to be demonstrating the ways in which women must
defend their choice to remain single; refusing marriage is aligned with the necessity of
performing great and meaningful works.
Isabel also desires to "do great things" because, like the fictional New Women
described in the first chapter of this work, she sees herself (and is often seen by others) as
a superior figure. Although James as narrator questions the truthfulness of this
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assessment, he acknowledges the .accuracy of Isabel's innate sense that she is "above" the
general masses of people she has encountered within her life. He explains:
It is true that among her contemporaries she passed for a young woman of
extraordinary profundity; for these excellent people never withheld their
admiration from a reach of intellect of which they themselves were not conscious,
and spoke of Isabel as a prodigy of learning. . . . She had no talent for expression,
and had none of the consciousness of genius; she only had a general idea that
people were right when they treated her as if she were rather superior. Whether or
no she were superior, people were right in admiring her if they thought her so; for
it seemed to her often that her mind moved more quickly than theirs, and this
encouraged an impatience that might easily be confounded with superiority.
(Portrait, 58 -59)
In a similar manner, later heroines of New Woman fiction feel "rather superior" to the
cast of characters that surrounds them. Although the artistic, intellectual, or benevolent
potential of later fictional New Woman characters will also fail to be concretely proved
or expressed, later female heroines' innate sense of self-worth will render them, like
Isabel, seemingly "superior" figures of "extraordinary profundity."
Later authors of New Woman fiction, however, are not ambivalent about the true
nature of their heroines' soaring personal promise. Mona Caird and George Gissing, in
particular, claim that women's desires for independence and experience are not empty,
romantic dreams but, rather, evidence of the genuine hopes and ambitions of talented,
educated individuals at the turn of the century. In this work, James's contradictory
feelings towards his fictional heroine might well be explained by the many ways in which
Isabel Archer reflects the character of his beloved cousin Minnie Temple, who died at the
age of twenty-five of tuberculosis. Temple was an extraordinary and intelligent woman
who openly voiced her refusal to marry domineering older men (as her sisters did).
Although James continually denies, redefines, or redirects his intense feelings for his
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cousin in his letters to his friends and family, most modern critics assume that Minnie
Temple was "something very like the love of his life" and that The Portrait ofa Lady is
in some sense a partial portrait of Minnie.27 However, whereas the real Minnie suffered
the loss of her independence and vivacity in death, James's Isabel is denied her dream of
self-fashioning in her marriage to Gilbert Osmond. Unlike the real Minnie Temple, Isabel
Archer chooses to dedicate her life to a domineering older man. Interestingly, James
argued that, in writing The Portrait ofa Lady, he was, in a sense, "finishing" his cousin.
He responded to a friend who asked if Isabel's character was inspired by Temple: "Poor
Minny was essentially incomplete and I have attempted to make my young woman more
rounded, more finished. "28
In "finishing" his cousin, James drastically ·refigured her life story, transforming a
private history of self-assertion and independence into a literary portrait of submission
and self-denial. Thus, his novel promotes complex contradictions. Indeed, while this
work illustrates the dark desires of women to suffer and to serve, The Portrait ofa Lady
is also a text that voices women's desires to avoid such entrapment. James, writing in an
effort to please the conservative men in his life, also celebrated the real Minnie Temple
by articulating her ideals of freedom and self-fashioning.29
27
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Ultimately, in spite of her faults, Isabel is a sympathetic heroine. Although James
acknowledges her lack of genius and her meager ''talent for expression," he does
elaborate on the amicability of her eager nature:
Altogether, with her meager knowledge, her inflated ideals, her confidence at
once innocent and dogmatic, her temper at once exacting and indulgent, her
mixture of curiosity and fastidiousness, of vivacity and indifference, her desire to
look very well and to be if possible even better; her determination to see, to try, to
know; her combination of the delicate, desultory, flamelike spirit and the eager
and personal young girl; she would be an easy victim of scientific criticism, if she
were not intended to awaken on the reader's part an impulse more tender and
more purely expectant. (Portrait, 60 )
Within the text of the novel, the reader is imbued continually with a sense of Isabel's
genuine moral and spiritual superiority to those individuals who surround her despite her
lack of quantifiable genius or talent. For some idealistic or sentimental readers of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, she may become the "glorious creature" Henrietta
believes her to be (Portrait, 6 1 ). Her generous spirit and her honesty, her sense of honor
and her deep awareness of responsibility - for James and others, these qualities combine
to make her a "lady" as well as a tragic heroine.
However, in James's work, it is Isabel's great ability to discipline her desires that
proves her mettle in the end. Despite the celebration of liberty and independence that
categorize the first half of the novel, containment of the will in the face of despair and
temptation is lauded throughout the latter sections of the text. Madame Merle's enormous
self-control is frequently praised as a symbol of genteel behavior. Additionally, it is a
lack of control and an exercise in selfishness - her youthful adulterous affair with
Civil War) of proving himself to be a man . . .. James had to betray Minnie and his own affection;
the only way to win respect in the world of the fathers was to take captive the Amazon who had
challenged them. James "completed" Minnie in order to make her - and himself- acceptable to
the patriarchy. (75)
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Osmond and her intense desire to secure a fortune for her daughter - that finally condemn
her. Discipline of the self is, then, presented by James as a sign of greatness. Adhering
not merely to the "show" of propriety but truly caring to do the "right" thing is what
makes a character extraordinary. As Robert Weisbuch points out, "Isabel's final choice to
return to her marriage, is her triumph, as this choice to marry in the first place is her utter
defeat." Here Weisbach briefly touches on an aspect of the novel that may well have been
intensely significant for women readers of the day. James does make Isabel's return not
merely an obligation but a "triumph." She achieves the coveted designation of"lady"
precisely because of her decision to return to her marriage at the end of the text. In his
continuing discussion of this action, Weisbuch argues that
Her decision . . . has nothing to do with resignation nor with duty. She returns not
at all to save Osmond; indeed, she could ruin him, given her knowledge. Though
she never will do that and he may never even know that she could, the power in
this marriage has shifted. Nor does she return simply to save her step-daughter,
though Pansy does have something to do with it. Isabel instead follows the words
of Osmond, redeeming them from his emptiness, giving them meaning for the
first and only time: "I think we should accept the consequences of our actions,
that what I value most in life is the honor of a thing," says the most dishonorable
of men.30
This theme - this focus on female honor and misfortune in marriage - will be continually
returned to in later novels about the New Woman. Correspondingly, in those later novels,
female characters who choose to deny their own desires will achieve an elevated status
within the text, as does Isabel.
From early on in the novel, James illustrates Isabel' s willingness to accept grief in
her life. As Ralph shows her around the family home and explains to her about the ghost,
which may only be seen by someone who "must have suffered first, have suffered
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greatly, have gained some miserable knowledge" (Portrait, 57 ), Isabel declines to agree
with his assessment that she was not made to experience suffering in her life. Although
she acknowledges "It is not absolutely necessary to suffer; we were not made for that,"
she admits to Ralph her desire to acquire knowledge, both pleasant and unpleasant. She
also observes, "if you don't suffer, they call you hard" (Portrait, 58 ). Thus, the
experience of prolonged and intense periods of unhappiness comes to designate a
particular sort of heroism. Self-denial becomes a sign of worthiness and purity, despite
the heavy toll such action takes on the happiness of the individual literary character.
The image of the suffering heroine invites the reader to sympathize with the idea
that women of the modern age might do more than marry, however great their romantic
prospects might be. The moral of this text is not that Isabel should have married Lord
Warburton or Caspar Goodwood instead of Gilbert Osmond; rather, the text seems to
promote the idea that Isabel would have done best not to marry at all - to have enjoyed
instead a life of glorious independence. However, the exact nature of Isabel's potential is
unclear; there is nothing in particular she seems fit to "do" other than see the world. Her
only true skill appears to be her ability to experience and interpret life in new and
interesting ways. Consequently, something great is hoped to come of such experience and
accumulated knowledge; as she sets out with her aunt for Europe her sister Lilian hopes
fervently that Isabel might have a "chance to develop" (Portrait,44 ). Isabel recognizes
that she does not have Henrietta's talent for writing and supporting herself; however,
despite this she believes, "one was not therefore to conclude that one had no vocation, no
beneficent aptitude of any sort, and r�sign one's self to being trivial and superficial.
30
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Isabel was resolutely determined not to be superficial. If one should wait expectantly and
trustfully, one would find some happy work to one's hand" (Portrait, 61). As she rejects
a second proposal of marriage, she announces, "I am not in my first youth - I can do what
I choose - I belong quite to the independent class . . . . I therefore am not bound to be timid
and conventional. . . . I don't wish to be a mere sheep in the flock; I wish to choose my
fate and know something of human affairs beyond what other people think it compatible . ·
with propriety to tell me" (Portrait, 149).
Yet, it is precisely this inability to prove herself in some concrete or specific way,
as Henrietta does, that makes Isabel's disastrous marriage the perfect vehicle for
illustrating her nobleness and strength of character. Indeed, one of the most striking
aspects of this text is its conclusion and the way in which James illustrates not Isabel's
inner conflict but rather her desperate assurance that she must return to Florence and to
her unhappy life there. In some sense, this feeling that self-denial is "necessary" arises
from a history of Victorian tracts, novels, and sermons that preached the importance of
duty and self-sacrifice. However, Isabel's particular brand of self-control, her endurance
of an unhappy marriage, will become for many authors a symbol of confirmed
womanliness. This same dilemma - the inability to imagine a heroine successful within a
field of work or battle - will lead later writers to choose this same plot device. The true
virtue and strength of the heroine is illustrated in her ability to endure unhappiness or
tribulations. As Weisbuch argues, "Isabel must return to Osmond . . . to affirm her
identity . . . . If she is to see her earlier decision to marry Osmond as solely the result of the
deceptions of others - and she has reason to do so - then she defines herself as Osmond' s
creature indeed. If she instead affirms that she was complicit in this terrible decision, that
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confession allows her to retain a sense of her earlier choice as free."3 1 By returning to her
husband, Jaines's heroine asserts her identity and her ability to make her own way in life.
This sort of finale stands in direct contrast to Grand's choices for Angelica in The
Heavenly Twins, wherein Angelica is absolved of all wrongdoing and denied any

responsibility for her choices, however unfortunate they may have been. In an effort to
avoid such a loss of agency, other popular New Woman writers, in particular Mona
Caird, will show their heroines choosing to suffer for their mistakes, as Isabel does. In
addition to equipping their heroines with a sense of agency, this authorial decision
allowed authors to show not just the vivacity and intelligence but the nobility of women
who lived and felt outside the common sphere of imagined feminine experience.
Although this work received great praise from the leading critics of the day, many
individuals felt baffled by James's novel. A number of persons writing in or to British
periodicals argued that it was unfulfilling and incomplete. R.H. Hutton said of Isabel in
the Spectator, "the reader never.sees her, or realizes what she is, from the beginning of
the book to the close. She is the one lady of whom no portrait is given."32 Similarly, in
Blackwood 's Margaret Oliphant announced, "of the heroine, upon whom the greatest

pains have been expended, and to whom endless space is afforded for the setting forth of
her characteristics, we have no portrait. "33 Perhaps this is the reason why the image of the
young, modem woman of potential - the heroine who dreams of "liberty" rather than of a
great love and a comfortable marriage- is picked up again and again by later authors of
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the fin de siecle. In his 1 908 Preface to the revision/republication of The Portrait ofa
Lady, James would write of his heroine,

my dim first move toward The Portrait . . . was exactly my grasp of a single
character - an acquisition I had made, moreover, after a fashion not here to be
retraced. Enough that I was, as seemed to me, in complete possession of it, that I
had been so for a long time, that this had made it familiar and yet had not blurred
its charm, and·that, all urgently, all tormentingly, I saw it in motion and, so to
speak, in transit. This amounts to saying that I saw it as bent upon its fate - some
fate or other; which, among the possibilities, being precisely the question. (The.
Portrait, 608)
James describes himself in "complete possession" of this extraordinary feminine
character, even depriving this creature of sexual identity by his references to Isabel as
"it." However, his description evokes the reader's visualization of this captivating figure
holding him within her grip. Similarly, this vision of the modem woman and her "fate" in
the modem world - a fate, seemingly tragic, that she remains "bent upon," would enthrall
the minds of the fin de siecle. The bewitching image of this "new" feminine character
would soon gain power, popularity, and prominence within the fictional marketplace and
within the periodical press. This burgeoning public status suggests that this particular
brand of narrative spoke intimately to individuals ensconced within late Victorian culture,

perhaps illuminating the complexities of a larger discourse on the battle between the
individual and the social body, on the imagined centrality of disillusionment and tragedy
to common life.
Of course, a number offin de siecle readers rejected or detested this focus on
women' s lives. Within the Preface James himself evidences surprise at his choice of a
character such as Isabel as the focus for his efforts; he writes, "I have lost myself once
more, I confess, in the curiosity of analyzing . . . . By what process of logical accretion was
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this slight 'personality,' the mere slim shade of an intelligent but presumptuous girl, to
find itself endowed with the high attributes of a Subject?" (Portrait, 609). Nevertheless, it
is the fate of these "presumptuous girls" who "daily affront their destiny, and what it is
open to their destiny to be, at the most" that would become the focus of a flood of later
novels (Portrait, 609).
Perhaps the most obvious inheritor of the ideas expressed in James's novel is
Mona Caird. In her highly praised (and highly criticized)1894 novel, The Daughters of
Danaus, Caird explores the ways in which institutions of marriage and family regulate
and restrict the fates of women - particularly the fates of"presumptuous girls" in
possession of sensitivity, talent, and intelligence. Sally Ledger, in her discussion of this
text, points out that "The nineteenth century owed a great debt to the tradition of
romance, but it is a debt which is renounced with a vengeance in The Daughters of
Danaus."34 The.title, which reflects·a number of elements found within the novel, refers
to the Greek myth that relates how forty-nine of the fifty daughters of Danaus, after being
married en masse, murder their husbands on their wedding night in an effort to free
themselves. As punishment for this crime, all forty-nine women are destined to draw
water in sieves from bottomless wells - for eternity. 35 In keeping with the themes evoked
by the text's title, Caird's novel follows the life of Hadria Fullerton, a character who is
pressured into marriage and who consequently attempts to abandon her husband and
children in order to become a composer in Paris. Ultimately thwarted in her efforts to
escape her confining and unhappy home, Hadria is destined to live out a life of tedious
34
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domestic activity - a fate analogous to the endless, useless drawing of water acted out by
the daughters of Danaus. As Patricia Murphy notes, "this New Woman novel traces the
ruinous effects wrought by a patriarchal culture's stringent regulation of a woman's time
through numbing domestic routine. Coupled with this everyday control over her time is
the historical pattern that validates it. "36
The novel begins with a midnight philosophical debate between Hadria and her
three siblings: Fred, Ernest, and Algitha. The principal dispute exists between Ernest,
who champions Emerson's claim "that circumstance can always be conquered" and
Hadria, who argues that if Emerson had been "a girl," he would have known that
"conditions do count hideously in one's life" (Daughters, 1 0, 14). Hadria's sister frowns
at this negative attitude and claims that women have the right to renounce such social
"conditions," despite the social consequences that are sure to follow individual bouts of
rebellious action. She claims, "If one is unjustly restrained . . . it is perfectly right to brave
the infliction of the sort of pain that people feel only because they unfairly object to one's
liberty of action" (Daughters, 1 5). Nevertheless, Hadria responds to this passionate
assertion with a reference to the practical circumstances that would result in such an
"infliction"; she argues
But what a frightful piece of circumstance that is to encounter . . . to have to buy the
mere right to one's liberty by cutting through prejudices that are twined in with
the very heart-strings of those one loves! Ah! that particular obstacle has held
many a woman helpless and suffering, like some wretched insect pinned alive to a
board throughout a miserable lifetime! What would Emerson say to these cases?
That "Nature magically suits the man to his fortunes by making these the fruit of
35 Interestingly, the fiftieth daughter of Danaus, Hypermestra, spared her husband Lynceus. Significantly,
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his character"? Pooh! I think Nature more often makes a man's fortunes a
veritable shirt ofNessus which burns and clings, and finally kills him with
anguish! (Daughters,1 5 )
It is this dread - and specifically the dread of destroying her mother's health - that
ultimately will destroy Hadria's dreams of self-actualization. Such profoundly dramatic,
passionate views on the devastating potential of society and family to manipulate women
appear throughout Caird 's fictional writings. Unlike James, who touches intermittently
on Isabel's awareness of her own unhappiness, Caird dwells repeatedly on the intense
feelings of suppression and despair felt by her heroine. Nevertheless, Caird, as James, is
determined to illustrate nobility of character through self-sacrifice. Caird makes her work
more openly political, however; as a narrator she makes a distinct effort to argue against,
rather than merely to portray, such a fate for an extraordinary woman.
For instance, in The Daughters ofDanaus, the politics of the author are almost
immediately put forward. A little over ten pages into the text, Hadria begins to elaborate
on the impotent lives led by the women ofher time. Looking out over the snow-covered
fields outside her home, she exclaims, "Life is as white and as unsympathetic as this ....
We just dance our reel in our garret, and then it is all over; and whether we do the steps
as our fancy would have them, or a little otherwise, because of the uneven floor, or tired
feet, or for lack of chance to learn the steps - heavens and earth, what does it matter?"
(Daughters, 13). Certainly this particular quotation seems to indicate the heroine's

cynical resignation to her pre-determined life of impotence and ineffectuality. However,
Caird as author possesses strong feelings on women's inability to "do the steps as [their]
fancy would have them." This is made evident both in Caird's widely read non-fiction
writings on marriage, history, and human development and in her continuing descriptions
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of her fictional character's fierce frustration with her limited opportunities for personal
and artistic expression. Although she takes a flippant tone early in the novel, eventually
Hadria will rage against her life circumstances. Later in the text, Caird describes one of
Hadria's letters to her sister, Algitha:
The more I see of life, the more hideous seems the position that women hold in
relation to the social structure, and the more sickening the current nonsense that is
talked about us and our "missions" and "spheres." It is so feeble, so futile, to try
to ornament an essentially degrading fact. It is such insolence to talk to us - good
heavens, to us! - about holiness and sacredness, when men (to whom surely a
sense of humor has been denied) divide their women into two great classes, both
of whom they insult and enslave, insisting peremptorily on the existence of each
division, but treating one class as private and the other as public property. One
might as well talk to driven cattle in the shambles about their "sacred mission" as
to women. It is an added mockery, a gratuitous piece of insolence. (Daughters,
306-07)
Such vociferous condemnation of "missions" and "spheres" is key to this text. Early on in
the novel, Hadria and her siblings discuss the potential for individuals to bring their
talents to success and to maturity in the modem world. In this instance, the narrator
makes it clear that Hadria is "doubly damned" to live a life of depression and repression,
both because of her status as a woman and because of her immense artistic talent. For
women, "The greater the power and the finer its quality, the greater the inharmony
between the nature and the conditions; therefore the more powerful the leverage against
it. A small comfortable talent might hold its own, where a larger one would succumb"
(Daughters, 14). In this novel, as in James's text, this is the case. It is the truly

extraordinary woman who suffers, while those headstrong, less majestically noble female
characters manage to make their way against the conventions of late Victorian culture.
Like James's industrious and willful Henrietta, Hadria's friend Valeria duPrel and her
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sister Algitha will not be unduly influenced into unhappy, confining marriages; instead,
these two characters will embrace lives of meaningful work in the city.
Nevertheless, while this novel is certainly about the thwarted potential of the
"extraordinary" individual, it is also about this individual's immense capacity for self
denial. Hadria is confined by the circumstances of her life; however, it is she who
chooses to comply with the forces that urge her to take on the, for her, distressing and

restrictive roles of daughter, wife, and mother. Caird employs repetition in order to
convey Hadria's unhappiness and to protest the social strictures that make her life so
confining; passages similar in tone to the one quoted above appear throughout the text.
However, as in the above section of text, degradation is repeatedly linked with a sort of
superiority. Because of their needless suffering, women serve as signifiers of cultural
distress and as possessors of knowledge. They thus have the power to place blame and to
exercise scorn.
Despite her desires to pursue a career, Hadria is besieged first by her family's
demands on her time and then by the myriad needs of her husband and children. For
Caird's heroine, suffering is a result of limited energy; participation in the daily rounds of
domestic activity leaves Hadria no time for thought, no time for study, and, most
devastatingly, no time to devote to playing and writing her music. As Murphy points out,
"The Daughters ofDanaus responds to the same concerns articulated by Victorian

women writers who decried the incessant claims of domestic and social routine upon
their time, thereby limiting or precluding the pursuit of other interests. "37 As novelists of
the mid- and late nineteenth-century illustrated the demoralizing and dehumanizing effect
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that intense industry had on members (often male) of the public labor force, prominent
women such as Florence Nightingale, the socialist Beatrice Webb, the author Harriet
Martineau, and Caird herself described the ways in which domestic pursuits drained and
dulled the woman of ambition and purpose. Indeed, at a young age Hadria decides to
accept Hubert Temperly's offer of marriage, despite her misgivings, in an effort to escape
from her mother's demands on her time. Later in the novel her brother Ernest remarks, "I
believe Hadria married because she was sick of being the family consolation"
(Daughters, 165).
Despite her hopes for increased freedom, Hadria and Hubert's marriage will not
be a happy one. In Caird' s text the heroine is not faced with a selfish and cruel husband
such as James's Osmond but rather with an ordinary and dull one. This itself is a radical
move, as Caird argues that it is not merely a bad husband - but any husband - who may
destroy and depress a woman of vivacity, intelligence, and potential. This is, in addition,
an incredibly bleak view of the circumstances of life for the average woman.
Nonetheless, it may be argued that Caird equivocates on the potential of women
to achieve happiness in the modem world. Occasionally, vivid celebrations of
transgressive behavior erupt within this text. Thus, at the same moment that she
illustrates the frustrated woman of potential, she considers what other, more liberated
women might think, experience, or achieve. Although Hadria capitulates to social and
familial pressures as a young woman, she makes an effort to imagine possibilities for
herself that involve the abandonment of the entrapments of middle class morality.
Midway through the novel, in a radical move, Caird describes her heroine's decision to
31
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leave her unhappy life - as well as her husband and children. Abandoning all family and
friends, she escapes from England in order to begin a musical career in Paris. Indeed, for
a time she lives an independent, artistic life. However, in Caird's novel this attempt at
escape is neither permanent nor successful. The brevity of this section of the novel is
striking, as is Hadria's continuing frustration with her lack of time in which to work.
Hadria delights in the fact that she is finally free to compose and study her music.·(albeit
under the guidance of domineering male professors); however, as Murphy notes, "the
green world that France represents as the culmination of Hadria's temporal freedom is
not wholly idyllic. Gradually, the social responsibilities that exhausted Hadria in England
take on similar form in France."3 8 Caird also designates the responsibilities of Hadria's
life in England as inescapable. Heilmann remarks on the ways in which "the heroine's
ever more desperate attempts to escape only contrive to bind her more closely into
patriarchal structures."3 9
Within The Daughters ofDanaus, the character of Valeria duPrel makes a living
writing novels about radical, successful, independent women. Nevertheless, in Caird's
own novel, the ideal of an independent life is described as a fiction. It is a fantasy, not an
achievable dream for a heroine mired in the human relationships of the "real" world. In
this text, Hadria's drastic behavior calls forth serious consequences. She is forced to
abandon her dreams in order to return to England to aid and to comfort her mother and
her two sons, all of whom have become seriously ill in her absence. Ties to her family are
not easily severed; ultimately, Hadria is unable to cut the "heart-strings" that bind her
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irrevocably to her relations. Interestingly, throughout this novel, Caird specifically
illustrates the ways in which mothers teach their daughters to deny themselves, forcing
them into lives of sacrifice and unhappiness. As Ledger notes, "Hadria reflects resignedly
on what she takes to be the inbred self-sacrificial tendencies of her personality: theories
of heredity are powerfully inscribed in the novel's discourses. Hadria's mother is
constructed in the text as an embittered woman who has sacrificed her life to her family
,,
and now wants her daughter to do the same. 4o
Hadria's return to her husband and children is, in truth, brought about as a result
of the emotive fits thrown by her hypersensitive and oppressive parent rather than
through Hadria's own desires to contain her dreams. However, this heroine chooses to
sacrifice her own health rather than her mother's. In this text, Hadria's health suffers
because Caird sees marriage as an instigator of both physical and mental decay.
Specifically, as Hadria considers her married state, she decides that
She felt twenty years older since her marriage. She wondered why it was that
marriage did not make all women wicked, - openly and actively so. If ever there
was an arrangement by which every evil instinct and every spark of the devil was
likely to be aroused and infuriated, surely the customs and traditions that clustered
round this estate constituted that dangerous condition! Hardship, difficulty,
tragedy could be faced, but not the humiliating, the degrading, the
contemptible . . . . Most women, she found, ranked certain elements very
differently, with lavish use of halos and gilding in their honor, feeling perhaps,
she hinted, the dire need of such external decoration. (Daughters, 168)
There is a definite physical aspect to Hadria's suffering; she feels "twenty years older
since her marriage." Although Caird mystifies and dramatizes the reality of women's
lived experience, she refers to the physical consequences of unhappiness in order to
reshape the ways in which the material conditions of the body and the figurative
40
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"conditions" of women's lives might be understood. By translating abstract emotional
pain into quantifiable descriptions of physical weakness, the author reemphasizes the
corrosive nature of the relationship between the individual body and the social body. The
"dangerous condition" of being a woman in bourgeois society poses a threat to the health
of individual women; correspondingly, the weakness (and nervous hysteria) attending the
female sex serve as indicators of the corruption of "the customs and traditions" delimiting
their public and private roles within their culture.
Unable to practice her music, Hadria experiences definite feelings of bodily and
emotional decay. Near the end of the novel, Caird describes her heroine as suffering from
a state of tormented enfeeblement, a reflection of the dark, cold winter that haunts the
countryside:
The winter came suddenly. Some terrific gales had robbed the trees of their
lingering yellow leaves, and the bare branches already shewed their exquisite
tracery against the sky. Heavy rain followed, and the river was swollen, and there
were floods that made the whole country damp, and rank, and terribly depressing.
Mrs. Fullerton felt the influence of the weather, and complained of neuralgia and
other ailments. She needed watching very carefully, and plenty of cheerful
companionship. This was hard to supply. In struggling to belie her feelings, day
after day, Hadria feared, at times, that she would break down disastrously. She
was frightened at the strange haunting ideas that came to her, the dread and
nameless horror that began to prey upon her, try as she would to protect herself
from these nerve-torments, which she could trace so clearly to their causes. If
only, instead of making one half insane and stupid, the strain of grief would but
kill one outright, and be done with it! (Daughters,4 68 -69)
. As insidious and uncontrollable as the seasons, the normalizing machinations of
civilization and the simplistic rounds of daily life have reduced "Mrs. Fullerton" to bare
bones. One assumes after reading the passage that Caird envisions a whole country of
weak women who suffer from exposure to an environment that is "damp, and rank, and
terribly depressing."
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However, before Hadria's physical body responds completely to the artistic and
mental suppression she experiences, it is first subjected to another force - sexual desire.
The other key example of self-denial in this text, aside from Hadria's return from Paris, is
Hadria's decision not to betray her husband with another man. After she is traumatically
forced to return to her conservative and claustrophobic family home, she considers
beginning an adulterous affair with a man she formerly despised. Hadria is at first startled
by her feelings, many of which spring from curiosity. Caird describes her heroine's
thoughts as she contemplates her emotions for Professor Theobald, a man whom she
formerly disliked and avoided. She questions her feelings at first, contrasting Theobald's
character with that of the elderly Professor Fortescue, an old family friend who serves as
something of a moral compass for Hadria. Caird writes,
Hadria's instinct now was to hunt up reasons for desiring the society of Professor
Theobald, for the gladness that she felt at the prospect of seeing him. She wished
to explain to herself how it was that he had become so prominent a figure in her
life. It was surprising how rapidly and how completely he had taken a central
position. Her feeling towards him, and her admiring affection for Professor
Fortescue, were as different as night from day. She shrank from comparing the
two emotions, because at the bottom of her heart, she felt how infinitely less fine
and sound was this latter attachment, how infinitely less to be welcomed. If
anyone spoke disparagingly of Professor Theobald, Hadria's instinct was to stand
up for him, to find ingenious reasons for his words or his conduct that threw upon
him the most favorable light, and her object was as much to persuade herself as to
convince her interlocutor . . . . She puzzled herself profoundly . . . . she was conscious
of a little thrill of - not joy (the word was too strong), but of something akin to it.
She thought - and then laughed at herself - that it had a resemblance to the
sensation that is caused to the mind by the suggestion of some new and
entrancingly interesting idea - say about astronomy! . . . Whether curiosity or
sentiment actuated her, she could not detect. It would certainly be deeply exciting
to find out what her own nature really was, and still more so to gain greater
insight into his. (Daughters, 399)
Like Isabel, Hadria chooses to care for a man whom others distrust and who is
continually in need of her defense. However, her life circumstances will allow her to
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avoid the spectacular mistakes made by Isabel in The Portrait of a Lady, as Hadria will
find out the truth about Professor Theobald before she places herself in his power.
The unexpected romantic elements appearing near the conclusion of Caird's novel
reveal the potential inconsistencies of the New Woman's purpose - her destiny to
embrace as well as to renounce the unstable cultural formulations of the feminine. In her
effort to avoid the domestic, Hadria risks participation in the ranks of that other "great
class" of women in British society - women who are, as Hadria has noted previously,
also "insulted and enslaved" (Daughters,30 6-07 ). The position of the adulteress or fallen
woman is just as perilous as that of the domesticated wife. This is illustrated as Caird
shows how entering into a relationship with Professor Theobald would push Hadria to
relinquish both her social position and her personal integrity. Hadria's "self' and "social"
definition would be threatened by this course of action. Consequently, Hadria will decide
to maintain her status as "wife" to Hubert Temperly. This position is one she has worked
to renounce and reject; however, when faced with an effective means of doing so through the sexual betrayal of her husband and the physical renunciation of her marriage
vows - she is unable to do so. The consequence would place her in a sphere which she
dreads just as strongly as the domestic.
Nevertheless, the idea of adultery fascinates Hadria for a significant period of
time. For Caird's Hadria, as for Egerton's Gypsy and James's Isabel, "It isn't the love,
you know, it's the being loved; it isn't really the man, it's his loving!" that poses a
temptation to the New Woman heroine ("A Cross Line,"1 5 -1 6). At first, Hadria despises
Professor Theobald. It is only after her dreams of independent life are crushed that he
captures her interest; additionally, he seems to do so mainly because of his obvious
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attraction to and desire for her. It is only after he begins to woo her that she imagines the
consequences of taking him as her lover, in large part as "the suggestion of some new and
entrancingly interesting idea - say about astronomy!"
However, Hadria's feelings also have the potential to frighten her. Caird writes of
her heroine: "Hadria gave a frightened start. Was she finding herself to be bad in a way
that she had never suspected?" (Daughters, 400). Yet for a time Hadria convinces herself
that such a physical attraction is not to be designated as "bad" but, rather, as normal.
Caird postulates on the rationale behind this conclusion: "She would like to learn how
many women of her temperament, placed in her position, would stop to enquire very
closely into the right and wrong of the matter, when for a moment, a little avenue seemed
on the point of opening, misty and blue, leading the eye to hidden perilous distances"
·(Daughters, 400). It is exactly her inability to lead a solitary (yet "virtuous") life that
inspires Hadria to imagine participation in acts designated by her society as "immoral." It
is only after "the blue hopeful distance of life had disappeared; that even the middle
distance had been cut off, and that the sticks and stones and details of a very speckly
foreground now confronted her immovably" that she imagines tripping down the "little
avenue" of immorality (Daughters, 400). As Murphy notes, "the novel intimates that the
ostensible objective of controlling women's time to promote familial stability instead has
the opposite effect. By depriving women of the time to exercise their talents and find
stimulating outlets for their energies, Victorian culture undermines the integrity of the
,
very domestic structure it labors to protect.' 4 1 Interestingly, this romantic distraction
produces a "desired" effect on Hadria's behavior; as she secretly contemplates adultery,
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· her friends are cheered and relieved that she drops the subject of leaving her home again.
Caird writes, "Without making any violent or obvious change in her conduct, - she had
ceased to cause her friends anxiety. Something in her manner had changed" (Daughters,
40 1).
However, it is Hadria herself, and not the dictates of Victorian morality, who
finally condemns this extra-marital intimacy. In fact, Hadria's desire for romantic
fulfillment is more threatening to her sense of self-respect than her desire for personal
freedom was to her reputation. Professor Theobald, the object of her attentions, is,
unbeknownst to Hadria, the unrecognized father of little Martha, the illegitimate child
Hadria has adopted and whom she favors above her two sons. Additionally, Professor
Theobald is the cause of the humiliation, suffering, and eventual death of Martha's
mother. The story of the fallen woman's suffering and Hadria's response to it is an
essential moment in Caird' s text, as it illustrates the extreme necessity of rejecting
romantic desires. Hadria's suffering illustrates the dangers of marriage for extraordinary
females while the story of the suffering schoolmistress illustrates the consequences of
socially unsanctioned sexual relationships for all women. The young woman in question,
a "schoolmarm" for the small Craddock School, consumed with shame at her seduction
and by her consequent birthing of an illegitimate child, has died alone and friendless,
cursing the man who seduced and then left her. The details of this unnamed woman' s
story are related to Hadria as she watches the gravedigger dig the woman's grave. Dodge,
the gravedigger, explains the situation to Hadria:
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When she had her baby, she was like one out of her mind. . .. [S]he couldn't stand
the disgrace and the neighbors talkin', and that. Mrs. Walker she went and saw
her, and brought her nourishin' things, and kep' on a-telling her how she must try
and make up for what she had done, and repent and all that; but she never got up
her heart again like, and the poor soul took fever from grievin', the doctor says,
and raved on dreadful, accusin' of somebody, and sayin' he'd sent her to hell; and
then Wednesday morning, ten o'clock, she died. (Daughters, 152 )
After hearing this tale, Hadria responds, with "quiet exasperation," "I suppose she gets all
the blame of the thing." The gravedigger, a kind man but a figure Caird presents as
representative of common thought in the village and elsewhere in England, explains,
"You can't prevent young fellers bein' young fellers" (Daughters, 1 52 ). Consequently,
Hadria comments to her friends that, if she could, she would take vengeance on the man
who left the schoolmistress to die alone and in shame. She declares her wish to make him
fall in love with her in order that she may, in turn, render him "miserable through his
passion" (Daughters,432 ). Unwittingly, this is exactly what Hadria does as she
encourages an inappropriate relationship between herself and Theobald. Indeed, once she
realizes his part in the affair, all affection she feels for him is immediately extinguished.
Professor Theobald will extract a harsh revenge on Hadria for rejecting him;
incensed at her cold rebuff, he steals from her his daughter Martha, whom Hadria has
adopted and come to love, in order to raise the child to become a traditional wife and
mother. Hadria in some measure has avenged the tragic life of the Craddock
schoolmistress by looking after her child and by wounding her blackguard lover.
However, Caird's heroine is tragically dismayed by Martha's inevitable future. She feels
even more compassion and anger on behalf of women who are "abused" in marriage than
for those who are seduced and betrayed by men. She announces, "'I think, after all, if I
were to attempt the impossible by trying to avenge women whom men have injured, I
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should begin with the wives. In this case' (she turned to the grave), 'the tragedy is more
obvious, but I believe the everyday tragedy of the docile wife and mother is even more
profound"' (Daughters,4 33).
Hadria despairs over Martha's future, for a similar fate has destroyed her own
energy and hopeful spirit. She thinks of how many women are destined to endure such a
life as hers, and it is at this point that she truly becomes ill. Near the end of the novel,
Hadria
recalled a strange and grotesque vision, or waking-dream, that she had dreamt a
few nights before: of a vast abyss, black and silent, which had to be filled up to
the top with the bodies of women, hurled down to the depths of the pit of
darkness, in order that the survivors might, at last, walk over in safety. Human
bodies take but little room, and the abyss seemed to swallow them, as some
greedy animal its prey. But Hadria knew, in her dream, that some day it would
have claimed its last victim, and the surface would be level and solid, so that
people would come and go, scarcely remembering that beneath their feet was
once a chasm into which throbbing lives had to descend, to darkness and a living
death. (Daughters,4 5 1 )
Significantly, it is not the works of living women that are needed to create a new world
for the women of the future. Instead, their bodies are called forth to serve. These living
forms are necessary to fill the pit. Despite her potential, in Caird's novel the New Woman
is capable of offering little more than her suffering body to the creation of a new world. It
is this that will have the most noticeable effect on "the abyss" of ignorance and despair
which threatens to swallow women up; it is the accumulation of material, suffering
bodies that will permit the woman of the future to achieve education, freedom, and
enlightenment. Thus, the theme of suffering takes on a centrality to the novel's moral
structure. Sensory and corporal experience - both the gradual deterioration of Hadria's
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body and the violent destruction of the bodies in her dream - are equated with the
necessary conditions for change.
In some sense, Hadria's vision is merely a "waking dream"; a more hopeful tone
is taken following this passage as Hadria, Valeria duPrel, and Hadria's sister Algitha
(who has become a successful philanthropic worker in London's East End) imagine the
possibilities inherent in a future in which women have joined together to change the
circumstances of their lives. As Ledger notes, "Although a late twentieth-century feminist
reading of Caird's novel might wish for a less deterministic narrative, the close of the
novel is more open-ended than the general drift of the narrative might have led a reader to
expect. And history, arguably, has vindicated both its dominant gradualist vision and its
proposal for a feminist 'sisterhood' against oppression.',42 However, despite the vision of
sisterhood and hope that ends the narrative, much of that hope is built on the knowledge
of present suffering. In Hadria's mind (and perhaps in Caird's mind, as well), the path to
gender equality must be built on the remains of the "throbbing lives" that have been
thrown into darkness. Thus, within this novel the reader again observes the sinister
thematic linkage of martyrdom and heroism and the peculiar descriptions of self-denial
and self-congratulation that conclude many New Woman texts. In response to her
complex amplification of the image of woman-as-victim, Caird simultaneously protests
against and participates in narratives of ennoblement, crowning her heroine with the
"halos and gilding" so often associated with the good domestic woman and which Hadria
so desperately attempts to avoid.
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Certainly Caird's sentimentalism- her romantic focus on her heroine's suffering
and spiritual decay - hinders the effectiveness of the social statement she wishes to make.
Nevertheless, one might argue that Caird employs specific techniques proved successful
in sentimental and sensational novels of the period. Here, drama is used in an effort to
convey the social message she has already articulated directly within the periodical press.
Indeed, despite the effusive expressions of despair and outrage that pervade the text,
Caird's work exists as a significant, sophisticated novelistic achievement, and it is
interesting to note the ways in which the themes of self-discipline and suffering found in
James's earlier novel are repeated and amplified within it. However, it is also interesting
to take a moment to inspect the ways in which less known texts, such as Victoria Cross's
The Woman Who Didn 't, also express these themes. Cross's novel, although an

interesting example offin-de-siecle writing, was one of a dozen such paperb,acks
published in response to Grant Allen's shocking success with The Woman Who Did, a
novel about a woman who chose never to marry, despite her decision to love a man and
have his child.43 Cross's work is not nearly as complete, complex, or controlled as
Caird's large novel; however, it serves as a good example of the ways in which ideas of
female self-discipline had invaded cultural conceptions of women's reality. In addition,
this work is a further illustration of the nineteenth century's assumptions about the nature
of the modem woman's tragic temperaments and trying life circumstances. Here, in
contrast to Allen's radical stance, the truly noble woman is described as she who denies

First published in 1 895 by John Lane as part of his Keynotes series, this text exists as an obvious
response to writings by Caird, Egerton, Grand, and others who continually illustrate the ways in which
marriage depresses and confines individual characters. This book will be discussed in further detail in
Chapter 5 of this work.
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her feelings for her lover, rather than she who defies convention by giving into her
desires for romantic fulfillment.
The heroine of Cross's text is a remarkably independent woman. Eurydice's name
reflects Cross's decision to foreshadow her inevitable entrapment within a kind of hell;
however, early in the text this character is described as both adventurous and
outspoken. 44 She travels alone in a foreign land, goes about on her own at night, is in
charge of her own money, is familiar with and courteous to the "black" natives who man
the boat on which she travels, and is manifestly confident in her speech and manner.
Cross describes her as both independent and sexually attractive. As the narrator of the
novella observes her walk, he asserts, "A wonderful carriage and walk, easy and self
reliant almost, but not quite to the point of arrogance, and, I felt sure, a lovely and
seductive form under that hideous shapeless garment" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 10). As
in "Theodora: A Fragment," here Cross utilizes a masculine narrator, a military officer
who formerly served in India, to describe the heroine and her actions. Thus, Cross
prohibits the reader from directly observing the heroine's feelings of conflict and passion.
Nevertheless, the woman' s sentiments are generally made clear through her dialogue and
through her dramatic physical expressions of feeling.
The course of the plot is as follows: The narrator, Evelyn, meets Eurydice while
on a boat and traveling from the India to England. He follows her, talks with her, and
tries to kiss her. Eurydice vehemently refuses but gives no explanation. At some stage in
Noticeably, the narrator comments on the inappropriateness of this heroine's surname; her full, married
name is Eurydice Williamson. The narrator remarks, "the seven syllables in conjunction positively set my
,
teeth on edge" ( 1 3). This disjointed name is an obvious effort on Cross s part to illustrate the unsuitability
of Eurydice and her husband. Correspondingly, before he learns her name the narrator makes a joke in
which he dubs himself Orpheus.
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the course of their acquaintance (as they debate philosophy during their week together on
the boat), the narrator falls violently in love. Eurydice seems to develop corresponding
tender feelings for him; however, when he tries actively to woo her, she rebuffs his
advances, explaining that she is married and that, despite her estrangement from her
spouse, she is not willing to break her marriage vows. Later, Evelyn meets her
accidentally at a train station and then begins to visit her at her rooms in London where
she resides alone while he� husband travels. However, after a period of time he grows
tired of the emptiness of their formal, correct relations with one another and leaves for
Gibraltar.
At first, it is obvious to the reader that Cross's narrator is certainly inconsiderate
and probably something of a rake. After his attempt to trap Eurydice against a wooden
door in order to kiss her on the occasion of their first meeting, he thinks casually to
himself: "Of course my conduct had been terribly flippant and my levity quite
reprehensible, but then a hard-worked Indian officer, going home on his first leave, is apt
to be afflicted with a buoyancy of spirits . . . . In these circumstances, who would not feel a
certain irresponsible gaiety?"(The Woman Who Didn 't, 1 8-19). Thus is established the
narrator's self-serving persona. Although he recognizes the impropriety of his actions, he
does not seem to feel that he has done anything wrong by attempting to force himself on
a woman whom he has just met. Here and throughout this text, Cross emphasizes the
disturbing nature of such male attitudes towards women. In some sense, Evelyn appears
to have the potential to act as both friend and lover to the New Woman heroine; however,
his general lack of respect for women continually surfaces in this narrative, despite his
romantic feelings for the heroine.
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After spying Eurydice on deck the next day, the narrator feels a sense of
"triumphant pleasure"; however, he conceals this, "summoning the most dejected
expression I could, I walked hastily up towards her with a sort of contrite, desperately
anxious air" (The Woman Who Didn 't,2 1 ). It is while the narrator is attempting to get
Eurydice to forgive him his inappropriate advances that the two have one of the most
significant exchanges in the text. Here, the narrator tells Eurydice that "to forgive . . . is
the divinest prerogative of the human being," attempting to appeal to her womanly values
and virtues. However, in response to this statement Eurydice coldly asserts, "on the
contrary . . . to respect itself' as the finest choice (The Woman Who Didn 't,22 -23). Here it
is established that, for this female character at least, self-respect and dignity are valued
above charity towards the feelings of others, no matter how intensely romantic or sincere
those feelings may be.
Interestingly, Eurydice is unmoved by men in general; she frankly tells the
narrator that she has never met a man who was "sympathetic," and she evidences in her
voice "the unconscious expression of a genuine indifference for that which is known to
be worthless." For his part, the narrator is "stimulated" by her "disdain" and intrigued by
her "knowledge of worth within herself' (The Woman Who Didn 't,28 -29). Yet, the
vibrant and intellectual Eurydice is also full of despair. As she plays Schubert's Adieu on
her guitar later that night, the narrator feels "a tremor as of passionate agonized longing"
in her voice, "the restless sigh of a spirit longing to escape" (The Woman Who Didn 't,
38 ).
The narrator's feelings for Eurydice quickly become sentimental and intense.
After knowing her for only one day, he tells his friend "I always thought it impossible I
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should marry . . . . I always hated the idea; I never could understand how men could . . . but I
believe I do understand now." He continues, "Of all the women I've known, admired,
even loved, I suppose in a way, there has not been one who has not caused me a shudder
when I've imagined her just for an instant as my wife, boxed up with me in perpetuity,
not one . . . until now" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 43-44). Later, while alone, he speculates
dramatically: '"Was she,' perhaps in accordance with the theory of the greatest writer
upon love in all the ages, 'the missing portion of my own broken and incomplete being,
that craved to recover her and take her again to itself and to restore its wholeness and
entirety? "' (The Woman Who Didn 't, 4 7-48). 45 Eventually Cross's narrator stops
speculating, announcing to the reader,
I knew that I loved her, and loved her with the best and noblest love one human
being can feel for another, the love that has its roots in reverence and its fruits in
devotion, -the love that thinks only of the object, and will deny its own to gain its
idol's pleasure. To her I would dedicate my life, if she would accept the
dedication, and I thought of it with the passionate enthusiasm of youth, with the
ardor of self-devotion and worship that is an innate though hidden trait of human
nature. (The Woman Who Didn 't, 53)
In this passage, it seems that Cross is attempting to illustrate the genuine nature of the
narrator' s affection and the seriousness of the relationship that has developed between
these two characters. Certainly this language is meant to illustrate an ideal love. In her
earlier work, "Theodora: A Fragment," Cross uses similar terminology to define "true
love"; in this text the male narrator argues that "To love or at least to strive to love an
object for the object's sake, and not our own sake, to love it in relation to its pleasure and
not in its relation to our own pleasure, is to feel the only love which is worthy of offering
to a fellow human being, the one which elevates - and the only one - both giver and
45
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receiver" ("Theodora," 4). However, in The Woman Who Didn 't, this seemingly genuine,
"best and noblest love" must be denied. The heroine will choose moral behavior and self
respect over restoring "the missing portion of [her] own broken and incomplete being."
Indeed, Eurydice clearly has feelings for the male narrator. However, she is quick
to deny his protestations of affection, her voice "suffocated with suppressed tears," her
face "deathlike" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 58-59). Cross illustrates how difficult this
rejection is for Eurydice: her heroine stumbles, turns "stone white," and has to hold on to
the rail of the boat for physical support during her explanation of her married state.
Eurydice's dislike for her spouse quickly becomes obvious; she tells the narrator "My
marriage is not such a pleasant thing that I am always thinking and talking of it" (The
Woman Who Didn 't, 67). She explains her circumstances thus:

Hardly a girl in a thousand marries the man she would choose. I did not. From
fifteen upwards I have had offers from men I did not care for, nor want, and at
twenty-three I accepted one of them from the man who pleased me most. I
thought it did not matter. I had ceased to expect to meet a man I really loved - I
had seen so many in those eight years, I was getting to think that I expected too
much from life, that love, as I imagined it, did not perhaps exist at all, that, in
waiting for something imaginary, I should let the reality pass by me. Don't you
see . . . what a woman's position is? You men only care for youth and beauty!
Nothing else weighs a straw with you! Character, intellect, virtue, they are
practically as nothing to you. You teach a woman that, so she knows she must
either marry in her twenties or face all the rest of her life alone. I waited eight
years - then I married without love, and now, one year after . . . we have met. Is it
not the ordinary rule of life, just the ordinary mockery of fate, everything comes
just a little, and only a little, too late? (The Woman Who Didn 't, 68-69)
Unlike James or Caird, Cross does not choose to make her heroine a woman who
determines not to marry. Ironically, then, like Isabel and Hadria, this woman, after
making the decision to wed, finds herself in an unhappy marriage. Of her husband, she
tells the narrator, "He does not care for me," explaining that she has been "nothing to
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him" since "the end of the first month of our married life" when "his fancy" for her died
(The Woman Who Didn 't, 69). This naturally upset and frightened Cross's heroine;

Eurydice claims that when she realized her husband's intense lack of affection, "the
fearful blank that overspread everything," she "seemed to see the future like a huge
trackless desert before me stretching up even to the edge of my grave" (The Woman Who
Didn 't, 69-70). She also admits to the narrator that her husband "shares his life with other

women" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 70).
The narrator asks why, if this is so, Eurydice does not get a divorce. She responds,
"How can I?" explaining, "He is not cruel." She continues, recalling Isabel Archer' s
avowal, saying "to me marriage is the holiest of all sacraments and divorce is a sacrilege"
(The Woman Who Didn 't, 70-7 1 ). For Cross's heroine, faithful adherence to a

philosophical ideal is more important than the pursuit of her personal happiness. Cross
has her heroine describe herself:
"I don't live for the world's sympathy, I -live for my own duty. To be true to
myself is my principle, and the only guide I have," she added, turning fully to me,
· and the tremendous force and power that looked out from the light brilliant eyes
seemed to beat down personal thought in my brain and hold me, merely listening.
"Always to do that which I consider right and honorable, independent of loss or
gain, or praise or condemnation. Others may say what they please, for their
opinion I care not at all, but my own good opinion I must have. I could not live
without it. I must feel always that I have nothing to reproach myself with; and if I
left him I should reproach myself. The fact that he has sinned does not give me a
license to sin also. Besides, even supposing for one instant that I felt myself
justified in leaving him, I would not; for, if I did, my example might make the
way easier for another woman less justified, or even not justified at all, to
desecrate her word. I have given mine once, and now I am bound by it until Death
releases me." (The Woman Who Didn 't, 73-74)
Like Jarnes's Isabel and Caird' s Hadria, Cross's Eurydice values her honor and personal
principles above her need for pleasure in living. However, Cross's text proves ultimately
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less important and less complex than these two other works; her heroine seems rather to
parrot an ideology reminiscent of the Victorian cult of true womanhood rather than to
question, reevaluate, or explore the consequences involved in adhering to these values, as
characters in the novels of James and Caird do. In The Daughters ofDanaus, Caird
supports her heroine's decision to reject adultery; however, Caird does this in order to
illustrate the ways in which romantic/sexual desire is a false pleasure and an inadequate
source of spiritual and emotional fulfillment. Indeed, Caird bemoans the uselessness of
popular idealism concerning "this knitting together for ever of the two half lives, this
absolute dedication each to the other, this open unashamed union" (The Woman Who
Didn 't, 75). She creates a heroine who remains in an unhappy marriage only because the

health and happiness of her mother depends upon it. In contrast, Cross' s creation blindly
celebrates her ideal of matrimony. Cross also romanticizes the act of self-sacrifice,
attributing to it a "tremendous force and power" that "beats down" both love and the
drive for individual pleasure. Her New Woman is certainly capable of love; however, she
chooses not to act on her feelings so as to preserve the nobility of her personal ideals. Of
course, Evelyn, although he is denied the woman he loves, does not deny himself in other
ways, as does Eurydice. After her first refusal of him, he spends six debauched months in
Paris and London, "thrown away in dissipation," "wandering further into the mire of
personal satisfaction, all temptations embraced, all difficulties avoided" (The Woman
Who

Didn 't, 89, 1 03).

Although this interesting and relatively well-written text fails to deserve a
significant position within the canon of New Woman novels, it does serve as an
important example of how much.fin de siecle literature about the "modem" woman
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associated a noble character with personal sacrifice. Indeed, despite the apparent
conventionality of Cross's heroine, this narrative is replete with the characteristics of a
New Woman production, and it obsesses over the nature of the modern woman, finally
designating her as educated, hypersensitive, solitary, and highly independent. Cross's
work is certainly a good example of the ways in which authors elevated and ennobled
female heroines who rejected opportunities for personal happiness. Like other New
Woman heroines, at the end of the work, "She, the handsomest woman on board, sat idle,
silent, and alone" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 56). Although the narrator attempts to woo
her into running away with him, "a wild rebellion of Self against Self-made laws," she
refuses: "She was of the material of which martyrs are made. An untamable, unbreakable
spirit, that laughed in the face of Fate and mocked at its own pain, fired the blood in those
smooth veins" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 83). This resolution may come as something of
a surprise; the modern reader might expect that proto-feminist texts addressing women's
issues would portray female characters embracing transgressive ideologies. Nevertheless,
as illustrated throughout this and the previous chapter, a number of revisionist writers
who chose to critique spheres of feminine experience chose not to imagine their
characters permanently escaping from them.
Such dramatic images of heroines masochistically suffering within their marriages
are interesting to contrast with the heroine of George Gissing' s significant and original
work, The Odd Women. In this novel the heroine also chooses to endure a form of self
denial; however, here the heroine chooses to deny her desires for love and male
companionship. In this text Gissing chooses to explore the feelings and lives of women
who take the paths opposite to those taken by Isabel and Hadria. Although James and
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Caird present working women in their novels about the lives of female individuals in the
modem world, neither chooses such a figure for a heroine. Instead, their focus centers on
the suffering bourgeois wife.
In analyzing such a focus, one question begs an answer: Why is the New Woman
heroine so frequently described as the suffering victim of tragic romantic circumstances?
Why do so few authors describe the struggling woman of the working world, a figure
who was much more likely to reflect the actual circumstances of many women living at
the turn of the century? Why didn't James make Henrietta his heroine? It would be easy
to assume that, in truth, her life would have been more full of adventure, more eventful
and dramatic, than Isabel's intimate domestic catastrophes. In tum, in The Daughters of
Danaus Caird might easily have chosen Valeria DuPrel, the successful woman author, as

the object of her novelistic scrutiny. Why didn't she? In Caird's previous novel, The
Wing ofAzrael, Caird chose as her heroine an even more tortured and suffering soul, a

woman who ends by murdering her abusive husband and then by taking her own life. In
this work there are no hopeful female entrepreneurs, only various women suffering from
unhappy marriages. "Realistic" images of the New Woman also appear in Cross's work,
but only to be rejected. In The Woman Who Didn 't, Eurydice is at one point directly
compared with a banjo-playing, cigar-smoking girl who wears a man' s tie and who
"remind[ed] one of the American girl, slang, modem fastness, and other disagreeable
things" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 33). Evelyn is fiercely relieved to observe that
Eurydice is nothing like her open, happy friend, who has "a touch of the barmaid about
her" (The Woman Who Didn 't, 45). Perhaps this is because the successful, employed
female threatened to disrupt the traditional and frequently sentimental novel format. Such
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a figure typically dismissed cultural and literary designations of the feminine, choosing
for herself a lifestyle of aggressiveness and endeavor rather than one of tragic beauty.
Gissing makes a great break with the tradition of his cultural moment by choosing
as his main character a woman who does succeed in the working world. This is a
revolutionary and original step. Indeed, the importance and uniqueness of The Odd
Women is often undervalued in current literary circles, perhaps because of a lack of

appreciation of the New Woman genre in which Gissing was participating and to which
he was responding. However, some modern scholars have begun to take interest in this
author's work. Arlene Young, in her introduction to the 1998 Broadview critical edition
of the text, goes so far as to claim that
The Odd Women is arguably the most important novel published in Britain in the
1 890s. It was not the most popular . . . . [l]t is not the most artistically
accomplished, nor the most philosophically profound. It was and is, however, the
novel most fundamentally attuned to late Victorian culture and to the social issues
defining that culture - gender and class politics, individual experience in an
increasingly impersonal urban environment, working conditions in the white
collar sector, the role of marriage in modern society, and the experience of
middle-class women in the urban working environment. George Gissing brings to
these issues the unique perspective of a writer born into the Victorian era, but
living in a proto-modern world.46

Certainly Gissing's novel serves as a wonderful example of the limits and potentials of
the New Woman genre. The male and female characters in it are, indeed, resistant to the
stereotypes of men and women that pervade some of the New Woman novels of the
1 890s. For example, although Gissing's work is less philosophical and socially radical
than The Daughters ofDanaus, The Odd Women may claim status as a superior novel on
account of its detailed and remarkably interesting descriptions of the multifaceted
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emotional states of complex characters. Gissing depicts with subtlety and skill the myriad
psychological conflicts that set upon self-willed individuals living within a rapidly
changing world. Nevertheless, despite his use of more "realistic" puppets in his drama of
human life and love, Gissing's text does keep with the tradition of feminine self-denial
found in many other examples of New Woman literature. Despite his impulse to choose
an ambitious, single woman as a "Subject," Gissing, like other authors of the genre,
illustrates her heroism and her femininity through her suffering in love.
Rhoda Nunn, the dominant female character in this novel, is presented as strong,
confident, and slightly masculine. She is neither romantically beautiful nor intensely
feminine. However, her potential to exist as a sexual and desiring creature is recognizable
in the reader's first glimpse of her as a grown woman. Gissing describes her in direct
contrast to the character of Virginia Madden who, at age thirty-three, has "an unhealthy
look," is "rapidly aging," and will become a desperate alcoholic by the end of the text
(Odd Women, 9-1 0). He writes:
Miss Nunn entered. Younger only by a year or two than Virginia, she was yet far
from presenting any sorrowful image of a person on the way to old-maidenhood.
She had a clear though pale skin, a vigorous frame, a brisk movement - all the
signs of fairly good health. Whether or not she could be called a comely woman
might have furnished matter for male discussion; the prevailing voice of her own
sex would have denied her charm of feature. At first view the countenance
seemed masculine, its expression somewhat aggressive - eyes shrewdly observant
and lips consciously impregnable. But the connoisseur delayed his verdict. It was
a face that invited, that compelled, study. Self-confidence, intellectual keenness, a
bright humor, frank courage, were traits legible enough; and when the lips parted
to show their warmth, their fullness, when the eyelids drooped a little in
meditation, one became aware of a suggestiveness directed not solely to the
intellect, of something like an unfamiliar sexual type, remote indeed from the
voluptuous, but hinting a possibility of subtle feminine forces that might be
released by circumstance. (Odd Women, 20-21 )
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Despite the "suggestiveness" of the "subtle feminine forces" latent in her nature, Gissing
quickly establishes Rhoda's attitude of intolerance toward women who allow passion to
dictate their choices in life. Rhoda and her friend Mary Barfoot run a school for women,
teaching them typing and secretarial skills and making efforts to find them meaningful,
profitable jobs in London. Herself an advocate of the single life and a critic of marriage,
Rhoda urges for women a life of restraint - the life of a "nun," who allows "none" of the
baser passions to move her to irreparable folly.
This attitude is made expressly evident early on in the novel as Mary attempts to
convince Rhoda to readmit to the school a girl who, although once a promising pupil, has
been seduced by a man and led into abject poverty and disgrace. Rhoda feels unmoved by
this young woman's "letter of despair," and although Mary argues that "a mi�take,
however wretched, mustn't condemn a woman for life" (Odd Women, 55-56), Rhoda
remains indifferent. She asserts her view:
I am not a Puritan, and I don't judge her as the ordinary woman would. But I
think she has put herself altogether beyond our sympathy. She was twenty-two
years old - no child - and she acted with her eyes open. No deceit was practiced
with her. She knew the man had a wife, and she was base enough to accept a
share of his attentions. Do you advocate polygamy? That is an intelligible
position, I admit. It is one way of meeting the social difficulty. But not mine.
( Odd Women, 56)
Rhoda's way of living involves no such evolution of morality; rather, she believes that
"one of the supreme social needs of our day is the education of women in self-respect and
self-restraint. There are plenty of people - men chiefly, but a few women also of a certain
temperament - who cry for a reckless individualism in these matters. They would tell you ·
that she behaved laudably, that she was living out herself- and things of that kind" (Odd
Women, 56). However, Rhoda does not support this young woman. Indeed, despite the
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fact that throughout the course of the novel she will learn the painful nature of selfrestraint, she will continue to adhere to these beliefs, despite her coming to understand
why some women might yield to temptation.
At the end of this particular discussion, Mary will have the last word as she tells
Rhoda that since she has never been in love, she cannot truly understand the girl's plight:
"You say she yielded to a grievous temptation. What temptation? Will it
bear putting into words?"
"Oh yes, I think it will," answered Miss Barfoot, with her gentlest smile.
"She fell in love with the man."
"Fell in love!" Concentration of scorn was in this echo. "Oh, for what isn't
that phrase responsible!"
"Rhoda, let me ask you a question on which I have never ventured. Do
you know what it is to be in love?"
Miss Nunn' s strong features were moved as if by a suppressed laugh; the
color of her cheeks grew very slightly warm.
"I am a normal human being," she answered with an impatient gesture. "I
understand perfectly well what the phrase signifies."
"That is no answer, my dear. Have you ever been in love with any man?"
( Odd Women, 57)
Experiencing tender feelings for someone of the opposite sex will, indeed, cause Rhoda
to rethink her position on the ideals of "self-respect and self-restraint." As she explores
and recognizes her feelings for Everard Barfoot, Mary 's cousin, she will come to realize
the ways in which emotional intensity urge the individual to deny the claims of duty and
logic.
Initially, Rhoda is shown as hesitant (or unable) to form intimate bonds with
others. However, despite her self-imposed state of solitude, she does eventually evidence
a rather intense desire to experience passion. Gissing describes her longing:
If only she had once been loved, like other women - if she had listened to an offer
of devotion, and rejected it - her heart would be more securely at peace. So she
thought. Secretly she deemed it a hard thing never to have known that common
triumph of her sex. And, moreover, it took away from the merit of her position as
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a leader and encourager of women living independently. There might be some
who said, or thought, that she made a virtue of necessity. (Odd Women, 1 4 7)
Thus, for Rhoda, at first love seems something of a triumph - a "common" triumph
which is to be denied by the truly dedicated and independent woman who dreams of
having more in her life than those women who have gone before her. She is moved to
reject romance both because of her self-pride and because of her work, and she describes
her personal mission as follows:
To scorn the old idea that a woman's life is wasted if she does not marry. My
work is to help those women who, by sheer necessity, must live alone - women
whom vulgar opinion ridicules. How can I help them so effectually as by living
among them, one of them, and showing that my life is anything but weariness and
lamentation? I am fitted for this. It gives me a sense of power and usefulness
which I enjoy . . . . Ifl deserted I should despise myself. (Odd Women, 1 82-83)
Despite her scorn for the fallen young woman from the school, Rhoda herself
considers engaging in an experimental sexual or romantic encounter. For Gissing' s
heroine, an ideal romantic relationship would avoid formalization, remaining a union that
allowed for "perfect freedom on both sides. ,,47 Everard Barfoot, the man Rhoda will
come to love and to consider marrying, also voices a desire for "marriage without forms simply a free union" ( Odd Women, 1 75). These two base much of their courtship on the
discussion and debate of theories of marriage, arguing over the "natures" of men and
women and contemplating society's capacity to change the ways in which it limits
individuals who wish to live and love in new ways. As Young points out, "Both Rhoda
and Barfoot . . . claim not to be interested in marriage. But characters in a novel, like
people within a society, are shaped by the conventions of their world. Despite their
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protestations to the contrary, Rhoda and Barfoot are in fact passionately interested in
marriage, and their evaluations of it and responses to it are . . . determined by Victorian
sexual mores" (Odd Women, 104). 48
Surprisingly, once Rhoda does find that she loves Everard, Gissing focuses on her
need for the security of marriage vows. Unable to measure his love except by traditional
means of representation and commitment, she craves that which she has previously
denounced - if only as a proof of his love. Certainly Everard's reputation is tarnished; he
is known to have abandoned a young woman who claimed she was carrying his child.49
After asking for him to marry her in truth, as well as in spirit, Rhoda claims "It was the
only way of making sure that you loved me" (Odd Women, 267). Afterwards, she
remembers the moment as one of triumph, rather than one of tenderness. She thinks,
He had yielded, perhaps more than half contemptuously, to what he thought.a
feminine weakness . . . . She had triumphed splendidly. In the world's eye this
marriage of hers was far better than any she could reasonably have hoped, and her
heart approved it with rapture. At a stage in life when she had sternly reconciled
herself never to know a man's love, this love had sought her with a passionate
persistency of which even a beautiful young girl might feel proud. (Odd Women,
269)
Paradoxically, the seemingly genuine love between these two characters is doomed not
merely by their inability to abandon conventional systems of knowing and living but by
their desire to reject conventionality, a desire that results in a competitive and
confrontational attitude towards members of the opposite sex. Their frustration with the
forms of romance and intimacy celebrated by their culture render them determined to
48
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avoid positions of vulnerability or submission; nevertheless, feelings of insecurity drive
them to desire affirmations of affection and demonstrations of devotion from their
partner. To be more precise, it is not only Rhoda's need for the "show" of a formal
engagement and Everard's need for the "show" of her willing capitulation to him but also
their frustration with the courtship game that leads them to battle one another for power
in the relationship. Thus, Rhoda's engagement remains a "triumph" rather than a joy.
Like Rhoda, Everard desires proof of his beloved's commitment; however, for his
part he is determined to convince Rhoda to accept a proposal of a union without vows.
Having decided early in the novel to woo her in order to win a bet he has made with a
friend, he considers their relationship to be one of submission and control, despite his
respect and warm feelings for her as an individual. Gissing describes the workings of his
mind on the subject:
If the phrase had any meaning, he was in love with her; yet, strange complex of
emotions, he was still only half serious in his desire to take her for a wife, wishing
rather to amuse and flatter himself by merely inspiring her with passion.
Therefore he refused to entertain a thought of formal marriage. To obtain her
consent to marriage would mean nothing at all; it would afford him no
satisfaction. But so to play upon her emotions that the proud, intellectual, earnest
woman was willing to defy society for his sake - ah! that would be an end worth
achieving. (Odd Women, 1 76-77)
Even near the end of the novel, after he has realized the depth of his feelings for her and
finally determined to make her his wife in truth, Everard cannot give up this idea. Gissing
describes his rationale:
The hour had come for his last trial of Rhoda, and he felt some confidence as to
the result. If her mettle endured his test, if she declared herself willing not only to
abandon her avowed ideal of life, but to defy the world's opinion by becoming his
wife without forms of mutual bondage - she was the woman he had imagined,
and by her side he would go cheerfully on his way as a married man. Legally
married; the proposal of free union was to be a test only. Loving her as he had
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never thought to love, there still remained with him so much of the temper in
which he first wooed her that he could be satisfied with nothing short of
unconditional surrender. (Odd Women, 26 1)
Neither Rhoda nor Everard is capable of the vulnerability and humility required by
intimate romantic relationships, whereby one merely loves, rather than tries to control,
the other. This is unfortunate as they do seem to develop strong, sincere passions for one
another. Because of their inability to see a heterosexual union as something other than a
power struggle, their love is doomed to fail. Both seem to experience suffering and
mental anguish as a result of their failed relationship; however, this level of suffering,
although moving and dramatic, ultimately pales in comparison to the misery of Monica
and Edmund Widdowson. Monica and Edmund's marriage is a catastrophe, and neither
of the two is able to recover from their individual romantic disappointments. For three of
these four characters (Everard, Edmund, and Rhoda), the desire for control over the love
object ( on the part of each) will destroy the union. Thus, in this work, Gissing questions
the true potential of any couple to sustain an affection for one another within a
committed, lasting relationship.
Rhoda and Everard's engagement is cancelled when, soon after their decision to
formally wed, Rhoda hears false rumors about an affair between Everard and Monica
Widdowson. Gissing describes Rhoda's turbulent thoughts thus:
Now she would prevail in another way. If he were telling the truth, he should
acknowledge that natural suspicion made it incumbent upon him to clear so
strange a case of its difficulties. If he were guilty of deception, as she still
believed, though willing to admit to herself that Monica might be most at fault,
that there might have been no actual wrongdoing between them - he should
confess with humblest penitence, and beseech pardon. Impossible to take any
other attitude. Impossible to marry him with this doubt in her mind . . . . Were she
able to believe him, that indeed would be a grand consummation of their love, an
ideal union of heart and soul. Listening to him, she had tried to put faith in his
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indignant words. But it was useless. The incredulity she could not help must
either part them for ever, or be to her an occasion of new triumph. (Odd Women,
277)
However, there is to be no final triumph for Gissing's heroine. Her inability to trust her
lover leads to the dissolution of their union. Afterwards, Rhoda becomes physically ill as
a result of what she sees as his betrayal; her paleness and sunken cheeks startle her
friends. Here the heroine's physical state is a result of a mental anguish that is focused
and intense. Gissing writes, "Her state of mind resembled that of the ascetic who has
arrived at a morbid delight in self-torture. She regarded the world with an intense
bitterness, and persuaded herself not only that the thought of Everard Barfoot was hateful
to her soul, but that sexual love had become, and would ever be, to her an impure idea, a
vice of blood" (Odd Women, 28 1). Here Gissing's work provides an illustration of the
· relationship between the body and passionate feeling: experiences of disappointment and
despair cause physical illness. "Sexual love" becomes "a vice of the blood," and its
poisonous potential is its power to suggest the instability of human identity.
Indeed, Gissing's heroine comes to "delight in self-torture," continually dwelling
on her feelings of unhappiness. It is not merely the loss of Everard's love which she
continually dissects and contemplates. It is her changed perception of herself. Her
suffering has altered her cognition of the strong, unemotional person she believed herself
to be, and her physical and mental symptoms of illness corrupt her view of her private
and her social identity. Interestingly, Rhoda embraces this reconfiguring of identity
despite the fact that it involves experiences of intense grief.
As she returns home to a place she had already begun to think of as "part of her
past life," she is consumed with anger and frustration: "In a frenzy of detestation she
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cursed the man who had so disturbed and sullied the swift, pure stream of her life" ( Odd
Women,282 ). As time passes, Rhoda must struggle ''to sustain herself under the secret
misery which, for all her efforts, weighed no less upon her as time went on" (Odd
Women,283). Rhoda's emotional suffering is drastic and dramatic. Gissing describes her
heartbreak in powerful and physical language:
On the first night of solitude at Chelsea she shed bitter tears; and not only wept,
but agonized in mute frenzy, the passions of her flesh torturing her until she
thought of death as a refuge. Now she whispered the name of her lover with every
word and phrase of endearment that her heart could suggest; the next moment she
cursed him with the fury of deadliest hatred. In the half-delirium of sleeplessness,
she revolved wild, impossible schemes for revenging herself, or, as the mood
changed, all but resolved to sacrifice everything to her love, to accuse herself of
ignoble jealousy and entreat forgiveness. (Odd Women,283)
Despite her "half-delirium," in the end Rhoda will choose to be conquered by her own
will rather than by a man. Her suffering, although intense, is only temporary. Unlike the
heroines of the other novels discussed here, she is not destined to look forward to a
lifetime of dull depression. Indeed, in Gissing's novel it is Monica, the character who is
unable to deny her need to marry or her passion for another man (despite her married
state), who suffers most intensely and who eventually dies of grief.
Unlike Monica, Rhoda is able to reject such an unstable emotional state,
reconfiguring her conception of her self and consequently healing her body through
work. Despite her broken heart, Rhoda will turn to her job to find comfort and meaning.
After despairing for a long period of time, she eventually spies Virginia Madden sneaking
into a London pub to get drunk. Virginia's willful contribution to the decay of her body through alcohol - inspires Rhoda to a vision of her own willful acts of self-destruction -
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through the repeated enactment of her feelings of grief. It is then that she remembers the
pride she once took in her work:
Will! Purpose! Was she not in danger of forgetting those watchwords, which had
guided her life out of youth into maturity? That poor creature's unhappiness was
doubtless in great measure due to the conviction that in missing love and marriage
she had missed everything. So thought the average woman, and in her darkest
hours she too had fallen among those poor of spirit, the flesh prevailing. But the
soul in her had not finally succumbed. Passion had a new significance; her
conception of life was larger, more liberal; she made no vows to crush the natural
instincts. But her conscience, her sincerity should not suffer. Wherever destiny
might lead, she would still be the same proud and independent woman,
responsible only to herself, fulfilling the nobler laws of her existence. (Odd
Women, 29 1 )
Her tragic, failed love i s thus a pleasure and a pain; it gives her depth and experience at
the same time she realizes the profundity of the companionship and intimacy she was
unable to accept or to keep. Thus, in a chapter entitled "Retreat with Honor," she rejects
Everard's final offer of marriage. This offer is made months later during a chance
meeting and after all false accusations concerning himself and Monica Widdowson have
been cleared. In this textual moment Everard also seems to embrace the pleasure-pain of
their failed relationship; he, too, seems unsure about their potential to find happiness
together and agrees with Rhoda when she remarks that "You never loved me with entire
sincerity. And you will never love any woman - even as well as you loved me" (Odd
Women, 327). He goes on to "do his duty" by marrying a society woman who is not
likely to move his intellect or stir his feelings as Rhoda did, finding pleasure in
companionship with his male friends instead of with a romantic partner.
The Odd Women is the only novel discussed here that presents readers with a
"happy" ending. Although the corrupt nature of the relationships between men and
women have, throughout the course of the novel, resulted in frustration and despair, all
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but one of the lonely female characters in Gissing's novel find hope and strength in then:
work. This work, which is either unavailable or denied to heroines in the other three
novels discussed here, proves to be the salvation of the New Woman who is corrupted by
institutions of marriage and by the social conventions which direct and define potential
expressions of love and desire.
Ultimately, much of New Woman literature is dark or depressing; as illustrated .
here, few authors imagine possibilities for women who desire both to maintain their
identities as self-willed individuals and to participate in emotional or contractual
relationships with men. James, Caird, Cross, and Gissing all shy away from a truly
transgressive closure; none of the novels discussed in this chapter is capable of
illustrating the kind of "free union," sans guilt or capitulation to social mores, that is
imagined by Rhoda and Everard and which tempts each of the heroines at some point in
each of these four novels. This does not seem a failure of will or imagination on the part
of these authors but, rather, evidence of the ways in which respect for traditional systems
of living (and suffering) were more pervasive than might be expected. John R. Reed, in
his discussion of nineteenth-century culture's belief in the existence of the individual's
"free will," argues that "The human capacity for story telling was itself the measure,
largely illusory, of human freedom . . .. [W]riters reveal in their manner of telling stories
and creating characters the nature of their assumptions about the will' s place in a world
of circumstance overseen by a power that made for righteousness."50
Morality and righteousness are major themes of each of these novels, although
authors do struggle to overthrow the traditional structures that define and delimit them.
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This is evidenced by the way in which feminine heroism is defined by the nature of the
heroine's romantic and sexual relationships with men. Although some females within
these four texts do promote their specific political or social ideologies through open
affirmation or active rebellion, heroines more often "prove themselves" through their
interactions with members of the opposite sex and specifically in their denials of their
romantic longings. Each of these four novels rebels against the typical narratives of
marriage that were celebrated throughout the Victorian era; nevertheless, ideological
messages within these works become destabilized as authors designate willing
capitulation to socially ordered systems of harmful gendered relationships as both
meaningful and gratifying.
This chapter has focused on authors whose works center on both the private
satisfaction and the theoretical "good" that might be achieved through the suffering and
self-sacrifices of women. However, not all New Woman novels associate the suppression
of personal and romantic desire with heroism, power, positive personal affirmation, or
with the hope of a new and brighter future. In the next chapter, New Woman novels
which work to critique not only the patriarchal elements of society but also the male body
will be explored. Disturbingly, this masculine body is often envisioned as corrupt and
· frequently interpreted by women writers as a potential carrier of disease and as a bringer
of death. As this chapter addressed heroines who willingly embraced the consequences of
living in a patriarchal and restrictive society, the forthcoming segment of this work will
focus on female characters who are drawn as unwitting - and unwilling - victims of
individual exploitation or cruelty. Interestingly, as James, Caird, Cross, and Gissing
so Reed, 277-78.
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critique the nebulous public structures that prevent New Women from achieving selfactualization, the works in the next chapter investigate the mysteries of the private body
and the ways in which violent sexual passion or sexually transmitted disease cripple and
corrupt.
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Chapter 4
Dangerous Desires
The previous chapter of this work focused on the difficulties of critiquing a
particular social system within a narrative that concentrated on realist characters destined
to live within that social system. Certainly Caird' s The Daughters ofDanaus illustrates
the complexity of this endeavor; perhaps the most valid critique of Caird's text is the
observation that the novel consistently slips into the language of philosophical,
theoretical debate and away from the concrete situations that her characters find
themselves facing. In Caird's earlier novel, The Wing ofAzrae/, and in works by George
Egerton and Sarah Grand, authors strive to craft political novels that lessen (or avoid) use
of intrusive, instructional narrative voices. The task of constructively evaluating and
critiquing the values of a civilization - within a realist fiction of this sort - i$ a forbidding
one. Often these three authors can be seen to condemn or critique specific men instead of
formulating a means by which individuals might alter the material conditions of
nineteenth-century bourgeois culture.
In the texts addressed here, the corruption and cruelty of specific male characters
are used to serve as a larger indictment of the corruption and cruelty of a patriarchal
society. In some sense, authors' critiques of the world of the fin de siec/e are
compromised by their use of exceptionally villainous men and by their depictions of
hyper-sensitive heroines. Often the refined, impressionable New Woman appears
particularly apt to be devastated by her interactions with traditional men, and often
traditional men appear startlingly coarse and corrupt. Notably, the endings of the three
works examined here present readers with damaged - or dead - heroines. It may be
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claimed that, although authors critique social systems that oppress and harm New
Women through the course of their narratives, they offer few if any meaningful
alternatives to these systems because of their "realist" choices. Nevertheless, in the texts
examined here, it is clear that authors are committed to calling for 1 ) unmarried women's
rights to access knowledge concerning human sexuality and2 ) for the need of all women
to maintain sovereignty over the uses of their bodies.
The works addressed in this chapter are The Wing ofAzrael by Mona Caird, The
Heavenly Twins by Sarah Grand, and "Virgin Soil" from George Egerton's Discords. In
each of these texts, authors repeatedly emphasize the immoral natures of certain male
characters. Grand and Egerton openly claim that these fictional men are products of the
culture in which they were raised, and all three authors specifically use degenerate male
characters to illustrate the sexual and moral corruption of the majority of the members of
the male gender. In direct opposition to the barrage of evangelical pamphlets and
scientific reports that detailed the dangers that prostitutes and "low" women posed to
British society, these authors of New Woman literature defined male desire, rather than
female bodies, as diseased or monstrous. 1 Often, this desire was seen to destroy or
contaminate women. In Sarah Grand's The Heavenly Twins, female characters are
physically threatened by a history of corrupt male sexuality in the form of husbands who
have contracted syphilis. Infected males damage both the women they marry and the
children they father, literally destroying the health of their families and symbolically
weakening England and the future of the Anglo-Saxon race. In Mona Caird's The Wing
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ofAzrae/ and in George Egerton's "Virgin Soil," the destructive force of male desire is

less obvious to society at large (here represented by parents and family friends) but no
less insidious. In these texts, women's ignorance of the nature of sexual relationships
between husbands and wives results in fear, confusion, and intense suffering. Unaware
that marriage means allowing future husbands access to their physical bodies, female
characters wed in an effort to please their parents rather than themselves. The
consequences of these marriages are dark and tragic; both Egerton's and Caird' s heroines
experience feelings of despair and degradation as a result of their physical relationships
with their husbands. Indeed, all three of these authors frequently document the New
Woman's struggle to survive in a culture that accepts the corrupt desires of men as
natural and which pushes women into contractual marriages, regardless of their desires to
remain single or to find a compatible mate whom they can love.
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Ironically, the works examined in this chapter serve as fascinating examples of
the ways in which Mona Caird, Sarah Grand, and George Egerton openly condemned
traditional systems of sexual education and activity at the same time that they worked to
restore an exalted ideal of romantic devotion. While these authors denounce Victorian
families that force women into unhappy marriages with "bad" men, they sustain a belief
in the possibility of true love. Ironically, faith in the possibility of elective affinity forms
a basis for a belief in the potential regeneration of the traditional family - originally
denounced as the source of forced, corrupt, and damaging marriages. The modem critic
may observe that these three authors radically condemn their culture's structuring of
sexual relationships at the same time that they harbor a hope that these structures might
be redeemed and restored.
Although many men are condemned in these works, not all members of the :male
sex are designated as vicious. Interestingly, focus in these three texts often rests on the
ways in which women might "read" men and thus differentiate between good and bad
suitors. Repeatedly, parents are shown to be either ignorant of or indifferent to the flaws
of male characters; often, it is up to the New Woman heroine to learn how to decipher the
nature of the men with whom she comes into contact. All three of these authors seem to
argue that the only solution to the problems of patriarchy lies in women's abilities to
interpret the characters of men correctly. If women - brides and their mothers - might
gain the skills to discern masculine identity, the institution of marriage may exist as a
heaven rather than a hell. However, despite the fact that heroines in these works
eventually learn to distinguish the true worth of the men in their lives, Caird, Grand, and
Egerton describe female characters destined to suffer at the hands of cruel spouses.
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Interestingly, in these texts the weakening of women's physical bodies serves as direct
evidence of the physical or moral corruption of their husbands. The readable body of the
wife will reveal the character of her spouse, whose moral nature or particular "condition"
often remains hidden from society at large.
In Mona Caird's novel The Wing ofAzrael, the reader is presented with a heroine
who is unable to escape her violent and vindictive spouse and who is, in turn, driven to
kill first her husband and then herself. At the start of the text, Caird informs the reader
that Azrael represents "the Angel of Death, of Fate, of Destruction" in "Muhammadan
and Jewish writings." 2 Although in 1 889 the term "New Woman" had yet to be coined,
the heroine of Caird' s novel is the sensitive, intelligent, isolated "type" that has been
characterized and discussed throughout my critical work. Caird also describes the modem
woman as an individual destined to suffer. Her heroine vaguely recognizes and struggles
against the closeness of conservative country opinions that deny her the ability to express
her "new" thoughts; however, she specifically suffers because her father and husband see
and treat her as property.
In the Preface to the 1889 edition of the text, Caird begins by admitting "Much
has been said for and against the writing of 'novels with a purpose "' (Azrael, vii). Caird
argues that all true art merely represents life; nevertheless, the fact of her making this
argument reinforces her political stance. After making the claim that good fiction will
successfully promote representations of lived experience, Caird asserts,
I have described these unattained ideals of the art of fiction in order to show as
convincingly as possible that however much this book may be thought to deal
with the question recently so much discussed, there is no intention on the writer's
2
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part to make it serve a polemical 'purpose' or to advocate a cause. Its object is not
to contest or to argue, but to represent. However much it fails, that is its aim.
(Azrael, ix)
Here, this highly disconcerting novel is established as an illustration of women's lives,
not as a specific effort designed to arouse anger or grief. Of course, the fact that this
"representative" novel is so very dark blatantly emphasizes the need for public debate on
the woman "question" which has been "recently so much discussed." The novel is
terrifyingly bleak, abounding in Gothic imagery that evokes feelings of claustrophobia,
despair, and panic in the reader, and here Caird extravagantly claims that is simply
intended ''to represent" the real lives of some women. This indeed seems a political
gesture. However, it is the sort of political gesture that characterizes the whole of the
novel and which might be deemed, in some aspects, a failure by its critics. In The Wing of
Azrael, it quickly becomes apparent that Caird has embedded a harsh social critique
within her realist plot. Assessments and evaluations of specific characters (voiced by the
novel's narrator) express frustration with larger social systems that oppress not only
Viola but all women. Nevertheless, this technique inevitably moves focus away from the
traditions and customs that deny women basic rights and places emphasis instead on
women's experiences of grief at the hands of cruel individuals. Thus, although moving
and powerful, the novel manages only to illustrate the villainy of specific men and to
describe an inescapable, tragic fate that awaits many women of intelligence and self
determination. There is little description of how women might escape such a life.
This aspect of The Wing ofAzrael is what sets it apart from a later novel like The
Daughters ofDanaus, which voices civic ideals much more directly and openly. In The
Wing ofAzrael, Caird illustrates the ways in which Viola Sedley's intense training in
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self-denial and self-sacrifice renders her manifestly unable to voice a political agenda,
despite her internal, innate awareness of higher things. Viola is ill-equipped to critique
her society in the way that the vocal and rebellious Hadria of The Daughters ofDanaus
does. This novel is designed in an effort to condemn British social systems more
obliquely - and more dramatically. Thus, Viola's mother teaches her to "Endure bravely,
and in silence; that that is the woman's part" (Azrae/, 75). In turn, this novel depicts the
horrors of some women's lives and avoids direct expressions of frustration with a social
system that prohibits intelligent, sensitive women from carving out new identities for
themselves.
The novel opens with an image of Viola as a child. Looking out into a night
shrouded with mist, she ponders the significance of her own existence. Caird describes
Viola's thoughts as she stares out into her yard, wondering if a great "nothingness" exists
beyond ·the yard and the distant sea and the even more distant sky that extend away
beyond her physical presence in the window-seat:
The mystery of her own existence; - that was a terrible perplexity to the little
metaphysician. Was this being, this selfa reality in this strange, cold region of
Nothingness? Was anything real and actual, or was it all a mistake, a shadow, a
mist which would presently melt again into the void? Yet if there were no reality,
whence these thoughts? The child touched herself tentatively. Yes, she was, she
must be real; a separate being called Viola Sedley, - with thoughts of her own,
entirely her own, whom nobody in all this big world quite knew. Viola Sed/ey; she repeated the name over and over to herself, as if to gain some clearer
conception of her position in relation to the universe, but the arbitrary name only
deepened the sense of mystery. Am I, this thought and feeling, Viola Sedley? Will
the thought that I shall think, and the feeling that I shall feel to-morrow, be Viola
Sedley too? . . . .How had Thought prevailed against that Nothingness, risen out of
its heart, if it were not some real thing stronger than all? (Azrae/, 2)
Here Caird establishes how her heroine exists as a distinct physical presence within the
nebulous and extensive social and natural systems of the "big world." She also presents
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to her readers the idea that the "real" body is a visual manifestation of a "mysterious"
inner life of thought and feeling. These concepts will reappear throughout Caird' s text
and, indeed, lie at the core of much of the thought that characterizes many New Woman
novels. How real are the social systems that dictate woman's place? How much power or
presence is ensconced within the persona of the individual? How able is she to withstand
the nearly unreadable mists of ideology that befog her life? Answers to these questions
are vague and dark; as Caird explains, "Viola could not have expressed these questions in
words; but her ideas, preceding language (though so intimately related to it), stretched out
into regions where she could find no answer, and where no answer was to be found"
(Azrael, 2). Although no answer to these questions can be directly articulated by

language, ideas born within her mind lead Viola to search for truths not expressed in the
words of science and civiliz.ation.
Noticeably, the chapter ends as Caird describes the mist surrounding the house
and the child as "a curse upon the place, shrouding all things, chilling all things, bringing
to all things rottenness and decay" (Azrael, 3). Thus, this mist of the world is defined as a
curse. Interestingly, after this claim is made, Caird moves to tie the "idea" of the house to
the image of the corrupting, cold mist; using the same language as before, she writes,
"Was there some influence in the atmosphere of that old house that was like the still,
penetrating mist without? - something that worked its stealthy way into the heart,
shrouding all things, chilling all things, bringing to all things rottenness and decay?"
(Azrael, 3). It is interesting to note the ways in which Caird here uses the term

"penetrating" to describe the mist and the house. The structure that encloses and protects
the domestic space - the house - is described as masculine. Like the men in the text,
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houses are continually associated with women's feelings of limitation or entrapment.
Indeed, in the Gothic tradition, Caird continually associates houses with corruption and
confinement. The ruined castle, a former Norman stronghold that has stood against "the
long-continued assault of time and weather," where Viola will live with her husband
makes her feel cold and isolated (Azrae/, 42). This castle is also designated the site of a
previous tragedy; legend describes a woman who was murdered in the castle by an
ancestor of Viola's husband. 3 Ironically, after her marriage, it is this seemingly cursed
wing to which Viola is continually drawn. For Viola, to live in the house is to be pulled
into its shadows, moved by the tragedies of past women who were also trapped and
tortured in seemingly safe domestic spaces.
Much of this novel focuses on Viola's struggle to learn the differences between
what seems to be real (or right) and what actually is. Although later in the text she
. frequently allows others to misread her, much of the novel describes her quest for
knowing and her valuation of truth. Early in the novel, Caird describes how Viola
struggles against the dictates of a conservative society whose explanations of life and its
meaning leave her confused and unsatisfied. Caird writes, "Conceptions of God, Nature,
Destiny, were running riot in the child's consciousness, her strict religious training
raising questions without giving solutions, and torturing her with a sense of inconsistency
demanding double-faced belief' (Azrael, 2-3). She stands in direct contrast to her mother
whose "conscience never let her rest until she had made things as unpleasant for herself
as circumstances would permit," who directly considers herself to be her husband' s
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"possession," and who has "achieved a ghastly power of self-suppression" (Azrae/, 4).
Although Viola herself is never able to deny her thoughts and feelings in the way that her
mother does, Caird writes " Happy the religion and happy the society that can secure
beings of Marian Sedley's type for its worshippers . . . . Rooted beyond the farthest
wanderings of the Reason, it lies securely out of reach of any attack that may be directed
against it through that ungracious faculty" (Azrael, 4-5). This ironic narrative assessment
highlights the illogical nature of the systems of belief forced on women at the same time
that it designates Viola's mother, a representative example of women who embrace these
beliefs, as neurotic and self-destructive.
Confused and disturbed by her mother's interpretations of the world, Viola, as did
Evadne in The Heavenly Twins, finds solace and beauty in nature. Although the opening
scene of the novel presents the reader with dark, possibly malevolent images of the
natural world, Viola does cherish the gentleness of her pet animals and the beauty of the
plants flourishing near her house. This communion with the natural world seems both to
indicate the naturalness of this seemingly "odd" feminine persona and to illustrate the
ways in which a "new" sort of feminine identity might imagine possibilities for growth
and happiness if freed from the bounds of society and culture. As a child, Viola spends a
great deal of time in a leafy ivy bower; Caird writes, "The place corresponded to the
vividly fresh and joyous side of the child's nature, as the chill drawing-room, with its lost
and tortured souls, . . . answered to the more thoughtful and melancholy side of her
character. The bower was sacred to Life and Liberty; the drawing-room to servitude and
death" (Azrael, 36). Here, Caird associates the image of the house not merely with
unhappiness but with death. The New Woman is destined to suffer and perhaps die if
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confined to traditional domestic roles of submission. Yet, nature, despite its beauties and
freedoms, cannot serve as a sanctuary for the female individual who wishes to escape the
confines of the drawing-room. Eventually Viola's ivy bower is cut down by the gardener.
In turn, "nature" may at times become ugly or violent, a counterpart of the passions and
cruel impulses of humanity. Viola finds peace and freedom in the outside world, but she
also sees the ways in which hawks devour mice and foxes eat rabbits. This awareness of
the natural cycles of predator and prey disturbs her deeply; even in this seemingly
deregulated environment, suffering exists and violent animals exercise power over
weaker creatures.
Nevertheless, despite references to the cruelties of the natural world and to the
subjugation enacted within the symbolic image of the house, this text is, at its heart,
concerned with the cruelty and sexual violence of particular men. Specifically, Caird
demonizes the character of Philip .Dendraith, Viola's future husband. Interestingly, Philip
is described both as cold and as recklessly physical. Harry Lancaster, the man who will
later attempt to help Viola to escape her unhappy life, argues that Philip is "cold, self
indulgent, cynical"; also, Philip is described as having "lived a life of low and selfish
pleasure, only a little more prudently than others, so that, while many of his companions
had gone to wreck and ruin altogether, he was still prospering" (Azrael, 93).
Viola's relationship with her future husband is troubled from the start. While she
is still a child, both he and his father continually try to kiss her against her vehement
physical and verbal refusals. Those around her laugh at her intensely violent responses to
these supposedly playful efforts, but this sort of circumstance foreshadows actual
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physical abuse to come. Caird describes Viola's childish response to the men's attempts
to kiss her:
Her grief was all the bitterer because she could not express it in words even to
herself; she could only feel over and over again, with all a child's intensity, that
she had been treated with insolence, as a being whose will was of no moment,
whose very person was not her own; who might be kissed or struck or played with
exactly as people pleased, as if she were a thing without life or personality. Her
sense of individual dignity - singularly strong in this child - was outraged, and
she felt as if she could never forgive or forget the insult as long as she lived. The
jocular good-natured way in which it had been offered made it only the more
unbearable. (Azrael,28 )
In the first chapter, Viola wonders at the importance and significance of her corporal
being - the existence of a body that houses the particular thoughts and feelings that make
up Viola Sedley, an entity that finds itself adrift in a world of mist and confusion. Thus, it
is of extreme consequence that these men who pursue unwanted physical contact with her
leave Viola feeling as though "her very person was not her own." Loss of control over
her physical body results in intense, maddening awareness of a more profound violation.
Although Viola cannot put her frustration into words, she is aware that the exertion of
power over the physical body is a symbolic attempt to exert power over the will, the
mind, and the spirit. Indeed, because the novel opens with Viola's awareness of her body
as the concrete expression of her identity, Philip's unwanted touches and kisses act as
assaults on both her physical and mental person.
Viola herself is capable of aggression, as illustrated by the eventual murder of her
husband. In her brief references to this text, Ann Heilmann argues that in this novel Viola
is "cast both as a 'monster' and as a victim" and that, "although her acts of violence are
always attributable to self-defense, the narrative establishes an undercurrent of violence
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as part of Viola's unconscious.',4 Indeed, Caird does illustrate the potential of all natural
beings to become destructive or violent. However, it appears that Viola is not so much
driven to violence by "unconscious" impulse as she is infected with a tendency to fall
into it by her future husband. In truth, Viola's motivation for physically wounding and
murdering Philip results from his similar attacks on her physical body. Although he does
not specifically "murder" her, his negation of her will and identity - his transformation of
the body of Viola into "a thing without life or personality" - moves her to respond with
equal devastating force.
The danger to Viola's body is foreshadowed as Caird describes Philip's torturing
of the bodies of his horses and of Viola's pets. Perhaps one of the most crucial scenes of
the novel occurs as a result of his attack on her dog while they are both children. The
young Philip Dendraith, wandering around the ruins of his family's castle with two of his
comrades, one of whom will grow up to be Viola's lover, ties together the front and back
legs of Viola's little dog, Bill Dawkins. While he is laughing at the dog's efforts to
stumble helplessly about, throwing pebbles at him, Viola arrives in a rage. Her response
is furious, but she is further incensed as Philip remarks, "I wouldn't mind betting that the
time will come when you would forgive me far greater offenses than this one against
your poodle. You belong to the forgiving sex, you know.... [F]or instance ... haven't
[you] forgiven me for kissing you that afternoon at our house? You were very angry at
the time, but you are not angry about that now, are you?" (Azrael, 50). Viola's response
of "I hate you" is met with Philip's comment "There is some mettle here ...a high-spirited
young animal who would be worth breaking in when she grows up. Women of this type
4
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love their masters" (Azrael, 5 1 ). Inspired by his desire to break this angry young woman,
Philip, oblivious to the protests of his friends, places Viola in a precarious position close
to the edge of the cliff. He then tells her that she must say that she forgives him and grant
him a "kiss of pardon." Viola refuses. When he tries to force her to kiss him, she
inadvertently pushes him off the side of the cliff and almost kills him.
This is, indeed, clear foreshadowing of the fact that she will one day actually kill
him in response to his repeated assaults on her person. Although all view her childish act
of violence as an accident, it is on this day that Viola herself discovers that she is capable
of murder. Caird writes, "The face of the earth was changed to her since that afternoon;
no prayer, no forgiveness, could restore to the sea and sky their friendly benignity. That
was all gone, and in its stead were terrible accusations and sinister smiles and laughter.
That she herself had altered did not occur to her; she was the same Viola, capable always
of the crime that she had this day committed" (Azrael, 66). Viola is haunted by guilt as a
result of her actions. However, she retains her dislike of Philip, despite her efforts to
atone for the injury she has done to him. Consequently, things take a turn for the worse
when he begins to court her.
When Viola tells her father that she has no wish to marry, that she would like the
opportunity to make a living for herself, his response is furiously derisive. He remarks,
Do you know what a woman is who does not marry? I will tell you: she is a
cumberer of the ground, a devourer of others' substance, a failure, a wheel that
won't turn; she has no meaning; she is in the way; she ought never to have been
born. She is neglected, despised, left out; and who cares whether she lives or dies?
She is alone, scorned and derided, without office, without object, without the right
to exist. (Azrael, 80)
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Viola is the youngest and only daughter in a family of boys, and pressure is placed on her
to restore the squandered family fortune by marrying Philip, her wealthy neighbor.
Through her father, Caird's heroine is reminded "not only that the sole career open to her
was marriage" but that "she must make deliberate efforts to secure it for herself, or to aid
and abet in schemes which others undertook on her behalf. She must bestir herself in the
matter, for it was her appointed business" (Azrael,80 ). It is after her father's fierce attack
on her ideas that Caird describes Viola's experiencing a "strange desperate pleasure in
self-torture" (Azrael,8 1 ). Reenacting the masochistic behavior of her mother, Viola
forces herself to meet Philip when he comes to call on her. Later, after her mother points
out to her the fact that her "father, her brothers, all are depending on her decision" to
marry so that they might keep their family home, Viola miserably submits to Philip's
proposal (Azrael, 129).
However, and despite her family's and �er community's inability to understand
her intense aversion to her fiance, Viola feels justified in her effort to break their
engagement after she sees Phillip "savagely" whipping his horse to the point where it is
"half-dead with pain." Caird describes this moment as one in which Philip is "literally
slicing the miserable beast" with his whip. After this substantial proof of his cruelty,
Viola is emboldened to denounce him and to deny his claim to her (Azrael, 140 -4 1 ).
Nevertheless, neither Philip nor her parents will allow Viola to withdraw from this
engagement; her efforts to communicate her knowledge of Philip's cold and immoral
character repeatedly fail. She is chided for her attempts to decipher his character, and, in
consequence, Viola goes through with the marriage. After she comes back from her
honeymoon: "Her life was like some awful dream, and her husband the presence from
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which her whole being sought to escape in the frantic horror-stricken helplessness of a
nightmare" (Azrael, 192). Although she rejects Philip's treatment of her, Viola also
describes her life as a "dream." She remains unable to articulate her mysterious, "frantic"
suffering in the language of the everyday world, just as she was previously unable to
articulate to her friends and family her knowledge of her husband's sinister character.
Just as others are unable to read Philip correctly, they are similarly unable to
decipher the nature of Viola and Philip's marriage. Ironically, the couple's antagonistic
relationship appears "normal" to those who do not know the details of their feelings. For
example, Caird writes that
The first few weeks after the return home were very troubled and wretched. Philip
seemed to take a delight in humbling and humiliating his wife by every means in
his power, and his power in that direction was unlimited. Though it was all done
in his most polished manner, though he never forgot that he was what he called a
"gentleman," his conduct towards her was of a kind that no woman of her ty,pe
could forgive, even if she tried. (Azrael, 194)
It is only a woman of Viola's "type" that can correctly interpret the behavior of a
"gentleman" as "humbling and humiliating." Nevertheless, here the details of Philip's
actions are vague. Although Caird does describe the means by which, on the day of their
return from their honeymoon, Philip viciously kicks the cat Maria, breaks her leg, and
leaves the animal to suffer, alone, all night in a cold hallway, the details of his actions
towards his wife become more distinct only near the end of the novel.
Despite this, Caird does give hints that from the first there is a distinct physical
aspect to Philip's power over Viola. It is easy to note how violently Viola responds to any
references made either to children or to her intimate relations with her husband. After a
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neighbor makes a teasing allusion to the impending "patter of certain little feet," Caird
writes
Viola had to learn that, as a married woman, she was expected to listen with
calmness and amusement to anecdotes and allusions which were considered
sullying to the innocence of a girl. Again and again she sickened with astonished
anger and misery, dreading to meet her neighbors, because among them - as she
considered - she was always liable to insult. Her womanhood, her very dignity as
a human being was insulted. Her state of mind was such that, at times, she might
have been considered on the verge of madness . . . . Marriage seemed to her nothing
less than an initiation into things base and unlovely, desecrating and degrading all
that in her girlhood she had been taught to reverence and to cherish. (Azrael, 207)
The reason for this intense response to the conversations of other women about her
married life - for her feelings of "madness" - only eventually becomes clear. Of course,
this passage might be read as evidence of this character's antipathy to sexuality itself;
however, as the novel nears its close, Caird makes more direct references to the ways that
the intimate physical relationship between Viola and Philip causes her heroine both
physical pain and intense emotional anguish. At one point Viola is shown specifically
considering the coming night. Caird writes,
The day was dull and weary, and filled with a thousand annoyances, great and
small; but the night - the time for solitude, stillness, and repose, the time to build
up strength and draw in new hope and peace - the night was a living hell! She
might never be alone, never feel that she absolutely possessed herself. Her very
thoughts were scarcely free. Freedom was an unknown word; the only words that
ruled in that red-hot Purgatory were right, duty, submission. (Azrael, 224-25)
The claims of "right, duty, submission," terms used throughout the novel by Viola's
mother to describe relationships between men and women, take on specific significance
at night. Despite her heroine's limited vocabulary, Caird describes for her readers the
horrific situations of women who experience sexual violence within legally and
religiously sanctioned unions. Important to note is Caird's articulation of Viola's need to
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"possess" herself. In this novel, Caird does describe how the family's material needs and
the pressures of her mother's religion deny Viola control over her life. However, here
Viola expresses not just a general wish for "freedom" but a specific desire to escape the
sexual attentions of Philip. Indeed, as the novel progresses, the ideas of a limiting and
cruel patriarchy become embodied specifically in the character of Viola's husband. In
The Wing ofAzrael, Caird emphasizes how an individual villainous man (seemingly more

powerful and vindictive than the complex cultural systems of bourgeois society) deprives
Viola of rule over her body. These images of Viola's physical violation radically and
dramatically displace Caird's earlier references to the more nebulous mists of control
surrounding women. Caird describes how Viola's "thoughts" are "ruled" by her particular
physical experiences, here described as "red-hot Purgatory." This sort of language
appears frequently throughout the last third of the novel. Images of redness and heat call
up blood and physical violence at the same time that the religious language used in this
passage (and throughout the novel to explain Viola's desperate acceptance of her duties
as a Christian wife) associates that physical pain·with supernatural tortures.
The consequences of this life are dark and violent. Living with Philip drives Viola
to question her sanity and to crave death. Caird writes,
What inmate of the harem, she used to wonder, endured slavery more absolute
than this? If she could but tear out heart and soul, so that she remained a mere
shell, animate but not sentient, and let that stay and be housekeeper, wife, mother,
whatever was wanted. It would play the part better than she played it, and there
would be none of this hatred and loathing, this sinful, invincible shrinking from
her accepted duties. What in heaven could be worth such a price? what hell worse
than the hell which now devoured her? She felt as if she must shriek or
blaspheme; as if her very personality must blaze up and be consumed in the
flames of a swift-developed madness . . . . The longing for unconsciousness, for
death, became unappeasable: to be mercifully wafted away to some quiet region
where there was no heartache, no indignity, no altar where the souls and bodies of
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women were offered up in sacrifice, while the honorable and the respected of the
earth danced round, singing psalms of triumph. (Azrael,22 5 )
Here again Caird describes the intricacies of the body's relations with the spiritual self.
At this moment Viola wishes to exist outside of her body, although as a child she
celebrated the body as proof of her existence in a world of uncertainty. In this novel
Caird thus illustrates the ways in which women are directed to behave as automatons.
The spiritual and intellectual being inside the body is not necessary for the performance
of the domestic duties of woman. Indeed, a mere body would "play" the role better than
she, a sentient being, does. Interestingly, as in The Daughters ofDanaus, here the idea
that women's bodies are a necessity for the continuance of culture - that they are needed
for sacrifice - is central. Throughout this text other, older female characters, and notably
Viola's mother, are shown descending into illness·and weakness as a result of the
numerous sacrifices they make for their families. Not only the physical rounds of cooking
and cleaning and socializing but also the constant worrying and appeasing and planning
destroy the bodies of these women. After the death of her mother, Viola despairs, saying
to her brother Geoffrey, "I can't tell you what a sense of despair comes to me when I look
at our mother's face - peaceful as it is. I can't help thinking of her life, and the utter ruin
of it, and the mistake of it - and nobody understands!" (Azrae/,319).
And yet, Viola does not seem incapable of feeling affection - perhaps even desire
- for a man. As time passes, she finds herself more and more drawn to Philip's youthful
rival Harry Lancaster. Eventually, she admits that she is in love with him. Although their
only physical intimacy is a single kiss, Viola tells Harry, "When I am with you it seems
right and true: the sin of it vanishes" (Azrael,34 5 ). Thus, Caird shows that heterosexual
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relations are possible for the woman of sensitivity and intelligence. However, if the
culture in which she exists forces her to choose a mate for economic rather than for
personal reasons, there may be destructive, disastrous consequences. In The Wing of
Azrael, such consequences are illustrated not by the rejection of the social stigmas

associated with an adulterous lifestyle but more tellingly by Viola's actions of murder
and suicide. There is no exploration of the ways that the New Woman might escape her
world; rather the body of the heroine is sacrificed.
When Viola finally prepares to leave her home and meet Harry, she is intercepted
by her husband. Infinitely suspicious, Philip has foreseen her plans and has no intention
of letting her leave the house. Indeed, he informs her that he has plans to hire a
companion to watch over her constantly, someone "accustomed to the care of what are
pleasingly termed mental cases" (Azrael, 372). He threatens to send her to a mental
institution if she dares to leave him again or if she takes any steps that might bring
scandal to his family name. After these pronouncements, he also attempts to bully her by
more direct means. Caird describes the events that inspire the murder thus:
"Now is the moment for an impressive lesson, for there must really be no
uncertainty in these matters . . . . " - he smiled in a particular way that always
maddened her as he advanced quickly and took her in his arms, bending down to
kiss her as she struggled violently to free herself.
"It's no use struggling, my dear," he said, "For I am considerably stronger
than you are, and I intend to stand no nonsense. If it pleases me to kiss you, I shall
kiss you. It is my right, gainsay it if you can. I am resolved that you shall
understand. You are behaving as a fool, or as a spoilt child, and must be treated as
such."
Overcoming her frantic resistance, he kissed her long and steadily on the
lips, partly because it pleased him to do so, partly it seemed, because it tortured
her. Then he let her go.
She stood before him mad with fury, and for the moment literally
speechless.
"Oh! I could tear myselfto pieces," she said wildly.
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Philip looked at her and smiled. It was a game of cat and mouse.
"A very pretty and becoming little passion, my dear, which I must quench
with kisses. You really can't call me a tyrant, when that is my only form of
chastisement. Kisses till you are subdued." He laughed at her desperation, as he
advanced once more to inflict the tender punishment (as he called it). (Azrael,
373)
Again, Viola is tortured by the "tender punishments" of her husband. The marital sexual
relations sanctioned and romanticized by culture are used by Philip as weapons of abuse.
In tum, the terminology of "lessons" and "understanding" illustrates the particularly
disturbing logic of this domineering character. Viola's resistance is directly equated with
"nonsense." This term is particularly significant in Caird's work, as the individual woman
is forcefully directed to become iruensible, to deny her passions, repulsions, and personal
drives. In turn, woman is also told to acknowledge the superior "sense" and logic of a
social system that grants specific "rights" to men. Non-sense will not be tolerated, and,
indeed, in this scene, Viola soon is made incapable of speech. Both her emotional fury
and Philip's physical actions rob her of an ability to articulate her protests; she is able
only to cry out "I could tear myself to pieces." Thus, in this crucial moment of the text,
Caird reinforces the idea that the loss of control over the physical body results in self
mutilation, disintegration, and collapse.
Rendered unable to communicate her non-sense desires to her husband, Viola is
led to strike back at him physically, in this instance her stabbing him with a knife that is
tucked in the folds of her hair. Notably, Viola uses her wedding present from Harry
Lancaster - an ornate antique dagger from Italy that is rumored to have "played a
somewhat malign part in more than one duel" - to murder her husband (Azrael, 1 75).
Interestingly, the knife is not the only aspect of this crime that harkens back to a history
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of violence. The murder takes place in "the Death Chamber," a room where "generation

after generation, the Dendraiths had died, sometimes calmly under the shadows of the
great black bedstead; once by violence" (Azrael, 232). This room is in the abandoned
wing of the castle in which Philip and Viola live, the room where one of Philip's
ancestors murdered his lover. As mentioned before, Viola is often drawn to this room;
Caird writes "The two realities: the life of that bygone lady, and that of her not less
unhappy successor, - seemed to annihilate between them the empty phantom Time and to
touch each other closely" (Azrael, 232-33). Caird describes a history of women's
suffering not only through her detailed descriptions of the unhappy life of Viola's mother
but also through her repeated references to this disempowered woman who lived
centuries before her. In addition, near the end of the novel; Caird's heroine reflects on all
the women in history who were driven to suicide, thinking "They were her true sisters, in
spite of all the years that raised a host of shadows between them. She understood their
desperation; she knew how their hearts had burnt and blazed within them, how death to
them had seemed the sweetest thing in all the world!" (Azrael, 365). Despite the striking
and dramatic nature of this identification, Caird's use of intense Gothic imagery and her
obsessive focus on violent men (staples of the Gothic genre) lead her to concentrate on
ideas of female self-destruction and to distort her social critique.
Like these unhappy women of the past, Caird's heroine will, at the end of the
novel, kill herself. However, first she seems to triumph over the system of male
oppression under which she suffers when she murders her husband. She says to Harry, "I
meant to do it. I knew it would kill him - I would do it again, I would do it again! . . . . Call
me guilty; it is sweet to me - sweet and clean and wholesome! I am guilty; I have
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murdered him . . . . His blood seems to wash away some of the blackness, the hideousness
of the past - if that could be - but oh, no, no!" (Azrael, 377). Although at first she revels
and rejoices in her act of violence, Viola soon realizes the heinous nature of her crime
and wishes violence upon herself. Shortly thereafter, she will leap off a cliff into the
"greedy waves" and rolling blackness of the sea whose melancholy music has haunted
the text (Azrael, 3 77). Here Caird claims that violent revolt can only corrupt, not free, a
woman who finds herself suffering in her life circumstances. Interestingly, although she
never repents what she has done, Viola is determined to save Harry, who is desperate to
help her escape the scene of the crime and retribution. Thus, Viola determines to die,
disappearing over the cliff into "darkness everywhere . . . pitch-black, ray less, impenetrable
darkness" (Azrael, 388). Ironically, like her mother before her, Viola gives her life to
preserve and advance the reputation of a man. However, Caird describes this act as noble
and meaningful because it is done for love rather than in response to a sense of duty.
Thus, while the novel censures the traditional power relations existing between the sexes,
it glorifies certain kinds of female sacrifice. Additionally, Caird argues that the crimes
committed on the body and by the body render the continuance of Viola's participation in
life meaningless. Viola tells Harry, "I can't be saved . . . don't you see? I am lost and cast
out for ever; his curse is upon me; the hand of Fate is upon me . . . . I am not alive any
longer. I have nothing to do any longer with human feelings and passions: I am dead"
(Azrael, 378-79). Notably, Caird' s use of this language makes the crime appear less a

response to gender oppression and more a result of the doomed destiny of the New
Woman. It is Fate and "his curse" (Philip curses Viola as he dies) that damn her, not
systems of social life that might be revolutionized and made better.
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In this novel, Caird attempts to address themes of social tyranny and women's
oppression through her exploration of one man's cruelty and one woman's suffering.
However, despite this seeming goal, during the course of the novel Caird shifts focus
away from the cultural and religious systems that disempower women and onto the
person of the male oppressor. By demonizing specific men, she fails to explore the ways
in which tragedies of this nature might be avoided. Heilmann posits, "As Viola's example
shows, the mere rejection of female stereotypes fails to offer a solution to the problem of
how to construct a new (woman) identity: killing both the angel and the monster in
herself before she has found and affirmed a radically different self proves fatal for the
New Woman heroine."5 Indeed, there is little hope for change or revolution in The Wing
ofAzrael. Although one of Caird's minor characters, Sibella Lincoln, is shown to have

left her unhappy marriage and made a home for herself, the final message of this novel is
that the sensitive and philosophical woman of the future "can't be saved"; she is,
ultimately, "lost and cast out for ever."
A more hopeful tone but a similarly vigorous condemnation of the corruption of
specific men can be found in Sarah Grand' s The Heavenly Twins. A chronicle of Evadne
Frayling's life begins and ends Grand's sweeping novel. Although this interesting
character is not the only heroine of the text, Evadne' s story perhaps constitutes the
longest portions of the narrative. Whereas early on in the text her feelings and
motivations are explored and explained, at the conclusion of the work she becomes
"evasive" - her body and spirit having been corrupted by her first marriage, rendering her
motivations clouded.
5

Heilmann, 1 77.
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Throughout the nineteenth century, there developed an intense literary and
cultural focus on "reading" the body, a focus that was intensified and refined by post
Darwinian notions of scientific and medical authority. Often, individuals of this period
link certain physical or racial traits with immorality; not only in literature but throughout
medical analyses a blatant association of different or disabled bodies with "perverted" or
criminal individuals materializes. Indeed, this troubling correlation haunts both the
fictional and non-fictional texts of the Victorian period. Thus, it is not surprising that in
her attempt to illustrate the consequences of male vice in modern culture, Sarah Grand
employs some physical markers that identify and mark degenerate male characters. As
noted by current literary critics, this move becomes especially significant when placed in
the context of the decadents' fascination with themes of degeneration. Oscar Wilde's The
Picture ofDorian Gray (1891 ), a fantasy narrative about secret vice and public (and
physical) appearances of virtue, presents readers with elaborate descriptions of the
physical consequences of immorality at the same time that it imagines the possibility of
the sinner's continued health. In "New Women and 'Old' Men: Gendering
Degeneration," Lisa K. Hamilton describes both Wilde's attempt to displace the
appearance of sin "from the person to the painting" and the ways in which Grand
"reinforced the myth of recognizability by reconnecting vice and the appearance of vice
on the countenance."6 Here Hamilton concludes that, in doing this, authors of New
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Woman fiction "attempted to remove decadence from the realm of aestheticism and give
it a face."7
While this is an interesting and well-argued claim, the novel's messages about the
visible appearance of disease appear to be more complex and less precisely intended than
Hamilton suggests. Although Grand does briefly outline the ways in which one of the
degenerate males in the novel possesses a specifically ape-like appearance and is a
member of a decadent social strata, she spends a great deal more time discussing the
physical consequences occasioned upon women who interact with such "vice-ridden"
men. It is true that Evadne does develop a "sense" about the appearance of immoral men
in consequence of her personal experience with her husband; however, she is continually
depicted as unable to quantify or to communicate such knowledge. For example, as she
tries to persuade her friend Edith not to marry a man she knows to be "dreadful," she
remarks, "I feel - I have a consciousness which informs me of things my intellect cannot
grasp. And I do know!"(The Heavenly Twins, 232). Nevertheless, ultimately the details of
correctly reading a man's character remain unclear. Indeed, it exists as an ability that is
mystified rather than detailed by Grand.
In truth, Grand appears to be responding not only to the decadents' fascination
with and fantasies about degeneracy but to a tradition of women writers who associated
the bodies of individual men with the destruction of women's physical health and
spiritual integrity. As illustrated in Caird's The Wing ofAzrael, men are seen by some
women writers as carriers of transferable vice. Philip' s tendency towards physical
violence is shown to contaminate and destroy Viola. In Grand' s work, women are passive
7
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receptors of the physical disease and degeneration that attends the uninhibited sexual
license of their husbands. Interestingly, in Caird's work, men's influence on women is
symbolic and spiritual; in Grand' s novel, the physical consequences of marrying a man of
vice involve contagion of possibly fatal sexually transmitted diseases - diseases that
women are unable to detect in the men whom they marry. In contrast to men, Grand
repeatedly describes the readability of the woman's body and the ways in which it often
can serve as a sort of "portrait" of the vices of a husband. In turn, the woman's decayed
body also serves as a marker of the corruption of modern British society - a corruption
that does not always appear on the bodies of men but which they carry and which infects
their wives and children in devastating ways. Tragically, women's inability to "read" men
properly allows the mobile infections within the male body to destroy "good" women and
to produce biologically unsound children.
Evadne never catches the disease of her husband, Major Colquhoun. This is
because she refuses to live with him "as his wife." At first she wishes not to live with him
at all. Receiving a letter from "the North" immediately following the conclusion of their
wedding ceremony, she escapes from his carriage in an effort to discover the exact
circumstances of her new husband's past. It is interesting to note that Grand never
presents the contents of this letter to the reader; it remains unprinted, although numerous
other examples of correspondence do appear throughout the text. This letter is essential in
that it gives Evadne the tools to "read" her husband's face and his character correctly.
Ironically, the details of Evadne' s visit to the author of the letter are also never made
clear; however, upon her return to the house of her aunt, Mrs. Orton Beg, she claims that
she can never live with her husband after having heard of his past: "They told me
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everything. I can't repeat the details; they disgust me" (The Heavenly Twins, 78). Evadne
goes on to tell her aunt, who reminds her that she "loved" the man she chose to marry, the
following:
"I was mistaken. It was a mere affair of the senses, to be put off by the first
circumstance calculated to cause a revulsion of feeling by lowering him in my
estimation - a thing so slight that, after reading the letter, as we drove to the
station - even so soon! I could see him as he is. I noticed at once - but it was for
the first time - I noticed that, although his face is handsome, the expression of it is
not noble at all." She shuddered as at the sight of something repulsive. "You see,"
she explained, "my taste is cultivated to so fine an extent, I require something
extremely well-flavoured [sic] for the dish which is to be the piece de resistance
of my life-feast. My appetite is delicate, it requires to be tempted, and a husband
of that kind, a moral leper" - she broke off with a gesture, spreading her hands,
palms outward, as if she would fain put some horrid idea far from her. "Besides,
marrying a man like that, allowing him an assured position in society, is
countenancing vice, and" - she glanced round apprehensively, then added in a
fearful whisper - "helping to spread it." (The Heavenly Twins, 79)
A number of interesting ideas are illustrated in this early moment of the text. Grand
directly equates the "moral leper" with the physical leper; in turn, she argues through the
voice of her heroine that men who countenance this identity - both literally and
figuratively - should not be "allowed" a position in society. This action of acceptance not
merely tolerates but promotes both moral corruption and physical disease. In turn, it is
after her instruction in "reading" men - achieved by reading the mysterious letter - that
Evadne can recognize her husband's vice on his face. Earlier the narrator describes
Colquhoun as "a vice-worn man, with small capacity left for any great emotion" (The
Heavenly Twins, 66); however, soon after Evadne is warned that certain men exhibit
physical signs of vice, she too is "at once" easily able to recognize his "horrid" character.
While Grand describes the positive changes in her young heroine's perceptions, as an
author she remains vague about the exact nature of the "signs" for which women of the
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real world need to look. One is merely made aware that diseased men exhibit an
expression that is "not noble."
Evadne experiences feelings of revulsion at the sight of her husband.
Nevertheless, the details of this passage might be used to counter the arguments of some
modem literary critics who argue that New Woman novels that repeatedly reject male
desire are examples of frigid art: they are priggish and pedantic. 8 Instead, in this passage
Evadne recognizes her "taste" for men; rather suggestively, she looks forward to the
''piece de resistance" of her "life-feast," erotically envisioning the ways in which
marriage and romantic passion might spark her "appetite" and "flavor" her life. In turn,
Evadne's rejection of this particular man, despite his "handsome" face, is a highly
political move. As Ann Heilmann writes, "It is easy to berate feminists for prudery, yet
what appears 'frigid' from one perspective can be read as a radical step towards female
sexual self-determination from another."9 It seems obvious that here Grand is advocating
a woman's right both to control her own body and to receive sexual education. Evadne
claims, "I would stop the imposition, approved of custom, connived at by parents, made
possible by the state of ignorance in which we are carefully kept- the imposition upon a
girl's innocence and inexperience of a disreputable man for a husband" (The Heavenly
Twins, 78 ).

For example, in A Literature of Their Own, Elaine Showalter describes Schreiner, Egerton, and Grand as
"disgusted by sex" and consequently dismisses the genre ([Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 977],
1 90). Patricia Stubbs also devalues New Woman fiction, critiquing its "new but ultimately disproportionate
emphasis placed on female sexuality" and attributing all tum of the century innovations in the depictions of
female heroines to Henry James, Arnold Bennett, and D.H. Lawrence (Feminism and the Novel: Women
and Fiction, 1880-1920 [Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes and Noble, 1979], xiii).
9
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Nevertheless, Evadne's family is stunned by her decision not to live with
Colquhoun; ignoring the threat to her health, they claim always to have known about his
debauched past. Indeed, they are not concerned about the consequences of such activity
on the body of his person, merely about the social stigma that will attend their family if
Evadne refuses �o do her duty as a wife - to "sacrifice [her]self to save that one man's
soul" (The Heavenly Twins, 80). Through her descriptions of this situation, Grand
illustrates both society's acknowledgment of the forfeit of women's physical bodies in
quest of a moral cause and the ways in which such sacrifice is often celebrated and
sanctified. In response to this, Evadne claims, "I see that the world is not a bit the better
for centuries of self-sacrifice on the woman's part . . .I propose now to sacrifice the man
instead of the woman" (The Heavenly Twins, 80). Using scientific terminology to
legitimize her stance, she points out "there is no past in the matter of vice. The
consequences become hereditary, and continue from generation to generation" (The
Heavenly Twins, 80). Nevertheless, when faced with extreme pressure both from family

and from family friends, Grand' s heroine is driven to accept her social, but not personal,
position as Colquhoun's wife. Indeed, she briefly mourns the fact that she might have
loved her husband had he been able to control his passions.
Although she avoids the physical consequences of a sexually transmitted disease,
Evadne is damaged by her long-term association with the man to whom she has
ignorantly pledged her life. Two things specifically harm Evadne: the lack of an outlet for
passionate romantic feeling and her promise to her uneducated husband that she will
"never take part publicly in any question of the day" (The Heavenly Twins, 345). Grand
describes Evadne as a sensual person: "She was not cold blooded . . . . She was only a
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· nineteenth-century woman of the higher order with senses so refined that if her moral as
well as her physical being were not satisfied in love, both would revolt" (The Heavenly
Twins, 345). Evadne is a creature who needs to experience intense emotion. Unable to

"satisfy" her "physical being" and faced with an inability to find more useful, social
outlets for her energy and passion, she becomes hypersensitive and morbid. Grand
describes how her physical coldness toward her spouse and her promise to avoid
intellectual involvement in the issues of the day "had cramped her into a narrow groove
wherein to struggle would only have been to injure herself ineffectually . . . . Evadne had
been formed for a life of active usefulness; but now she found herself reduced to an
existence of objectless contemplation, and she suffered acutely" (The Heavenly Twins,
349). Evadne is destined to live a life of stagnation; Grand describes how, her focus
directed only onto her alcoholic and pleasure-seeking spouse, "her mind grew sluggish,
her bodily health decreased" (The Heavenly Twins, 350). It is not until the death of
Colonel Colquhoun and her subsequent marriage to the intelligent and active Dr.
Galbraith that she will begin to recover a portion of her old health and vitality.
Evadne is not the only character in the novel who is corrupted by intimate contact
with a man. Evadne's friend Edith, against Evadne's desperate warnings, chooses to
marry Sir Mosely Menteith, a man Evadne suspects to be a carrier of the same diseases as
her husband. Observing him at a dance while he flirts with Edith, she "began to have
disagreeable thoughts. She noticed something repellant about the expression of Sir
Mosley's mouth . . . . His eyes were small, peery, and too close together, and his head
shelved backward like an ape's" (The Heavenly Twins, 1 78). In contrast to her brief
description of Colquhoun's physical projections of a vice-ridden lifestyle, here Grand
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provides readers with distinct characteristics that should inform women of the nature of
the male characters with whom they come into contact - small eyes, sloping forehead, an
"unusual" expression of the mouth. These physical characteristics indicate that Mosely
Menteith possesses a certain lack of character. Popular theories of phrenology associated
"low" or "sloping" foreheads with a lack of sensitivity and intelligence. For example, in
H. Lundie's The Phrenological Mirror: or, Delineation Book, Lundie argues that a
sloping or pointed head may indicate "want of principle; no scruple of conscience or
honor." 1 0 Indeed, Grand's description of Menteith's "apelike" head is a damning critique
of his personal potential.
Both scientific phrenological texts and the general populace of the early
nineteenth century frequently assumed that personality could be determined by the slopes
and shapes of the skull. After the 1 860s, scientific analyses of the brain and its size,
structure, and function became more advanced; however, a number of authors continued
to communicate to readers the nature of fictional characters by describing the shapes of
their heads and faces. Here Grand urges women to utilize these "scientific"
methodological tools to determine the nature of the men whom they marry. In doing this,
she reflects faith in such scientific discourses. 1 1 Later, it appears that Menteith also shows
signs of the disease that a lack of character (as indicated by his physiognomy) might lead
to. Indeed, Hamilton discusses how Evadne later notices "a suspicion of powder on his
face" (The Heavenly Twins, 1 89), thus illustrating "an attempt to conceal facial flaws that
H. Lundie, The Phrenological Mirror: or, Delineation Book, (Leeds: C. Croshaw, 1 844), 9.
Notably, in the introduction to his work, Lundie promotes the purchase of his text by claiming, "If about
to marry, Phrenology will point out to us the characters, dispositions, and tempers of those with whom we
are about to be united for life.... Is it not also the duty of young persons before entering upon the marriage
10

11
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is a highly questionable practice for a soldier in nineteenth-century minds not only in its
hint of vanity and effeminacy but in its suggestion that Menteith has something serious to
hide- perhaps sores." 12
As Evadne attempts to encourage Edith not to marry such a "dreadful" man, about
whom her husband has dropped "hints" of an "objectionable" nature, Mrs. Beale, Edith's
mother, tells Evadne that her mind is "quite perverted" (The Heavenly Twins,232 -33).
She chides her, saying "how it comes to be so I cannot imagine, for your mother is one of
the sweetest, truest, most long suffering womanly women I ever knew" ( The Heavenly
Twins,233). So Grand presents the ways in which society encourages women to remain

ignorant of the signs of sexually transmitted diseases. To concern herself with the sexual
past of a man is designated as "quite perverted." However, as Evadne worries about the
consequences of this marriage for Edith, Mrs. Beale claims,
"I think, when people-make quite sure beforehand that they love each other, they
are safe - even when the man has not been all that he ought to have been. Love is
a great purifier, and love for a good woman has saved many a man," Mrs. Beale
declared with the fervour [sic] of full conviction. (The Heavenly Twins,234 )
Thus Grand illustrates the pathetic nature of women's ignorance of the subject of the
body and contagion. Indeed, love will not purify but corrupt and destroy both Edith' s
body and spirit. The next time the reader sees Edith, she has been married for "more than
a year," and she is weak and ill (The Heavenly Twins,27 6). Grand writes, "from the first
the marriage had been a miserable example of the result of uniting the spiritual or better
part of human nature with the essentially animal or most degraded side of it" (The

state to know by the same rule the characters and dispositions of those who are to be their partners through
life?" (5).
12
Hamilton, 7 1 -72.
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Heavenly Twins, 277). The consequences of such a union are described as devastating to
Edith's intellect and spirit; the effects ofjoining with a man such as Mosley Menteith
also are manifestly evident on Edith's young body. Grand writes,
Her intellectual life, such as it was, had stopped short from the time of her
intimate association with Menteith; and her spiritual nature had been starved in
close contact with him; only her senses had been nourished, and these were now
being rendered morbidly active by disease. The shadow of an awful form of
insanity already darkened her days. The mental torture was extreme; but she
fought for her reason with the fearful malady vanity; and all the time presented
outwardly only the same dull apathy, giving no sign and speaking no word which
could betray the fury of the rage within. (The Heavenly Twins, 280-8 1)
Here Grand employs physical terms to describe Edith's mental and emotional suffering;
her spirit is "starved," and her senses have been nourished with his poisonous body.
Although Edith is able, with an "extreme" effort, to disguise her madness for a time, her
_body and her behavior will soon come distinctly to exhibit her inner illness. Indeed, as
she grows weaker, her damaged face and her raging outbursts will shock and bewilder
her family.
Edith is inspired to leave her husband and to return home to her family after she
watches her spouse flirt with a woman walking on the beach in front of their residence.
During this textual moment, she compares her own physical appearance to that of the
other woman and to that of her husband. She notices that ''there was no perceptible
change in him; but she had changed very much for the worse. Why was she not
recovering her strength? Why had it pleased Heaven to afflict her?" (The Heavenly
Twins, 277). Grand' s message concerning the nature of physical disease is a significant
one; Edith and her child are receptors of the moral sickness that corrupts her husband,
obvious indicators of his lifetime of sexual behavior. Yet, Menteith continues to show no
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outward evidence of sickness or corruption. Thus, Grand seems to argue that the male
body conceals sin while the female ( or child) body visibly expresses corruption or
"impurity."
It is the loss of her looks that renders Edith repulsive to Menteith. In the scene
described above, Edith goes to him "courting a caress." In response he remarks "You
certainly are not looking well" (The Heavenly Twins,277 ). Grand writes, "He observed
[this], evidently meaning not attractive, as if he were injured by the fact" (The Heavenly
Twins,277 ). Edith compares herself to the woman who does succeed in attracting the

attention of her husband, the woman walking on the beach:
She was one of those good-looking girls of the middle class who throng to
fashionable watering-places in the season- young women with senses rampant,
and minds undisciplined, impelled by natural instinct to find a mate, and
practicing every little art of dress and manner which they imagine will help them
to that end by making them attractive. Their object is always evident in their eyes,
which rove from man to man pathetically, pleadingly, anxiously, mischievously,
according to their temperaments, but always with the same inquiry: "Will it be
you?" This girl had made herself by tight-lacing into a notable specimen of the
peg-top figure, bulgy at the bust and shoulders, and tapering off at the waist. She
had also squeezed her feet into boots that were much too small for them, and
fluffed her hair out till her head seemed preposterously large- by which means
she had achieved the appearance known to her set as "stylish." (The Heavenly
Twins,279)
Indeed, the fact that Menteith is attracted to a woman of "this set" is evidence of his low
tastes. However, Grand's focus on the ways in which women manipulate their bodies is
interesting here. Important to note are the ways in which this woman has utilized "art" in
· order to control her body- to achieve mastery over its shape, size, and appearance. Like
Edith, the shape and appearance of this woman's body reflects the desires of the men
with whom she associates. However, unlike the girl on the beach, Edith is unable to
disguise her miserable heart or her failing body. Consequently, she is rendered
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unattractive to the man she married. Indeed, the importance of women's physical
appearance - as well as the ways in which a woman's looks indicate the nature of her
class, personality, and ambitions - is emphasized in this brief passage. Women's bodies
are generally readable; both Edith and her husband realize the "type" of person this girl is
by her appearance. In turn, Menteith is thoroughly capable of disguising his type to
women from all classes. Grand specifically describes the eyes of women like the one
described here - the ways in which they attempt to seek out and read the natures and
intentions of the men with whom they come into contact. However, both "rampant" sorts
of girls who are out in search of a "mate" and the refined, intelligent women of the upper
classes are illiterate when it comes to descrying the natures of certain men. Soon after the
conclusion of this scene, Edith heads home to Morningquest, and her husband heads out
to meet the unwitting girl on the beach.
The physical appearance of Edith (and her child) stuns her family and friends;
Angelica, a close neighbor to the Beales, asks, in "astonishment and horror under her
breath," "Is that Edith's baby?" (The Heavenly Twins, 289). Both Angelica and Edith's
parents also note with shock and dismay Edith's "disfigurement"; her father upon first
seeing her remarks "The child is not right . . . Have you noticed her face?" and her mother
later asks innocently, "What is the matter with your face, dearest?" (The Heavenly Twins,
287, 283, 284).
Indeed, Grand goes on to explain that, although Edith had hopes that she would
find joy in her children, she is disappointed. Edith's child is ill, presenting symptoms of
congenital syphilis; Grand writes, "Edith' s child, which arrived pretty promptly, only
proved to be another whip to scourge her. Although of an unmistakable type, he was
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apparently healthy when he was born, but had rapidly degenerated, and Edith herself was
a wreck" (The Heavenly Twins,2 77). Later Angelica will watch Edith and the child
together, noting "She had no smile for him, and uttered no baby words to him - nor had
he a smile for her. He was old, old already, and exhausted with suffering, and as his gaze
wandered . . . he was asking each dumbly why had he ever been born?" (The Heavenly
Twins,2 89). In tum, there is another, similar baby that appears soon after this moment in

the text. When Edith and Angelica go to visit a French woman whom the Beale family
has rescued from poverty and sickness·, Grand describes the woman's child who "was
small and rickety, with bones that bent beneath its weight, slight as it was. Edith had
looked at it first with some interest, but its unhealthy appearance repelled her" (The
Heavenly Twins,290 ). Despite her feelings of dread, Edith asks the child's name. In tum,

the woman abruptly answers "Mosely Menteith." She then bitterly explains that she has
named the child after his father, "a bad, bad man!" (The Heavenly Twins,290 ). Indeed,
this act is a direct reminder of what Evadne previously dubbed the "hereditary" nature of
vice. Men who do not control their sexual activity wreak havoc on the bodies of women
other than their wives; they thus pass on their disease to both legitimate and illegitimate
children.
Both Edith and Evadne demonstrate negative physical and mental responses to
their association with "impure" men. It is unclear which consequences are worst;
although Edith goes mad and then dies a terrible and tragic death, Evadne's lingering
mental and emotional suffering are illustrated as extreme and disturbing. Evadne's story
concerns most of the first half of the novel and then is strangely left off until the final
book of the work, which, unlike the other five segments, is told from the view of a
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character, rather than from that of an omniscient narrator. Interestingly, the chapter
begins with a "note" to the reader that posits
The fact that Dr. Galbraith had not the advantage of knowing Evadne's early
history when they first became acquainted adds a certain piquancy to the flavour
[sic] of his impressions, and the reader, better informed than himself with regard
to the antecedents of his "subject," will find it interesting to note both the
accuracy of his insight and the curious mistakes which it is possible even for a
trained observer like himself to make by the half light of such imperfect
knowledge as he was able to collect under the circumstances. His record, which is
minute in all important particulars, is specially valuable for the way in which it
makes apparent the changes of habit and opinion and the modifications of
character that had been brought about in a very short time by the restrictions
Colonel Colquhoun had imposed upon her. In some respects it is hard to believe
that she is the same person. But more interesting still, perhaps, are the glimpses
we get of Dr. Galbraith himself in the narrative, throughout which it is easy to
decipher the simple earnestness of the man . . . . (The Heavenly Twins, 554)
This segment of the text is "especially valuable" because it serves as documentary proof
of the ways in which the New Woman is stunted and degraded by contact with an
inadequate husband and a scarcity of outlets for her immense energy and talents. Evadne
has become unrecognizable: it is "hard" for the reader to believe that "she is the same
person." Thus, again the issue of reading appears in the novel. In general, throughout the
course of the text, women are described as easily read and generally understandable. It is
only the two "New Woman" characters, Evadne and Angelica, who defy easy
interpretation and who each act as a "nineteenth-century woman of the higher order."
Evadne physically "evades" her first husband and mentally "evades" her second; on the
first page of his narrative, Galbraith remarks "when I found myself puzzled about Evadne
it became a point of importance with me to understand her" (The Heavenly Twins, 555).
Indeed, he is soon driven to question his potential to read her properly, remarking "Some
minds are like caves of stalactite and stalagmite, rich in treasures of beauty, the existence
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of which you may never suspect because you bring no light yourself to dispel the
darkness that conceals them" (The Heavenly Twins, 563).
Nevertheless, in her authorial introduction to the chapter, Grand posits the idea
that it is "more interesting still" to observe the way in which Galbraith's attempts to read
his future wife provide the reader with clues for how to "decipher" him. It is certainly
notable that Grand felt the need to inform readers to be on the lookout for the
idiosyncrasies and prejudices of this first person narrator. It is striking that after hearing
of the ways in which she has stifled her urges to do something with her life and spent her
time in her "dreams," Galbraith diagnoses Evadne with "the one word, Hysteria!" (The
Heavenly Twins, 627). This diagnosis, although accurate in nineteenth-century medical

terms, fails to take into account the social forces that have corrupted Evadne' s emotional
health. Although Grand is capable of perceiving these forces in her "note" tl)at introduces
the chapter, the character of Galbraith is shown to focus on his female patient's personal
responsibility for restoring and maintaining her health rather than on diagnosing the
problematic nature of the marital and familial circumstances that have led her to fall into
patterns of depression and self-loathing. Certainly he is supportive of the women's
movements of his day; he has high hopes that, once cured, Evadne "would be able to take
her proper place with the best of her sex in the battle of life, to fight with them and for
them" (The Heavenly Twins, 661 ). Nevertheless, he is unable to comprehend the ways in
which she has been wounded by the life of dull domesticity she has been forced to lead in
conjunction with an alcoholic, unintellectual man.
Indeed, after Colonel Colquhoun' s death and their subsequent marriage,
Galbraith's efforts to please her - to avoid any unpleasant references to her past life, to
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"discipline" her exercise schedule - appear to limit her as rigorously as she formerly
regulated herself. Galbraith remarks, "I tried to order her life so as to take her mind
completely out of the old groove" (The Heavenly Twins, 659). Despite his efforts, Evadne
still tries to kill herself and her unborn child when she imagines she is pregnant with a
girl, remarking, "to save my daughter from Edith' s fate - better both die at once" (The
Heavenly Twins, 665). The fact that her child is a son reassures and cheers her, but this is

not evidence of restored faith in life and humanity; the novel ends as Evadne sobs in her
husband's arms, having been devastated earlier in the day by the sight of Edith' s child
with his grandparents. She cries out, "I wish my children had never been born! The
suffering! the awful needless suffering! How do I know that they will escape?" (The
Heavenly Twins, 677). Her husband thinks,

now at last it seemed as if her confidence in her fellow-creatures, the source of all
mental health, had been destroyed forever, and with that confidence her sense of
the value of life and of her own obligations had been also injured or distorted to a
degree which could not fail to be dangerous on occasion. There are injuries which
set up carcinoma of the mind, we know, cancer spots confined to a small area at
first, but gradually extending with infinite pain until all the surrounding healthy
tissue is more or less involved, and the whole beautiful fabric is absorbed in the
morbid growth, for which there is no certain palliative in time, and no possible
prospect of cure except in eternity. Was this to be Evadne's case? Alas! alas! Bui
still, doctors sometimes mistake the symptoms, and find happily that they have
erred when they arrived at an unfavorable diagnosis. So I said to myself. . . . (The
Heavenly Twins, 678)
Here mental agony is seen to express itself in the physical symptoms of a brain "cancer."
Although Evadne has evaded the specific physical disease of her husband, her life with
Colquhoun has resulted in a corruption of her mind' s "healthy tissue" and in "cancer
spots" that suggest "no possible prospect of cure."
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It is significant that in this passage Dr. Galbraith associates Evadne's decline with
her loss of faith in "her fellow-creatures." Just as there is little hope for the individual
New Woman who has lost her faith in humanity, I would claim that a similar danger
attends the political efforts of proto-feminist authors who repeatedly demonize the bodies
and characters of men. Such efforts fail to illustrate ways in which the woman of the
future might discover and embrace new, more fulfilling ways of living. Of course, Grand
does attempt to emphasize the goodness and honesty of Dr. Galbraith by using him as a
narrator; however, her intense and dramatic depictions of the cruelty of numerous fathers
and husbands throughout the body of the novel weaken this significant effort to imagine
meaningful social change. For Evadne, there is little hope that the "fellow-creatures" of
her world might join together and work towards a new, more promising world for their
children.
Like Caird and Grand, George Egerton made an effort both to describe the need
for women's sexual self-determination and sexual education. In 1894 , a year after the
publication of The Heavenly Twins, John Lane printed Egerton's follow-up text to
Keynotes: a selection of short stories entitled Discords. As the title indicates, these works

are, on the whole, a good deal darker than the works found in her previous book.
Specifically, the focus of Discords rests on women who have been injured or depressed
in serious ways, many of who become alcoholics. The story investigated here, "Virgin
Soil," addresses the plight of a young woman who marries at seventeen and leaves her
husband at twenty-two, degraded and destroyed by the intimacies of married life with a
man she despises. The majority of the plot takes place in her mother's house. The story
begins as the daughter leaves her childhood home after her wedding; it concludes as she
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returns to this house in order to condemn her mother for allowing the marriage. The
daughter announces: "You delivered me body and soul into his hands without preparing
me in any way for the ordeal I was to go through. You sold me for a home, for clothes,
for food; you played upon my ignorance." 1 3
Egerton's story begins with a description of "the bridegroom." Here the narrator
specifically notes the physical elements of this man's face and body. Interestingly, his
features are described in such a manner as to alert women to the "look" of brutal men. In
addition, such description appears meant to indicate to the educated reader (one equipped
with skills of "reading" men) the bridegroom's animalistic and unrefined nature. In the
first sentence he is shown standing in the hall, waiting for his bride to leave her mother's
chamber, tracing patterns impatiently on the linoleum with his decidedly phallic
umbrella. While the heroine ("Flo") hides in a closed room with her mother, sobbing
"with great childish sobs," confused and afraid, outside her husband laughs, "showing his
strong white teeth" ("Virgin Soil," 1 45). Egerton gives the reader a description of the
bridegroom: "He is florid, bright-eyed, loose-lipped, inclined to stoutness, but kept in
good condition; his hair is crisp, curly, slightly grey; his ears peculiar, pointed at their
tops like a faun's. He looks very big and well-dressed, and, when he smiles, affable
enough" ("Virgin Soil," 1 45). Although his smile is "affable enough," there is an
unnatural, animalistic quality about this individual that is implied by his strange pointed
ears. In addition, the big body, the florid skin, and the loose lips indicate the immense
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George Egerton, "Virgin Soil" in Discords (London: John Lane, 1 894), 145-6 1, 1 57. Hereafter cited as
"Virgin Soil."
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"bodiliness" of this individual - he is very fleshy, very physically imposing, indeed, very
sexual.
In contrast, the bride seems very young, very pretty, and very insubstantial. She is
unsure of what is to come and desperately begs her mother, "What is it that I do not
know, mother?. . . There is something more - I have felt it all these last weeks in your and
the others' looks - in his, in the very atmosphere - but why have you not told me before I - " ("Virgin Soil,"14 6). In this first scene, Flo's mother does feel compelled to make a
last-minute attempt to explain to her daughter her new sexual duties; however, she
ultimately is incapable of revealing any details. Egerton writes, "She is flushing
painfully, making a strenuous effort to say something to the girl, something that is
opposed to the whole instincts of her life" ("Virgin Soil,"14 5 ). In the end, she
admonishes her daughter to "obey" her husband, as she has vowed to do. Soon
afterwards, the bridegroom becomes insistent, calling imperiously to his new bride to
come along, and the daughter leaves her home in order to begin her new life as a wife.
Afterwards, Egerton describes how a guard locks her and her new husband into a first
class train carriage marked "engaged." The passage from her home to her new life is a
frightening one for the heroine; she wrings her hands so violently as to rip one of her
gloves. Egerton writes, "his hot breath smells of champagne, and it strikes her that his
eyes are fearfully big and bright, and he offers her his arm with such a curious amused
proprietary air that the girl shivers as she lays her hand in it" ("Virgin Soil,"147 -48 ). The
scene ends as "a large well-kept hand, with a signet ring on the little finger, pulls down
the blind on the window of an engaged carriage" ("Virgin Soil,"148 ).
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The rest of the story takes place five years later, as the heroine discusses with her
mother the unhappy consequences of this crucial day in her life. As she approaches her
old home, she recalls "how she has stood on moonlit nights and danced with her bare
white feet in the strip of moonlight, and let her fancies fly out into the silver night, a
young girl's dreams of the beautiful, wonderful world that lay outside" ("Virgin Soil,"
14 9). Like Evadne and Viola, this heroine's youth is associated with the natural world. In
The Wing ofAzrael and The Heavenly Twins, youthful New Women rejoice in the

beauties of gardens and majestic landscapes; here the sensitive young girl dances in the
moonlight and imagines herself flying out "into the silver night." Notably, being
removed from her childhood environment and consequently placed in a claustrophobic
domestic situation has rendered her weak and ill.
Indeed, since her marriage, "Flo" has changed drastically. Egerton describes the
changes in her body: "Her skin is sallow with the dull sallowness of a fair skin in ill
health, and the fringe of her brown hair is so lacking in lustre that it affords no contrast.
The look of fawn-like shyness has vanished from her eyes, they burn sombrefully and
resentfully in their sunken orbits, there is a dragged look about the mouth; and the
keynote of her face is a cynical disillusion" ("Virgin Soil,"1 50 ). Thus are designated the
physical "signs" that may be read on a modern woman of sensitive temperament who is
unhappily married. Her mother is shocked by her appearance: "This hollow-eyed, sullen
woman is so unlike the fresh girl who left her five years ago that she feels afraid"
("Virgin Soil,"1 51 ).
Flo, however, is not afraid anymore. She has determined to leave her husband,
who has currently eloped to Paris with "a girl from the Alhambra" ("Virgin Soil," 1 53).
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Flo's mother is shocked at this scandalous behavior; yet, she chastises her daughter,
claiming, "you should have tried to save Phillip - from - from such a shocking sin"
("Virgin Soil," 1 53"). The heroine herself feels, "These little trips have been my one
solace. I assure you, I have always hailed them as lovely oases in the desert of
matrimony, resting-places on the journey. My sole regret was their infrequency" ("Virgin
Soil," 1 53). The news of her decision to leave this "desert of matrimony," along with the
information that her daughter welcomes her husband's affairs, shocks the mother.
Egerton writes, "If a bomb had exploded in the quiet, pretty room the effect could hardly
have been more startling than her almost cheerful statement" ("Virgin Soil," 1 54).
Voicing arguments drawn from Christianity and bourgeois morality, this mother
berates her daughter for her decision to leave her husband, reminding her that she has
taken a "solemn vow" and that to leave him will be "a sin" ("Virgin Soil," 1 54).
However, in this text Egerton's heroine denies any responsibility for her promise to love,
honor, and obey her spouse. She claims, "My dear mother, the ceremony had no meaning
for me, I simply did not know what I was signing my name to, or what I was vowing to
do. I might as well have signed my name to a document drawn up in Choctaw. I have no
remorse, no prick of conscience at the step I am taking; .my life must be my own"
("Virgin Soil," 1 54). Later she elaborates on the extreme state of ignorance that led her to
take such a step, lamenting her innocent notion that "the words of the minister settled the
matter" of her "union" with the man she agreed to marry ("Virgin Soil," 1 5 8). Egerton
writes,
you reared me a fool, an idiot, ignorant of everything I ought to have known,
everything that concerned me and the life I was bound to lead as a wife; my
physical needs, my coming passion, the very meaning of my sex, my wifehood
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and motherhood to follow. You gave me not one weapon in my hand to defend
myself against the possible attacks of man at his worst. You sent me out to fight
the biggest battle of a woman' s life, the one in which she ought to know every
turn of the game, with a white gauze . . . of maiden purity as a shield . . . . I was
fourteen when I gave up the gooseberry-bush theory as the origin of humanity;
and I cried myself ill with shame when I learnt what maternity meant, instead of
waking with a sense of delicious wonder at the great mystery of it. You gave me
to a man, nay more, you told me to obey him, to believe that whatever he said
would be right, would be my duty; knowing that the meaning of marriage was a
sealed book to me, that I had no real idea of what union with a man meant.
("Virgin Soil," 1 57)
Egerton's heroine uses extreme language to describe her foray into marriage, depicting
heterosexual, contractual relationships as sites of intense physical conflict. She had no
"weapon" for the "battle," her only "shield" "a white gauze" of innocence. Thus Egerton
dramatizes how crucial it is for women to be given knowledge about the human body.
This heroine is damaged both physically and emotionally as a result of an inability to
"read" her body and her husband's body. That is, she is denied not only the tools of
interpretation that might have taught her how to judge the characters of men but also the
ability to read her own sexuality and·its myriad changing forms, needs, and functions.
In Egerton's text, as in Caird' s and Grand' s works, there is hope that, if one has
the tools to read correctly, possibilities for love and happiness in marital or sexual unions
exist. However, the heroine of this story condemns her mother not only for allowing her
to marry a man whom she has come to loathe but for denying her the opportunity to seek
out true love. She argues,
Do you think that if I had realized how fearfully close the intimacy with him
would have been that my whole soul would not have stood up in revolt, the whole
woman in me cried out against such a degradation of myself? . . . . Would I not
have shuddered at the thought of him in such a relationship? -and waited, waited
until I found the man who would satisfy me, body and soul - to whom I would
have gone without any false shame, of whom I would think with gladness as the
father of a little child to come, for whom the white fire of love or passion, call it
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what you will, in my heart would have burned clearly and saved me from the
feeling of loathing horror that has made my married life a nightmare to me - ay,
made me a murderess in heart over and over again. This is not exaggeration.
("Virgin Soil,"1 5 8-59)
Part of the reason her mother's crime is so extreme is that it has denied the heroine the
opportunity of finding the soul mate with whom she might have shared "the white fire of
love or passion." Indeed, this incredibly romantic notion, frequently popularized in the
fictional works of the early and mid nineteenth century - this idea that ideal partners do
exist in the world - abounds throughout New Woman fictional texts that continually
decry men and which describe matrimony as a source of shame and despair, an institution
which inspires in individuals a hatred of self and spouse. In his book The Ethos of
Romance at the Turn of the Century, William J. Scheick posits: "As characterized by its

practitioners and reviewers, the genre of romance is essentially an 'extravagance.' It
heightens, exceeds, or transcends the ordinary, the quotidian. It ostensibly exhibits all
manner of imaginative play seemingly unrestricted by social conventions, political
structures, economic circumstances, or even natural laws." 14 Egerton's heroine critiques
the unethical nature of social systems that limit women who have the potential to achieve
satisfaction of "body and soul." By doing this, this character simultaneously imagines
escaping from and participating in traditional heterosexual narratives. Indeed, the
extravagant fantasy of true love acts as a means by which Egerton condemns the political
and social systems of the real world - she imagines love as the ultimate freedom from
institutions that deny women control over the fates of their bodies. However, at the same
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time that she imagines this freedom, she elevates the idea, if not the legal institution, of
marriage.
The consequences of indulging in sexual intercourse with a man who is not the
heroine's true love proves to be dire for the New Woman heroine. Flo tells her mother,
"It has killed the sweetness in me, the pure thoughts of womanhood - has made
me hate myself and hate you . . . . Cry over the girl you killed . . . why didn't you
strangle me as a baby? It would have been kinder; my life has been a hell, mother
- I felt it vaguely as I stood on the platform waiting, I remember the mad impulse
I had to jump down under the engine as it came in, to escape from the dread that
was killing my soul. What have these years been? One long crucifixion, one long
submittal to the desires of a man I bound myself to in ignorance of what it
meant . . . . Look at me" -stretching out her arms - "look at this wreck of my
physical self; I wouldn't dare to show you the heart or the soul underneath."
("Virgin Soil, " 1 59)
Interestingly, this passage juxtaposes extravagant depictions of suffering with portraits of
seemingly everyday occurrences, such as waiting for a train. As illustrated previously,
this type of language appears repeatedly throughout the three novels discussed here. This
elaborate and theatrical description of torment serves as an example of the ways in which
female protest was often articulated by a seemingly hysterical female character. This
authorial choice dramatized women' s experience; internalized conflict would erupt in
chaotic bursts of anger and anguish. Indeed, such emotional language was common in the
rhetoric of the women's movements of the late nineteenth century. Sarah Wintle, in her
introduction to the twentieth-century reprinting of Grant Allen's novel The Woman Who
Did, points out that "interestingly the emancipation of slaves and the emancipation of

women were customarily closely connected in much nineteenth-century writing on the
woman question. Marriage arrangements are regularly labeled, by those who strove to
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change them, a form of slavery, 'part and parcel of a system of slavery' as Herminia
herself puts it when refusing Allen's offer." 1 5
Certainly in this story marriage is viewed as a source of suffering and torture, a
situation grueling enough to make this female character wish that she had been strangled
as a child rather than suffer it. Flo's own relationships to babies are intriguingly unclear
although her mother claims that she might be better if only she had a child. In response to
this comment, Flo responds, "that indeed would have been the last straw - no, mother"
("Virgin Soil,"1 60 ). Egerton describes Flo's countenance as she makes this statement:
"There is such a peculiar expression of satisfaction over something- of some inner
understanding, as a man has when he dwells on the successful accomplishment of a secret
purpose- that the mother sobs quietly, wringing her hands" ("Virgin Soil," 1 60 ). In
Discords, the short story "Wedlock" precedes "Virgin Soil." In that text, the main female

character is driven to kill her stepchildren in response to the death of her own child, a
little girl born out of wedlock and from whom her new husband has separated her.
Especially because of the proximity of these texts, the reader is led to wonder exactly
what measures the heroine of "Virgin Soil" has taken in order to insure that no children
result from her unhappy marriage. In The Heavenly Twins, Grand clearly illustrates
Evadne's readiness to kill herself and her unborn child; in turn, here the reader is left to
wonder if male physical violence upon women will indeed result in women's violence
upon their children.
In some sense, this intensely averse response to marriage and sexual intercourse
seems to be particular to the New Woman. Egerton's heroine describes herself as having
15
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a sort of defect in her nature and specifically compares herself to other women, many of
whom resemble the "old sort" of woman discussed in the first chapter of this work.
Specifically, Flo contrasts herself with the kind of domestic, charming woman who was
so aggressively condemned by New Women writers in the periodical press. Egerton
writes,
It is a defect of my temperament. How many women really take the man nearest
to them as seriously as I did! I think few. They finesse and flatter and wheedle
and coax, but truth there is none. I couldn't do that, you see, and so I went to the
wall. I don't blame them; it must be so, as long as marriage is based on such
unequal terms, as long as man demands from a wife as a right, what he must sue
from a mistress as a favour; until marriage becomes for many women a legal
prostitution, a nightly degradation, a hateful yoke under which they age, mere
bearers of children conceived in a sense of duty, not love. They bear them, birth
them, nurse them, and begin again without choice in the matter, growing old,
unlovely, with all joy of living swallowed in a senseless burden of reckless
maternity, until their love, granted they started with that, the mystery, the
crowning glory of their lives, is turned into a duty they submit to with distaste
instead of a favour granted to a husband who must become a new lover to obtain
it. ("Virgin Soil," 1 55)
Specifically, Egerton appears to be addressing the topic of rape. Although the heroine' s
physical responses to the advances of her husband are never specifically described, her
intense emotional reactions to her life as a wife indicate a history of physical struggle and
humiliation. It is unclear how many living women were affected by what Egerton terms
"legal prostitution." Egerton does not condemn women who do accept and exist within
such a system; nevertheless, she condemns the society that directs them to live and act
without "truth." Certainly this is a vague description of an ideal way of living. It is clear
that the heroine deigns not to "wheedle" or "finesse"; nevertheless, her vision of different
possibilities for women' s behavior and women's lives is vague and unexplained. In turn,
it is important to note that Egerton describes her heroine's difference - and her desire for
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a different world - as a "defect" in her nature. Although the flaws of the system are
condemned throughout this text, the heroine herself is designated as deficient. This claim
undermines Egerton's call for social change as it labels the New Woman a rare oddity.
In turn, although Flo's husband is specifically villainized in this short story, the
fault for the degraded nature of the sexual relationships between men and women is
ultimately placed on women. As her mother warns Flo that her actions "might cause him
to commit sin," Flo condemns the culture that makes women responsible for the actions
of their husbands ("Virgin Soil," 1 5 5 ). She argues, "he is responsible for his own sins, we
are not bound to dry-nurse his morality. Man is what we have made him, his very faults
are of our making. No wife is bound to set aside the demands of her individual soul for
the sake of imbecile obedience" ("Virgin Soil," 1 5 5 ). Thus, great blame and great powers
are aligned with the female sex. Although husbands are seen physically to dqminate and
demand from their wives in this story, women are shown to have the power to direct
humanity's behavior on a larger scale. They are given the power to sway cultural and
social mores. This claim - that woman is man's moral superior- is directly reminiscent
of nineteenth-century ideologies about the nature of "true womanhood." 16 However, what
is interesting and ironic about Egerton's text is the way that she simultaneously invokes
and rejects the idea of moral superiority in women. Man is "what we have made him";

yet, "he is responsible for his own sins, we are not bound to dry-nurse his morality." At
the same time Egerton advocates masculine virtue and responsibility, she falls back on
16
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of Coventry Patmore and Charles Dickens.
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the traditional logic that defines men as libidinous and women as virtuous. Thus, the
heroine concludes, "Philip is as God made him, he is an animal with strong passions, and
he avails himself of the latitude permitted him by the laws of society. Whatever of blame,
whatever of sin, whatever of misery is in the whole matter rests solely and entirely with
you, mother" ("Virgin Soil," 1 56).
Here Flo directly condemns her mother and indirectly condemns the generation of
mothers who have given birth to the women of the modem world. It is at this moment
that Flo announces that she has come home expressly to tell her mother this, saying "I
have promised myself over and over again that I would tell you" ("Virgin Soil," 1 56).
Indeed, the work as a whole, and its distinct political agenda, appears to be directed to
mothers of young women, a condemnation not of systems of marriage but of the means
by which marital relations are established and of the ways in which women are denied
access to information about their bodies. Flo herself determines to reject her society,
although how she means to do this and survive remains frighteningly unclear. She tells
her mother, "I have been burnt too badly to feel sorry for what will only be a tiny scar to
you; I have all the long future to face with all the world against me. Nothing will induce
me to go back. Better anything than that; food and clothes are poor equivalents for what I
have had to suffer" ("Virgin Soil," 1 60). Indeed, as she leaves her childhood home and
heads out into the world, she observes the autumn leaves and murmurs to herself,
"Whither and die, wither and die" ("Virgin Soil," 1 62).
In the opening scene of this story, the heroine appears completely incapable of
deciphering her husband; she has no interpretive tools with which to understand members
of the opposite sex. One of the first things she does upon arriving home is to study a
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picture of her deceased father. Egerton writes, "She studies it with new eyes, trying to
read what man he was, what soul he had, what part of him is in her, tries to find herself
by reading him. Something in his face touches her, strikes some underlying chord in her,
and she grinds her teeth at a thought it rouses" ("Virgin Soil,"1 52 ). It is unclear whether
Flo in this moment realizes that her mother has experienced the kind of loving
relationship she has denied her daughter or if she sees in her fa�er some of the pernicious
qualities of her own husband. Nevertheless, this is perhaps the "keynote" of this text;
women must be trained to "read" men correctly, not only in an effort to help women find
a partner who will make them happy, but in order to preserve their health. Parents who
shelter women - who prohibit them from understanding their bodies, their relationships
to male bodies - are to be repulsed and chastised. Indeed, Egerton informs readers of the
correct response they should have to the facts of the text. In this work, the mother is
distinctly changed by her conversation with her daughter. Egerton writes, "She feels as if
scales have dropped from her eyes, as if the instincts and conventions of her life are
toppling over, as if all the needs of protesting women of whom she has read with a vague
displeasure have come home to her" ("Virgin Soil,"1 61 ). Yet, some allowance is made
for the fact that individuals of the modem world have been profoundly influenced by the
culture in which they live. At the end of the text, Flo writes her mother a kind note before
leaving the house, ruminating that "Life is too short . . . to make any one's hours bitter"
("Virgin Soil,"1 61 ).
Interestingly, in each of these three texts authors revive ideas of love and return to
the hope of a happy marriage. Unable to imagine a way of removing or revolutionizing
the systems that oppress women, they imagine "new men" who might make life within
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that system meaningful and bearable. Authors place emphasis on women's - and on
society's - potential to develop skills that might allow them to read men properly. Thus,
they express a hope that knowledgeable women might successfully navigate their lives
within a system that has the potential to harm and corrupt them.
Still, the fate of the New Woman appears dark. At one point in The Wing of
Azrael, Viola' s aunt, Lady Clevedon, scoffs at Viola's sensitivity, remarking "Dear me;

it's very interesting to be so sensitive! - quite a fashionable complaint among girls
nowadays. Too sensitive to marry, too sensitive to be mothers! Is there anything that they
are not too sensitive to be? . . . . [S]omething ought to be done; the machinery of the
universe must be stopped; it is too coarse and noisy for these highly-strung beings; they
can't stand it" (Azrael, 76). Indeed, such seems to be the case for the New Woman
characters discussed in this chapter. Caird, Grand, and Egerton each present readers with
female heroines who are injured by their roles as wives and who acutely dread the
possibility of becoming mothers. Despite writers' a�empts to illustrate the ways in which
men are indirectly responsible for the spread of sexual disease and perhaps even for the
deaths of unborn children, the literary figure of the tragic and "defective" New Woman
frequently appears embracing madness and death. Authors attempted to employ this
suffering figure as a political tool; they also struggled to imagine the possibility of love
and liberty in their writings. However, this particular image of the hyper-sensitive,
suffering New Woman would eventually help to discredit the nineteenth-century's
women' s movement and to associate women who promoted "modem" concepts of sexual
autonomy and freedom with both self-destruction and despair. There has been no end,
then, to the ways in which this character type has herself been misread and abused.
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Chapter 5
The Products of Desire
Fin de siec/e writers, perhaps because they were confronting the end of a century,
felt an imperative to assess their own age and to imagine the new century before them.
Mike Jay and Michael Neve argue that "the end of the nineteenth century remained a
time when almost everyone resolutely believed in a future, even as the consensus about
the nature of that future fell into disarray."1 New Woman fiction participated in this
cultural movement that concerned itself with the state of the nation and the state of the
nation's future. Indeed, as Jay and Neve describe this movement, "The readers of the
1890 s were positively engulfed with imaginative constructions of the next century:
Utopias, monomanic tracts, dire warnings, technological predictions, blueprints for
survival."2 Additionally, many authors, influenced by Charles Darwin's theories of
evolution and by scientific tracts of the day, were publishing literature that addressed
both the future of the nation and impending possibilities for the evolution (or de
evolution) of humanity.3 Consequently, many New Woman texts focus on the role of the
New Woman in the construction of a new society in a new century. As previously
indicated within this study, New Woman literature frequently investigates and analyzes
the effect her struggles have on humanity, on her society, and, more directly, on her
children.
In some cases, the effects are dire. As illustrated in the last two chapters, the
hypersensitive New Woman was often imagined, even by authors who advocated new
1
Jay and Neve, 1900: A Fin-de-siec/e Reader, (London: Penguin, 1 999), xvi.
2 Jay and Neve, xiii.
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identities for women, as destined for a life of suffering. This suffering intensified the
unhappiness of those who surrounded her; the New Woman' s complex struggle for
autonomy is often shown to conflict with the principles of her society and to have a
detrimental effect on those whom she loves. Because nineteenth-century women were
considered responsible for transmitting the laws and values of culture to the next
generation, this vision of the New Woman as (often unwittingly) bringing disaster to
those around her served as a significant, albeit sympathetic, critique of the figure, as the
case of Evadne in Sarah Grand' s The Heavenly Twins exemplifies. This is certainly a
condemnation not only of the civilization that inspires women to neglect or to harm
future generations of humanity but also of the "hysterical" individuals who have the
ability to contemplate such actions.
Not surprisingly, then, many New Women writers, like Grand, show heroines
who ultimately resign themselves to participation in traditional social institutions. Such
authors simultaneously exposed serious cultural fe�s about women who would refuse to
participate in the processes of reproduction and motherhood. As Elaine Showalter claims,
"the New Woman writers were threatening daughters of decadence . . . . [, m]embers of an
avant garde attacking marriage and reproduction. ,,4 In turn, . some authors posited the idea

that, ifNew Women characters did choose to participate in maternal activities of bearing
and raising children, their non-normative methods of living and mothering would produce
non-normative children who destroyed themselves and others. One striking example of
this theme that will be discussed here is Thomas Hardy's novel Jude the Obscure. This

3
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work and Grant Allen's The Woman Who Did present a definite critique of the tragic
New Woman heroine. Unlike Caird and Grand, who focus on the ways in which
restrictive traditions and specific men provoke the New Woman to act destructively or
"unnaturally," these two authors argue that the New Woman is herself a threat to both
natural and social spheres. Although in Allen's text the New Woman heroine is capable
of producing and rearing a child outside of marriage, she is ultimately compelled to
destroy herself because her children, and the world of the future, find her repulsive and
aberrant - a dangerous anomaly amongst the intrinsic ordering of existence.
In response to the difficulties of creating a successful New Woman heroine in a
realist narrative, some New Women writers attempted to imagine a utopian future in
which the New Woman contributed to her society in different and positive ways.
Showalter argues that, in the fin de siecle, "[w]omen writers needed to rescue female
sexuality from the decadents' images of romantically doomed prostitutes or devouring
Venus flytraps, and represent female desire as a creative force in artistic imagination as
well as in biological reproduction. "5 In striking contrast to the works of Hardy and Allen,
0live Schreiner' s story "Three Dreams in a Desert" argues that the New Woman's
struggle to envision non-domestic roles for women can lead not only to happiness and
fulfillment but also to a stronger, better society. However, it must be noted that this work
presents readers with symbolic, dreamlike sequences rather than with concrete
descriptions of the ways in which realistic female characters might overcome oppressive
life circumstances. Thus, the exact nature of this achievement is insubstantial, as these

5
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narratives depict "dreams." In Schreiner's writings, the future of the New Woman will be
imagined only in fantasies and fragments.
By looking briefly at each of these three works, this chapter attempts to weave
together the ideas that have been explored throughout the body of this study. These
particular texts have been chosen because they aptly illustrate both the aspirations and the
limitations of the New Woman genre. New Woman fiction focused on possibilities for
social evolution, on the potential of humanity to embrace equality, opportunity, and
regeneration. At the same time, it continually presented readers with images of despair
and decay, foregrounding the failed attempts of modem women to overcome the
judgments of authority and ideology. Although the previous four sections of this study
have illustrated the radical potential of the character of the New Woman, they have also
indicated how authors described the New Woman as doomed either to suffer or to adapt
herself to the world in which she lives. Thus, this final section of my work emphasizes
some of the most seemingly radical and experimental examples of the New Woman genre
in an effort to show how narratives about modem women movingly described the crises
of nineteenth-century culture but not the ways in which such crises might be resolved. In
the three texts described here, the instability of the "new" ideas put forth by the figure of
the New Woman is explored. These texts are striking examples of a complex cultural
phenomenon: symbols of a period's struggle to both imagine and contain the possibility
of freedom.
"Three Dreams in a Desert," from Olive Schreiner's Dreams, is a unique
articulation of the tenets of New Woman ideology. This text presents the New Woman's
desires for freedom, knowledge, and independence and Schreiner' s belief that both
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humans and human societies must evolve before these ideals may be achieved. 6 "Three
Dreams in a Desert" offers striking references to theories of evolution; the text gives
readers images of the modem and the ancient world as it describes the animalistic nature
of the human body and the modem individual's struggle to escape the burdens of the past.
Notably, Schreiner argues that sheer strength of will has the potential to bring about
changes in the historic relations of the sexes and in the spiritual (and perhaps physical)
development of the race.
"Three Dreams in a Desert" recounts three dreams of a woman travelling across
the plains of Africa, each addressing the social positions of past, present, and future
women respectively. In the first dream of the text, representing humanity's past, the
narrator imagines herself "on the border of a great desert," looking out at "two great
figures like beasts of burden of the desert" who represent "man" and "woman" ("Three
Dreams," 308 ). The woman-beast is described as lying on the sand beside the man-beast;
Schreiner writes, "it had a great burden on its back, and the sand was thick about it, so
that it seemed to have piled over it for centuries" ("Three Dreams,"308 ). Yet, the
narrator is told by "one beside me watching" that
"Ages and ages long she has lain here, and the wind has blown over her. The
oldest, oldest, oldest man living has never seen her move: the oldest, oldest book
records that she lay here then, as she lies here now, with the sand about her. But
listen! Older than the oldest book, older than the oldest recorded memory of man,
on the Rocks of Language, on the hard-baked clay of Ancient Customs, now
crumbling to decay, are found the marks of her footsteps! Side by side with his
who stands beside her you may trace them; and you know that she who now lies
there once wandered free over the rocks with him." ("Three Dreams," 308 -09)

6
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Thus Schreiner describes an unknown past that is marked by women's equality with men.
This equality is not visible in the written chronicles of antiquity, being "older than the
oldest book"; however, the "marks of her footsteps" signal the contributions women
made to the formations of "language" and of "customs," bedrocks of modem culture that
are now "crumbling to decay."
Schreiner' s text focuses on the ways in which women have been erased and
misread within the symbolic order. Oral and recorded history deny her potential to move
forward beside man. In this passage Schreiner describes woman crossing "the Rocks of
Language" only to become mute and helpless. Thus, the female gender is envisioned
existing as outside - and beyond - verbal communication which is described as solid and
terrestrial - as "Rocks of Language." Interestingly, this segment of the text can be seen to
reflect the struggles of writers writing about fictional women. Authors who attempt to
construct realist narratives about women's potential often craft contradictory and
fragmented texts. As illustrated throughout this study, writers of New Woman fiction
were consistently unable to articulate the practical ways in which women might escape
the social systems in which they exist. In addition, like the burdened beast lying mute in
the sand, exceptional female characters are repeatedly described as unable to
communicate their desires to "rise up."
In Schreiner's story, the unseen speaker explains to the narrator that the woman
beast now lies insensible and immobile because her partner placed his burden on her once
long ago when she "stooped low to give suck to her young" ("Three Dreams," 309).
However, in spite of this action, the man-beast is unable to move forward freely. There is
an unbreakable "band" that ties him to his mate. The mysterious speaker explains to the
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woman having the dream that the men of the past did not realize that they were inevitably
tied to women. Indeed, the male member of this pair is unable to move forward because
he is attached to the fallen, burdened female. Here, Schreiner argues that progress
depends on both of the sexes working together. She posits the idea that the
disempowerment of women only serves to hold men back; it does not free them from the
various "burdens" that they discard and put upon members of the opposite sex.
During the course of this dream, the burden on the woman's back is cut by "the
Age-of-nervous-force" and by the "knife of Mechanical Invention" ("Three Dreams,"
3 1 0). These images seem to reference the technology and energy of the modem world,
indicating to the reader the ways in which these forces allow women opportunities to
escape the burden of a traditional lifestyle. In consequence, the woman-beast strains and
struggles to rise for the first time in centuries. Her struggle is arduous and painful, and the
narrator worries because the male, rather than helping her, "drags her down" ("Three
Dreams," 3 1 1). However, there is hope that she will rise, and the speaker explains that
"He cannot help her; she must help herself. Let her struggle till she is strong" ("lbree
Dreams," 3 1 1). At the end of this dream, the woman-beast has risen to her knees. The
speaker tells the narrator of the dream that now the male-beast will stop his struggle and
that "he will stand close to her, and look into her eyes with sympathy" ("Three Dreams,"
3 1 1 ). Indeed, this dream predicts that men will one day aid and sympathize with women
who struggle to rise. They may at present misunderstand and hinder women's attempts to
lift themselves up from the natural (represented by sand) and historical (represented by
the ancient burden) forces that hold them down; however, the time of change is here. In
turn, this dream posits the idea that women must work to progress. In order for them to
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live and move, they must help themselves - they must "struggle till [they are] strong."
Indeed, it appears that it is the female gender's responsibility to work towards its own
evolution.
This theme is continued in the second dream. Here the same dreamer watches a
woman walk out of the desert and speak to "Reason" (Three Dreams," 3 1 2). This woman
asks this entity how to get to "the Land of Freedom" and Reason tells her "There is one
way, and one only. Down the banks of Labour [sic], through the water of Suffering"
("Three Dreams," 3 1 2). Here Schreiner repeats the themes articulated in realist novels
written about the character of the New Woman: in order to bring about changes in the
lives of all women, the female pioneer must both work and suffer. Traditional Christian
ideology urged women to sacrifice themselves in order to preserve and uplift social
morality and the values of the home. Interestingly, New Woman ideology often is
characterized by a similar .belief in the need for female self-sacrifice. However, according
to writers like Schreiner and Caird, in the "modem" moment women must sacrifice
themselves in an effort to bring about economic and political equality - a contrast to their
past role of preserving the cherished ideals of bourgeois life.
In turn, the woman in Schreiner' s story must free herself from her symbolic
costume of traditional womanliness. Here the narrator describes the woman as she "threw
from her gladly the mantle of Ancient-received-opinions she wore, for it was worn full of
holes. And she took the girdle from her waist that she had treasured so long, and the
. moths flew out of it in a cloud" ("Three Dreams," 3 1 3). Moths serve as a symbol of
disuse; they corrupt or consume cloth that is stored away for future use or for nostalgic
purposes. Here Schreiner seems to argue that as women hide away their sexuality, their
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passions are rendered vulnerable to ruin or dissolution. Modem women must free
themselves of the emotional ("Ancient-received-opinions") and sexual ("the girdle from
her waist that she had treasured so long") restrictions that obstruct their attempts to
liberate themselves mentally and physically. For the woman in this story, this is a
welcome release.
However, there is one burden that she is unwilling - and almost unable - to put
away from herself. As she plans to move forward, Reason tells this woman that she must
also give up what is most dear to her heart - the baby she holds at her breast. The woman
in Schreiner's story begs to keep her golden-haired, winged infant, explaining "He has
been a child so long, so long, I have carried him. In the Land of Freedom he will be a
man. We will walk together there, and his great white wings will overshadow me. He has
lisped one word only to me in the desert - 'Passion! ' I have dreamed he might learn to
say 'Friendship' in that land" ("Three Dreams," 3 13-1 4). Strangely, this winged infant
serves as a symbol of both the male child and of the adult male lover. This complexly
metaphorical, Cupid-like being must be abandoned if the woman wishes to live in the
Land of Freedom. Reason warns her "Those who reach the Land of Freedom, the first
hand they see stretching down the bank to help them shall be Love's . . .. In your breast he
cannot thrive; put him down that he may grow" ("Three Dreams," 3 14). The child bites
her breast and draws blood when she puts him from her; however, she does manage to
free herself from his significant weight.
Here Schreiner seems to be arguing that the women must abandon not just the
child but childish-love as well. Love must grow to "be a man" before he can help her
climb up the banks to the "Land of Freedom." In addition, this woman must reject the
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idea that the purpose of heterosexual union is merely to produce children. The child-love,
and the love of the child, must be put aside in order for women to move forward.
Significantly, Schreiner predicts that only good will come of this move to free women
from love without friendship and from the burden of the clinging child.
The woman in the story is grieved by her loss of "Love"; however, she is also
comforted by the sounds of feet she hears following the "track to the water's edge" that
she has begun to forge ("Three Dreams," 3 14). As was illustrated previously, Schreiner,
like Caird, imagines that sacrifice is required to reach "Freedom." Reason tells the
woman "Where you stand now, the ground will be beaten flat by ten thousand times ten
thousand feet . . . . Have you seen the locusts how they cross a stream? First one comes
down to the water-edge, and it is swept away, and then another comes and then another,
and then another, and at last with their bodies piled up a bridge is built and the rest pass
over" ("Three Dreams," 3 1 5). Thus this dream ends as the woman begins her arduous
passage down "the banks of labour" and through the "water of Suffering." It is unclear
whether or not she will survive the journey.
However, in the last dream, the dreamer is gifted with a vision of the Land of
Freedom. It is a place where "brave women and brave men, hand in hand" walk the hills
("Three Dreams," 3 1 5). Here the men and women "looked into each other's eyes, and
they were not afraid" ("Three Dreams," 3 1 5). It is significant that here woman does not
lie beside or carry man but instead walks with him and looks into his eyes. Love seems
possible. In addition, it is important to note that in the Land of Freedom the narrator
observes that "women also hold each other's hands" ("Three Dreams," 3 1 5). Here
women also join together to support and comfort each other. A homoerotic element may
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be perceived within this description of ideal love and intimate harmony; however, the
vision of women holding one another's hands is especially significant because it differs
so radically from the images of women walking on the destroyed bodies of one another.
At the end of this last prophetic dream, another unseen speaker tells the narrator
that this place is heaven on earth, and that, in turn, it is "THE FUTURE" ("Three
Dreams,"3 1 6). In his article "The New Woman in Nowhere: Feminism and Utopianism
at the.fin de siecle," Matthew Beaumont claims
The history of the feminist and socialist movements at this time, the epoch of the
politics of fellowship as it were, is in part the story of an impossible attempt both
to adduce and induce evidence of an as-yet non-existent new world. Perhaps
'utopianism' is the sign under which this story could plausibly be reconstructed.
As a 'counter-factual thought-experiment,' utopian speculation strongly inflects
the writings of those late nineteenth-century thinkers who pursued 'proof of the
historical possibility and political desirability of alternative social relations especially those between the sexes.7
Interestingly, the utopia envisioned at the end of "Three Dreams in a Desert" is both
mystified and celebrated by the author. Nevertheless, despite the absorbing complexities
of this short story, Schreiner's menage of symbolic elements does not provide readers
with a description of how women in the real world might overcome the desert of the
present and the "water of Suffering." The text is riddled with seemingly significant
symbolic images and terms; however, it also is swirling with the complications of
dreams. Although Schreiner' s work is intriguing and richly suggestive of possibility, the
path that must be taken by the women of the future remains enshrouded in metaphor and
imagery, unclear and inaccessible to the real women who may have been reading the text.
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Two authors who do detail the experiences of radical women's lives are Thomas
Hardy and Grant Allen. In the works of these two male authors, focus is often placed on
female characters who avoid marriage and the entrapments of domestic life, striking out
on their own in an effort to live independently and to love "freely." However, in the two
texts examined here, the consequences of such actions lead only to despair and
destruction, not to the Land of Freedom.
Allen's The Woman Who Did (1 895) addresses the history of Herminia Barton,
the Cambridge-educated daughter of the Dean of Dunwich. Herminia leaves Girton
because it fails to enlarge "every fibre" of her nature; soon afterwards, she enters into an
intimate relationship outside of marriage with one of her own "free and advanced kind,"
the lawyer Alan Merrick (The Woman Who Did, 28). Herminia refuses Alan's offer of
marriage, claiming "I know what marriage is - from what vile slavery it has sprung; on
what unseen horrors for my sister women it is reared and buttressed; by what unholy
sacrifices it is sustained and made possible" (The Woman Who Did, 43). She encourages
her lover to enter into a union based on philosophical and ethical ideals. However, their
happiness soon ends because Alan dies. Consequently, Herminia is left to support herself
and her infant daughter (by Alan) by teaching and editing Sophocles. Later, she thinks
she might be capable of loving again when she meets the Fabian Harvey Kynaston;
however, his political and public ambitions prohibit him from considering a similar
"free" union with her. As the novel closes, Herminia finds herself alone and friendless,
and her daughter (Dolores/Dolly) betrays her by growing up and desiring to embrace a
conventional life. After Dolly moves in with her patriarchal Victorian grandfather (Sir
Anthony Merrick), Herminia swallows prussic acid because she feels that her death will
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free Dolly of the shame of her socially unsanctioned birth, allowing her to marry and
enter polite society.
In The Woman Who Did, Herminia initially delights in her seemingly
"scandalous" life of free love; however, Allen is intensely conservative in his vision of
how men and women might behave even in this most radical of relationships. For
instance, after Herminia and Alan elope to Italy, Allen describes her feelings: "most men
are teachers to the women who depend upon them. This sense of support and restfulness
and clinging was fresh and delightful to her. It is a woman's ancestral part to look up to
the man; she is happiest in doing it, and must long remain so" (The Woman Who Did, 77).
Indeed, despite her education, her claims for liberty, and her radical lifestyle, Herminia
feels and thinks very like the "old sort" of woman so roundly criticized by women writers
and columnists. She continually delights in her lover because "she could look up to his
judgement, confide in his opinion, see the truth of his criticism, profit much by his
instruction" (The Woman Who Did, 77).
Herminia has, in fact, few thoughts or talents of her own; other than her desire to
live a "new" sort of life, she resembles the pure, generous, and loving heroine of
Dickensian literature. Allen, like other authors of New Woman fiction, appears unable to
visualize a truly "free" woman: as he acknowledges the claims of women who profess a
desire to do meaningful work, he argues that the main responsibilities of women are those
that revolve around childbirth and motherhood. This argument becomes manifestly
evident as Allen describes -his heroine's aspirations:
She had always been self-supporting, she said, and she would be self-supporting
still. To her mind, that was an essential step towards the emancipation of women.
Their friendship implied for her no change of existence, merely an addition to the
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fulness [sic] of her living. He was the compliment of her being. Every woman
should naturally wish to live her whole life, to fulfil [sic] her whole functions; and
that she could do only by becoming a mother, accepting the orbit for which nature
designed her. In the end, no doubt, complete independence would be secured for
each woman by the civilized state, or, in other words, by the whole body of men
who do the hard work of the world, and who would collectively guarantee every
necessary [sic] and luxury to every woman of the community equally. In that way
alone could perfect liberty of choice and action be secured for women; and she
held it just that women should be so provided for, because the mothers of the
community fulfil [sic] in the state as important and necessary a function as the
men themselves do . . . . But in our present barbaric state of industrial slavery,
capitalism, monopoly - in other words, under the organized rule of selfishness such a course was impossible. (The Woman Who Did, 59)
Here the heroine's espousal of the value of vocations for women quickly leads into a
discussion of how the true function of woman is to give birth to children. This claim, an
important component of Allen's theories on the liberation of women, is repeated
throughout this text and is further explored in one of Allen's earlier articles, "Plain
Words on the Woman Question" (1 889). 8 The modem critic may note that Allen's
emphasis on reproduction entraps rather than liberates women; although he critiques the
regulatory systems of industry and capitalism, he also promotes a social system wherein
the reproductive capacities of women might be increased and regulated. It is apparent to
the modem reader that Allen's attachment to scientific theories of evolution and
reproduction limit his ability to imagine any work for women more important than that of
producing and nurturing children. In turn, the failure of his New Woman heroine's efforts
at mothering is important to note.
In the introduction to the 1 995 Oxford edition of this work, Sarah Wintle argues
that "because of the New Woman's fondness for exercise - all that bicycling - she is
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'sound in wind and limb' and particularly fitted to 'be the mother of a strong and sturdy
race.' Moreover, she is now in a position to choose her mate, and become 'a conscious
agent' in the direction of the evolutionary process."9 Quite notably, Herminia does not
prove herself to be a fit mother. Indeed, the consequences of her alternate lifestyle are
described by Allen as dark and disastrous. Near the end of the novel it becomes very
clear how very alien Herminia's lifestyle appears to those around her, and even.to her
own child. Allen writes:
And if the truth must be told, Dolly never really returned her mother's profound
affection . . . . When once the first period of childish dependence was over, she
regarded Herminia with a smouldering [sic] distrust and a secret dislike that
concealed itself beneath a mask of unfelt caresses. In her heart of hearts, she owed
her mother a grudge for not having put her in a position in life where she could
drive in a carriage with a snarling pug and a clipped French poodle, like Aunt
Ermyntrude's children. She grew up, smarting under a sullen sense of injustice,
all the deeper because she was compelled to stifle it in the profoundest recesses of
her own heart. (The Woman Who Did,12 0-2 1 )
A "natural" and devoted mother, Herminia dreams fondly of the potential that may lie
within this child of her modem, unregulated union with the love of her life. However, it
soon becomes evident that Dolly is not inclined to rise up and address the "dolorous"
position of women in her culture. Instead, she wishes to take on the role of a cherished,
childish object, in fact, the traditional role of woman in bourgeois society. This
conservative desire comes as a blow to her mother; Allen writes, "Herminia began to
perceive that the child of so many hopes, of so many aspirations, the child predestined to
regenerate humanity, was thinking for herself - in a retrograde direction . . .. She had
reverted to lower types. She had thrown back to the Philistine" (The Woman Who Did,
8
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1 1 6). In this passage Allen presents Dolly's desire to "drive in a carriage with a snarling
pug and a clipped French poodle" as evidence of a primitive nature. Indeed, Allen
repeatedly uses scientific discourses of heredity to describe Dolly's "low" preferences; as
indicated in this quotation, Allen believes women such as Dolly are "reverting" to "lower
types." However, at the same time Allen degrades Dolly's desire to participate in society
and to marry a man of social position and wealth, he acknowledges the ineffectualness of
Herminia's alternate lifestyle. Herminia's ideals are ultimately incompatible with the
structures of everyday life. In truth, Dolly's acceptance of the world that her mother has
so definitively rejected is inevitable. Allen writes of Dolly, "She accepted the beliefs and
opinions of her school-fellows because they were natural and congenial to her character.
In short, she had what the world calls common sense: she revolted from the unpractical
Utopianism of her mother" (The Woman Who Did, 1 1 7). Indeed, Allan appears to blame
Herminia's "Utopianism" for the intellectual and moral deficiencies of her daughter.
Nevertheless, in this novel Herminia herself is venerated if her lifestyle is not.
Like the writers of New Woman fiction explored in the third and fourth chapters of this
work, Allen attempts to encourage readers to sympathize with his heroine's vague
political agenda by encouraging them to pity the tragedies of her personal life. At the end
of The Woman Who Did, Herminia drinks prussic acid, killing herself so that her daughter
may be rid of the scandal of her mother's single life and thus free to marry the man she
loves. Allen highlights Herminia's suicide note in the last chapter of the text:
I set out in life with the earnest determination to be a martyr to the cause of truth
and righteousness, as I myself understood them. But I didn't foresee this last pang
Nelson (Ontario: Broadview, 2001), 2 1 0-20. Hereafter cited as "Plain Words."
9
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of martyrdom. No soul can tell beforehand to what particular cross the blind
chances of the universe will finally nail it. But I am ready to be offered, and the
time of my departure is close at hand. I have fought a good fight; I have finished
my course; I have kept the faith I started in life with. Nothing now remains for me
but the crown of martyrdom. (The Woman Who Did, 139)
Notably, while the heroines of Caird's and Grand's novels lament the inadequacies and
injustices of traditional women's lives, Allen describes the ways in which "different"
lifestyles for women are doomed to result in self-destruction and tragedy. Despite the fact
that she has "fought a good fight," Herminia is aware from the start that her life is to be
one of suffering. Like the heroines of other New Woman novels, Herminia sees herself as
a symbolic "martyr to the cause of righteousness"; however, in this case the "cause of
righteousness" is not the religiously sanctioned and culturally accepted life of a domestic
wife but rather that of a single outcast. Thus, this novel, like many other works of New
Woman fiction, promotes ideas of women's liberation while arguing that women who
attempt to practice of these ideals in modern life will be punished.
Interestingly, Allen-the scientist .seems particularly to regard his heroine's life as a
failed experiment. This idea is, albeit unintentionally, damning to the struggles of proto
feminists. Although Allen does manage to write about a heroine who embraces an
alternative lifestyle, this heroine's struggles for social change are labeled as abortive and
unproductive. In The Story of an African Farm, Olive Schreiner also illustrates the tragic
circumstances attendant on a woman who experiences sex outside of marriage; however,
Schreiner's heroine exhibits a philosophical maturity and a sense of irony that render this
text an effective social critique. In contrast to Schreiner, Allen characterizes his heroine
as "always a woman" (The Woman Who Did,140 ). Thus, Allen denies the idea that
women of the future might possess an intelligence and sensibility markedly different
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from that of the Victorian stereotype of woman. Notably, Wintle concludes the
introduction to the modern edition of this text by claiming "Herminia is a victim, not only
because she is 'morally in advance of her age,' but because she is never really allowed
her own bodily voice by her author. Her death may be read as apotheosis or punishment.
Either way she is an embodiment of her narrator's monolithically simple view of fixed
gender types." 1 0
This book was a great popular success, inspiring many periodical and newspaper
reviews, reprinted a number of times in the first few years after its publishing, and
making Allen a great deal of money. Nevertheless, it was frequently criticized not for the
scandalous - but for the conservative - nature of its political message. In The
Contemporary Review, Millicent Fawcett, after roundly critiquing both the stylistics and

the infeasible elements of the text, claimed "[Allen] purports to write in the interests of
women, but there will be very few women who do not see that his little book belongs
very much more to the unregenerate man than to women at all." 1 1
Allen's limited vision of the roles of women is exceptionally obvious in his 1 889
article "Plain Words on the Woman Question." In this work he explains that "Woman's
Rights women" seem to have forgotten the obvious scientific "truth" that all women need
to have at least four children in their lifetimes. Although he admits that this is "a heavy
burden to lay upon women," he insists that it is "abundantly apparent" that "in every
community, and to all time, the vast majority of the women must become wives and
mothers, and must bear at least four children apiece" ("Plain Words," 21 1 , 212). Allen's
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fanatical focus on the need for population growth is striking; he claims that the only
people who are exempted from having children are "soldiers, sailors, imbeciles, cripples
and incapables"("Plain Words,"2 1 1 ). Foreshadowing Herminia's description of the ideal
society, here Allen claims that communities should support all women in their various
efforts to populate the Empire. He warns his readers that British citizens should avoid the
customs of savages ("as among the Hottentots") who do not provide for their women. He
also speaks derisively of foreign countries where women must survive alone through
"pregnancy, childbirth, and infancy of the offspring" on "their own stored-up stock of fat,
like hibernating bears or desert camels" ("Plain Words,"2 13).
Despite his argument requiring motherhood of all women, Allen claims to be an
"enthusiast on the Woman Question" ("Plain Words,"2 12 ). Announcing that he would
like to see woman "a great deal more emancipated than she herself as yet at all desires,"
he asserts "I feel sure that while women are crying for emancipation they really want to
be left in slavery; and that it is only a few exceptional men, here and there in the world,
who wish to see them fully and wholly enfranchised" ("Plain Words,"2 13,2 1 4).
Nevertheless, Allen concludes this discussion by saying, "her emancipation must not be
of a sort that interferes in any way with this prime natural necessity" ("Plain Words,"
2 13). Marriage may be abolished, but nothing must interfere with women's ability to pair
with men and have babies. Allen then posits the idea that "Woman's Rights women"
seem to have forgotten "the true aim of their sex" ("Plain Words,"2 13). He argues that
many texts on the New Woman speak mainly about the problems of "unsexed" women,
women whom he designates a minority ("Plain Words,"2 1 4). He claims that women
should be proud of their womanliness, and "instead of boasting of their sexlessness as a
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matter of pride, they ought to keep it dark, and to be ashamed of it - as ashamed as a man
in a like predicament would be of his impotence. They ought to feel they have fallen
short of the healthy instincts of their kind, instead of posing as in some sense the cream of
the universe, on the strength of what is really a functional aberration" ("Plain Words,"
2 1 4). Allen strongly condemns writers (presumably like Caird) who describe women who
fear their husbands and dread becoming mothers. 1 2 He claims that the woman who avoids
sex and motherhood is "an abnormality, not the woman of the future" ("Plain Words,"
2 1 7). Finally, Allen argues that the woman's movement "must assume as its goal, not
general celibacy and the independence of women, but general marriage and the ample
support of women by the men of the community" ("Plain Words," 21 9).
This article is especially interesting in that it reveals both Allen's misguided
sympathy for the ideals of the women's movement and his profound inability to visualize
women in capacities other than child bearing and child rearing. There is also a note of
fear that runs through this essay. For Allen, as for other writers of the.fin de siecle, the
New Woman's aversion to the forms of traditional marriage signified a possible future
decrease.in the population of the British Empire as well as the decline of what some
individuals termed "civilized" humanity. Ironically, Allen's "feminist" sentiments stand
in direct opposition to the themes of "Three Dreams in a Desert." It is the "present" roles
of women in British society that Schreiner describes as savage and unprogressive. Indeed,
she claims that it is only when women have true independence that they may embrace
meaningful heterosexual love and produce healthy children.
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George W. Stocking, in his discussion of Victorian theories of anthropology,
argues that, in the years leading up to1870 , Victorian scholars were able to "envision the
movement of history as a triumph of the spiritual over the material." 1 3 He also claims that
One of the striking things about sociocultural evolutionary assumption is its
metaphorical extendibility - a quality clearly related to its very great ideological
adaptiveness. That extendibility is evident in analogies or equations of both
process and status. On the one hand, there is the analogy/equation between the
biological evolution of the human species, the civilization of humankind, and the
education of the human individual - evident particularly in Herbert Spencer's
writings on the latter topic. The three forms of development were not only
analogous, but could also be viewed as sequentially cumulative- especially in the
context of the implied or explicit assumption of the inheritance of acquired
characteristics. Other biological assumptions ("recapitulation," "degeneration"
and "arrested development") facilitated analogizing up and down the
developmental scale. 14
These notions of "sociocultural evolutionary assumption[s]" are interesting to apply to
the themes of "evolution" and "arrested development" in Thomas Hardy's1895 text,
Jude the Obscure. In this novel, there is a complex analysis of the ways in which a

struggle for individual enlightenment is ineffectual within a world marked by "primitive"
living and by social strictures that deny women and members of the lower classes
opportunities for intellectual or spiritual advancement. Nevertheless, Hardy also accepts
and acknowledges certain "biological assumptions" within this politically explosive text.
Jane Thomas points out that, at the turn of the century, "[w]omen's maternal functions
undermined for biological essentialists and social meliorists any suggestion that they
could compete as man's physical equal. Spencer, Comte and to some degree Darwin
claimed that social laws should continue to reflect women's physical and in Spencer's
view their mental inferiority if the human species was to continue to progress along the
13
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lines established by Natural law." 1 5 Although Hardy's novel laments and condemns the
drastic failures experienced by progressive individuals, it also accepts conservative ideas
about women's potential to "progress" while restricted by biology and "Natural law."
In Jude the Obscure Hardy argues that intellectual, sensitive women are
inherently receptive and impressible "types." 1 6 His heroine's seemingly illogical
compliance with and adherence to convention at various moments in the story provide
evidence of this theme. Sue will return to Phillotson, despite her dramatic attempts to free
herself from a life ordered by religious and social determinants. For Hardy, her
capitulation to social pressures seems to serve as evidence of mental and spiritual
weakness; the reader is given the sense that she "should" have remained faithful to her
modem principles and to Jude, despite the tragedy of their circumstances. In addition, this
novel also posits the idea that women's lives are organized by the biological functions of
childbirth. Although the character .of Arabella abandons her child, she is continually
described by Hardy as primitive and animalistic: "She was a complete and substantial
female animal - no more, no less." 1 7 Moreover, despite her lack of maternal feeling,
Arabella uses her potential to bear children as a snare for Jude, convincing him that she is
pregnant and that they must get married. In this novel, the biological functions of women
determine social relationships. In tum, women's capacity for pregnancy and their ethical
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charge to nurture offspring are destined to undermine any moral claims they may make
for social and economic independence.
Jude the Obscure is a novel that particularly addresses questions of marriage and
of sexual morality. Hardy also critiques urbanization and condemns the unjust nature of
class and educational systems of Britain in this novel. However, it might be argued that
his focus on sex and marriage overshadows these other issues. Like Jude, Sue Bridehead
suffers as a result of "the artificial system of things, under which the normal sex-impulses
are turned into devilish domestic gins and springes to noose and hold back those who
want to progress" (Jude,171 -72 ).
In this text, Sue is characterized by her wish to avoid marriage after her initial
unhappy union with Phillotson. Nevertheless, despite her claims for freedom, she is
unable to maintain an independent lifestyle because of her love for Jude and ,as a result of
their children. Penny Boumelha says of Sue, "Her tragedy takes in part the form of her
gradual confrontation with the fact of her non-freedom, with the knowledge that she is no
less constrained and reduced by her denial of her sexuality than by Phillotson's legal or
Jude's emotional demands on it. She must learn that sexuality lies to a large degree
outside the control of rationality, will, choice." 1 8 Indeed, despite her opposition to the
strictures of marriage, Sue is destined to take on a highly traditional domestic role as a
result of her maternity, even adopting Jude's last name and pretending to marry him.
Hardy does attempt to envision the particular forms that new, "free" relationships
between women and men might take. However, like Grand's Evadne, the outspoken and
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free-thinking Sue assumes a traditionally feminine identity when espoused to her male
partner. Boumelha argues
Jude illustrates how a relationship conceived by its protagonists as in opposition
to marriage cannot help becoming its replica - that it is in the lived texture of the
relationship that the oppression resides, and not in the small print of the contract.
The "alternative" relationship proves ultimately no alternative at all, for its
material situation presses upon it to shape it into a pre-existing form. Jude and
Sue escape none of the oppressions of marriage, but they incur over and above
these the penalties reserved for transgressors against it. There is no form for the
relationship to take except those named and determined by the very form that they
seek to transcend. 19

Indeed, the consequences of this attempt to escape the traditions of marriage, despite their
formal adherence to its tenets, are momentous. The fact that Little Father Time kills his
brother and sister and then himself resulted in the novel's being termed a "nauseous
tragedy" by contemporary readers.20 Margaret Oliphant concluded her review of the book
with the damning question "Mr. Hardy knows, no doubt as everybody does, that the
children are a most serious part of the question of the abolition of marriage. Is this the
way in which he considers it would be resolved best?"21 Although Oliphant poses this
question sarcastically, Hardy's novel may very well communicate to readers the idea that
the consequences of such unsanctioned unions are necessarily tragic. As in Allen's text,
here the idea is put forward that culture is not yet ready for such liberal ideas and that
progressive individuals who act on their principles are doomed to alienation and self
destruction. As Sue tells Jude, "the world and its ways have a certain worth" (Jude, 283).
It also appears that Sue is to blame for this violent and horrifying act, despite Jude's
insistence that "Nothing can be done . . . Things are as they are, and will be brought to their
19
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destined issue" (Jude, 266). It is her conversation with Little Father Time that leads him
to murder and suicide.
Sue's children are doomed to misery; as the products of an unsanctioned union
they are consistently ostracized and censured by others. Indeed, Little Father Time,
although he is the child of Jude and Arabella, reflects the disorder of Sue and Jude's life
together. Hardy, as he describes the youth's dead body, writes,
The boy's face expressed the whole tale of their situation. On that little shape had
converged all the inauspiciousness and shadow which had darkened the first
union of Jude, and all the accidents, mistakes, fears, errors of the last. He was
their nodal point, their focus, their expression in a single term. For the rashness of
those parents he had groaned, for their ill-assortment he had quaked, and for the
misfortunes of these he had died. (Jude,2 64 -65 )
The child is the physical consequence of the "shadow" (or dark side) of human sexuality;
his hopeless attitude is, in turn, the consequence of both heredity and difficult life
circumstances. Here Hardy blatantly makes clear the ways in which the actions of parents
affect their children. In this case, the "accidents, mistakes, fears, errors" of Jude and
Sue's "unnatural" lifestyle have resulted in an unnatural child who rejects life itself.
Jude and Sue react differently to the deaths of their children. This brief section of
the text is reflective of the larger themes of the novel. Hardy writes of Jude,
One thing troubled him more than any other, that Sue and himself had mentally
traveled in opposite directions since the tragedy: events which had enlarged his
own views of life, laws, customs, and dogmas, had not operated in the same
manner on Sue's. She was no longer the same as in the independent clays, when
her intellect played like lambent lightning over conventions and formalities which
he had at that time respected, though he did not now. (Jude,270 )
Disturbingly, Hardy describes Jude as "enlarged" by the tragedy. In turn, he seems to
criticize the character of Sue for losing her "intellect" in grief. Hardy determines that this
21
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female character will be unable to overcome her feelings of guilt and horror and will in
turn punish herself for the remainder of her life. After the tragedy Sue announces, "There
is something external to us which says, 'You shan't! ' First it said, 'You shan't learn!'
Then it said, 'You shan't labour! ' Now it says, 'You shan't love! "' (Jude, 265). She tells
Jude, "O my comrade, our perfect union - our two-in-oneness - is now stained with
blood!" (Jude, 265).
Responding to past and contemporary reviews of this text, Patricia Ingham posits
the theory that "the novel remains the most powerful indictment of the sexual and class
oppression of its time. The pandemonium it evoked was appropriate . . . . Hardy was
struggling towards, and sometimes momentarily achieved, beliefs subversive of the
whole of established society."22 Certainly Hardy's work does indict the cultural and
religious systems that ordered life in England at the turn of the century. However, despite
his "subversive" techniques, Hardy illustrates the consequences of women's freedom
from the traditional social order as horrifyingly destructive. The image of Sue's dead
children would be, for many nineteenth-century readers, a condemnation of her life.
Both Hardy and Allen present readers with the idea that the children of the
modem woman are destined to reject either the mother' s lifestyle or the world altogether.
Such tragic themes hindered rather than promoted the nineteenth-century women's
movement. Indeed, much of New Woman fiction influenced (often negatively) public
attitudes towards the practical civic enterprises (for employment opportunities, for
education, for the right to vote) of actual women living in the fin de siec/e. The
22
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explorations of female sexuality, the critiques of marriage, and the call for women's
sexual education in popular literature led individuals to misinterpret other goals of proto
feminists. Ann Heilmann writes that
[w]hile critics sympathetic to feminism showed an understanding of the genre and
identified its dominant themes (' questions of sex, questions of marriage, questions
of maternity'), male anti-feminists from both the conservative and the progressive
camps displaced the feminist attack on contemporary sexual politics and the
exploitation of women into a discourse of eroticism, pornography and censorship.
By reducing the subversive content of feminist writing to an aesthetics of
sensuality, they attempted to diminish the political explosiveness of these works.23
Indeed, it is interesting to note the ways in which both supporters and critics of the
women's movement displaced arguments over women's employment and
enfranchisement in order to focus on how the woman of the future was destined to
interact within sexual and romantic relationships. As was argued in the introduction to
this work, this tendency _appears to be both a consequence of a novelistic tradition that
celebrated the romance plot and a result of the individual author's inability to imagine
concretely the forms which a working woman's life might take. Indeed, the works of
Hardy and Allen illustrate how women's reproductive potential complicated the
nineteenth-century individual's likelihood to imagine women successfully assuming
positions of non-domestic employment or entering into "new" lifestyles. None of the
fictional works examined in this study recognize the possibility of birth control although
some forms were available at the time.24 Additionally, despite some explorations of the
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sexual liberation of the New Woman, authors (like Hardy and Allen) reinforce women's
domestic place rather than her independence precisely because of their belief in the
economic and cultural necessity of the traditional family unit. Although Allen appears to
call for the communal support of women who take on the role of mother, he celebrates
the "non-marriage" of Herminia and Alan as a sort of ideal living situation. In turn,
although Hardy does not romanticize the unconventional union of Sue and Jude, he, too,
argues that the forms of traditional heterosexual units are inescapable, especially when
children are involved.
Ruth Brandon, in her discussion of the politics of a number of the "new" men
living at the turn of the nineteenth century (H.G. Wells, Havelock Ellis, William James),
claims that "at the core of each of their philosophies the most old-fashioned thinking of
all remained untouched. For each of them Woman the Mother reigned supreme . . . . The
differentiation of male and female roles was a fundamen� part of that Darwinian
thinking which so influenced Wells and Ellis and which represented for them and their
generation the break with the medieval past. "25 Indeed, this brand of scientific ideology
resulted in particular assumptions concerning the "natural" behaviors of men and women.
As Brandon notes, "Obviously, if men really believe that women's highest destiny is
mothering and that this is the world's most creative important activity, then it follows (at
a conscious or unconscious level) that, since women alone are able to enjoy this activity,
they should concentrate on that and leave the rest of the field free for men. "26 This
off tables and galloping on horseback" (Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage: In England 15001800 [New York: Harper and Row, 1 977], 267).
25
Ruth Brandon, The New Woman and the Old Men: Love, Sex, and the Woman Question (London: Secker
and Warburg, 1 990), 25 1 -52.
26
Brandon, 252.
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celebration of motherhood necessarily complicated the New Woman's move towards
equality and independence. Notably, in Schreiner's "Three Dreams," it is the child that
will drown the woman in her quest to cross the "waters of Suffering." She must put it
away from her while she strives for a better world in which to raise it. In this text,
Schreiner only indirectly articulates the claim that children force women to channel their
energies away from self-expression and personal growth; nevertheless, this theme also
appears in The Story of an African Farm as Lyndall's pregnancy results in her forced
isolation and illness, perhaps in her death. Although women evidence a love of children,
Schreiner, as do Allen and Hardy, recognizes the ways in which the modem world
delimits the positions of mothers even more firmly than it does that of young women.
As authors worked to carve out new identities for women in the late nineteenth
century, they struggled with an inability to articulate the definitions and dimensions of
change. Like Schreiner, some authors of New Woman fiction imagined extravagant,
glorious possibilities in their writings. However, many of the texts that imagine such
brave new worlds are characterized by heavily metaphorical language. Titles frequently
associate these pieces with the realm of "dreams," "fantasias," and "fragments." More
frequently, authors of New Woman fiction remained unable to imagine fully a positive
potential future for women who valued work and independence. Despite the fact that all
of the texts examined within this study investigate authors who experiment with "new"
female subjectivities, no text describes a realist space within culture that might foster
these subjectivities. Certainly the two novels investigated in this chapter revolve around
titillating or tragic personal histories, not the ways in which free-thinking women might
forge new ways of living. Unfortunately, these non-utopian, realist works end with a
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vision of the New Woman heroine as mad, dead, or (worse) a threat to the world around
her. This is the double-edged success of New Woman fiction. In one sense, it
dramatically and effectively articulates women's desires for self-affirmation, for
education, for equality. However, the literature articulating these ideas remains riddled
with descriptions of fear and hopelessness, with images of suffering and stagnation.
Nevertheless, later feminist writers and activists would build upon and demystify
the dramatic images of women put forth in New Woman fiction. It is through these
imaginative dreams and dark tales of despair that a new climate of liberalism would begin
to emerge. The long-neglected body of New Woman fiction did indeed cut the "track to
the water's edge," bridging the abyss of cultural ignorance about women's potential,
furthering later feminists in their quest to reach the Land of Freedom.

27 1
Conclusions.

In her discussion of the "popular appeal" of feminism at the end of the nineteenth
century, Ann Heilmann notes that "The enthusiasm with which feminist ideas were taken
up by young middle-class women and modified into claims for personal liberty and
equality of opportunity testifies to the success of the social project on which New Woman
writers were engaged." 1 Certainly the efforts of these women to promote ideas of change,
"to disrupt taken-for-granted assumptions and dogmatic complacencies," enabled
individuals to critique- and to change - the legal and social conditions that resulted in
the oppression of women. 2 The Married Woman's Property Act of 1882 , the Infants Bill
of 188 6, and the Separation and Maintenance Act of 1895 all granted women political
rights in regards to property ownership and child custody.3 In the next quarter century
women would entrench themselves in the workforce and achieve the right to vote. In
addition to the political changes that were brought about in response to these popular
expressions of proto-feminist ideas, a number of modem critics credit New Woman
fiction as the literary experiment that led to modernism. Ann Ardis, for example, posits
late-Victorian women writers as pioneers of the new narrative forms that would be
embraced and refined by twentieth-century writers.
Specifically, Ardis claims that "the New Woman novelists anticipate the
reappraisal of realism . . .. Most obviously, the 'natural' inevitability of the marriage plot is
1
Heilmann, 9, 5.
2 Rita Felski, The Gender ofModernity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 14.
3
The Married Woman's Property Acts of 1 870 and 1 882 allowed women to own property independently of
their husbands; the Infants Bill of 1 886 recognized the mother as the natural guardian of her children on the
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challenged as New Woman novels 'replace' 'the pure woman,' the Victorian angel in the
house, with a heroine who either is sexually active outside of marriage or who abstains
from sex for political rather than moral reasons. ,,4 It is this "new" way of approaching
themes of love and marriage that has been explored in this study. While a number of
critics, such as Ardis, Lyn Pykett, and Sally Ledger have explored the ways in which
writers of New Woman fiction have "demystif[ied] the ideology of 'womanliness,"' I
have attempted to focus on the ways in which late nineteenth-century authors
problematized heterosexual relationships. 5 It has been my argument that the works of
New Woman fiction writers exist as fascinating examples of the halting, fragmented
progress of the late nineteenth-century's women's movement precisely because of the
ways in which themes of love, marriage, and desire dominate them. The juxtaposition of
harsh critiques (of traditional heterosexual relationships) with extravagant celebrations
(of passion and "true love") exemplify the complex contradictions faced by writers
trained in a novelistic tradition to value romance and by a restrictive social system to fear
or resent marriage.
Although New Woman fiction is profoundly influenced by the social and political
principles of nineteenth-century feminist activism, the texts of this genre are more than
conventional literary responses to the new ideas that were being put forth by the
Victorian women's movement. New Woman fiction exists as a complex examination of
the conditions of women's lives. These examinations, although intended to reveal the
ideologies that defined and delimited the feminine body and the intellectual potential of
death of the father; the Separation and Maintenance Act of 1 895 allowed magistrates to grant custody of
children to the wife rather than to the husband in cases of marital breakdown.
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the female sex, often were constructed as representations of "real" life. Many authors
struggled to articulate activist discourses by exploring the personal experiences of female
characters in the setting of the modem world. However, it is my claim that the complex
processes of these New Woman texts can be defined as the deconstruction and
subsequent reconstruction of traditional ideals of femininity. Some writers, like
Schreiner, employ metaphorical imagery in an effort to describe a utopian future wherein
women escape traditional proscriptions concerning formulations of feeling and behavior.
Yet, authors like Sarah Grand and Victoria Crosse imagine "new" women only to
reinstate them in traditional domestic spheres at the conclusion of their rebellious
adventures.
As was noted previously, Gissing's The Odd Women stands as a fascinating
exception to this tradition. This narrative is unique in that it addresses the lives of late
century "career women" as well as the limited circumstances of the bourgeois housewife.
Gissing elaborates on the ways in which the working woman of the modem world might
navigate the perilous social situations that threaten to stifle or limit her personal
aspirations. Although Gissing seems to argue that women must choose between
meaningful work and meaningful intimacy, he recognizes possible futures for women
who wish to escape the domestic sphere.
However, this study has focused on the ways in which Gissing, as well as other
authors of New Woman fiction, associated the plight of the New Woman with suffering
and containment. It is my argument that constructing narratives of suffering was not a

4

5

Ardis, 3 .
Ardis, 3.
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liberating gesture, although the image of the tragic New Woman heroine had the potential
to inspire feelings of sympathy for the feminist project in the reader. Interestingly, it is
possible for the modern reader to imagine ways in which proto-feminist authors such as
Schreiner, Grand, Caird, Cross, and Egerton might have constructed successful political
texts about non-domestic women. Nevertheless, these authors appear, in some sense, to
have been bound by their perceptions of the inflexibility of British culture. Many of the
heroines discussed here have been described as possessors of great potential; however,
these heroines are, for various reasons, unable to fulfill their dreams of self-fashioning.
Perhaps, in closing, one might look briefly at Olive Schreiner' s short story "Life's
Gifts."6 A short description of a woman's dream, put forth in less than half a page, this
passage encapsulates a number of the complexities concerning women, love, and freedom
that appear throughout numerous longer works of New Woman fiction. Here Schreiner's
narrator watches "Life" come to a woman who sleeps. In one hand Life holds "Love," in
the other "Freedom." Life demands that the woman who sleeps "Choose!" which gift she
will take ("Gifts," 3 1 7). After a long period of quiet thought, the woman in the story
chooses Freedom. In response to her decision, Life remarks "Thou hast well chosen. If
thou hadst said, 'Love,' I would have given thee that thou didst ask for; and I would have
gone from thee, and returned to thee no more. Now, the day will come when I shall
return. In that day I shall bear both gifts in one hand" ("Gifts," 3 1 7). The story ends as
the woman laughs in her sleep.

6

Olive Schreiner, "Life's Gifts" in Dreams (London: Unwin, 1 890); reprinted in Showalter's Daughters of
3 17. Hereafter cited as "Gifts."
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The message of this short text is simple yet substantial. Women must place their
needs for self-actualization over their desire to experience meaningful intimacy with men.
It is interesting that here Schreiner places "Love" in opposition to "Freedom"; she thus
aligns love with freedom's traditional opposite, slavery. Love is designated an emotion
that makes women in particular slaves to emotional force. Schreiner, in arguing that
women much choose freedom for themselves in order to gain all of "life's gifts," presents
the idea that the woman of the future must value autonomy above all. In the nineteenth
century, a myriad of cultural messages directed women to place their love for their
husbands and families before their personal needs or desires. Interestingly, Schreiner, and
other authors such as Caird, Grand, and Gissing, present readers with female characters
who protest against such social systems. Nevertheless, despite Schreiner's emphasis on
the need for women to. actively seek freedom, the title of this story designates lasting love
one of life's great gifts. The woman in the story chooses "Freedom" first, yet there is the
hope that she might also obtain affection, intimacy, warmth.
If read in context with the other New Woman works of this study, this character's
hope for a life characterized by both freedom and love does indeed seem a fantasy. In
turn, it is interesting to note that Ruth Brandon concludes her text on activist women
living at the turn of the nineteenth century with the following statement:
it is remarkable how few of these brilliant, forceful, ambitious woman - and
nearly all of them were that - managed to avoid living their lives on the terms of a
male lover or husband. Eleanor Marx, Edith Ellis, Amber Reeves, even such
obviously successful women as Beatrice Webb and Rebecca West - none of them
managed to live their lives as they would have done had they been entirely free
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agents. And if it is argued that none of us are free agents, then one need only
compare their lives with those of the men they were involved with. 7
It is interesting to note that issues of love, marriage, and mothering haunted the lives of
feminist activists just as they haunt the texts of the New Woman genre. Notably, the
authors described in this study are unable to overcome the assumption that even non
traditional women are destined to participate in intimate relationships with men. Indeed,
the fictional character of the New Woman traverses dangerous ground in her efforts to
forge an identity of her own, to exist as neither public nor private property but as an
entity belonging to herself. I would argue, then, that, despite their desire to celebrate
modem principles of equality, many of the authors discussed in this study fear the
implications of feminine independence - the idea that independent women must
necessarily reject the ideals of home and family that the religious ideologies of the past
and the scientific ideologies of the present described as the responsibility and the glory of
the female sex. It makes sense that many of them chose not to promote this idea. It meant
renouncing not only conventional wisdom but the hope of intimacy and comfort. To live
an unconventional life, as Rhoda Nunn in Gissing' s The Odd Women, seemed a

laborious, difficult, painful, and sometimes impossible undertaking.
Despite the New Woman genre's simultaneous longing for and resistance to
change, these texts serve as fascinating depictions of an important historical moment of
cultural transformation. Indeed, the acceptance of stifling domestic spaces and the
renunciation of the struggle for autonomy illustrate the ways in which/in de siecle
authors recognized traditional women's lived experience and described it in their texts.
7

Ruth Brandon, The New Woman and the Old Men: Love, Sex, and the Woman Question (London: Secker
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More specifically, the longing for romantic love evidenced by the heroines of these works
shows a respect for the positive elements of historical human experience. Although they
critiqued the structuring of power relationships in the modem world, authors nourished
the hopes of that world. Authors denounced marriage but held fast to the dream of
elective affinity, cursed the domestic sphere at the same time that they cherished the
concept of "home." In truth, they longed for both "Love" and "Freedom" - a new world
that would foster liberal ideas of gender equality and encourage the fragile bonds of love
and intimacy that connect individuals of different genders. Perhaps this is why the
dramatic, often metaphorical short stories of Schreiner and Egerton have been most
recognized by the literary critics of the present day; in these brief literary episodes, the
contradictions of New Woman literature are gracefully glossed over and the ideological
conflicts are cleverly truncated.
Yet, the idiosyncrasies and irregularities of these texts, their fascination with love
and their rejection of unions based on power and control, may give the modern reader
insight into the complexities of our own conceptions of meaning. Indeed, does the
modern-day world often imagine possibilities for women's lives that do not include
narratives of romance? In truth, people in the world today have not yet lost their
fascination with the intimate passions of the heart. Even in this post-feminist moment, in
which individuals recognize the performativity of gender, the possibilities of homosexual
and bisexual relationships, and the transient nature of passionate feeling, fictional
narratives continue to provide readers with variations on the same old romance plot. Most
members of American culture celebrate the idea of excessive and exuberant love, exalting
and Warburg, 1990), 249.
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and cherishing the vision of "two-in-oneness." Perhaps this action raises questions about
the possibility of universal truth. Is it inherent in our natures to dream of a life of love? In
The Odd Women, Mary Barfoot asks Rhoda "Do you know what it is to be in love?"8

Many works of New Woman fiction, and many modem literary efforts, continue to
address this theme. What does it mean to be in love? What is "real" love? What happens
to the individual when he or she is in love? Such themes and visions haunt our texts and
our culture, often overshadowing more serious topics of inequity or wrongdoing. Perhaps
this is because, in their hearts, many readers value love as much as - or even more than freedom, justice, or salvation. We still have much, then, to learn from the fin de siecle
New Women. We are in significant ways still living and rewriting, at times, their story.

8

Odd Women, 51.
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